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 Abstract 
Magnetic! systems! based! on! the! manipulation! of! domain! walls! (DWs)! in! nanometre<
scaled! tracks! have! been! shown! to! store! data! at! high! density,! perform! complex! logic!
operations,! and! even!mechanically!manipulate! magnetic! beads.! The!magnetic! nano<
track!has!also!been!an!indispensable!model!system!to!study!fundamental!magnetic!and!
magneto<electronic! phenomena,! such! as! field! induced!DW! propagation,! spin<transfer!
torque,!and!other!micromagnetic!properties.!Its!value!to!fundamental!research!and!the!
breath!of!potentially!useful!applications!have!made! this! class!of! systems! the! focus!of!
wide!research!in!the!area!of!nanomagnetism!and!spintronics.!
This! thesis! focuses! on! DW! manipulation! and! DW<based! devices! in! spin<valve!
nanotracks.!The!spin<valve!is!a!metallic!multi<layered!spintronic!structure,!wherein!the!
electrical!resistance!varies!greatly!with!the!magnetisation!of!its!layers.!In!comparison!to!
monolayer! tracks,! the! spin<valve! track! enables! more! sensitive! and! versatile!
measurements,! as! well! as! demonstrating! electronic! output! of! DW<based! devices,! an!
achievement! of! crucial! interest! to! technological! applications.! However,! these! multi<
layered! tracks! introduce!new,!potentially!disruptive!magnetic! interactions,!as!well!as!
fabrication!challenges.!
In! this! thesis,! the!DW!propagation! in! spin<valve!nanotracks!of!different! compositions!
was!studied,!and!a!system!with!DW!propagation!properties!comparable!to!the!state<of<
the<art!in!monolayer!tracks!was!demonstrated,!down!to!an!unprecedented!lateral!size!
of!33!nm.!!
Several! DW! logic! devices! of! variable! complexity! were! demonstrated! and! studied,!
namely!a!turn<counting!DW!spiral,!a!DW!gate,!multiple!DW!logic!NOT!gates,!and!a!DW<
DW! interactor.! It! was! found! that,! where! the! comparison! was! possible,! the! overall!
magnetic! behaviour! of! these! devices!was! analogous! to! that! of!monolayer! structures,!
and! the! device! performance,! as! defined! by! the! range! of! field!wherein! they! function!
desirably,! was! found! to! be! comparable,! albeit! inferior,! to! that! of! their! monolayer!
counterparts.! The! interaction! between! DWs! in! adjacent! tracks! was! studied! and! new!
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phenomena! were! observed! and! characterised,! such! as! DW! depinning! induced! by! a!
static!or!travelling!adjacent!DW.!!
The! contribution! of! different! physical! mechanisms! to! electrical! current! induced!
depinning!were!quantified,!and!it!was!found!that!the!Oersted!field,!typically!negligible!
in!monolayer!tracks,!was!responsible!for!large!variations!in!depinning!field!in!SV!tracks,!
and!that!the!strength!of!spin<transfer!effect!was!similar!in!magnitude!to!that!reported!
in!monolayer!tracks.!Finally,!current!induced!ferromagnetic!resonance!was!measured,!
and! the! domain! uniform! resonant! mode! was! observed,! in! very! good! agreement! to!
Kittel!theory!and!simulations.!
!
!
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[1] Introduction   
This! thesis! is! focused! on! the! study! of! the! propagation! and! manipulation! of! magnetic!
domain!walls!(DWs)!in!spin8valve!(SV)!nanotracks,!with!an!interest!in!the!field!of!DW!logic.!
It! is! then! based! on! two! related! fields! of! research.! The! first,!micromagnetism,! deals!with!
magnetisation!of!nm!to!?m8scaled!objects.!The!second,!spintronics,!studies!the!interaction!
of! magnetically! polarised! conduction! electrons! with! the! material! magnetisation,!
including!the!giant!magnetoresistive!effect!(GMR)!present!in!SV!structures.!
The!magnetic!nanotrack! is! a!magnet!with!a!nanometre8scaled! cross8section,! a! thickness!
smaller!than!the!exchange!length,!and!a!much!longer!length,!made!of!a!soft!ferromagnetic!
material!(e.g.!Permalloy,!widely!used!in!nanotrack!studies).!As!will!be!seen!below,!it!is!an!
information8bearing! system! with! remarkable! technological! possibilities.! It! holds!
magnetic!domains!that!are!binary8stable!and!separated!by!structurally!simple!DWs.!These!
can!be! injected,!moved,! and!pinned! inside! the!material!by!external! fields!and!currents,!
enabling!the!manipulation!of!the!information!they!encode.!From!a!fabrication!technology!
point!of!view,!when!compared!with!current!nanoelectronics!technologies,!they!are!simple!
to! make! and! scale! to! lower! dimensions.! They! are! also! good! model! systems! to! study!
physical!phenomena,!ranging!from!DW!dynamics!to!spintronic!effects.!
The!SV!track,!simply!enough,!is!a!similarly!shaped!nanotrack!consisting!of!multiple!layers!
of!magnetic!and!non8magnetic!metals.!As!it!will!be!explained!in!more!detail!below,!in!a!
SV! track,! the! electrical! resistance! can! be! used! to! determine! the! magnetic! domain!
configuration!of!the!track,!and!specifically!the!position!of!a!DW!in!a!track!with!only!two!
domains.! The! SV! nanotrack! then! serves! both! as! a! tool! for! the! study! of! the!
micromagnetism!of!nanotracks!and!as!a!path!to!practical!integration!of!future!DW8based!
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digital! devices! with! electronic! components.! It! is,! however,! a! distinct! system! from! the!
magnetic!nanotrack,!as!the!presence!of!multiple!magnetic!layers!adds!new!magnetostatic!
and!spintronic!interactions.!The!magnetic!behaviour!of!the!SV!nanotrack!and!the!control!
of!these!interactions!are!the!object!of!this!thesis.!
In! chapter! 1,! the! fundamentals! of! micromagnetism! and! spintronics! will! be! briefly!
presented,! as! well! as! previous! work! on! DW! logic! and! spin8valve! tracks.! Chapter! 2!
describes!the!main!fabrication!and!measurement!methods,!developed!for!or!used!in!this!
work.! Chapter! 3! presents! our! results! on!DW! propagation! in! a! SV! track,! and! how! it! is!
affected!by!SV!composition!and!by!geometrical!parameters.!In!chapter!4,!we!demonstrate!
several!complex!DW!logic!structures,!and!use!them!to!study!the!behaviour!of!DWs!in!these!
systems.!Chapter!5!presents!some!results!on!the!interaction!of!electrical!current!and!the!
track! magnetisation,! namely! current! induced! DW! depinning! and! current! induced!
ferromagnetic!resonance!(FMR).!
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1-1. Micromagnetism 
1-1.1. Micromagnetic theory 
Micromagnetic! theory!attempts! to!explain! the!magnetisation!of! ferromagnetic!materials!
at! the! sub8?m! scale.! This! scale! is! far! larger! than! the! individual! composing! magnetic!
moments,!which!occur!at!the!atomic!scale,!allowing!for!the!semi8classical!approximation!
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of!the!local!magnetic!moment!average!density!by!a!continuous!vector!field!M-(1),!called!
the! (local)- magnetisation.! In! order! for! this! approximation! to! hold,! we! must! assume!M!
varies! slowly! across! the! distance! of! several! individual! spins,!which! is! indeed! the! case!
enforced!by! the!exchange! interaction! in! ferromagnets,!as!we!shall! see.!This!assumption!
underpins! the! micromagnetic! model,! introduced! in! the! first! half! of! the! 20th! century,!
mainly! in! the! work! by! Landau! &! Lifshitz! [Landau' &' Lifshi-' ./01]! and! later! developed! by!
Brown![Brown'()*+].!
The!magnetisation-M!can!be!written!as!
! M = MS ∙m(r,t)! (eq.!181)!
where!MS!is!the!saturation-magnetisation,!a!scalar!constant!of!the!material!2,!and!m!a!unit8
sized!vector!field!representing!the!direction!of!the!magnetisation,!called!normalised!(local)!
magnetisation.!All! the! energy! terms! relevant! to! the!magnetic! interactions! are!defined! as!
functions!of!the!field!M,!and!the!stable!configurations!of!M!are!found!by!finding!the!local!
minima!of!the!total!energy.!In!this!way,!the!intractable!problem!of!calculating!the!mutual!
interactions!of!~1015!spins!is!reduced!to!a!simpler!problem!of!multivariate!calculus.!!
There!are!several!energy!terms!that!must!be!taken!into!account!to!describe!adequately!the!
magnetisation:! the! exchange! interaction,! magnetocrystalline! anisotropy,! Zeeman! (or!
magnetostatic)!energy,!and!demagnetising!energy!(or!shape!anisotropy).!
Exchange&interaction&
The! direct! exchange! interaction! is! a! quantum8mechanical! electrostatic! phenomenon!
between!electron!pairs!with!overlapping!wave!functions,!which!gives!rise!to!a!difference!
in!energy!between! the!parallel!and!anti8parallel! spin!states.!This! interaction! in!a!many8
body!system!is!described!by!the!Heisenberg!Hamiltonian![Blundell()**+]!
! ℋ = − !!,! !S! ∙ S!!!!! ! (eq.!182)!
where!Si!are!the!individual!spin!vectors,!and!Ji,j!is!the!exchange-constant!(or!integral)!which!
quantifies!the!overlap!of!the!two!electron!wavefunctions!and!parameterises!the!strength!
of! the! interaction.!The! range!of! this! interaction! is! limited! to!neighbouring!atoms!where!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!In! this! chapter,!we!use!bold! letters! for! vector! or! tensorial! variables,! and! italics! for! scalars.! The!
amplitude!of!vector!quantities!are!also!written!with!italics!(e.g.! M = M!).!
2!MS! is! typically! considered! as! a! function! of! temperature.! ! At! the! temperatures! studied! in! this!
thesis!(room!temperature,!or,!at!maximum,!some!tens!of!K!above!it),!there!is!little!change!in!MS!in!
the!used!materials.!
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the!wavefunction!overlap!is!significant!3.!Thus,!Ji,j! is!negligible!for!all!but!the!immediate!
neighbours.!In!ferromagnetic!materials,!J->!0,!favouring!the!parallel!alignment!of!spins.!In!
antiferromagnetic!materials,!where!adjacent!spins!are!anti8parallel!aligned,!J-<!0.!
Using!the!micromagnetic!approximation!for!m,!the!exchange!energy!density!term!can!be!
expressed!as!4!
! !!ex = A! ∇mX 2 + ∇mY 2 + ∇mZ 2 ! (eq.!183)!
where!A,!the!exchange-stiffness-(in!units!of!J/m),!is!a!parameter!of!the!material!proportional!
to! J! (5).! In!Permalloy! (Ni81Fe19),!A! ≈! 1.3×1011!J/m! [Aharoni)*+++].! It! can!be! seen!here! that! the!
exchange!interaction!favours!regions!of!uniform!m.!
Magnetocrystalline&anisotropy&
Magnetocrystalline!anisotropy! is! the!property!of! some!materials! to! favour!energetically!
the!magnetisation!along!certain!crystalline!axes.!It!is!caused!by!the!spin8orbit!interaction!
[Aharoni)*+++].! The! electron!orbits! are! linked! to! the! crystalline! structure! and,!via! the! spin8
orbit!interaction,!so!are!the!atomic!spins,!favouring!some!spin!orientations!along!certain!
crystalline!axes.!This!defines!easy&axes! (and,!by!opposition,!hard-axes).!The!number!and!
orientation!of!these!axes!depend!on!the!crystalline!symmetry.!
The! simplest! case,! of! a! single! easy! axis,! is! called!uniaxial& anisotropy,! and! the! energy!
density!may!be!expressed!phenomenologically!as!a!series!of!powers!of!sin2 !!
! !a = Ku1 sin2 ! + Ku2 sin4 ! +⋯! (eq.!184)!
where!Kun!are! the! (material! specific)! anisotropy- constants- (unit:! J/m3),! and!θ! is! the! angle!
between!the!magnetisation!and!the!easy!axis.!Note!that!magnetocrystalline!anisotropy!is!
symmetric!for!opposite!magnetisations!(e.g.!m!=!+eZ!and!m!=!8eZ).!For!small!θ,!such!as!in!
e.g.!FMR,!the!effect!of!this!anisotropy!may!be!approximated!by!an!effective!anisotropy-field,!
! HK = 2!Ku1 !!MS! (eq.!185).!
Polycrystalline!Permalloy! (Py;!of!which! the! free! layer!of! the!SV! studied! in! this! thesis! is!
made)! is! a! soft! ferromagnet,! i.e.! one! where! the! magnetocrystalline! anisotropy! is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!This! form! of! the! exchange! interaction! is! called! direct! exchange,! as! the! spins! are! directly!
overlapping.! Other! forms! of! exchange! exist,! mediated! by! other! electrons,! such! as! the! RKKY!
interaction!described!below.!
4!The!derivation!can!be!seen!in,!e.g.,![Blundell()**+].!
5!The!relation!is!A-=-2-J-S2-z/a!,!where!a!is!the!nearest!neighbour!distance!and!z!the!number!of!sites!
in!the!unit!cell.!
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negligible! (e.g.! [Tannous(&(Gieraltowski(2334]).! This! formalism!will! still! be!used! to!understand!
shape!anisotropy,!which!is!described!further!below.!!
Zeeman&energy&
Zeeman!energy!accounts!for!the!classical!energy!of!a!magnetised!body!in!an!external!field!
HEXT.!The!Zeeman!energy!density!is!given!by!
! !Zeeman = −!0!M ∙HEXT! (eq.!186).!
It!favours!the!alignment!of!M!along!the!externally!applied!field.!
Demagnetising&energy&&
The!demagnetising!energy!ED!accounts!for!the!dipolar!interaction!between!the!individual!
spins.!The!demagnetising!energy!density!in!the!ferromagnet!can!be!written!as!a!function!
of!the!demagnetising-field!HD,!in!an!equation!similar!to!that!of!!Zeeman ![Aharoni)*+++]:!
! !D = − !!2 !M ∙HD!! (eq.!187).!
The!½!factor! is! included!to!avoid!double8counting! the!dipole!pairs.!HD!can!be!deduced!
from!Maxwell’s!equations![Aharoni)*+++]!
! ∇ ∙M = −∇ ∙HD!.! (eq.!188)!
In!a!uniformly!magnetised! infinite!magnet,!∇ ∙M = 0!everywhere!and!HD!vanishes.! In!a!
uniformly!magnetised!finite!magnet,!it!is!common!to!approximate!HD!by!a!constant!field!
given! by!HD = −! ∙M ,! where!! !is! the! 3×3! demagnetisation- tensor.! This! yields! an!
expression!for!the!demagnetising!energy!density:!
! !D = + !!2 !MS2! m ∙! ∙m !,! (eq.!189)!
which!is!a!function!of!magnetisation!angle!only.!Thus,!in!uniformly!magnetised!particles,!
the! demagnetisation! energy! is! analogous! to! the!magnetocrystalline! energy! seen! above,!
and!is!responsible!for!the!so8called!shape&anisotropy,!and!the!existence!of!shape8defined!
easy!and!hard!axes.!!
An! important!class!of!geometries! is! the!ellipsoid!and! its! limit! shapes,! the! infinite!plane!
and!the!infinite!cylinder.!In!these!geometries,!a!uniform!M!produces!in!fact!a!constant!HD.!
In!addition,!in!these!cases,! !is!diagonal!in!the!coordinate!system!of!the!ellipsoidal!axes,!
and!its!components!(!XX,! YY,!and! ZZ)!are!called!the!demagnetisation-factors.!!
Generally,! !must! be! calculated! numerically.! Analytical! solutions! do! exist! for! some!
important! special! cases,! such! as! ellipsoids! [Osborn( )*+,]! and! rectangular! prisms! (such! as!
nanotracks)![Aharoni)*++,].!
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Using! Maxwell’s! equations,!HD! may! be! re8written! as! a! gradient! of! a! scalar! potential,!
HD = −∇U,!where!∇!U = ∇ ∙M.!This!leads!to!a!useful!and!intuitive!mathematical!picture,!
which! is! to! consider!HD! as! the! field! created! by!volume& and& surface&magnetic& charges!
analogous!to!electrostatics.!The!magnetic!charge!density!is!defined!as!
! ! = −!!!! ∙M!! (volume!charge!density)!
! ! = −!!!n ∙M!! (surface!charge!density)!! (eqs.!1810)!
where! n! is! the! normal! to! the! surface.! These! charges! are! only! a! mathematical! object,!
similar!to!the!concept!of!bound!electrical!charges!in!polarised!media.!The!expressions!for!
the!scalar!potential!U!and!the!ED!obtained!from!these!charges!are![Aharoni)*+++]!:!
! U = 1
4!!! !r!r! !V′ + !r!r! !S′ !
! ED = !!U!!V + !!U!!S! (eqs.!1811)!
Domains and DWs 
It! can! be! seen! directly! from! eqs.! 1811! above! that! the! existence! of! magnetic! charges!
increases!the!demagnetisation!energy,!and!that!the!system!will!favour!the!reduction!and!
separation!of!magnetic!charges,!unless!opposed!by!another!energy!term.!The!amount!of!
charges!(and!ED)!can!be!minimised!by!the!formation!of!magnetic&domains.!The!domain!is!
a! region! of! uniform! magnetisation,! therefore! with! no! volume! charges! and! minimal!
exchange! energy,! preferentially! aligned! so! to! minimise! anisotropy! energy.! It! has,!
however,! surface! charges! that! still! generate! a! demagnetising! field,! FIG.! !8!A.! The!
demagnetising!energy!can!be!minimised!by!the!formation!of!flux&closure&domains,!with!
several!adjacent!domains!of!opposite!magnetisation,!FIG.!!8!B.!
!  
FIG. 1-1 Flux closure domains. A. Single domain state, and its surface charges in the left 
and right sides. B. Flux closure domains, with four domains. The positive charges of each 
domain are adjacent to the negative charges of another domain, minimising the total HD. 
Across! the! regions! between! the! uniformly! magnetised! domains,! the! magnetisation! is!
forced! to! change! directions! with! an! associated! energy! cost.! These! regions! are! called!
domain& walls! (DWs).! The! DWs! are! typically! characterised! by! the! angular! difference!
between!the!domains!they!separate!(e.g.!90°,!180°,!or!even!360°!DWs),!and!their! internal!
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structure!(e.g.!the!axis!and!sense!of!magnetisation!rotation).!Their!structure!and!extension!
are! the!product! of! the! balance! between! the! exchange! energy,!which! favours! thick!DWs!
with! smoothly!varying!magnetisation,! and! the! shape!or!magnetocrystalline! anisotropy,!
which!favours!thin!DWs!that!maximise!the!alignment!to!the!easy!axis.!The!different!types!
of!DWs!in!nanotracks!will!be!presented!further!below.!
The! scale! in!which! the!magnetisation! changes! is! called! the! exchange& length,! typically!
expressed!by![Aharoni)*+++],!
! lex = AKeff! (eq.!1812)!
where!A!is!the!exchange!stiffness,!and!Keff!is!the!effective!anisotropy!of!the!ferromagnet,!
describing! both! the! magnetocrystalline! and! the! shape! anisotropy.! The! K! constant! for!
shape! anisotropy! can! be! found! by! equating! the! expression! for! HK! (eq.! 185)! and! the!
maximum!value!of!HD.!As!a!general!case,!the!maximum!HD!is!MS,!and!KShape = !!MS2 2.!
In!a!material!with!negligible!crystalline!anisotropy,!such!as!Py,!lex!is!then!
! lex = 2!A!!!MS2! (eq.!1813),!
which!is!~5!nm!for!Py.!
In!this!thesis,!we!will!study!DWs!in!nanotracks,!which!will!be!discussed!further!below.!
1-1.2. Magnetisation dynamics 
An! isolated! magnetic! moment!?! in! an! external! field!H0! is! subject! to! a! torque!!!×!H0,!
leading!to!the!gyroscopic!equation![Blundell()**+]!
! !!!!t = !0! !×!H0! (eq.!1814)!
Where!γ0! is!the!gyromagnetic!ratio,!which!for!the!electron!is!−γ! = −!0!!B!g/ℏ!(where!g!
is! the! Landé! factor! and! EB! is! the! Bohr! magnetron).! The! magnetisation! inside! the!
ferromagnet! is! subject! to!other! interactions!besides! the!external! field,!as!we!saw!above.!
The!same!expression!can!still!be!applied,!but!using!an!effective!field!Heff![Aharoni)*+++]!
! !M!t = −!0!M!×!Heff! Heff = − !!! !!!!M! (eqs.!1815)!
where!εT!is!the!total!energy!density,!and!!!! !M!is!shorthand!for! !!!!mi eii=x,y,z .!
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Note! that! in! stationary! solutions!M! is! parallel! to!Heff,! which! leads! to! Brown’s! static!
equations![Aharoni)*+++]!:! !
! M!×!Heff = 0! (eq.!1816).!
For!M!not!parallel!to!Heff,!this!equation!describes!an!undamped!precessing!magnetisation,!
while! in! reality! it! is!observed! that!magnetisation!oscillations!do!decay.!The!damping! is!
included! as! phenomenological! damping! term! (Gilbert- damping),! leading! to! the!Landau&
Lifshitz&Gilbert&equation!(LLG)![Landau'&'Lifshi-'./01;'Aharoni'6777;'Gilbert'677=]:!
! !m!t = −!0!m!×!Heff + !!m!× !m!t ! (eq.!1817)!
where!α!is!the!(material!dependent)!Gilbert!damping!constant,!and!M!was!substituted!by!
Ms!m.!The!damping! torque! rotates! the!magnetisation! towards! the!direction!of!Heff,! and!
towards! a! stationary! solution.! In! Py,! α! was! experimentally! determined! to! be! 0.008!
[Rantschler,et,al.,.//0],!a!low!value!compared!to!other!common!materials.!
Generally,! the! determination! of! either! the! stationary! magnetisation! or! the! dynamical!
response! cannot! be! solved! analytically.! In! this! thesis,! we! used! the! OOMMF! package!
[Donahue)&)Porter).///]! to!numerically! integrate! the!LLG! equation.!A!brief!description!of! the!
simulation!parameters!and!of!OOMMF’s!integration!methods!will!be!given!in!Chapter!2.!
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 
The!eq.!1817!predicts!a!magnetisation!precessional!state!with!frequency!ω0!=!γ0!Heff,!which!
can! be! resonantly! excited! by! an! external! field.! This! excitation! is! called! ferromagnetic&
resonance.!If!the!ferromagnet!is!uniformly!magnetised,!and!all!the!spins!precess!in!phase!
with! the! same!amplitude,! this! is! called! the!uniform&mode,! as! opposed! to!non8uniform!
modes!such!as!spin8wave!excitations.!
For!a!small!ellipsoidal!soft!ferromagnet,!Heff!contains!contributions!only!from!H0!and!the!
demagnetising! field!HD = −! ∙M,! and! the! resonance! frequency! can!be!written! as! [Ki$el'
!""#]:!
!! !02 = !02! H0 + !YY −!ZZ !M ! H0 + !XX −!ZZ !M ! (eq.!1818)!
where!the!z8axis!was!chosen!to!lie!along!H0.!
The!study!of!FMR!as!a!function!of!H0!magnitude!and!angle,!and!of!excitation!frequency,!is!
called! FMR& spectroscopy,! and! is! used! to! experimentally! measure! many! material!
parameters,!such!as!α![Rantschler,et,al.,.//0]!or!magnetocrystalline!anisotropy!constants.!
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1-2. Magnetisation of nanotracks 
In!this!thesis,!we!will!mostly!study!the!magnetisation!of!the!free!layer!of!a!SV!nanotrack.!
This! layer! is! made! of! soft! ferromagnetic! material! with! negligible! magnetocrystalline!
anisotropy!(Py!6).!The!thickness!(t)!of!the!free!layer!in!this!thesis!is!in!the!order!of!10!nm,!
the!width!(w)!from!30!to!300!nm,!and!the!length!(l)!was!of!several!?m.!The!thickness!of!
these!nanotracks!are!comparable!to!the!exchange!length!(which!is!~5!nm!in!Py),!while!its!
length! is! several! orders8of8magnitude! greater.! The! reduced! dimensions! along! with!
negligible! magnetocrystalline! anisotropy! result! in! the! magnetisation! being! governed!
mostly!by!the!element!shape.!The!extreme!shape!anisotropy!forces!the!magnetisation!to!
lie!length8wise,!while!the!reduced!cross8section!dimensions!favour!a!quasi8single!domain!
state:!the!magnetic!domain!occupies!the!whole!cross8section!of!the!nanotrack,!while!more!
than! one! domain! may! exist! length8wise,! FIG.!!8!.! The! domains! are! separated! by!DWs,!
which!have!a!width!similar!to!the!track!width!(these!are!called!180°!DWs!as!they!separate!
domains!of!opposite!magnetisation).!These!DWs!have!a!net!magnetic!charge,!+2Q-(head8
to8head! DW;! HH! DW)! or! –2Q! (tail8to8tail! DW;! TT" DW),! where! Q = !!!S!MS !is! the!
characteristic!charge!of!the!track,!and!S!is!the!cross8section!area!(cf.!eqs.!1810).!
   
FIG. 1-2 Magnetisation in nanotracks. 
DW structure in nanotracks 
Depending! on! the! track! cross8section,! there! can! be! several! possible!DW! structures.!We!
will! focus!here!on! the!DWs! in! thin!nanotracks,! i.e.! tracks!where! t-<-w-≪- l,!which! is! the!
case! of! all! studied! structures! in! this! thesis.! In! these! tracks,!micromagnetic! simulations!
[McMichael)&)Donahue) /001;)Nakatani) et) al.) 7889]! predict! three! structure! types:! the! transverse&DW!
(TDW),!the!asymmetric&TDW,!and!the!vortex&DW!(see!FIG.!!8!A).!TDW!occur!in!thinner!and!
narrower!tracks.!Here,!the!magnetisation!rotates!while!remaining!in!the!plane!of!the!strip,!
and!forms!a!typical!V8shape.!The!vortex!DW!occurs!in!thicker!and!wider!tracks.!Here!the!
magnetisation!curls!in8plane!about!a!perpendicular8to8plane!core.!The!vortex!DW!allows!
some!flux!closure,!lowering!the!demagnetisation!energy,!at!the!expense!of!an!increase!in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!In! some! structures,! the! free! layer! is! a! Py/CoFe! double! layer,! also! with! negligible! crystalline!
anisotropy.!
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the!exchange!energy.!The!asymmetric!TDW!occurs!in!intermediate!thickness!and!width.!It!
is!similar!to!the!TDW!but!with!a!length8wise!(X!direction)!asymmetry.!All!these!structures!
types! have! been! observed! experimentally!with!magnetic! imaging! techniques! (see! [Kläui'
!""#]!for!a!review).!
A.
  
 
FIG. 1-3 DW structure in thin nanotracks. A. Micromagnetic simulation of the three HH 
DW types in a Py strip (w = 250 nm, t = 3 nm for the TDW, t = 10 nm for the rest). The 
colour scale represents MZ, white for 0, blue for >200 kA/m. B. Phase diagram of stable 
DW types, from [Nakatani et al. 2005]. 
The!phase&diagram!has!been!determined!by!simulation! [McMichael)&)Donahue)/001;)Nakatani)et)al.)
!""#]! and!experimentally! [Kläui'et'al.',--.]! (7),! and! is! shown! in!FIG.!!8!B.!The! lines! show! the!
phase! boundaries! between! each!DW! type.! The! vortex! to!TDW! (or! asymmetric!TDW)! is! a!
first!order!transition,!and!the!(asymmetric)!TDWs!are!meta8stable!above!the!transition!line!
(such! is! the! case! in!FIG.!!8!A).! The! coexistence! of! vortex! and! transverse!DWs! has! been!
observed! experimentally,! as! well! as! the! thermally! activated! transformation! from! the!
meta8stable! transverse! to! vortex! structure! [Laufenberg+ et+ al.+ /001].! On! the! other! hand,! the!
asymmetric! to! symmetric! TDW! transition! is! of! second! order,! and! symmetric! and!
asymmetric!TDWs!cannot!coexist!in!the!same!track.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!see![Kläui'())*]!for!a!comparison!of!both.!
transverse DW
asymmetric
transverse DW vortex DW
are: magnetization Ms ¼ 800 emu=cm3; anisotropy
Ku ¼ 0 erg=cm3; exchange A ¼ 1" 10#6 erg=cm; and
damping a ¼ 0:02:
Fig. 1 schematizes the domain wall structures
considered, the transverse wall (TW), the vortex wall
(VW), and the asymmetric transverse wall (ATW). For
all calculation conditions the VW and one TW could be
obtained at equilibrium.
Fig. 2 displays the phase diagram of domain wall
structures obtained by comparing the energy of the three
domain walls. It shows that there is a region in which an
ATW is stable, for a thickness in the interval 3–8 nm, in
between the TW and VW stability areas. The TW–ATW
transition appears to be of second order, the inclination
angle of the wall behaving as ðh# hcÞ1=6 for h above the
transition thickness hc (not shown). On the other hand,
the transition (A)TW–VW is first order, giving rise to
metastability as seen in Ref. [11]. The phase diagram
previously reported, with coarser steps, only dealt with
TW and VWs [8]. Our results show that the ATW area
belongs to the TW area of the previous diagram. The
figure also includes the equation of one phase boundary
obtained in Ref. [8] which reproduces the results rather
well.1 We repeated the calculations with a three-
dimensional model based on 4" 4" 4 nm3 prisms in
some cases, to check the accuracy of the calculation. The
difference of the wall energies obtained by the two- and
three-dimensional models was 4% at maximum.
The wall-width parameter can, as done previously on
very narrow strips [7], be first estimated by fitting the
change of the x (wire direction) or y component (wire
transverse direction) of the magnetic moment with the
analytic form of the one-dimensional (1D) Bloch wall
(mx ¼ tanhðx=DÞ; my ¼ 1= coshðx=DÞ). As the magneti-
zation may vary sizeably along the transverse direction
in the computed domain wall structures, averaged values
along this direction are used for fitting. Fig. 3 shows the
resulting diagram. The D parameter increases with strip
width, but depends weakly on the strip thickness both
for TW and VWs. TW and VW widths are very
different, as one has nearly pD ¼ w for the TW and D ¼
3w=4 for the VW. In the ATW case, D increases with
increasing strip width and thickness.
Next, an external field is applied along the strip length
in order to obtain the velocity of the domain wall
motion. Fig. 4 shows the effect of various parameters on
the velocity vs. field relation in a 240 nm wide strip.
Velocity increases with field up to the Walker field, and
drops suddenly afterwards because of the periodic
nucleation and annihilation of antivortices [9]. The
deviation from linearity, below the Walker field, arises
from the wall-width reduction due to out of plane
precession of the domain wall moments. Note that the
velocity increases further again for very thin films ðh ¼
2 nmÞ: In that case the just-created antivortex gets
quickly separated from the main domain wall so that
the velocity is hardly affected.
The velocity and the Walker field decrease with
increasing strip thickness. This can be explained
as follows. The magnetic moments in the wall acquire
a component perpendicular to the strip plane by
ARTICLE IN PRESS
(a) TW (b) VW (c) ATW
Fig. 1. Domain wall structures in the magnetic nano-strips with
longitudinal magnetization. (a) (symmetric) transverse wall, (b)
vortex wall, (c) asymmetric transverse wall.
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1The coefficient of the equation was 128 in that paper,
because of the different definition of the exchange length. We
use the more standard form L ¼ ð2A=m0M2s Þ1=2 [10].
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Moreover,!for!any!DW!polarity!(HH!or!TT),!each!DW!structure!possesses!several!symmetric&
subEtypes.! If! no! symmetry! breaking! field! or! track! deformation! is! present,! these! are!
degenerate!states,!meaning!their!energies!are!the!same.!For!the!TDW,! there!are!two!such!
states:!one!with!the!central!magnetisation!pointing!up,!or!down!(FIG.!!8!A!shows!the!up!
case).! The! asymmetric! TDW! has! one! extra! degree! of! freedom,!with! the! direction! of! the!
length8wise! asymmetry! (FIG.! !8!A! shows! the! up,! left! case).! The! vortex! has! also! two!
degrees! of! freedom,! the!vortex! curl! direction! (clockwise! or! counter8clockwise),! and! the!
Z8alignment!of!the!vortex!core!(up!or!down).!
1-2.1. DW propagation 
If! an! external! field! is! applied! parallel! to! the! length! of! the! track,! the! Zeeman! energy!
favours!the!DW!displacement!in!the!direction!that!reduces!the!domain!anti8parallel!to!the!
field.! In!a!real! track,! the! field!needs! to!be!sufficiently! large! to!overcome!the!pinning!by!
local!defects.!This! is!not! the!case! for!a!perfectly!smooth! track.!A!one!dimensional! (18D)!
analytical!model!of!the!TDW!introduced!by!Walker!and!Schryer![Schryer(&(Walker(./01;(Thiaville(&(
Nakatani' ())*]! shows! that,! for! sufficiently! small! fields,! the! DW! moves! with! a! velocity!
proportional!to!the!applied!field,!v = γ0
α
!H0!∆∗,!where!H0!is!the!applied!field!and!∆*!is!the!
dynamic!DW!width.!However,!as!the!field!increases,!so!does!the!deformation!it!induces!to!
the!DW.!For!a!TDW!in!a!thin!track,!the!main!distortion!is!an!out8of8plane!tilt!of!the!central!
magnetisation! under! the! action! of! the! torque! of!H0.! For! low! enough!H0,! this! torque! is!
balanced! by! the! shape! anisotropy! field,! and! the! central!magnetisation! has! a! stable! tilt.!
Above!a!certain!threshold,!called!the!Walker&breakdown&field,!HW,!this!balance!breaks,!
the!DW! structure! is!no! longer! static,! and! its! central!magnetisation!precesses.!When! this!
occurs,! the!DW! velocity! oscillates,!with! retrograde!motion! during! part! of! its! cycle.! The!
mean!velocity! lowers!drastically! and! is! only! increased!again! at!much!higher! fields.! ! In!
Walker’s!18D!model,!HW!is!given!by!
!! !HW = α2 !HK,!! (eq.!1819)!
!where!HK! is!perpendicular8to8plane!shape!anisotropy! field! (i.e.! ZZ!MS).!The!associated!
velocity! is! called!Walker! velocity,!vw.!FIG.!!8!! shows! the! (1D!model)!mean!DW! velocity!
versus!H0!for!tracks!with!different!shape!anisotropy.!
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FIG. 1-4 DW velocity versus applied field (according to 1-D analytical model). κ is the 
ratio of the transversal and perpendicular-to-plane shape anisotropy constants. From 
[Thiaville & Nakatani 2006]. 
For!TDWs,!micromagnetic!simulations!predict!that!Walker!breakdown!cyclically!reverses!
the!DWs!central!magnetisation!via!an!intermediate!anti8vortex!or!vortex!state![Lee$et$al.$)**+].!
Whether!the!transition!occurs!via!a!vortex!or!an!anti8vortex!depends!on!the!track!cross8
section,!applied!field,!and!on!the!shape!of!any!existing!border!defect.!FIG.!!8!!shows!the!
anti8vortex!case.!The!(anti8)!vortex!is!injected!at!the!track!border,!propagates!transversely!
across! the! DW,! and! is! annihilated! at! the! opposite! border.! During! the! presence! of! the!
(anti8)!vortex!core,!the!DW!moves!backwards!(FIG.!!8!!bottom).!!
 
FIG. 1-5 Retrograde motion above Walker breakdown. Top. DW structure at various 
moments during the Walker cycle (AVDW is an anti-vortex DW; the circles and arrows mark 
the nucleation of an anti-vortex core). Bottom. DW position during same Walker cycle. 
The Y axis is the transverse position of the vortex core. From [Lee et al. 2007]. 
Experimental!measurements! of!DW! velocity! are! consistent!with! the!Walker! breakdown!
model,!showing!the!predicted!velocity!oscillations![Hayashi(et(al.(-../b;(Glathe(et(al.(-..3].!In!tracks!
with!many!borders!defects,!however,! the!Walker!process!was! found! to!be!non8periodic!
and! stochastic! [Glathe( et( al.( *++,]! (8).! Though! the! experimental! vw! depends! on! the! track!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!These!results!are!partially!shown!in!FIG.!!8!!.!
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Fig. 12. One-dimensional model of the dynamics of a transverse wall in a nanowire,
with a uniaxial transverse anisotropy given by the anisotropy ratio κ. (a) depen-
dence of the DW velocity v on the applied field Ha. The velocity is normalized to
the Walker velocity vW, and the field to the Walker field HW. Above the Walker
field, the time-averaged velocity is plotted. All curves are drawn for a damping
parameter α = 0.01 (but they hardly change if α = 0.1, because of the normaliza-
tion), with κ as a parameter. A larger transverse anisotropy leads to nonlinear v−H
characteristics at low fields, a reduction of the maximum velocity below vW and
a downward shift of the maximum velocity field below HW. (b) Time evolution
of the wall-magnetization angle φ with time normalized according to (39). The
normalization absorbs all dependence on α and κ
For applied fields larger than the Walker value, an equilibrium for φ is no
longer possible. The angle φ precesses with time, albeit not linearly because
of the transverse anisotropy term. The analytic solution for (28) reads
dφ
h− sin 2φ =
γ0HW
1 + α2
dt ,
1√
h2 − 1 tan
−1
(
h tanφ− 1√
h2 − 1
)
=
γ0HW
1 + α2
t+ Cst. , (39)
H0 / HW
ties are here expressed by types !i", !ii", and !iii" for the sake
of convenience. As revealed by the detailed in-plane M con-
figurations of each type of DW at the given times in the
individual regions of the corresponding periodicities, the pe-
riodic transformations between the internal DW structures of
the TW, AVW, and VW types obviously occur in response to
those static fields. The motions of the individual DW types
are also represented by the trajectories of their core motions,
X!t". For type !i", the initially stable TW with the V-shaped
M configuration !noted as TWV for its polarization" is trans-
formed first to AVWup, second to TW!, then to AVWdown,
and again to TWV itself. The subscripts in each DW type
indicate the corresponding polarizations !V- or !-shaped M
configuration for TW and up- or down-core orientation for
either VW or AVW". For type !ii", the VWdown in the initial
state !H=0" is transformed to TWV, VWup, TW!, and, again,
to VWd wn itself in this sequential order, and hence the dy-
namic transformation of TWV, VWup, TW!, and VWdown is
repeated in this structural change and sequential order as one
period. In contrast to these two types, for type !iii", the initial
VWdown is transformed to TWV, AVWup, TW!, and VWdown.
Quite interestingly, half of each period of types !i" and !ii"
appears alternately in one period of type !iii", such as in 1
and 2 of !i" and 3 and 4 of !ii" in this sequence, as seen from
Fig. 5. The AVWs or VWs switch their polarizations of either
the up- or down-core orientation via their dynamic transfor-
mation into the TW type with either polarization. Note that
only type !i" was numerically calculated in Ref. 11 without a
detailed analysis. The types !ii" and !iii" are calculated in the
present work.
Also, the trajectories of the moving cores of the TW,
AVW, and VW types in their individual transformation re-
gions clearly exhibit their characteristic motions: the
straightforward linear motion for TW, forward and then
backward motion for AVW, and vice versa for VW. These
characteristic motions of the TW, AVW, and VW types result
in the relevant shapes of the sharp increase, convex-up, and
convex-down curves, respectively, in the oscillatory D vs t
curves !Fig. 2". The AVW and VW types contain a single AV
and a single V, respectively, inside the corresponding DWs.
The AV and V states bear topological charges !vorticities"30
and have nonzero gyrovectors26,31 due to the existence of the
vortex !antivortex" cores with M perpendicular to the nanos-
tripe plane. Namely, the nonzero gyrovectors result in their
gyrotropic !translation" motion in potential profiles influ-
enced by the total magnetic energy Etot!X", which contains
individual Eex, Edip, and EZeem terms #Fig. 4!b"$. The sense of
the gyrotropic motion of V and AV in finite-size magnets is
determined by the sign of the product of the core polarization
p and the soliton topological charge q, where p= +1 !−1" for
the upward !downward" core orientation and q= +1 !−1" for
V !AV".31,32 Consequently, any type of V and AV follows the
sense of counterclockwise rotation for qp= +1 and clockwise
rotation for qp=−1 in the gyrotropic motions in a potential
well.30–33 The principal role of the gyrovectors for the vortex
translation motion was demonstrated in Ref. 33 for the case
of two-vortex dynamics. Therefore, the V in the VW type
moves gyrotropically, following its core polarization, as
shown in Fig. 5. In contrast, the AV in the AVW type has the
topological charge q=−1 opposite to the V topological
charge in the VWs !q= +1", such that for the same core
polarization and the same kind of the potential well, the gy-
rotropic motion of AVs should occur in the direction opposite
to that of Vs. However, in restricted geometry !nanostripes",
the magnetostatic energy Edip plays a dominant role in form-
ing the potential well for V or the potential hill for AV with
respect to the middle of the nanostripe #see Fig. 4!b"$. For
the nanostripes, the sense of the gyromotion direction is thus
determined by the sign of the stiffness coefficient "
= %"%sgn!q" in the corresponding potential profile as well as
the product of pq.30,31 Therefore, in our case the sense of the
AV or V gyromotion depends only on the soliton polarization
p. The AV !V" in the AVW !VW" type rotates gyrotropically
counterclockwise for p= +1 or clockwise for p=−1, which is
FIG. 5. !Color online" Plane-view images of the local in-plane
magnetization !Mx /Ms" components for the individual internal DW
structures in the nanostripes that transform from one type to another
in a periodic manner, together with the trajectories of the TW linear
motions, and the VW and AVW gyrotropic motions within the
nanostripes. The trajectories were plotted by following the maxi-
mum exchange energy values at given times #marked in each region
and each case indicated by the gray colors in Fig. 4!a"$ for the three
different cases of !w ,H"= !140 nm,25 Oe", !240 nm,20 Oe", and
!240 nm,30 Oe". The solid circles and arrows on the TW types
indicate the nucleation sites where the cores of VWs or AVWs are
created and the directions of their initial movements, respectively.
The arrows on the trajectories indicate the directions of the move-
ment of each DW type. The open gray-colored circles indicate the
starting positions of the movements of each DW.
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material,!dimensions,! and!border!defects,! it! typically! ranges! from! few!100s! to! 1000!m/s!
[Hayashi(et(al.(-../b;(Glathe(et(al.(-..3;(Lewis(et(al.(-.6.].!
Current induced DW propagation  
When!an!electric!current!is!applied!across!a!DW,!the!spin8polarised!conducting!electrons!
interact! with! the! DW! magnetisation,! transferring! some! of! its! angular! momentum.! The!
resulting! torque! on! the! magnetisation! is! called! spinEtransfer& torque.! This! torque! can!
deform!and!propagate!the!DW,!an!effect!first!predicted!and!experimentally!demonstrated!
by!Berger! and! colleagues! in! continuous! thin! films! [Berger&!"#$;&Freitas&&&Berger&!"#1],! and! later!
observed!by!many!groups!in!nanotracks!(e.g.! [Kläui'et'al.',--.;'Vernier'et'al.',--3;'Hayashi'et'al.',--8a];!
see!also!references!compiled!in![Kläui'())*]).!
The! effect! of! the! length8wise! current! on! the! DW! magnetisation! in! a! nanotrack! can! be!
accounted!for!by!adding!two!phenomenological!terms!to!the!LLG!equation!(eq.!1817)![Beach'
!""#]:!
! !m!t = −γ0!m!×!Heff + α!m!× !m!t − u ⋅ ∇ m + β!m!×! u ⋅ ∇ !m ! (eq.!1820)!
! u = g!!B!P
2"e"MS
j!
where! u! is! the! effective! velocity! (in! the! direction! of! the! electron! velocity),! P! the! spin!
polarisation,!j&the!current!density,!and!β!the!non8adiabaticity!parameter.!The!first!added!
term,!− u ⋅ ∇ m ,! corresponds! to! the! adiabatic& STT.! This! corresponds! to! the! torque!
generated!by! the! conduction! electron!on! the!magnetisation!as! its! spin! follows! the! local!
DW! magnetisation.! The! second! added! term,!β!m!×![(u ⋅ !)!m],! corresponds! to! the! nonE
adiabatic&STT,!and!acts!as!an!additional!effective!field!onto!the!DW.!The!physical!origin!of!
this!term!is!still!subject!to!much!debate,!and!several!origins!have!been!suggested,!such!as!
linear! momentum! transfer,! spin! mis8tracking,! spin8flip! scattering,! or! even! having! the!
same!origin!as!adiabatic!STT!(see![Burrowes)et)al.).//0]!and!references!therein).!!
The!effect!of!current!on!the!propagation!of!DWs!9!depends!on!the!value!of!β.!If!β-=!0,!the!
DW! is! distorted! but! static! at! low! current! densities,! even! for! a! perfect! track.! Above! a!
current! density! threshold! jC,! the! DW! propagates! with! a! Walker8like! precession! of! its!
structure,!and!v ∝ j2 − jC2 1/2![Thiaville)et)al.),--.].!For!a!finite!β,!jC!=!0,!and!the!DW!propagates!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!Here,!as!in!this!whole!section,!we!focus!on!DWs!in!nanotracks,!with!length8wise!currents.!
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with! a!v ∝ u,! until! it! reaches! the! Walker! breakdown,! with! the! accompanying! velocity!
decrease!(see!FIG.!!8!).!
 
FIG. 1-6 DW velocity vs. current effective velocity (simulation), for various values of β. 
The shaded region denotes experimentally accessible values of u. From [Thiaville et al. 2005]. 
The!two!cases,!β-=!0!and!β-≠!0,!are!however!harder!to!distinguish!in!experiment!than!what!
the!above!description!suggests.!The!presence!of!natural!pinning!defects!introduces!a!so8
called! extrinsic! current! threshold! proportional! to! the! defect! pinning! field,! hard! to!
distinguish! from! the! intrinsic! threshold! of! the! β-=!0! case,! and! generating! qualitatively!
similar!DW! velocity! as! a! function! of! current! for! both! hypotheses.! Experimental! studies!
have!reported!different!values!for!β,!though!always!in!the!same!order!of!magnitude!of!α!
[Beach'())*].!
For! relatively! small! defects,! the! field8induced! depinning! also! changes! linearly! with!
applied!current! [Vernier'et'al.',--.;'Thiaville'et'al.',--3;'Berger',--6;'Parkin'et'al.',--9].! For!a!perfect!wire,!
the!change!to!the!depinning!field!(HP)!induced!by!the!current!is!
! ∆HP = βα"! u ! (eq.!1821)!
where!E-=!∂v-/!∂H!is!the!DW!mobility.!
Experimentally,! the! variation! of! HP! with! current! density! in! Py! nanotracks! is! about!
5×1012!Oe{A81{m2! [Vernier' et' al.' ,--.;' Parkin' et' al.' ,--2].! In! SV! tracks,! some! studies! report! HP!
variations!with!current! similar! to! the!observed! in!Py! tracks!10![Jiang'et'al.',-..;'Mihai'et'al.',-..],!
while! others! report! variations! orders8of8magnitude! greater! [Grollier( et( al.( ,--.;(Ravelosona(et( al.(
!""#;%Pizzini%et%al.%!""/].!The!reasons!for!this!discrepancy!are!as!yet!unknown.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!Including!our!own!study,!in!Chapter!5.!
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Fig. 2 – Steady velocity computed for a transverse domain wall by micromagnetics in a 120× 5 nm2
wire as a function of the velocity u representing the spin-polarized current density (2), with the relative
weight (β) of the exchange field term as a parameter. Open symbols denote vortices nucleation. The
shaded area indicates the available experimental range for u. (a) Perfect wire and (b) wire with
rough edges (mean grain size D = 10nm). The dashed lines display a fitted linear relation with a
25m/s offset.
results are modified when this term is phenomenologically included. In a second step, we
examine several models of the current effect that may justify the existence of such a term,
and try to estimate its magnitude.
The modified LLG equation, again obtained in the continuous limit, now reads
!˙m = γ0 !H × !m+ α!m× !˙m−
(
!u · !∇
)
!m+ β !m×
[(
!u · !∇
)
!m
]
. (3)
As discussed later, the non-dimensional parameter β is much smaller than unity, hence com-
parable to α. The solved form of (3) shows that the new term modifies the initial spin transfer
torque by a second-order quantity, and directly competes with the damping term associated
to the first term. This is very appealing, as one sees directly from (1) that for zero damping
the solution under current is just the solution at zero current, but moving at velocity !u.
In order to test the influence of this new term, micromagnetic numerical simulations were
performed. Similarly to previous work [24], a moving calculation region centered on the DW
represented an infinite wire. Wire width and thickness corresponded to experiments [7,8], and
material parameters were those typical of permalloy (Ms = 8 × 105A/m, exchange constant
A = 10−11 J/m and no anisotropy) with, in most cases, damping fixed to α = 0.02 [24]. The
mesh size was 4×4×5 nm3. It was checked first that the Oersted field generated by the current
had a negligible effect for current values corresponding to experiments. Indeed, because of the
small thickness of the sample, this field is essentially perpendicular and localized at sample
edges. Its maximum value for an extreme case u = 100m/s, P = 0.4 in a 120× 5 nm2 wire is
µ0Hz = 0.017T, a value well below the perpendicular demagnetizing field (1T), that results
in a very small out-of-plane magnetization rotation. Consequently, all results shown below
were computed without the Oersted field. Transverse, but also vortex walls, were considered.
Figure 2a shows the wall velocity v under zero field as a function of the velocity u (propor-
tional to the current) with β as a parameter. The sample is 120 nm wide and 5 nm thick [7],
with a DW of the transverse type (fig. 1a). The β = 0 curve displays an absence of DW
motion for u < uc = 600m/s, and a rapid increase of v towards u above the threshold, as
inferred previously [13, 17, 22]. Curves with β > 0 differ markedly from this behaviour, as
DW motion is obtained at any finite u (keep in mind that the wire is perfect). Velocity in-
creases linearly with u and β, up to a breakpoint where it decreases (or increases if β < α
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1-2.2. DW pinning 
DW!pinning!occurs!when!there!is!an!energy!variation!with!DW!position,!which!stabilises!
the!DW!position!in!a!local!energetic!minimum.!The!variation!may!be!caused!by!geometric!
defects!on!the!track!borders,!film!roughness,!or!by!changes!of!material!parameters.!In!any!
situation,!it!is!useful!to!treat!the!DW!as!a!quasi8particle!with!a!well8defined!position!inside!
a! pinning& potential& landscape!UP(x)! [Kläui' ())*].! The! energy! of! a! pinned! DW! under! an!
applied! field! H0! is! then!E = EZeeman + UP x = −2"x!Q!H0 + UP x !(11),! where! Q! is! the!
characteristic!DW! magnetic! charge! defined! before.! According! to! this!model,! depinning!
occurs!when! the!energy!gradient!!E !x!is!negative!everywhere,! thus!defining! the!static!
depinning& field! HPin:!2!Q!HPin = max !UP !x .! In! this! 0!K!model,! pinning! depends! on!
the! potential! gradient! and! not! on! the! depth! of! the! potential! minimum.! For! finite!
temperatures,! though,! depinning! is! a! stochastic! phenomenon! that! can! occur! even! at!
H0<HPin T!0"K ,! when! a! pinning! potential! barrier! remains,! with! the! probability! of!
depinning! increasing!with!decreasing!barrier!height.!Depinning! is! thus!very!dependent!
on! the! profile! of! the! pinning! potential.! The! difference! between! HPin! at! 0!K! and! room!
temperature!depends!on!the!pinning!potential,!with!differences!in!the!order!of!1/2!for!the!
typically!studied!artificial!notch![Himeno(et(al.(-../b].!
 
FIG. 1-7 Pinning potential and magnetisation configuration of a TDW pinned at a 
notch. The different points (a, b, c) correspond to different applied external fields (Hpush 
and Hpull refer to the direction of applied field, left and rightwards respectively. HT is the 
depinning field from the bottom of the potential well). From [Petit et al. 2008a]. 
Artificial! pinning! traps! are! commonly! created! by! patterning! shapes! on! the! nanotrack!
lateral! border! (e.g.! [Parkin( et( al.( -../;( Petit( et( al.( -../a]),! as! shown! in! FIG.! !8!.! Shape! defects!
generate! pinning! potentials! by! altering! the! DW! internal! exchange! or! demagnetisation!
energies.!Pinning!potentials!are!thus!generally!highly!dependent!on!the!DW!structure![Petit&
et#al.#'(()a].!Shape!defects!can!also!alter!the!pinning!potential!by!generating!magnetostatic!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11!The!internal!energy!of!the!DW!is!ignored,!except!its!variations!with!x,!which!must!be!included!in!
UP.!
Figures 6!I"–6!IV" schematically illustrate the DW/notch
configuration obtained in the four cases studied here for the
first half-field cycle. As the downward HtH DW approaches
the notch in the inward-down case !I", and for Hpush smaller
than the characteristic field HB, the calculations show that it
first has to overcome the repulsion it experiences from the
upward magnetization on the right side of the notch #side
barrier; see Fig. 6!a"$. Once the right side of the notch has
reversed and points downward !Hpush!HB", then the narrow
side of the V-shaped DW is maintained at the center of the
notch, while the wide side keeps traveling toward the left as
Hx increases #central well, Fig. 6!b"$, extending the DW until
Hx reaches HT and the magnetization on the left side of the
notch is finally reversed. HB and HT have been calculated at
22.5 and 82.5 Oe. Both the side barrier and central well have
been observed experimentally. The opposite chirality
!inward-up" is illustrated Fig. 6!II". In that configuration, the
upward DW remains trapped on the right side of the notch
where the local magnetization points in the same direction as
the core of the DW !side well". In order to travel further, the
DW has to overcome the energy barrier constituted by the
downward magnetization on the left side of the notch !cen-
tral barrier", which happens when Hx reaches HT=227 Oe.
The DW has been found to depin from the side well for a
reverse field of 72.5 Oe. Only the central barrier is clearly
observed experimentally #Fig. 5!II"$, although the experi-
mental data are also compatible with the presence of a shal-
low side well. Figure 6!III" illustrates the outward-down
case. In this configuration, the DW is first trapped inside the
right side of the notch where the magnetization is also point-
ing downward !side well, the depinning field from which has
been calculated at 12.5 Oe". In order to travel further, the
DW needs to overcome the central energy barrier constituted
by the upward magnetization inside the left part of the notch
!central barrier". The narrow part of the V-shaped DW re-
mains trapped inside the right side of the notch, while the
wide side keeps traveling toward the left as Hx increases,
until it reaches HT=62.5 Oe and the left side of the notch
!p inting upward" reverses. It was not possible experimen-
tally to decide whether the structure of type III created a well
or a barrier; the calculations show that it is a barrier with side
wells. Finally, the outward-up case is shown Fig. 6!IV". In
this case, the DW has to initially overcome the side energy
barrier constituted by the downward magnetization inside the
right side of the notch. Once the first barrier is overcome
!H!37.5 Oe" and the magnetization inside the notch is also
pointing upward, the wide part of the V-shaped downward
DW remains trapped, and the narrow part continues to travel
toward the left until Hx reaches HT=77.5 Oe, at which point
the DW can propagate further. The experimental transmis-
sion fields are on average 80% lower than the calculated
ones, but no strict quantitative agreement is expected be-
tween calculations and experiments for the following rea-
sons. The first one is the fact that simulations do not include
the effect of temperature, while the experiments have been
performed at room temperature. Reference 26 shows that
DW depinning from a trap is a thermally activated process
and reports a 40–60% decrease in the measured depinning
fields as the temperature is increased from 4.2 to 300 K. The
second reason is due to the uncertainty on the exact geom-
etry of the traps. Images of focused ion beam !FIB" fabri-
cated notches suggest that their size spreads can be as large
as 25% around the nominal value, with inward notches sys-
tematically larger than outward ones and slightly rounded
corners. The width at half maximum of the simulated notches
was taken at 28 pixels !98 nm", and the height was chosen so
that all configurations allow the DW to transmit. Inward
notches deeper than 22 pixels !77 nm" caused the DW in the
up configuration to be unable to depin before a new DW
nucleated on the other side; the heights/depths of the notches
were therefore taken at 21 pixels !73.5 nm". Although the
fabrication process caused protrusions to appear smaller than
constrictions, we were interested in understanding the effect
of the configuration rather than of the trap size; therefore, the
same dimensions were used for both inward and outward
notches. The exact geometries of the simulated notches are
therefore different from the real ones, which contributes to
the observed differences between the experimental and cal-
culated pinning fields, as these are strongly affected by the
trap dimensions15 and slope.17 We have also performed all
the calculations on structures with all lateral sizes divided by
2. Although the transmission fields are much higher, the pin-
ning potentials and relative pinning strengths are the same,
showing the validity range of the DW pinning mechanism.
Despite the quantitative difference, the qualitative agree-
ment in the relative pinning strengths of the two different
DW chiralities and the types of the potential disruptions is on
the other hand excellent, and shows that the relative orienta-
tion between the DW core and the magnetization in the trap
area plays a major role in determining the pinning potential:
a well is observed if the DW core and the magnetization in
the trap are parallel, a potential barrier if the DW core and
the magnetization in the trap are antiparallel. It is not
straightforward with this type of trap to clearly isolate the
role of the DW/trap relative orientation and the role of the
asymmetry in the DW shape, as this asymmetry is defined
FIG. 6. !I", !II", !III", and !IV": Schematics illustrating the micromagnetic
configuration as a HtH DW approaches the notch in all four notch/DW
configurations. !a", !b", and !c": OOMMF calculated configurations reproduc-
ing the potential measurements in the inward-downcase !i". At !a", Hpush is
not high enough to overcome the side barrier and the DW is pressed against
the notch. As Hpush increases above HB !b", the DW falls into the main well
and the DW is trapped in the notch. If Hx is reversed at this point to try and
pull the DW back !c", the same configuration as !b" is observed. It is only
for Hpush=Hpull=HT that the DW is able to leave the notch either way.
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fields! that! interact! with! the! DW! charge! [Petit& et& al.& *++,b].! This! is! especially! true! in! SV!
nanotracks,!where!a!border!defect!generates!intense!magnetostatic!fields!emanating!from!
the!several!magnetic!layers!that!compose!the!SV![Briones)et)al.).//0].!
Experimentally,! the! pinning! potential! can! be! characterised! qualitatively! by! measuring!
HPin!as!a! function!of! the!direction!and!amplitude!of! the! field!used! to!propagate! the!DW!
towards! the! pinning! centre! [Petit& et&al.& *++,a].!FIG.!!8!! shows! the! potential! shape! of! a! TDW!
pinned!at!a!notch!determined!with!this!technique.!Other!techniques!used!to!characterise!
the!pinning!potential!include!direct!imaging!of!the!pinned!DW!under!an!applied!field!(e.g.!
[Kläui'et'al.#$%%&a;#Petit#et#al.#$%-%]),!analysis!of! the! resonance!of!a!pinned!DW! [Bedau'et'al.'+,,-],! and!
analysis!of!HPin!versus!temperature![Himeno(et(al.(-../b].!
1-2.3. Reversal by nucleation 
When! a!magnetic! field! is! (slowly!12)! applied! to! a! nanotrack,! the! two!possible!magnetic!
domain! directions! have! different! Zeeman! energies! (∝M ∙H0).! The! shape! anisotropy,!
however,! prevents! an! unfavoured! domain! from! spontaneously! rotating! towards! the!
energy!minimum.!If!a!DW! is!present,!and!the!applied!field!is!strong!enough!to!depin!it,!
the! propagation! of! the!DW!will! reverse! the! unfavoured!domain.! If! no!DW! is! present,! a!
strong!enough!field!may!still!reverse!it.!!
 
FIG. 1-8 Stoner Wohlfarth astroid. The x and y axis are the applied field components, 
normalised to HK. From [Tannous & Gieraltowski 2008]. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!We!consider!here!the!quasi8static!regime,!i.e.!the!applied!field!ramping!rate!is!slow!enough!that!
any!precessional!effects!can!be!safely!ignored.!
482 C Tannous and J Gieraltowski
Figure 5. Inside the astroid domain is made of the field values for which a reversal of the
magnetization is possible. Outside the astroid domain, no reversal is possible.
We consider two types of hysteresis curves, as mentioned in the previous section:
(1) A longitudinal hysteresis curve with the reduced magnetization m‖ taken along the
direction of the applied external magnetic field (see figure 3).
(2) A transverse hysteresis curve with the reduced magnetizationm⊥ taken along the direction
perpendicular to the applied external field (see figure 4).
As an illustration, the hysteresis loop depicted in figure 1, is found by calculating the
component of M along H from the set of θ angles at a given angle φ, that minimize the
energy E (conditions given in equation (2)). In this simple model, the coercive field Hc (at
φ = 0) (for which M = 0) is found as Hc = HK . The loop is found to be broadest when
φ = 0, and it gets thinner as φ is increased to collapse into a simple line (for φ = pi/2). That
line breaks its slope in order to reach saturation behaviour (M = ±Ms) for H = ±HK .
The question of the occurrence of hysteresis is addressed next.
Hysteresis boundaries versus the applied field are determined from the simultaneous
nulling of the first and second derivatives of the energy (that refers to the observed flatness of
the energy landscape versus θ as discussed previously). Thus one obtains the astroid equation
(see figure 5) (
H⊥
HK
)2/3
+
(
H‖
HK
)2/3
= 1.
The fields H⊥ and H‖ are the components of the field H along the hard and easy axes.
The critical field (equal in this case to the coercive field at φ = 0) for which M jumps (at a
given orientation of the field) is obtained from the conditions(
∂E
∂θ
)
φ
= 0 and
(
∂2E
∂θ2
)
φ
= 0 (3)
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In! small! magnets,! where! the! exchange! energy! enforces! a! uniform! magnetisation,! this!
rotation!is!uniform.!This!case!was!studied!by!Stoner!and!Wohlfarth! [Stoner(&(Wohlfarth(/012],!
by!considering!the!anisotropy!and!Zeeman!energy!terms!as!a!function!of!magnetisation!
and!field!angles!(θM!and!θH):!!
! ESW = V"K!sin2 θM − V"!!!MS!H0!cos θH − θM ,!! (eq.!1822)!
where! V! is! the! particle! volume,!K= 1
2
!0!MS
2!(!∥ −!!) !the! effective! shape! anisotropy!
constant,! and! ∥!&! !!the! in8plane! demagnetisation! factors.! Below! a! certain!HCritical(θH),!
two!local!minima!exist,!corresponding!to!two!stable!domain!orientations,!while!above!it!
only!one!exists.!FIG.!!8!!shows!the!plot!of!HCritical!as!a!function!of!applied!field!components!
(the!so8called!Stoner-Wohlfarth-astroid).!Note!that!HCritical!is!proportional!to!HK.!
In!a!long!nanotrack,!the!magnetisation!is!not!forced!to!be!uniform!length8wise,!nor!is!the!
demagnetisation!field!uniform.!As!such,!also!the!rotation!of!the!magnetisation!will!not!be!
uniform,!and!will!be!easier!where!anisotropy!is!weaker:!typically!near!the!track!ends,!or!
in! some! edge!defect.! Therefore,! reversal! in! tracks! occurs! via! rotation! of! a! small! region!
with!injection!of!a!DW,!and!then!by!DW!propagation.!The!critical!field!needed!to!reverse!a!
nanotrack!initially!in!a!single!domain!state!is!called!nucleation&field,!HNUC.!
The!difference!between!the!field!amplitude!needed!for!DW!propagation!and!that!needed!
for!nucleation!of!a!new!domain!is!the!basis!of!the!concept!of!DW&conduit.!A!DW!conduit!is!
a!magnetic!nanotrack!in!which!that!difference!exists!and!is,!preferentially,!wide.!In!such!
tracks,! it! is! possible! to! apply! an! external! field! that! propagates! existing!DWs!while! not!
creating!new!ones.!As!we!shall!see!below,!this!property!is!often!a!basic!requirement!for!
proposed!information!devices.!
1-3. Digital devices 
The!ability!of!magnetic!nanotracks! to! contain!a! large!number!of!bi8stable!domains! in!a!
relatively! small! and! simple! structure! has! led! to! the! idea! that! these! could! be! used! in!
information8storing! devices! of! higher! density! than! current! semiconductor! technologies!
[Chappert) et) al.) ,--.;) ITRS),--4;)Kryder)&)Kim),--4].! Furthermore,! the! discovery! of!GMR! (discussed!
further!below),!which!allows! the!probing!of! the!magnetisation!with!an!electric! current,!
introduced! a! way! to! retrieve! electronically! the! information! stored! in! these! magnetic!
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tracks,! while! the! STT! effect! and! the! application! of! magnetic! fields! can! be! used! to!
manipulate!the!track!magnetisation.!
We!will!present!below!two!proposed!schemes!for!using!magnetic!nanotracks!in!logic!or!
data! storage!devices.!Though! there! are!many!differences!between! the! two,! they! can!be!
distinguished!firstly!by!the!mechanism!used!for!DW!manipulation:!the!DW!racetrack!uses!
electric! current! pulses!while! the! other,!which!we! shall! call! here!DW! logic! circuits,! uses!
external!uniform!magnetic! fields.!Also,! the! racetrack! is! a!data! storing!device,!while! the!
DW! logic! circuits! are! able! to! implement! many! logic! functions,! including! data! storage!
devices.!
The DW racetrack 
The!working!principle!of!the!DW!racetrack,!proposed!by!Parkin!et!al.! [Parkin()**+;(Parkin(et(al.(
!""#],! is!schematised!in!FIG.!!8!.!A!Permalloy!nanotrack!contains! information!encoded!in!
the! orientation! of! its!magnetic!domains.! This! nanotrack!may!be! fabricated!vertically! in!
order! to! increase! the! information! density! of! the! device,! or! horizontally! for! easier!
fabrication.!Current!pulses,!injected!in!the!nanotrack,!are!used!to!shift!the!domains!along!
the!track.!Several!artificial!traps!may!be!patterned!in!order!to!stabilise!the!DW!positions.!
In!order!to!write!information!to!the!device,!the!localised!Oersted!field!of!a!current!line!is!
applied! somewhere! along! the! track,! injecting! a! new! domain.! The! domains! are! then!
shifted!(using!injected!current!pulses),!so!that!the!process!may!be!repeated.!To!read!the!
information,! the! domains! are! shifted! likewise,! and! a! magnetoresistive! sensor! (e.g.! a!
magnetic!tunnel!junction),!coupled!somewhere!to!the!track,!serially!reads!the!orientation!
of!the!domains.!This!device!is!analogous!to!an!electronic!shift!register,!where!information!
is! fed!and! read!at! the! ends!of! a! series!of! information!bearing! simpler!devices! (the! flip8
flops!in!the!electronic!shift!register,!and!the!nanotrack!segments!here).!
As!presented!above!and!further!below!in!this!chapter,!many!of!the!required!components!
of!the!DW!racetrack!have!been!demonstrated:!DW!propagation!with!current!pulses,!local!
domain! reversal! with! Oersted! fields,! and! magnetoresistive! reading! of! the! nanotrack!
magnetisation.!However,!there!are!still!many!issues!to!be!solved!before!such!device!can!
be! truly!demonstrated.! The! correct! operation! of! the! racetrack!depends! crucially! on! the!
controlled! and! reliable! DW! propagation! by! current! pulses,! as! otherwise! the! domains!
could! change! their! size,! or! even! be! annihilated,! corrupting! the! encoded! information.!
However,!experiments!so!far!showed!that! the!distance!travelled!by!the!DW,! its!velocity,!
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and! the! critical! depinning! current,! vary! stochastically! and! are! strongly! dependent! on!
hard!to!control!parameters,!such!as!DW!structure!and!border!defects!(see!e.g.![Nakatani(et(al.(
!""#;% Kläui% et% al.% !""/b]).! There! are! issues! with! the! high! current! densities! needed! for! DW!
depinning! and! propagation,! as! well! as! fabrication! difficulties! in! realising! a! vertical!
magnetic!nanotrack!with!good!conduit!properties.!
 
FIG. 1-9 DW racetrack (schematic). Two geometries are shown, a vertical racetrack (A) 
and an in-plane racetrack (B). In both, current pulses injected in the nanowire push the 
DWs through the wire. A magnetoresistive sensor, such as a magnetic tunnel junction, is 
coupled to the track in order to read the magnetisation of the travelling domains (C). 
Writing is accomplished with the Oersted field of a nearby current line, or the stray field of 
a nearby DW (D). From [Parkin et al. 2008]. 
DW logic circuits 
By!manipulating!the!configuration!of!the!nanotrack,!along!with!the!patterning!of!artificial!
defects,! Cowburn! et! al.! demonstrated! an! all8magnetic! system! of! inter8connectable!DW&
logic&gates,!which!could!be!used!to!implement!complex!logic!circuits![Allwood'et'al.',--.].!In!
this!system,!the!DWs!are!propagated!by!a!rotating!external!field,!and!the!wire!geometry!is!
used!to!control!their!movements.!Some!of!the!demonstrated!logic!gates!are!shown!in!FIG.!
!8!",! along! with! a! ring! oscillator! circuit.! One! remarkable! characteristic! of! these! logic!
circuits!is!that!the!DW!propagation,!and!the!operation!of!the!logic!gates,!are!synchronised!
by!the!external!rotating!field,!analogously!to!the!clock!signal!of!traditional!electronic!logic.!
Magnetic Domain-Wall
Racetrack Memory
Stuart S. P. Parkin,* Masamitsu Hayashi, Luc Thomas
Recent developments in the controlled movement of domain walls in magnetic nanowires by
short pulses of spin-polarized current give promise of a nonvolatile memory device with the
high performance and reliability of conventional solid-state memory but at the low cost of
conventional magnetic disk drive storage. The racetrack memory described in this review
comprises an array of magnetic nanowires arranged horizontally or vertically on a silicon
chip. Individual spintronic reading and writing nanodevices are used to modify or read
a train of ~10 to 100 domain walls, which store a series of data bits in each nanowire.
This racetrack memory is an example of the move toward innately three-dimensi al
microelectronic devices.
There are two main means of storingdigital information for computing appli-cations: solid-state random access mem-
ories (RAMs) and magnetic hard disk drives
(HDDs). Even though both classes of devices
are evolving at a very rapid pace, the cost of
storing a single data bit in an HDD remains
approximately 100 times cheaper than in a solid-
state RAM. Although the low cost of HDDs is
very attractive, these devices are intrinsically
slow, with typical access times of several milli-
seconds because of the large mass of the ro-
tating disk. RAM, on the other hand can be very
fast and highly reliable, as in static RAM and
dynamic RAM technologies. The architecture of
computing systems would be greatly simplified
if there were a single memory storage device
with the low cost of the HDD but the high per-
formance and reliability of solid-state memory.
Racetrack Memory
Because both silicon-based microelectronic de-
vices and HDDs are essentially two-dimensional
(2D) arrays of transistors and magnetic bits,
respectively, the conventional means of develop-
ing cheaper and faster devices relies on reducing
the size of individual memory elements or data
storage bits. An alternative approach is to con-
sider constructing truly 3D devices. One such
approach is “racetrack” memory (RM) (1), in
which magnetic domains are used to store infor-
mation in tall columns of magnetic material ar-
ranged perpendicularly on the surface of a silicon
wafer (Fig. 1). Magnetic domain walls (DWs) (2)
are formed at the boundaries between magnetic
domains magnetized in opposite directions (up or
down) along a racetrack (Fig. 2). Each domain
has a head (positive or north pole) and a tail
(negative or south pole). Successive DWs along
the racetrack alternate between head-to-head and
tail-to-tail configurations. The spacing between
consecutive DWs (that is, the bit length) is con-
trolled by pinning sites fabricated along the race-
track. There are several means of creating such
pinning sites; for example, by patterning notches
along the edges of the racetrack or modulating
the racetrack’s size or material properties. Be-
sides defining the bit length, pinning sites also
give he DWs the stability to resist external per-
turbations, such as thermal fluctuations or stray
magnetic fields from nearby racetracks.
RM is fundamentally a shift register in which
the data bits (the DWs) aremoved to and fro along
any given racetrack to intersect with individual
reading and writing elements integrated with each
racetrack (Fig. 1). The DWs in the magnetic race-
track can be read with magnetic tunnel junction
magnetoresistive sensing devices (3) arranged so
that they are close to or in con-
tact with the racetrack. Writing
DWs can be carried out with a
variety of schemes (1), includ-
ing using the self-field of cur-
rents passed along neighboring
metallic nanowires; using the
spin-momentum transfer torque
effect (4,5) derived fromcurrent
injected into the racetrack from
magneticnanoelements;orusing
the fringing fields from the con-
trolled motion of a magnetic
DW in a proximal nanowire
writing element (1).
Uniform magnetic fields
cannot be used to shift a series
of DWs along the racetrack:
Neighboring DWs would move
in opposite directions and so
eve tually annihil te ea h other.
Magnetic memory devices us-
ing non-uniform local magnet-
ic fields to manipulate DWs
were studied several decades
ago (6, 7) but were abandoned
because of their complexity
and cost.
InRM,DWsareshiftedalong
the racetrack by nanosecond
current pulses using the phe-
nomenon of spin-momentum
transfer (4, 5). When a current is
passed through a magnetic ma-
terial, it becomes spin-polarized
because of spin-dependent diffu-
sive scattering, and so carries
spin angular momentum (3, 8).
When the spin-polarized cur-
rent is passed through a DW,
the current transfers spin an-
gular momentum to the wall,
thereby applying a torque to the
moments in the DW, which can
result in motion of the wall
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Fig. 1. The racetrack is a ferromagnetic nanowire, with data
encoded as a pattern of magnetic domains along a portion of the
wire. Pulses of highly spin-polarized current move the entire
pattern of DWs coherently along the length of the wire past read
and write elements. The nanowire is approximately twice as long
as the stored DW pattern, so the DWs may be moved in either
direction. (A) A vertical-configuration racetrack offers the highest
storage density by storing the pattern in a U-shaped nanowire
normal to the plane of the substrate. The two cartoons show the
magnetic patterns in the racetrack before and after the DWs have
moved down one branch of the U, past the read and write ele-
ments, and then up the other branch. (B) A horizontal config-
uration uses a nanowire parallel to the plane of the substrate. (C)
Reading data from the stored pattern is done by measuring the
tunnel magnetoresistance of a magnetic tunnel junction element
connected to the racetrack. (D) Writing data is accomplished, for
example, by the fringing fields of a DW moved in a second
ferromagnetic nanowire oriented at right angles to the storage
nanowire. (E) Arrays of racetracks are built on a chip to enable
high-density storage.
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Magnetic Domain-Wall
Racetrack Memory
Stuart S. P. Parkin,* Masamitsu Hayashi, Luc Thomas
Recent developments in the controlled movement of domain walls in magnetic nanowires by
short pulses of spin-polarized current give promise of a nonvolatile memory device with the
high performance and reliability of conventional solid-state memory but at the low cost of
conventional magnetic disk drive storage. The racetrack memory described in this review
comprises an array of magnetic nanowires arranged horizontally or vertically on a silicon
chip. Individual spintronic reading and writing nanodevices are used to modify or read
a train of ~10 to 100 domain walls, which store a series of data bits in each nanowire.
This racetrack memory is an example of the move toward innately three-dimensional
microelectronic devices.
There are two main means of storingdigital information for computing appli-cations: solid-state random access mem-
ories (RAMs) and magnetic hard disk drives
(HDDs). Even though both classes of devices
are evolving at a very rapid pace, the cost of
storing a single data bit in an HDD remains
approximately 100 times cheaper than in a solid-
state RAM. Although the low cost of HDDs is
very attractive, these devices are intrinsically
slow, with typical access times of several milli-
seconds because of the large mass of the ro-
tating disk. RAM, on the other hand can be very
fast and highly reliable, as in static RAM and
dynamic RAM technologies. The architecture of
computing systems would be greatly simplified
if there were a single memory storage device
with the low cost of the HDD but the high per-
formance and reliability of solid-state memory.
Racetrack Memory
Because both silicon-based microelectronic de-
vices and HDDs are essentially two-dimensional
(2D) arrays of transistors and magnetic bits,
respectively, the conventional means of develop-
ing cheaper and faster devices relies on reducing
the size of individual memory elements or data
storage bits. An alternative approach is to con-
sider constructing truly 3D devices. One such
approach is “racetrack” memory (RM) (1), in
which magnetic domains are used to store infor-
mation in tall columns of magnetic material ar-
ranged perpendicularly on the surface of a silicon
wafer (Fig. 1). Magnetic domain walls (DWs) (2)
are formed at the boundaries between magnetic
domains magnetized in opposite directions (up or
down) along a racetrack (Fig. 2). Each domain
has a head (positive or north pole) and a tail
(negative or south pole). Successive DWs along
the racetrack alternate between head-to-head and
tail-to-tail configurations. The spacing between
consecutive DWs (that is, the bit length) is con-
trolled by pinning sites fabricated along the race-
track. There are several mea s of creating such
pinning sites; for example, by patterning notches
along the edges of the racetrack or modulating
the racetrack’s size or material properties. Be-
sides def ning the bit length, pinning sites also
gi e the DWs the stability to resist external per-
turbations, such as thermal fluctuations or stray
magnetic fields from nearby racetracks.
RM s fundamentally a shift register in which
the data bits (the DWs) aremoved to and fro along
a y given racetrack to intersect with individual
readi g and writing lem nts integrated with each
racetrack (Fig. 1). The DWs in the magnetic race-
track can be read with magnetic tunnel junction
magnetoresistive sensing devices (3) arranged so
that they are close to or in con-
tact with the racetrack. Writing
DWs can be carried out with a
variety of schemes (1), includ-
ing using the self-field of cur-
rents passed along neighboring
metallic nanowires; using the
spin-momentum transfer torque
effect (4,5) derived fromcurrent
injected into the racetrack from
magneticnanoelements;orusing
the fringing fields from the con-
trolled motion of a magnetic
DW in a proximal nanowire
writing element (1).
Uniform magnetic fields
cannot be used to shift a series
of DWs along the racetrack:
Neighboring DWs would move
in opposite directions and so
eventually annihilate each other.
Magnetic memory devices us-
ing non-uniform local magnet-
ic fields to manipulate DWs
were studied several decades
ago (6, 7) but were abandoned
because of their complexity
and cost.
InRM,DWsareshiftedalong
the racetrack by nanosecond
curr nt pulses using the phe-
nomenon of spin-momentum
tr nsfer (4, 5). When a current is
passed through a magnetic ma-
terial, it becomes spin-polarized
because of spin-dependent diffu-
sive scattering, and so carries
spin angular momentum (3, 8).
When the spin-polarized cur-
rent is passed through a DW,
the current transfers spin an-
gular momentum to the wall,
thereby applying a torque to the
moments in the DW, which can
result in motion of the wall
REVIEW
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Fig. 1. The racetrack is a ferromagnetic nanowire, with data
encoded as a pattern of magnetic domains along a portion of the
wire. Pulses of highly spin-polarized current move the entire
pattern of DWs coherently along the length of the wire past read
and write elements. The nanowire is approximately twice as long
as the stored DW pattern, so the DWs may be moved in either
direction. (A) A vertical-configuration racetrack offers the highest
storage density by storing the pattern in a U-shaped nanowire
normal to the plane of the substrate. The two cartoons show the
magn tic patterns in the racetrack before and after the DWs have
moved down one branch of the U, past the read and write ele-
ments, and then up the other branch. (B) A horizontal config-
uration uses nanowire parallel to the plane of the substrate. (C)
Reading data from the stored pattern is done by measuring the
tunnel magnetoresistance of a magnetic tunnel junction element
connected to the racetrack. (D) Writing data is accomplished, for
example, by the fringing fields of a DW moved in a second
ferromagnetic nanowire oriented at right angles to the storage
nanowire. (E) Arrays of racetracks are built on a chip to enable
high-density storage.
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Recent developments in the controlled movement of domain walls in magnetic nanowires by
short pulses of spin-polarized current give promise of a nonvolatile memory device with the
high performance and reliability of conventional solid-state memory but at the l w cost of
conventional magnetic disk drive storage. The racetrack memory described in this review
comprises an array of magnetic nanowires arranged horizontally or vertically on a silicon
chip. Individual spintronic reading and writing nanodevices are used to modify or read
a train of ~10 to 100 domain walls, which store a series of d ta bits in each n nowire.
This racetrack memory is an example of the move toward innately three-dimensional
icroelec r nic devices.
Ther are two main m ans of storingdigital information for computing appli-cations: solid- tate random access mem-
ories (RAMs) and magnetic hard disk drives
(HDDs). Even though both classes of devices
are evolvi g at a very rapid pace, the cost of
storing a single data bit in an HDD remains
approximately 100 times cheaper than in a solid-
state RAM. Although the low cost of HDDs is
very attractive, these devices are intrinsically
slow, with typical access times of several milli-
seconds because of the large mass of the ro-
tating disk. RAM, on the other hand can be very
fa and highly reliable, as in static RAM and
dynamic RAM technologies. The architecture of
computing systems would be greatly simplified
if there were a single memory storage device
with the low cost of the HDD but the high per-
formance and reliability of solid-state memory.
Racetrack Memory
Because both silicon-based microelectronic de-
vic s and HDDs are essentially two-dimensional
(2D) arrays of transistors and magnetic bits,
respectively, the conventional means of develop-
ing cheaper and faster devices relies on reducing
the size of individual memory elements or data
storage bits. An alternative approach is to con-
sider constructing truly 3D devices. One such
approach is “racetrack” memory (RM) (1), in
which magnetic domains are used to store infor-
mat on in tall columns of magnetic material ar-
ranged perpendicularly on the surface of a silicon
wafer (Fig. 1). Magnetic domain walls (DWs) (2)
a e formed at th boundaries between magnetic
domains magnetized in opposite directions (up or
down) along a racetrack (Fig. 2). Each domain
has a head (positive or north pole) and a tail
(negative or south pole). Su cessive DWs along
the racetrack alternate between head-to-head and
tail-to-tail configurations. The spacing between
consecutive DWs (that is, the bit length) is con-
trolled by pinning sites fabricated along the race-
track. There are several means of creating such
pinning sites; for example, by patterning notches
along the edges of the racetrack or modulating
the racetrack’s size or material properties. Be-
si es efining the bit length, pinning sites also
giv the DWs the stability to resist external per-
turbations, such as thermal fluctuations or stray
magnetic fields from nearby racetracks.
RM is fundamentally a shift register in which
the data bits (the DWs) aremoved to and fro along
any given racetrack to intersect with individual
reading and writing elements integrated with each
racetrack (Fig. 1). The DWs in the magnetic race-
track can be read with magnetic tunnel junction
magnetoresistive sensing devices (3) arranged so
that they are close to or in con-
tact with the racetrack. Writing
DWs can be carried out with a
variety of schemes (1), includ-
ing using the self-field of cur-
rents passed along neighboring
metallic nanowires; using the
spin-momentum transfer torque
effect (4,5) derived fromcurrent
injected into the racetrack from
magneticnanoelements;orusing
the fringing fields from the con-
trolled motion of a magnetic
DW in a proximal nanowire
writing element (1).
Uniform magnetic fields
cannot be used to shift a series
of DWs along the racetrack:
Neighboring DWs would move
in opposite directions and so
eventually annihilate each other.
Magnetic memory devices us-
ing non-uniform local magnet-
ic fields to manipulate DWs
were studied several decades
ago (6, 7) but were abandoned
because of their complexity
and cost.
InRM,DWsareshiftedalong
the racetrack by nanosecond
current pulses using the phe-
nomenon of spin-momentum
transfer (4, 5). When a current is
passed through a magnetic ma-
terial, it becomes spin-polarized
because of spin-dependent diffu-
sive scattering, and so carries
spin angular momentum (3, 8).
When the spin-polarized cur-
rent is passed through a DW,
the current transfers spin an-
gular momentum to the wall,
thereby applying a torque to the
moments in the DW, which can
result in motion of the wall
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Fig. 1. The racetrack is a ferromagnetic nanowire, with data
encoded as a pattern of magnetic domains along a portion of the
wire. Pulses of highly spin-polarized current move the entire
pattern of DWs coherently along the length of the wire past read
and writ elements. The nanowir is approximately twice as long
as the stored DW pattern, so the DWs may be moved in either
direction. (A) A vertica - onfiguration racetrack offers the highest
storag density by storing th pattern in a U-shaped nanowire
normal to the plane of the substrate. The two cartoons show the
magnetic patterns in the racetrack before and after the DWs have
moved down one branch of the U, past the read and write ele-
m nts, and then up the other branch. (B) A horizontal config-
uration uses a nanowire parallel to the plane of the substrate. (C)
Reading data from the stored pattern is done by measuring the
tunnel magnetoresistance of a magnetic tunnel junction element
connected to the racetrack. (D) Writing data is ccomplished, for
xample, by the fringing fields of a DW oved in a second
ferromagnetic nanowire oriented at right angles to the storage
nanowire. (E) Arrays of racetrack are built on a chip to enable
high-density storage.
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1-3. Digital devices 
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FIG. 1-10 DW logic elements. Left. Some DW logic gates. Right. Example of a DW logic 
circuit with a NOT gate, a cross-over and a fan-out. A. SEM image, B. magnetisation 
schematic, and C. applied field and measured magnetisation (on the region marked with 
an * in A.). From [Allwood et al. 2005]. 
The! DW! NOT& gate! [Allwood' et' al.' ,--,]! (shown! in! FIG.! !8!")! consists! in! a! cusp,! where! a!
incoming!DW,!driven!by!a! rotating! field,! enters! the! cusp!and!exits!on! the!opposite! side!
half! a! field! rotation! later,! with! its! polarity! (HH/TT)! reversed.! If! several! NOT! gates! are!
connected!in!series!they!will!form!a!shift!register,!capable!of!storing!data.!A!DW!will!only!
traverse!the!gate!series!one!gate!at!a!time,!every!half!a!field!turn.!Moreover,!a!group!of!
DWs! in! such! a! structure! is! reliably! propagated! in! synchrony! with! the! rotating! field,!
without!ever!meeting!each!other.!Allwood!et!al.!demonstrated!a!data!storing!shift!register!
where! information! could! be! input! [Allwood' et' al.' !""#],! FIG.! !8!!.! This! was! achieved! by!
altering!one!of!the!NOT!gates!so!that!new!domains!could!be!injected!in!it!when!the!field!
exceeded! a! certain! threshold.! Since! then,!Huang! et! al.! [Zeng&et&al.& +,-,]! demonstrated! that!
similar!shift!registers!could!have!high!information!densities,!by!redesigning!the!shape!of!
the!NOT!gates!so!that!they!could!be!densely!packed.!
tization. In particular, a submicrometer planar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) has been shown
to form an excellent conduit for domain walls
(21–23). The high shape anisotropy of the
nanowire ensures that magnetization prefers to
align with the long axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis of the binary
information representation (Table 1), with a
magnetic domain wall acting as the transition
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls can be
propagated through complex networks of nano-
wires under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotates in the plane of
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous work (24) has shown
how a cusp-shaped planar nanowire can be used
to reverse the direction of magnetization. Given
that we define a logical B1[ as the magnetization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls and a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation of
domain walls, the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order to implement
any arbitrary logic function, it is necessary to
have some additional basis functions. At least
one two-input function, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calculation can be
performed. Two routing functions are also
required for most complex logic circuits: a fan-
out structure, which makes two identical copies
of an input signal; and a cross-over structure,
which allows two signals to pass over each other
without interference. It is also necessary that the
applied magnetic field requirements of the
functions should be mutually compatible, so that
a single global rotating magnetic field can be
applied to the entire circuit, with all of the
different functions operating together. We have
found that this can be achieved for an architecture
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fan-out,
and cross-over junctions (Table 1). Furthermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for providing logic circuits with
data on which to operate. We describe the
development of these devices below.
Domain-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magnetic logic circuit made up of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out junction, and a
cross-over junction (25). For measurement,
the entire circuit was placed in a rotating mag-
netic field. As shown previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least one domainwall existed in the
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is new here, however, is that a domainwall
propagating around the loop in Fig. 1A must also
pass through a cross-over structure, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
defined starting state of a single domain wall
before measurement, the device magnetization
was first saturated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field before adjacent pairs of domain walls
were annihilated by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as before (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circuit
geometry defined the domain-wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/loop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT gate and 1 field cycle
for each 360- loop. Hence, a single domain
wall round trip should take 2.5 field cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycle magnetization
switching period. The fan-out element formed
part of this loop but did not affect the domain
wall round-trip time. One fan-out output fed
back into the loop, whereas the other extended
into a long arm to provide a monitor of the
loop magnetization.
Within a suitable counterclockwise rotating
field, magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mag-
netometry (24, 27, 28) measurement from the
position marked by an asterisk in Fig. 1A in-
dicated a switching period of 5 field cycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over elements were working correctly.
Of the four logic architecture elements, the
cross-over junction is the most challenging to
achieve experimentally, and its operation is
highly sensitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To pass across the cross-over element, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the junc-
tion, an energetically costly process, before
being able to propagate further along the
output wire. However, domain walls must not
be allowed to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the digital information
in the structure will have been altered. In
contrast, a domain wall propagating through a
fan-out junction will gradually expand from
the input wire as the junction widens, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized domain-wall logic element (dimensions shown refer to the
design rule used here of 200-nm–wire width connecting logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all contain tapered regions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrome er pla ar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) has been hown
to form an excellent conduit for d main walls
(21–23). The high shape anisotropy of the
nanowire ensures that magnetization prefers to
align with the long axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis of the binary
information representation (Table 1), with a
magnetic domain wall acting as the transition
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls c n be
propagated through complex netwo ks of nano-
wires under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotates in the plane of
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous work (24) has shown
how a cusp-shaped planar nanowire can be used
to reverse the direction of magnetization. Given
that we define a logical B1[ as the magnetization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls and a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation of
domain walls, the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order t implement
any arbitrary logic function, it is ecessary to
have some additional basis functions. At l ast
one two-input function, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT f nction so
that any computational calcula ion can be
performed. Two routing functions are also
required for most complex logic circuits: a fan-
out structure, which makes two identical copi s
of an input signal; and a cross-over struct re,
which allows two signals to pass over each other
without interference. It is also necessary that the
applied magnetic field requirements of the
functions should be mutually compatible, so t at
a single global rotating magnetic field can be
applied to the entire circuit, with all of the
different functions operating together. We have
found that this can be achieved for an architecture
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fa -out,
and cross-over junctions (Table 1). Furtherm re,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for providing logic circuits with
data on which to operate. We describe t e
development of these devices below.
Domain-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magnetic logic circuit made up of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out junction, and a
cross-over junction (25). For mea urement,
the entire circuit was placed in a rotati g mag-
netic field. As shown previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least one domainwall exist d in the
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is new here, however, is that a domainwall
propagating around the loop in Fig. 1A mus also
pass through a cross-over structure, s indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
defined starting state of a single domain wall
before measurement, the device magn tization
was first saturated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field before adjacent pairs of domain walls
were annihilated by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as b fore (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of th logic devi e, circ it
geometry defined th domai -wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/ oop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT gate and 1 fi ld cycle
for each 360- l op. H nce, a single domain
wall round trip should take 2.5 field cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycle magnetiza ion
switch ng period. The fan-out element formed
part of th s loop but did not affect the domain
wall round-trip time. One fan-out output fed
ba k into the loop, where s the other extended
int a long arm to provid a monitor of the
loop magne ization.
Within a suitable coun erclockwise rotating
field, magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mag-
netometry (24, 27, 28) measurement from the
position rked by an asterisk in Fig. 1A in-
dicated a switching period of 5 fiel ycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross- ver elements were w rking orrectly.
Of th four l gic archit cture elements, the
cross-over junction s the most challenging to
achiev experimentally, and its operation is
high y sensitive to the nanowire dimen ions.
To pass a ross the cross-over element, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the junc-
tion, an energetically costly process, befor
being able to pr paga e further along the
output wire. H w ver, domain walls must not
be all wed to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the digital information
in the stru ture will h ve been altered. In
contrast, a domain wall propagating hrough a
fan-out junction will gradually expand from
the i put wire as the junction wid ns, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized do in-wall lo ic element (dim nsions sho n refer to th
design rule used here of 200-nm–wire width conn cting logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all contain tapered regions to c nect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrometer planar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) has been shown
to form an excellent conduit for domain walls
(21–23). The high shape anisotropy of the
nanowire ensures that magnetization prefers to
align with the long axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis of the binary
information representation (Table 1), with a
magnetic domain wall acting as the transition
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls can be
propagated through complex networks of nano-
wires under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotates in the plane of
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous work (24) has shown
how a cusp-shaped pla a nanowire can be used
to reverse the directi n of mag etization. Give
that we define a logical B1[ as the magnetization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls and a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation of
domain walls, the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order to implement
any arbitrary logic function, it is necessary to
have some additional basis functions. At least
one two-input function, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calculation can be
performed. Two routing functions are also
required for most complex logic circuits: a fan-
out structure, which makes two identical copies
of an input signal; and a cross-over structure,
which allows two signals to pass over each other
without interference. It is also necessary that the
applied magnetic field requirements of the
functions should be mutually compatible, so that
a single global rotating magnetic field can be
applied to the entire circuit, with all of the
different functions operating together. We have
found that this can be achieved for an architecture
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fan-out,
and cross-over junctions (Table 1). Furthermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for providing logic circuits with
data on which to operate. We describe the
development of these devices below.
Domain-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magnetic logic circuit made up of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out junction, and a
cross-over junction (25). For measurement,
the entire circuit was placed in a rotating mag-
netic field. As shown previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least one domainwall existed in the
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is new here, however, is that a domainwall
propagating around the loop in Fig. 1A must also
pass through a cross-over structure, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
defined starting state of a single domain all
before measurement, the device magnetization
was first saturated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field before adjacent pairs of domain walls
were annihilated by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as before (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circuit
geometry defined the domain-wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/loop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT gate and 1 field cycle
for each 360- loop. Hence, a single domain
wall round trip should take 2.5 field cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycle magnetization
switching period. The fan-out element formed
part of this loop but did not affect the domain
wall round-trip time. One fan-out output fed
back into the loop, whereas the other extended
into a long arm to provide a monitor of the
loop magnetization.
Within a suitable counterclockwise rotating
field, magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) ag-
net m t y (24, 27, 28) measur me t from the
position marked by an asterisk in Fig. 1A in-
dicated a switching period of 5 field cycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over elements were working correctly.
Of the four logic architecture elements, the
cross-over junction is the most challenging to
achieve experimentally, and its operation is
highly sensitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To pass across the cross-over element, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the junc-
tion, an energetically costly process, before
being able to propagate further along the
output wire. However, domain walls must not
be allowed to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the digital information
in the structure will have been altered. In
contrast, a domain wall propagating through a
fan- ut junction will gradually expand from
the input wire as the junction widens, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized domain-wall logic element (dimensions shown refer to the
design rule used here of 200-nm–wire width connecting logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all contain tapered regions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrometer pla ar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic mat rial
such as Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) has been hown
to form an excellent conduit for d main walls
(21–23). The high shape anisotropy of the
nanowire ensures that magnetization prefers to
align with the long axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis of the bina y
information representation (Table 1), with a
magnetic domain wall acting as the transition
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls c n be
propagated through complex networks of nano-
wires under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotates in the plane of
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous work (24) has shown
how a cusp-shaped planar nanowire can be used
to reverse the direction of magnetization. Given
that we define a logical B1[ as the magnetizatio
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls and a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation f
domain walls, the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order to implement
any arbitrary logic function, it is necessary to
have some additional basis functions. At least
one two-input function, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calcula ion can be
performed. Two routing functions a e also
required for most complex logic ci cuits: a an-
out structure, which makes two identical copies
of an input signal; and a cross-over structure,
which allows two signals to pass over each other
without interference. It is also necessary that he
applied magnetic field requirements of the
functions should be mutually compatible, so that
a single global rotating magnetic field can be
applied to the entire circuit, with a l of the
different functions operating together. We have
found that this can be achieved for an archi ec ure
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fa -out,
and cross-over junctions (Table 1). Furthermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for providing logic circuits with
data on which to operate. We escribe the
development of these devices below.
Domain-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magnetic logic circuit made up of
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out junction, and a
cross-over junction (25). For mea urement,
the entire circuit was placed in a rotati g mag-
netic field. As shown previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop structur to
ensure that at least one domainwall xisted in he
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is new here, however, is that a domainwall
propagating around the loop in Fig. 1A mus also
pass through a cross-over structure, indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a we -
defined starting state of a single omain w ll
before measurement, the device magnetization
was first saturated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field before adjacent pairs of domain walls
were annihilated by using a lo -amplitude
rot ting field, as b fo e (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circ it
geometry defined th domain-wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/loop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT gate and 1 fi ld cycle
for each 360- loop. Hence, a single domain
wall round trip should take 2.5 fie d cycles,
leading to 5– ield cycle magnetizati n
switch ng period. The fan-out element formed
part of th s loop but did not affect the domain
wall round-trip time. One fan-out output fed
back into the loop, where s the other extended
in a long arm to provide a mo itor of the
loop magnetization.
Within a suitable counterclockwise rotating
field, magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mag-
netomet y (24, 27, 28) measur me from the
position arked by a asteris in Fig. 1A in-
dicated a switching period of 5 fiel ycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over elements were working orrectly.
Of th f ur l gic archit cture elemen s, the
cross-over junction s the most challenging to
achieve experimentally, and its operation is
highly sensitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To pass a ross the cross-over element, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the junc-
tion, an energ tically costly process, befor
being able to propagate further along the
output wire. However, domain walls must not
be all wed to pr pagate along the orth gonal
wire direction, or else the digital information
in the structure will have been al ered. In
contrast, a do ain wall propagating through a
fan-out jun tion wil radually expand from
the i put wire as the junction wid ns, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized do in-wall logic element (dim nsions sho n refer to the
design rule sed here of 200-nm–wire width conn cting logic elements and 1-mm tur ing radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all c ntain tapered regions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrometer planar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Perm lloy (Ni80Fe20) h b en shown
to f r an excellent conduit for domain walls
(21–23). The hi h shap anisotropy f the
nan wire en ur s that mag etization prefers t
align with t lon axi of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis f the binary
information representati n (Table 1), with a
magnetic domai wall acting as the transition
edge in a ch nging s gnal. Domain walls can be
propagated through complex networks of nan -
wir s under the action f an externally applied
magnetic field. This field ro at s in the pla e f
the device and acts as b th the clock and the
power supply. Previous w rk (24) as shown
h w a cusp-shaped pl nar anowire can be us d
to reverse the directi n of magnetization. Give
that we define logical B1[ s the mag etization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls nd a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation pposing the direction of propagation
ll , the cusp in effect per ms the
l gical NOT operation. In order t implement
any bitrary logic f nct on, it is necessary to
have so e additional basis functi ns. At leas
o two-input fun tion, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calculation can be
performed. Two routing functions are al
required for ost complex logic circuits: a fan
ut st ucture, hich make two ide tic l opies
of an input signal; and a cross-over structure,
wh h allows t o signals to pass over e ch th r
without interference. It is also necessary tha the
applied magnetic field requirem nts of the
functions should be mutual y compatible, so that
single global rotat ng magnetic field can b
ppli d to the entire circuit, with a l of the
different functions operating together. We hav
found that is can be ach eved for an architectur
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fan-out,
and ross-ov r ju ctions (Table 1). Fu t ermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input lement for pr viding ogic circuits with
dat on which to operate. We describe the
development o these devices below.
D main-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magne ic logic ircuit made up of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out ju ction, and a
cr ss-over ju c on (25). For easurement,
the entire circuit w s placed in a rotating mag-
n tic field. As sh wn previously (24, 26), the
NOT ate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least ne doma nwall existed in
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
Wha is new h re, however, s th t a domainwall
pr agating around th loop in Fig. 1A must also
pass hrough a cross-over structure, as indicated
sche atic lly in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
define starting state of a single domain wall
before measurement, the device m gnetization
was first s turated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field b fore adjacent pairs of domain walls
ere annihilat by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as before (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circuit
geometry defined the domain-wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/loop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT g t and 1 field cycle
for e ch 360- loop. Hence, a single domain
wal round trip sh uld tak 2.5 field cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycle a netizatio
switching pe iod. The fan-ou elem nt form d
part of this loop but did not affect the domai
wall round-t p ti e. O e fan-out output f
b ck in o the loop, whereas the o her extended
int a lo g arm to provid a monitor of the
loop magn tization.
Withi a suitable c unt rclockwise r tating
field, o-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mag-
netometry (24, 27, 28) measurement from the
position arked by an ast risk in Fig. 1A in
dicated a switching period of 5 field cycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over eleme ts were working correctly.
Of the four logic architecture elements, the
er junction is the most challenging to
achieve xpe imentally, and its operation is
ighly s nsitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To p ss across the cross-over elem nt, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the ju c-
ti n, an energe ically costly process, before
being ab e to propagate further along the
output wire. However, d main walls must not
allowed to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the d gital information
in the structure will have been altered. In
co trast, a domain wall propa ating th ough a
fan-out jun ion ill gr dually expand from
the inp t wire s the junction widens, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized domain-wall logic element (dimensions shown refer to the
design rule used here of 200- m–wire width connecti g logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and ogic l AND ju ctions all contain tapered r gions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrome er pla ar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Perm lloy (Ni80Fe20) has b en hown
to f rm an excellent conduit for d main walls
(21–23). The high shap anisotropy of the
nan wire ensur s that magnetizati n p efers to
align with t lon axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis f the binary
information representati n (Table 1), with a
magnetic domai wall acting as the transit on
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls c n be
propagated through complex netwo ks of nan -
wir s under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotat s in the pl e f
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous w rk (24) as shown
how a cusp-shaped pl nar nanowire can be used
to reverse the directi n of magnetization. Give
that we define logical B1[ s the mag etization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls nd a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation
ll , the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order t mplement
any rbitrary logic f nct on, it is ecessary to
have some additional basis functi ns. At l as
o e two-input fun tion, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT f nction so
that any computational calcula ion can be
performed. Two routing functions are al
required for ost complex logic circuits: a fan-
out st ucture, hich makes two ide tic l copi s
of an input signal; and a cross-over struct e,
which allows t o signals to pass over e ch th r
without interference. It is also necessary tha the
applied magnetic field requirem nts of the
functions should be mutual y compatible, so t at
single global rotat ng magnetic fie d can b
applied to the entire circuit, with a l of t e
different functions operating together. W hav
found that this can be ach eved for an architectur
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fa -out,
and cross-over ju ctions (Table 1). F t erm re,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for pr viding ogic circuit with
data on which to operate. We d scrib t e
development o these devices below.
D main-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magne ic logic ircuit mad u of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out ju ction, and a
cr ss-over ju c on (25). For ea urement,
the entire circuit w s placed in a rotati mag-
netic field. As sh wn previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least ne doma nwall ex st d in
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is new h re, however, s th t a domainw ll
pr agating around th loop in Fig. 1A mus also
pass hrough a cross-over structure, s indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
defined starting state of a single domain wall
before measurement, the device m gn tization
was first s turated in a large (9200 Oe) magne -
ic field b fore adjacent pairs of domain walls
ere annihilat by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as b fore (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of th logic devi e, circ it
geometry def ned th domai -wall propagation
time round the NOT g t / oop to be 0.5 field
cycles throug the NOT g te and 1 fi ld cycle
for e ch 360- l p. H nce, a singl d main
wal round trip should tak 2.5 fie d cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycle ma n tiza io
switch ng p iod. The fan-out elem nt form d
part of s loop bu did ot affect the domai
wall round-t p time. O e f n-out output f
b k in o the loop, where s the other extended
int a o g arm to provid a monitor of the
loop agne izati n.
Withi a suitab e c un rclockwise r tating
f eld, o-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) mag-
netometry (24, 27, 28) measurement from the
position rked by an ast risk in Fig. 1A in
dicated a switching period of 5 fiel ycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross- ver eleme ts were w rking orrectly.
Of th four l gic ar hit c ure elements, the
er junction s the most challenging to
achiev expe imentally, an its operation is
high y s nsitive to the nanowire dimen ions.
To pass a ross the cross-over elem nt, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the ju c-
ti n, an en rge ically costly process, befo
being ab e to pr paga e further along the
o put wire. H w v r, d main walls must not
all w d to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the d gital information
in the stru ture will h ve been altered. In
contrast, a domain wall propa ating h ough a
fan-out jun ion ill gr dually expand from
the i put wire s the junction wid ns, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized do in-wall lo ic element (dim nsions sho n refer to th
design rule used here of 200-nm–wire width conn cting logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND ju c ions all contain tapered re ions to c nect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrometer planar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic material
such as Perm lloy (Ni80Fe20) h en shown
to f rm an excelle t conduit for domain walls
(21–23). The high shap anisotropy f the
nan wire ensur s that magnetization prefers to
align with t lon axis of the wir . These two
possibl directions form the basis f the binary
information representati (Table 1), with a
magnetic domai wall acting as the transition
edge in a ch nging signal. Domain walls can be
propagated through complex networks of nan -
wir s under the action f an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotat s in the pla e f
the device and acts as b th the clock and the
power supply. Previous w rk (24) as shown
how cusp-shaped pl a anowire can be used
to reverse the directi n of mag etization. Give
that we define logi al B1[ s the mag etization
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls nd a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation pp sing the direction of propagation
ll , the cusp in effect perf rms he
l gic l NOT operation. In order t implement
any rbitrary logic f nct on, it is necessary to
have so additional basis functi ns. At leas
o e two-input fun tion, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calculation can be
performed. Two routing functions are al
required for ost complex logic circuits: a fan-
out st ucture, hich makes two ide tic l copies
of an input signal; and a cross-over structure,
which allow t o signals to pass over e ch th r
without interference. It is also necessary tha the
applied magnetic field requirem nts of the
functions s ould be mutual y compatible, so that
single global rotat ng magnetic field can b
pplied to the entire circuit, with a l of the
different functions operating together. We hav
found that t is can be ach eved for an architectur
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fan-out,
and cross-over ju ctions (Table 1). Fu t ermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for pr viding ogic circuits with
data on which to operate. We describe the
development o these devices below.
D main-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magne ic logic ircuit made up of a
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out ju ction, and a
cr ss-over ju c on (25). For easurement,
the entire circuit w s placed in a rotating mag-
netic field. As sh wn previously (24, 26), the
NOT ate was fabricated in a loop structure to
ensure that at least ne doma nwall existed in
loop and to enable easy experimental testing.
What is ew h re, however, s th t a domainwall
pr agating around th loop in Fig. 1A must also
pass hrough a cross-over structure, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a well-
define starting state of a single domain ll
before m asurement, the device m gnetization
was first s turated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic fi ld b fore adjacent pairs of domain walls
ere n ihilat by using a low-amplitude
rotating field, as before (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circuit
geometry d fined the domain-wall propagation
time around the NOT gate/loop to be 0.5 field
cycles through the NOT g te and 1 field cycle
for e ch 360- loop. Hence, a single domain
wal round trip should tak 2.5 field cycles,
leading to a 5–field cycl a netizatio
switching pe iod. T e fan-out elem nt form d
part of this loop but did not affect the domai
wall r und-t p time. O e fan-out output f
b ck in o the loop, whereas the other extended
int a lo g arm to provid a monitor of the
loop magn tizati n.
Withi a suitable c unt rclockwise r tating
field, o-optical Ke r effect (MOKE) ag-
net m t y (24, 27, 28) measur me t from the
position marked by an ast risk in Fig. 1A in
dicated a switching period of 5 field cycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over eleme ts were working correctly.
Of the four logic architecture elements, the
er junction is the most challenging to
achi ve xpe imentally, and its operation is
highly s nsitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To p ss across the cross-over elem nt, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the ju c-
ti n, an energe ically costly process, before
being ab e to propagate further along the
output wire. However, d main walls must not
allowed to propagate along the orthogonal
wire direction, or else the d gital information
in the structure will have been altered. In
contrast, a domain wall propa ating th ough a
fan- ut jun ion ill gr dually expand from
the inp t wire s the junction widens, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawing of the optimized domain-wall logic element (dimensions shown refer to the
design rule used here of 200-nm–wire width connecting logic elements and 1-mm turning radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all contain tapered regions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is the supply voltage.
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tization. In particular, a submicrometer pla ar
nanowire made from a soft magnetic mat rial
such as Perm lloy (Ni80Fe20) has b en hown
to f rm an excellent conduit for d main walls
(21–23). The high shap anisotropy of the
nan wire ensur s that magnetization prefers to
align with t lon axis of the wire. These two
possible directions form the basis f the bina y
information representati n (Table 1), it a
magnetic domai wall acting as the transit on
edge in a changing signal. Domain walls c n be
propagated through complex networks of nan -
wir s under the action of an externally applied
magnetic field. This field rotat s in the pl e f
the device and acts as both the clock and the
power supply. Previous w rk (24) as shown
how a cusp-shaped pl nar nanowire can be used
to reverse the directi n of magnetization. Give
that we define logical B1[ s the mag etizatio
pointing in the direction of propagation of
domain walls nd a logical B0[ as the magneti-
zation opposing the direction of propagation
ll , the cusp in effect performs the
logical NOT operation. In order t implement
any rbitrary logic f nct on, it is necessary to
have some additional basis functi ns. At leas
o e two-input fun tion, such as AND or OR, is
required to complement the NOT function so
that any computational calcula ion can be
performed. Two routing functions a e al
required for ost complex logic ci cuits: a an-
out st ucture, hich makes two ide tic l copies
of an input signal; and a cross-ov r structure,
which allows t o signals to pass over e ch th r
without interference. It is also necessary tha he
applied magnetic field requirem nts of the
functions should be mutual y compat ble, so that
single global rotat ng magnetic field can b
applied to the entire circuit, with a l of t e
different functions operating together. We hav
found that this can be ach eved for an archi ec ur
consisting of logical NOT, logical AND, fa -out,
and cross-over ju ctions (Table 1). Fu t ermore,
we have developed a field-addressable data-
input element for pr viding ogic circuits with
data on which to operate. We scribe th
development o these devices below.
D main-wall logic elements. Figure 1A
shows a magne ic logic ircuit made u of
NOT-gate cusp, a fan-out ju ction, and a
cr ss-over ju c on (25). For ea urement,
the entire circuit w s placed in a rotati mag-
netic field. As sh wn previously (24, 26), the
NOT gate was fabricated in a loop struc ur to
ensure that at least ne doma nwall xisted in
loop and to enable easy experimental tes ing.
What is new h re, however, s th t a domainwall
pr agating around th loop in Fig. 1A mus also
pass hrough a cross-over structure, indicated
schematically in Fig. 1B. To obtain a we -
defined starting state of a single omain w ll
before measurement, the device m gnetization
was first s turated in a large (9200 Oe) magnet-
ic field b fore adjacent pairs of domain walls
ere annihilat by using a lo -amplitude
rot ting field, as b fo e (26). Because of the
synchronous nature of the logic device, circ it
geometry defined th domain-wall propa at on
time round the NOT g /loop to be 0.5 field
cycles throug the NOT g te and 1 fi ld cycl
for e ch 360- lo p. Hence, a singl domain
wal round tr p should tak 2.5 fie d cycles,
leading to 5– ield cycle ma n tizati
switch ng pe iod. The fan-out elem nt f rm d
part of s loop but did not affect the domai
wall rou d-t p time. O e f n-out output f
b ck in o the loop, where s the othe extended
in a o g arm to provide a mo itor f the
loop agnetizati n.
Withi a suitable c unt rclockwise r tating
field, o-optical Kerr ffect (MOKE) mag-
netomet y (24, 27, 28) measur me from the
position arked by ast ris in Fig. 1A in
dicated a switching period of 5 fiel ycles (Fig.
1C), confirming that the NOT gate, fan-out, and
cross-over eleme ts w re working orrectly.
Of th f ur l gic archit cture elemen s, the
er junction s the most challenging to
achieve xpe imentally, and its operation is
highly s nsitive to the nanowire dimensions.
To pass a ross the cross-over elem nt, a do-
main wall must expand fully across the ju c-
ti n, an energ ically costly process, befor
being b e to propagate further along the
o tput wire. However, d main walls must not
all w d to pr pagate along the orth gonal
wire direction, or else the d gital information
in the structure will have been al ered. In
contrast, a do ain wall propa ating th ough a
fan-out jun i n ill r dually expand from
he i put wire s the junction wid s, before
Table 1. Symbols for electronic logic, together with the appropriate CMOS circuit element and a
schematic drawi g of th optimized do in-wall logic element (dim nsions sho n refer to the
design rule sed here of 200-nm–wire width conn cting logic elements and 1-mm tur ing radius of
corners). The fan-out, cross-over, and logical AND junctions all c ntain tapered regions to connect
to the 200-nm-wide wire links. Vdd is supply voltage.
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dividi g into two separate walls once the
output wires are reached.
The integration of all four logic elements
was completed in t e nanowire network
shown in Fig. 2A, consisting of a NOT gate,
an AND gate, t o fan-out junctions, and one
cross-over junction. Our previous work (29)
has shown that the switching field of the
AND-gate output wire depends on whether
neither, one, or both of the input wires contains
a domain wall, with the switching field
reducing with an increasing number of incident
domain walls. In order to achieve logical AND
functionality, the AND gate is operated within
an elliptical rotating magnetic field with a dc
field bias Hx
DC in the direction of Hx. This
is similar to how previous pseudo-AND
operati ns have been achieved in other single-
layer magnetic systems (12, 30). The remain-
der of the magnetic circuit in Fig. 2A was de-
signed to sequentially supply the AND gate
with all four possible logical input combina-
tions for a two-input device. However, all wire
junctions must be able to tolerate the dc field
bias, because this is applied globally.
A NOT gate within a feedback loop was
used as a signal generator for the rest of the
network and should have a 3–field cycle switch-
ing period (24, 26). A fan-out element fed
domain walls out of the loop and to a second
successive fan-out element, where the domain
walls were divided into two paths again.
MOKE measurement at position I in Fig. 2A
indicates a switching period of 3 field cycles
(Fig. 2B, trace I), confirming that the NOT
gate and sequential fan-out elements were
working correctly. Between positions I and II
(Fig. 2A), we can infer that domain walls will
be delayed by 0.5 field cycles (Fig. 2B, trace
II). However, for domain walls from the sec-
ond fan-out junction to reach position III, they
must pass through an additional loop created
by the inclusion of the cross-over junction. The
magnetization at position III, therefore, will be
delayed by 1 field cycle, compared with that at
position II (Fig. 2B, trace III). The magnetiza-
tion direction at positions II and III determines
the logical input state of the AND gate. An
AND gate has an output value of 1 only when
both inputs are 1, and is 0 for all other
conditions. The measurement of position IV
of the magnetic circuit (Fig. 2B, trace IV)
showed this to be the case (using the con-
vention here that a high MOKE signal refers to
logical 1), demonstrating that the AND gate
was operating correctly together with the other
three element types.
Data input. Any useful circuit must be
able to receive data from the outside world.
Figure 3A shows a circular shift register
structure containing eight NOT gates and one
fan-out junction, where one of the NOT gates
has an enlarged central stub region to lower the
magnetization reversal field and make this a
data-input element. The stray magnetic field
from a current-carrying conductor could be
used to write magnetic data directly and
locally into the enlarged stub (31, 32).
However, in this case we have designed the
stub such that field amplitudes required to
write data to it lie within the operation range of
the other NOT gates and fan-out junction. We
can therefore write data by modulating the
amplitude of the globally applied rotating
magnetic field. The rotating field thus acts
simultaneously as a power supply, clock, and
serial data channel.
Figure 3, B to E, shows the operating princi-
ple of a data-input element within a clockwise
rotating field. From the initial magnetization
state (Fig. 3B), a large amplitude field Hx
write
nucleates a domain wall in the element that
propagates through the NOT-gate junction and
divides into domain walls 1 and 2 along the
input/output wires (Fig. 3C). Domain wall 1 is
routed around a corner of the same handedness
as the applied field rotation and will continue
to propagate around the shift register (Fig. 3D).
In contrast, domain wall 2 is initially routed
around a corner of opposite handedness to the
applied field rotation. As the field rotates
further, domain wall 2 must reverse its di-
rection and pass back through the NOT gate
(Fig. 3D). At the NOT gate, the returning
domain wall must again split into two. One
Fig. 2. (A) FIB image of a magnetic nanowire network
containing one NOT gate, one AND gate, two fan-out
junctions, and one cross-over junction. MOKE measure-
ments were made at positions I and IV, indicated by
asterisks, and positions II and III denote the inputs to
the AND gate. Also indicated are the directions of field
components (Hx and Hy) and the sense of field rotation (Rot). (B) MOKE traces describing the
operation of the magnetic circuit within a counterclockwise rotating field with amplitudes Hx
0 0
75 Oe and Hy
0 0 88 Oe and dc offset of Hx
DC 0 –5 Oe. Experimental MOKE measurements from
positions I and IV of the circuit are shown. Traces II and III are inferred from trace I and show the
magnetization state of the AND gate’s input wires.
Fig. 1. (A) Focused ion beam (FIB) image of a
magnetic nanowire loop containing a NOT gate,
fan-out junction, and cross-over junction. Only
the bright lines indicate the presence of magnetic
material; all other features are artifacts of the
fabrication pr cess. The directions of rotating
field components (Hx and Hy), and the sense of
field rotation (Rot) are indicated, and the asterisk
denotes the position of MOKE measurement. (B)
Schematic diagram with arrows illustrating the
route of a domain wall propagating through the
magnetic structure within a counterclockwise
rotating field. (C) MOKE trace obtained from
the position marked with an asterisk of the
nanowire structure within an applied counter-
clockwise rotating field with amplitudes Hx
0 0
Hy
0 0 91 Oe.
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FIG. 1-11 DW logic 5-bit shift register. A. SEM image. B,C. Mechanism for inputting 
information. If the rotating field is kept within a certain threshold, the enlarged gate 
operates as a NOT gate. It the field exceeds the threshold, the cusp reverses and injects 
two DWs. From [Allwood et al. 2005]. 
1-4. Giant magnetoresistance 
GMR,!discovered!independently!by!Fert!et!al.!and!Grünberg!et!al.![Baibich(et(al.(-.//;(Binasch(et(
al.$ %&'&],! is! a! magnetoresistive! effect,! by! which! the! change! in! relative! orientation! of! the!
magnetisation!of! two!ferromagnets! induces!a!change! in!electrical! resistance.! It!was! first!
measured! in! metallic! multilayers,! and! is! the! main! magnetoresistive! effect! in! the!
(multi8layered)!SV!nanotracks!studied!in!this!thesis.!
1-4.1. Principles of GMR 
To!understand! the! basic!mechanism!behind!GMR! in!metallic!multilayers,!we!must! first!
consider! the! transport! of! electrons! inside! a! ferromagnet.!When! the! frequency! of! spin8
flipping! scattering! events! is! low,! such! as! is! the! case! of! transition! metals! at! low!
temperature,!the!spin!up!and!down!conduction!electrons!can!be!thought!as!carrying!the!
electric! current! in! two! parallel! channels,!I = I↑ + I↓!(this! is! called! Mott’s- two& current&
model! [Mo$% &'()]).! In! a! ferromagnet,! the! two! current! channels! have! very! different!
scattering! rates,! regardless! of! the! particular! nature! of! the! scattering! mechanism! [Fert& &&
Campbell( )*+,;(Dieny(2334].! In! Py,! for! example,! the!mean! free! path! of! the! two! spin! channels!
differs! by! more! than! five! times.! This! difference! is! a! consequence! of! large! difference!
between! the! two!spin!orientations!of! the!density!of! states!at! the!Fermi! level! into!which!
the!electrons!can!be!scattered,!as!predicted!by!the!Stoner!band!model!of!ferromagnetism!
[Stoner()*+,].!The!two!channels!will!have!then!two!resistivities,!typically!parameterised!as!
! !↑ = 2!1!β'!!! !↓ = 2!1!β'! (eq.!1823)!
part will propagate along what is the output
arm of the NOT-gate junction (Fig. 3E),
following original domain wall 1 with a half-
cycle delay, whereas another part will propa-
gate back along the data-input element to
restore the initial magnetization state (Fig.
3E). It is important that this returning domain
wall annihilates when it reaches the element
end to avoid an oscillation condition. The
output of the data-input element from this field
sequence with a single nucleation event is,
therefore, a pair of domain walls.
The Bwrite[ field pattern shown in Fig. 3F
was only applied once to fill the shift register
with a 5-bit data stream, with only the section
between the dotted lines performing data
writing (the final field cycle is used to ensure
that all domain walls correctly enter the shift
register loop). Before the writing process, all
domain walls were annihilated by applying a
low-amplitude rotating field (26). For writing a
single data bit, the amplitude components of
one half-cycle of field are Hx
write 0 138 Oe and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe (directions defined in Fig. 3A),
causing the magnetic data-input element to
switch as described above. The field conditions
for not writing data are Hx
no-write 0 90 Oe and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe. MOKE measurement with Hx
0 0
90 Oe and Hy
0 0 50 Oe of the shift register in
its initialized configuration verified that no
domain walls were present (Fig. 3G, trace I).
After a single application of the Bwrite[ field
pattern, the shift register contains several two–
domain-wall packets that represent a binary
data stream of B11010[ (Fig. 3G, trace II).
Because of the data writing procedure, a low-
to-high transition in the MOKE signal corre-
sponds to logical 1, whereas no transition
across a full field cycle corresponds to logical
0. This data stream corresponds perfectly to
the data stream in the Bwrite[ field pattern
(Fig. 3F) and confirms the principle of data-
input element operation described above. A
delay of 1 hour between writing and reading
returned the correct bit sequence, demonstrating
the intrinsic nonvolatility of the shift register.
However, the ultimate room-temperature stor-
age time will far exceed 1 hour, and wire width
and thickness can be engineered to ensure that
data retention times exceed 10 years. All
information within the entire shift register can
be removed by the application of a single bulk
erase half-sinusoid field pulse of amplitude
Hx
0 0 243 Oe and 1.85-ms pulse length,
immediately filling the shift register with ten
domain walls (Fig. 3G, trace III), regardless
of the initial magnetization arrangement.
Outlook. We have thus demonstrated the
four basis functions (NOT, AND, fan-out, and
cross-over) operating simultaneously under the
action of a single global applied rotating
magnetic field. In principle, any logic circuit
can now be implemented, simply by increas-
ingly complex combinations of the four basis
functions. All the demonstrations here used
a 27-Hz magnetic field frequency to allow
easy MOKE measurement and rapid device
prototyping. Other initial experiments in-
dicate that NOT gates operate correctly at
low-kHz frequencies, with no upper limit ob-
served. Furthermore, previous measurements of
domain-wall propagation velocities in excess of
1000 m sj1 (23, 33) suggest propagation
delays between wire junctions equal to 0.1 to
2 ns, depending on the design rule size.
However, complex gyromagnetic behavior at
wire corners (23) and domain-wall pinning at
wire junctions are likely to increase these
propagation delays and are the subject of
ongoing investigation. Domain-wall dynamics
are likely to be affected by future miniaturiza-
tion, but this also remains untested. Additional
work is required to integrate either the mag-
netic data-input element described above or
current-carrying wires for data input with the
four nanowire logic junctions. Furthermore, we
are currently developing magnetoresistive logic
read-out elements by using multilayer regions.
One of the most attractive features of
domain-wall logic is its great simplicity (Table
1). Logical NAND is achieved in CMOS by
using four transistors, whereas domain-wall
logic uses two elements (NOT and AND). A
logical AND function, usually requiring six
CMOS transistors, can be achieved simply by
bringing two magnetic nanowires together.
Unlike Si CMOS architecture, a domain wall
cross-over junction can be achieved in a single
plane and without multilevel metallization,
which means that in principle, extremely low-
cost devices could be produced. Whereas most
applications of magnetic logic (and indeed
the wider field of spintronics) will involve a
ybrid system on a chip that includes silicon-
based CMOS, certain applications such as
biomedical implants or wearable computing
hardware would benefit from the ability to
fabricate devices on, for example, flexible
polyimide substrates. One could imagine nano-
wires constructed into three-dimensional (3D)
n ural networks or hugely dense 3D non-
Fig. 3. (A) FIB image of a 5-bit magnetic shift
register consisting of eight NOT gates and one fan-
out junction. One NOT gate (NOT¶) has an enlarged
central stub that is the field-addressable data-input
element. The stub narrows to 200 nm over a dis-
tance of 350 nm, widens again to 325 nm over 1 mm,
remains at 325 nm for another 1 mm, and terminates
with an equilateral triangle–shaped end. The directions
of field components (Hx and Hy) the sense of field
rotation (Rot), and the position of MOKE measure-
ment (asterisk) are indicated. (B to E) Schematic
diagrams describing the operation of the data-input
element, including the instantaneous field vectors
(black arrows), the magnetization directions (white
arrows), and the position of domain walls (white
dotted line). (F) ‘‘Write’’ field pattern with field
amplitudes Hx
no-write 0 90 Oe, Hx
write 0 138 Oe, and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe. The 5-bit sequence ‘11010’ is generated
during the interval between the dotted lines. (G)
MOKE measurements (Hx
0 0 90 Oe and Hy
0 0 50 Oe)
from the shift register in reset configuration (trace I),
after applying the ‘‘write’’ field pattern (trace II), and
after a 1.85-ms-duration half-sinusoid field pulse of
amplitude Hx
0 0 243 Oe (trace III).
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part will propagate along what is the output
arm of the NOT-gate junction (Fig. 3E),
following original domain wall 1 with a half-
cycle delay, whereas another part will propa-
gate back along the data-input element to
restore the initial magnetization state (Fig.
3E). It is important that this returning domain
wall annihilates n it reaches th element
end to avoid an oscillation condition. The
output of the data-input element from this field
sequence with a single nucleation event is,
therefor , a pair of omai walls.
The Bwrite[ field pattern shown in Fig. 3F
was only applied once to fill the shift register
with a 5-bit data stream, with only the section
between the dotted lines performing data
writing (the final ield cycle is used to ensure
that all domain walls correctly enter the shift
register loop). Before the writing process, all
domain walls were annihilated by applying a
low-amplitude rotating field (26). For writing a
single data bit, the amplitude components of
one half-cycle of field are Hx
write 0 138 Oe and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe (directions defined in Fig. 3A),
causing the magnetic data-input element to
switch as described abov . The field conditions
for not writing data are Hx
o-write 0 90 Oe and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe. MOKE measurement with Hx
0 0
90 Oe and Hy
0 0 50 Oe of the shift register in
its initialized configuration verified that no
domain walls were presen (Fig. 3G, trace I).
After a single application of the Bwrite[ field
pattern, the shift register contains several two–
domain-wall packets that represent a binary
data stre m of B11010[ (Fig. 3G, trace II).
Because of t data wr ti g procedure, a low-
to-high transition in the MOKE signal corre-
sponds to logical 1, whereas no transition
across a full field cycle corresponds to logical
0. This data stream orresponds perfe tly to
the data stream in the Bwrite[ field pattern
(Fig. 3F) and confirms the principle of data-
input element operation described above. A
delay of 1 hour between writing and reading
returned the correct bit sequence, demonstrating
the intrinsic nonvolatility of the shift register.
However, the ultimate room-temperature stor-
age time will far exceed 1 hour, and wire width
and thickness can be engineered to ensure that
data retention times exceed 10 years. All
information within the entire shift register can
be removed by the application of a single bulk
erase half-sinusoid field pulse of amplitude
Hx
0 0 243 Oe and 1.85-ms pulse length,
immediately filling the shift register with ten
domain walls (Fig. 3G, trace III), regardless
of the initial magnetization arrangement.
Outlook. We have thus demonstrated the
four basis functions (NOT, AND, fan-out, and
cross-over) operating simultaneously under the
action of a single global applied rotating
magnetic field. In principle, any logic circuit
can now be impl mented, simply by increas-
ingly complex combinations of the four basis
functions. All the demonstrations here used
a 27-Hz magnetic field frequency to allow
easy MOKE measurement and rapid device
p ototyping. Other initial experiments in-
dicate that NOT gates operate correctly at
low-kHz frequencies, with no upper limit ob-
served. Furthermore, previous measurements of
domain-wall propagation velocities in excess of
1000 m sj1 (23, 33) suggest propagation
delays between wire junctions equal to 0.1 to
2 ns, depending on the design rule size.
However, complex gyromagnetic behavior at
wire corners (23) and domain-wall pinning at
wire junctions are likely to increase these
propagation delays and are the subject of
ongoing investigation. Domain-wall dynamics
are likely to be affected by future miniaturiza-
tion, but this also r mains untested. Additional
work is required o integrate either the mag-
netic data-input element described above or
current-carrying wires for data input with the
four nanowire logic junctions. Furthermore, we
are currently developing magnetoresistive logic
read-out elem nt by using multilayer regions.
One of the most attractive features of
domain-wall logic is its great simplicity (Table
1). Logical NAND is achieved in CMOS by
using four transistors, whereas domain-wall
logic uses two elements (NOT and AND). A
logical AND function, usually requiring six
CMOS transistors, can be achieved simply by
bringing two magnetic nanowires together.
Unlike Si CMOS architecture, a domain wall
cross-over junction can be achieved in a single
plane and without multilevel metallization,
which means that in principle, extremely low-
cost devices could be produced. Whereas most
applications of magnetic logic (and indeed
the wider field of spintronics) will involve a
hybrid system on a chip that includes silicon-
based CMOS, certain applications such as
biomedical implants or wearable computing
hardware would benefit from the ability to
fabricate devices on, for example, flexible
polyimide substrates. One could imagine nano-
wires constructed into three-dimensional (3D)
neural networks or hugely dense 3D non-
Fig. 3. (A) FIB image of a 5-bit magnetic shift
register consisting of eight NOT gates and one fan-
out junction. One NOT gate (NOT¶) has n enlarged
central stub that is the field-addressable data-input
element. The stub narrows to 200 nm over a dis-
tance of 350 nm, widens again to 325 nm over 1 mm,
remains at 325 nm for another 1 mm, and terminates
with an equilateral triangle–shaped end. Th directions
of field components (Hx and Hy) the sense of field
rotation (Rot), and the position of MOKE measure-
ment (asterisk) are indicated. (B to E) Schematic
diagrams describing he operation of the data-input
element, including the instantaneous field vectors
(black arrows), the magnetization directions (white
arrows), and the position of domain walls (white
dotted line). (F) ‘‘Write’’ field pattern with field
amplitudes Hx
no-write 0 90 Oe, Hx
write 0 138 Oe, and
Hy
0 0 50 Oe. The 5-bit sequence ‘11010’ is generated
during the interval between the dotted lines. (G)
MOKE measurements (Hx
0 0 90 Oe and Hy
0 0 50 Oe)
from the shift register in reset configuration (trace I),
after applying the ‘‘write’’ field pattern (trace II), and
after a 1.85-ms-duration half-sinusoid field pulse of
amplitude Hx
0 0 243 Oe (trace III).
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where!ρ! is!the!macroscopic!resistivity,!and!β'!is!dimensionless!parameter!(13)!between!81!
and!1!( β' ≈ 0.7!in!NiFe!at!4!K![Dieny'())*]!and!0!in!non8magnetic!materials).!
Spin8flipping! scattering! events! have! the! effect! of! mixing! the! two! spin! channels.! The!
length! scale!over!which! the!electron!maintains! its!orientation! is!quantified!by! the! spin8
diffusion!length,!lSF,!which!is!~5!nm!in!Py!and!~140!nm!in!copper![Dieny'())*].!Consequently,!
a!current!injected!in!a!ferromagnet,!even!if!initially!balanced!between!↑!and!↓!electrons,!
will! become! spin& polarised.! This! is! quantified! by! the! polarisation! factor!
P = j! − j! j! + j! =!|β'|,! where! we! replaced! the! ↑/↓! notation! by! +/–! to! mean! the!
majority/minority!spin!channels.!!
The!bulk!spin8dependent!scattering!described!above!is! the!principal!mechanism!of!GMR!
in! the! SV! studied! in! this! thesis.! To!understand!how! spin8dependent! scattering! leads! to!
GMR,!it!is!useful!to!consider!the!following!resistor&network&model,!shown!in!FIG.!!8!"!for!
current!injected!in!a!single!ferromagnetic!layer.!The!two!spin!current!channels!(j↑!and!j↓)!
are! separated,! each! subject! to! different! resistivities.! The! two! channels! are! joined! at! the!
beginning! and! end,! representing! the! spin! relaxation! in! the! non8magnetic! electrical!
contacts.!When! the!magnetisation! is! reversed,! the! resistances! of! the! two! spin! channels!
switch:!if!at!first!the!spin!↑!had!resistance!R–,!after!reversal!it!has!R+,!and!vice8versa!14.!The!
total!(macroscopic)!resistance!is,!though,!still!the!same.!
 
FIG. 1-12 Resistor model for a single FM layer. 
Now,!considering!a!triple!layer!FM/NM/FM,!in!the!limit!where!the!thickness!of!all!layers!is!
much! smaller! than! the! electron! mean! free! path,! and! the! thickness! of! the! NM! layer! is!
negligible.!In!these!conditions,!this!model!is!valid!both!for!currents!injected!in!the!layer!
plane! (known! as! current8in8plane/CIP! geometry)! and! for! currents! injected!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!This!β'!parameter!is!unrelated!to!the!earlier!mentioned!spin8transfer!torque!β!parameter.!
14!Where!R+!is!proportional!to!ρ+,!with!a!constant!that!can!be!derived!from!the!layer!geometry.!
2. Background  
 
A. Ferromagnetic metals 
 Among the d transition metals (Sc…Cu, Y…Ag, Lu…Au, i.e. 3d, 4d, and 5d transition elements), the 
3d metals iron, cobalt and nickel are well-known to be ferromagnets. Among the lanthanides (the 4f 
elements, La-Lu) gadolinium is also a ferromagnet. The origin of magnetism in these metals lies in the 
behaviour of the 3d and 4f electrons, respectively. In the following it is mainly the magnetism in the 3d 
elements that will be discussed. 
 
In the free atoms, the 3d and 4s atomic energy levels of the 3d transition elements are hosts for the va-
lence electrons. In the metallic state these 3d and 4s levels are broadened into energy bands. Since the 
4s orbitals are rather extended in space there will be a considerable overlap between 4s orbitals belong-
ing to neighbouring atoms, and therefore the corresponding 4s band is spread out over a wide energy 
range (15–20 eV). In contrast to this, the 3d orbitals are much less extended in space. Therefore the en-
ergy width of the associated 3d energy band is comparatively narrow (4–7 eV). In practice one cannot 
make a clear distinction between the 3d and 4s orbitals since they will hybridize strongly with each 
other in the solid. Nevertheless for simplicity this two band picture will be used here and the 3d elec-
trons will be considered as metallic – i.e. they are itinerant electrons and can carry current through the 
system, although they are still much less mobile than the 4s electrons.  
 
A useful concept in the theory of solids is the electron density of states (DOS), n(E), which represents 
the number of electrons in the system having energy within the interval (E, E+dE). According to the 
exclusion principle for fermions (in this case electrons), only one electron can occupy a particular state. 
However each state is degenerate with respect to spin and can therefore host both an electron with spin 
up and an electron with spin down. In the ground state all the lowest energy levels are filled by elec-
trons and the highest occupied energy level is called the Fermi energy, EF. In figure 3 (left) the density 
of states is illustrated schematically for a non-magnetic 3d metal, sometimes referred to as a paramag-
net, where there are equally many electrons with spin up as with spin down, i.e. there is no net mag-
netization. The so called spin polarization, P, [ P = (NĹ – NĻ)/(NĹ + NĻ), where NĹ ( NĻ) = number of 
electrons with spin up (down)], is here equal to zero.  
 
 
Figure 3. To the left a schematic plot is shown for the energy band structure of a d transition metal. The density of states 
N(E) is shown separately for the spin up and down electrons and where a simplified separation has been made between the 
4s and 3d band energies. For the non-magnetic state these are identical for the two spins. All energy levels below the Fermi 
energy are occupied states (orange and blue). The coloured area (orange + blue) corresponds to the total number of valence 
electrons in the metal. To the right the corresponding picture is illustrated for a ferromagnetic state, with a spin-polariza-
tion chosen to be in the up direction (NĹ > NĻ; blue area > orange area). This polarization is indicated by the thick blue 
arrow at the bottom figure to the right. 
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perpendicularly!to!the!plane!(CPP!geometry).!The!resistor!model!is!shown!in!FIG.!!8!".!In!
the! case!where! the!magnetisation!of!both! layers!are!parallel! (P),!one! spin!channel! (↑)! is!
strongly! scattered! in!both!FM! layers,! and! thus! represented!by! two! large! resistors! (2!R–).!
The! other! channel! (↓)! is!weakly! scattered,! and! thus! has! low! resistance! (2!R+).! The! total!
resistance! is!RP = 2R!!R! R! + R! .! The! anti8parallel! case! (AP),! both! spins! are!
strongly!scattered!in!one!layer!and!weakly!scattered!in!the!other.!As!a!result,!both!their!
resistances! are!R! + R!,! and! the! total! resistance! is!RAP = R! + R! 2.! There! is! thus! a!
difference! in! total! resistance! (RAP! >! RP),! and! this! resistance! variation! is! called! GMR.!
Resistance!variation!is!typically!quantified!by!the!magnetoresistance&ratio!(MR)!defined!
as!MR = ∆R RMin.,!which!in!this!case!is!
! MR = RAP!RP
RP
= R!!R! 2
4"R!!R! = !!!!! 24"!!!!! = β'21!β'2! (eq.!1824).!
 
FIG. 1-13 Resistor model for a triple layer FM/NM/FM. 
Using!the!values!of!β'!at!4!K!of!NiFe!(0.7)!and!Co!(0.4)![Dieny'())*],!this!result!predicts!an!MR!
ratio!of!30%!to!96%!respectively.!Some!of!the!first!measurements!of!such!large!MR!ratios!
are!shown!in!FIG.!!8!".!The!measured!MR!ratios,!though,!are!rarely!as!high!as!predicted!by!
this!model,! as! they! are! affected!by! a! variety! of! issues,! such! as! the!non8negligible! layer!
thickness,! current! shunting! by! other! metallic! layers,! or! material! limitations! (inter8
diffusion,! alloying,! etc.).! Also! important,! at! room! temperature,! the! electron!mean! free!
path! is! reduced! (coming! farther! away! from! the! thin8layer! limit),! and! the! effects! of!
magnon! spin8flipping! scattering! are! larger,! mixing! both! current! channels.! Both! these!
factors!lower!the!MR!ratio!at!room!temperature!(typically!a!factor!of!2–3x! [Tsymbal)&)Pe-ifor)
!""#]).!Finally,!the!resistor!model!fails!to!predict!several!effects,!such!as!the!increase!of!MR!
with! increasing!number!of! interfaces,!as!shown!in! the!results!of!FIG.!!8!".!This!happens!
because! it! does! not! consider! the! spin8dependent! transmission! and! scattering! at! the!
interfaces,!which!also!contribute!to!MR!(though!with!a!minor!role!in!CIP$SVs).!
2. Background  
 
A. Ferromagnetic metals 
 Among the d transition metals (Sc…Cu, Y…Ag, Lu…Au, i.e. 3d, 4d, and 5d transition elements), the 
3d metals iron, cobalt and nickel are well-known to be ferromagnets. Among the lanthanides (the 4f 
elements, La-Lu) gadolinium is also a ferromagnet. The origin of magnetism in these metals lies in the 
behaviour of the 3d and 4f electrons, respectively. In the following it is mainly the magnetism in the 3d 
elements that will be discussed. 
 
In the free atoms, the 3d and 4s atomic energy levels of the 3d transition elements are hosts for the va-
lence electrons. In the metallic state these 3d and 4s levels are broadened into energy bands. Since the 
4s orbitals are rather extended in space there will be a considerable overlap between 4s orbitals belong-
ing to neighbouring atoms, and therefore the corresponding 4s band is spread out over a wide energy 
range (15–20 eV). In contrast to this, the 3d orbitals are much less extended in space. Therefore the en-
ergy width of the associated 3d energy band is comparatively narrow (4–7 eV). In practice one cannot 
make a clear distinction between the 3d and 4s orbitals since they will hybridize strongly with each 
other in the solid. Nevertheless for simplicity this two band picture will be used here and the 3d elec-
trons will be considered as metallic – i.e. they are itinerant electrons and can carry current through the 
system, although they are still much less mobile than the 4s electrons.  
 
A useful concept in the theory of solids is the electron density of states (DOS), n(E), which represents 
the number of electrons in the system having energy within the interval (E, E+dE). According to the 
exclusion principle for fermions (in this case electrons), only one electron can occupy a particular state. 
However each state is degenerate with respect to spin and can therefore host both an electron with spin 
up and an electron with spin down. In the ground state all the lowest energy levels are filled by elec-
trons and the highest occupied energy level is called the Fermi energy, EF. In figure 3 (left) the density 
of states is illustrated schematically for a non-magnetic 3d metal, sometimes referred to as a paramag-
net, where there are equally many electrons with spin up as with spin down, i.e. there is no net mag-
netization. The so called spin polarization, P, [ P = (NĹ – NĻ)/(NĹ + NĻ), where NĹ ( NĻ) = number of 
electrons with spin up (down)], is here equal to zero.  
 
 
Figure 3. To the left a schematic plot is shown for the energy band structure of a d transition metal. The density of states 
N(E) is shown separately for the spin up and down electrons and where a simplified separation has been made between the 
4s and 3d band energies. For the non-magnetic state these are identical for the two spins. All energy levels below the Fermi 
energy are occupied states (orange and blue). The coloured area (orange + blue) corresponds to the total number of valence 
electrons in the metal. To the right the corresponding picture is illustrated for a ferromagnetic state, with a spin-polariza-
tion chosen to be in the up direction (NĹ > NĻ; blue area > orange area). This polarization is indicated by the thick blue 
arrow at the bottom figure to the right. 
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FIG. 1-14 MR ratio of Fe/Cr multilayers. Showing R/R(H=0) (central axis) versus applied 
field. The left axis corresponds to the MR ratio (same curves). The magnetic layers are 
anti-parallel at H=0, and parallel for |H|>|HS|. From [Baibich et al. 1988]. 
The!shortcomings!of!the!resistor!model!for!finite8thickness!multilayers!are!addressed!by!a!
more!advanced! theory,! the!semiEclassical&model,! first!proposed!by!Camley!and!Barnaś!
[Camley( &( Barnaś( ./0/].! It! expands! the! classical! Boltzmann! transport! model,! using! some!
quantum!physics!results!such!as!the!Fermi!distribution!for!electron!momentum.!It!takes!
into! account! the! non8uniform,! spin! dependent! electron! distributions! across! the!
multilayers,! the!effects!of! interface!scattering!and!specular! reflection,!and!of! layer!band!
mismatching![Tsymbal)&)Pe-ifor)2334].!It!reproduces!quantitatively!many!of!the!trends!of!MR!as!
a!function!of!the!thickness!of!the!layers!observed!experimentally,!such!as!the!existence!of!
an! optimum! thickness! of! the! FM! layer,! and! the! sub8exponential! decay! of!MR#with! the!
thickness! of! the!NM! layer,! both!with! a! characteristic! scale! proportional! to! the! electron!
mean!free!path.!!
1-4.2. Spin valves 
SVs!are!multilayer!systems!which!present!GMR!at!very!low!applied!fields,!first!introduced!
in! a! series! of! papers! by! Dieny! and! colleagues! [Dieny' et' al.' ,--,a;' ,--,b;' ,--,c].! They! are!
characterised! by! the! very!weak! coupling! between! the! participating!magnetic! layers,! in!
opposition! to! the! strongly! coupled!multi8layered! systems! where!GMR! was! discovered.!
This!weak!coupling!allowed!the!design!of!SV!magnetic!sensors,!where!small!fields!were!
capable!of!inducing!large!changes!in!the!angle!of!the!magnetisation!of!one!of!the!layers,!
thus! producing! large! changes! in! the! resistance! of! the! SV! due! to! the! GMR! effect.! They!
represent!an!important!technological!application!of!GMR,!one!that!revolutionised!the!field!
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FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance of a [(Fe 30 A)/(Cr 9 A)]40 su-
perlattice of 4.2 K. The current is along [110] and the field is
in the layer plane along the current direction (curve a), in the
layer plane perpendicular to the current (curve b), or perpen-
dicular to the layer plane (curve c). The resistivity at zero
field is 54 pA cm. There is a small diA'erence between the
curves in increasing and decreasing field (hysteresis) that we
have not represented in the figure. The superlattice is covered
by a 100-A Ag protection layer. This means that the magne-
toresistance of the superlattice alone should be slightly higher.
of Grunberg et al. and by the spin-polarized low-energy
electron-diffraction experiments of Carbone and Alvara-
do. ' The AF coupling between the Fe layers has been
ascribed to indirect exchange interactions through the Cr
layers, but a theoretical model of these interactions is
still lacking. '
The magnetoresistance of the Fe/Cr superlattices has
been studied by a classical ac technique on small rec-
tangular samples. Examples of magnetoresistance curves
at 4.2 K are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The resistance de-
creases during the magnetization process and becomes
practically constant when the magnetization is saturated.
The curves a and b in Fig. 2 are obtained for applied
fields in the plane of layers in the longitudinal and trans-
verse directions, respectively. The field Hp is the field
needed to overcome the AF couplings and to saturate the
magnetization (compare with Fig. I). In contrast, fields
applied perpendicularly to the layers (curve c) have to
overcome not only the AF coupling but also the magnetic
anisotropy, so that the magnetoresistance is saturated at
a field higher than Hs.
The most remarkable result exhibited in Figs. 2 and 3
is the huge value of the magnetoresistance. For tc„=9
A and T-4.2 K, see Fig. 2, there is almost a factor of 2
between the resistivities at zero field and in the saturated
state, respectively (in absolute value, the resistivity
change is about 23 p 0 cm). By comparison of the re-
sults for three different samples in Fig. 3, it can be seen
iiR/R (H =0)
(Fe 30 A/ Cr 18 A }3Q
0 7
(Fe 30 A/ Cr 12 A)qq
o.e—
(Fe 30 A/Cr 9A),o
I
- /+0
I
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I
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I
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0.5-
I
10
Hs
20 30 / 0
Magnetic field ( k G)
FIG. 3 Magnetoresistance of three Fe/Cr superlattices at 4.2 K. The current and the applied field are along the same [110]axis
in the plane of the layers.
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of!magnetic!data!storage!when!IBM!introduced!the!first!SV!hard8disk!drive!read!heads!in!
1997![Chappert)et)al.),--.].!The!very!high!field!sensitivity!(i.e.!∂R/∂H0)!of!SVs!introduced!them!
in! many! other! technological! applications,! such! as!MRAM! elements,! sensors! of! electric!
currents! in! microchips,! magnetic! compasses,! or! sensors! of! magnetic! markers! in!
biomedical!electronic!devices![Johnson'())*].!
In! order! to! better! understand! multi8layered! systems! such! as! the! SV,! we! will! start! by!
briefly!reviewing!the!most!relevant!coupling!mechanisms!between!magnetic!layers.!
Interlayer coupling 
Arguably,! the! simplest! coupling!mechanism! is!direct& exchange& coupling! between! two!
adjacent!FM!layers.!This!coupling!mechanism!is!identical!to!the!exchange!coupling!inside!
a! ferromagnet! that!was! studied! before.! It! can! also! arise!when! two!magnetic! layers! are!
separated!by! an! imperfect! spacer! layer! that! has!physical! holes,! through!which! the! two!
magnetic!layers!are!in!direct!contact.!
 
FIG. 1-15 RKKY coupling. Inter-layer RKKY coupling energy as a function of NM layer 
thickness, in Ni80Co20/Ru/Ni80Co20 multilayers. From [Parkin & Mauri 1991]. 
The!RKKY&interaction!(named!after!its!discovers![Ruderman*&*Ki.el*0123;*Kasuya*0127;*Yosida*012:])!is!
a!type!of!exchange!interaction!between!spins!in!conducting!materials,!similar!to!the!direct!
exchange! coupling! referred! before.! A! localised! moment! in! a! metal! couples! to! and!
polarises!the!conduction!electrons!in!its!vicinity.!A!second!moment!at!some!distance!from!
the! first,!will! be! similarly! coupled! to! the! conduction! electrons.! The! two!moments! then!
become! indirectly!coupled!via!spin8polarised!conduction!electrons! [Blundell()**+].!The!RKKY!
coupling!constant!is!oscillatory!and!decaying!with!distance!r:!JRKKY(r)!∝ cos 2!kF!r
r3
,!where!kF!
is!the!Fermi!wave!vector![Blundell()**+].!In!a!metallic!triple!layer!FM/NM/FM,!RKKY!induces!an!
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these Ru-layer thicknesses the magnetic hysteresis loops
at low fields exhibit a characteristic shape requiring the
application of a field of up to 1.3 kOe to reach the inter-
mediate plateau in magnetization found in all the samples.
This plateau at approximately half the total moment of
the structure is consistent with parallel alignment of F II
and the Co layer. For intermediate Ru thicknesses the
plateau is attained in much smaller fields determined by
the magnetic coercivity of the magnetic layers, consistent
with antiferromagnetic J~2 (see Fig. 1). The magnitude
of the AF coupling was directly measured from the satu-
ration field of a second series of simple bilayer multilayers
of the form [NispCozp (30 A)/Ru(ER„)]2p. The strength
of the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interlayer ex-
change coupling is thus given, respectively, by
2n; l J~2l =Hs MrF, where Hq is the field required to attain
the plateau in the spin-engineered structures and complete
saturation in the bilayer multilayers. The coe%cient n; is
1 and 2, respectively, for these different structures, since
each NigoCopp layer is coupled to just one NiqoCo20 layer
in the spin-engineered multilayers, bu two in the bilayer
multilayers (neglecting end effects in the latter ).
Values of J~2 determined from the saturation field as
described above (corrected for coercivity) are plotted
versus Ru-layer thickness for both series of structures in
Fig. 3. The exchange coupling is clearly demonstrated to
oscillate through zero. Moreover as shown in Fig. 3 the
dependence of J~2 is well described by a RKKY-like ex-
change coupling of the form, J~2 cc sin(P+2+tR„/) F)/tQ„,
where p=1.8 and XF=11.5 A. The value of p is in good
agreement with theoretical predictions of 2 for the pla ar
geometry. ' Although the value of X,F is much 1onger than
the Fermi wavelength for Ru, XF will be determined by
the detailed shape of the Fermi surface which will inev-
itably give rise to longer length scales.
These measurements provide a direct determination of
the RKKY range function in a transition metal. Previous-
ly, NMR studies of dilute magnetic impurities in nonmag-
netic metallic hosts have been used to indirectly measure
the RKKY range function. ' However, these studies
are limited by interference from the randomly spaced im-
purities.
In summary, by taking advantage of the different
100—
C4
EO
E 50—
E
CV
I
(b) antiferromagnetic
~0~X ~~g
(a) ferromagnetic
—50 0 10 20 30
Ru-spacer-layer thickness (A j
strengths and phase of indirect exchange coupling through
Ru we have spin-engineered magnetic layered structures
to directly measure both the antiferromagnetic and fer-
romagnetic coupling through ruthenium. The exchange
coupling is shown to oscillate about zero changing sign
back and forth from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic.
The dependence of the strength of the coupling on Ru
thickness is well described by a RKKY-like range func-
tion. These results are in disagreement with recently pro-
posed models of exchange coupling through transition
metals, ' but are in agreement with standard RKKY
(Ref. 21) and related theories. '
We thank K. P. Roche for technical support.
FIG 3 Interl er exchange coupling strength J]2 for cou-
pling of NigoCopo layers through a Ru spacer layer. J]2 is
defined per unit area of the interface and is determined from
magnetization curves of structures of the form (a) Si/Ru (85
A)/[Co (15 A)/Ru (6 A)/NispCo2p (15 A)/Ru(ts)/NtspCo2p (15
A)]5 for ferromagnetic coupling, and (b) Si/Ru (105
A) [NlgpCo2p (30 A)/Ru(tq )]1p/Ru (105 A) for antiferromag
netic coupling The . data poi ts are shown as (a) squ re and
(b) circles. For each structural type only (a) ferromagnetic or
(b) antiferromagnetic c upling can be easured. Data points
are not shown for structures for which no coupling could be
det rmined. The solid line corresponds to a fit t the dat of an
RKKY form as described in the text.
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alternating! ferromagnetic/anti8ferromagnetic! coupling! as! function! of! the!NM! thickness,!
shown!in!FIG.!!8!".!
Magnetostatic& interElayer& coupling! typically! occurs! in! two! forms.!Néel& coupling! [Néel&
!"#$]!(also!known!as!orange-peel-coupling)!arises!from!the!magnetostatic!charges!created!by!
surface! roughness,! see! schematic! in! FIG.! !8!"A.! As! the! surface! roughness! is! usually!
correlated!throughout!the!multilayer,!the!charges!from!the!two!layers!occur!in!the!same!
position,! generating! a! ferromagnetic! interlayer! coupling.! The! other! important!
magnetostatic! coupling! effect! occurs! in! patterned! multilayers.! The! magnetic! charges,!
which! occur! wherever! the!magnetisation! is! not! parallel! to! the! border,! induce! an! anti8
ferromagnetic!inter8layer!coupling!(FIG.!!8!"B).!In!a!SV!nanotrack,!this!effect!occurs!at!the!
track! ends,! at! any! border! defects! (both! artificial! structures! or! natural! roughness),! and!
whenever!a!DW!is!present.!
A. Néel coupling    B. Magnetostatic coupling 
!!   !  
FIG. 1-16 Néel and magnetostatic coupling, in a triple layer FM/NM/FM. The arrows are 
the magnetisation directions and the +/– the magnetic charges. 
Exchange& anisotropy! or& exchange& bias! refers! to! the! shift! in! switching! fields! and! the!
increase!in!coercivity!observed!in!a!ferromagnetic!layer!adjacent!to!an!anti8ferromagnetic!
layer!(AFM).!It!is!used!in!SVs!to!fix!the!magnetisation!of!a!FM!layer!in!a!certain!direction,!
which! is! then! said! to! be! exchange- pinned.! Though! discovered! in! the! 60s,! it! is! not! yet!
quantitatively! understood! [Dieny' ())*].! The! first! and! simplest! model,! introduced! by! its!
discoverers!Meiklejohn!&!Bean! [Meiklejohn+,-./],! is! schematised! in!FIG.!!8!".! It! is!based!on!
the!direct! exchange! coupling!between! the! ferromagnetic! spins! and! the! last! layer! of! the!
anti8ferromagnet.! This! coupling! lowers! the! energy! when! the! FM! is! parallel! to! the! last!
layer!of!AFM!spins,!and!increases!the!energy!when!otherwise,!thus!shifting!the!switching!
fields.!Though!this!model!gives!an!intuitive!picture!of! the!basic!pinning!mechanism,! its!
quantitative! predictions! are! several! orders! of! magnitude! off! from! experimental!
measurements.! Furthermore,! it! fails! to! account! for! surface! roughness.! More! advanced!
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models,! which! take! into! account! surface! roughness,! grain! structure,! and! anisotropy!
distribution! in! the! AFM,! among! other! aspects,! are! reviewed! in! [Berkowi$% &% Takano% +,,,].!
Phenomenologically,! the! exchange! anisotropy! is! modelled! by! EEB = −JEB!A cos ! =−JEB V tFM !cos ! ,! where! JEB! is! a! coupling! constant! (~0.1–0.4!erg/cm2! for! typical! SV!
structures),!A!and!V!are!the!area!and!volume!of!the!FM! layer,!and!tFM!its!thickness! [Dieny'
!""#].!The!shift!in!switching!fields!is!then!given!HEB = JEB !0!MS!tFM.!!
!  
FIG. 1-17 Meiklejohn & Bean model for exchange bias. The arrows represent the 
magnetic spins. 
Spin valves 
A! SV! contains! two! FM! layers! separated! by! a!NM! layer,! such! that! the! two! FM! layers! are!
relatively!uncoupled,! and! that! the! reversal! field! of! one! of! the!FM! layers! is!much! lower!
than!that!of!the!other!FM!layer.!The!layer!that!is!easily!reversed!is!called!the!free-layer,!the!
other! the!reference! (or!pinned)! layer.!The!magnetisation!of! the! reference! layer! is! fixed! (or!
‘pinned’)!by!coupling!to!an!adjacent!anti8ferromagnetic!(AFM)!layer!by!exchange!bias.!In!
the! so8called! pseudoESVs,! the! reference! layer! is! fixed! instead! by! using! a! FM! layer! of!
higher!coercivity.! In!either!case,!as!an!external!field!is!applied,!the!magnetisation!of!the!
free!layer!reverses!while!the!reference!layer!stays!fixed,!and!the!resistance!changes!by!the!
full!GMR!ratio.!
FIG.!!8!"!shows!the!hysteresis!and!MR!loops!for!a!Py/Cu!SV.!The!pinning!AFM!is!the!FeMn!
layer,! and! the! Ta! layers! serve! to! protect! the! stack! from! oxidation! (cap- layer)! and! to!
promote!smooth! layer!growth! (seed- layer).!The!effects!of!exchange!bias!on! the! reference!
layer! are! readily! observable:! the! hysteresis! loop! is! shifted! (420!Oe)! and! the! coercivity!
increased! (100!Oe).! The! free! layer,! instead,! has! very! low! coercivity! (~1!Oe)! and! a! small!
shift! (5!Oe).! This! ferromagnetic! shift! is! due! to! Néel! coupling! between! the! free! and!
reference!layers,!as!the!RKKY!coupling!is!negligible!at!a!tCu!=!2.2!nm.!
FM
AFM
low energy state high energy state
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FIG. 1-18 GMR in a SV. A. Average magnetisation (the arrows represent the reference and 
free layer orientations). B. SV composition. C, D. MR ratio, as a function of external 
applied field (full and partial loop). From [Dieny 2004]. 
In!order!to!increase!the!pinning!strength!of!the!reference!layer,!and!to!reduce!the!free!to!
pinned!magnetostatic!coupling!in!patterned!SVs,!sometimes!a!synthetic&antiEferromagnet!
(SAF)! reference! layer! is! used! instead! of! a! single8material! layer.! This! consists! in! a!
multilayer!AFM/FM/NM/FM! where! the!NM! thickness! is! chosen! so! the! two! FM! layers! are!
strongly! and!anti8ferromagnetically! coupled,! and! the! two!FM! thicknesses! are! chosen! so!
the! total!magnetic!momentum! is! negligible.!A! typical! composition! is! a!Ru!NM! layer! of!
tRu!=!0.5–1!nm,!and!either!NiFe!or!CoFe!of!t!=!1.5–3!nm!as!the!FM!layers![Dieny'())*].!In!such!
SVs,!reference!layers!pinned!at!fields!in!>1000!Oe!are!typically!observed.!
The!free!layer!may!also!be!composed!of!several!magnetic!layers.!One!important!instance!
is!the!use!of!Co8rich!ultra8thin!layers!between!a!Py!free!layer!and!the!Cu!spacer!layer!to!
increase!the!MR!ratio.!FIG.!!8!"!shows!the!MR!versus!field!loop!for!a!SV!with!and!without!
Co!interfacial!layers,!showing!an!increase!of!~3x!in!MR.!This!effect!is!mostly!due!to!Co!(or!
CoFe)! being! a! good! diffusion! barrier! between! the! Cu! and!NiFe! layers,! preventing! the!
creation!of!a!NiFeCu!interfacial!layer!with!much!reduced!lSF![Dieny'())*].!!
NiFe 6 nm 
Cu 2.2 nm 
NiFe 4 nm 
FeMn 7 nm 
reference 
free 
spacer 
AFM 
Ta 5 nm 
Ta 5 nm 
cap 
seed 
A. B. 
C. D. 
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FIG. 1-19 Effect of Co interfacial layers. From [Parkin 1993]. 
1-4.3. Anisotropic magnetoresistance 
In!ferromagnets,!the!resistivity!depends!on!the!angle!between!current!and!magnetisation,!
the!so8called!anisotropic-magnetoresistance.!In!NiFe!alloys,!the!resistivity!is!lowest!by!up!to!
5%!when!the!magnetisation!and!current!are!perpendicular! [McGuire)&)Po-er)./01].!This!effect!
has!its!origin!in!the!spin8orbit!interaction,!which!links!the!magnetisation!direction!to!the!
anisotropic!electron!scattering!probabilities.!
In! a! SV! track,! the! AMR! effect! does! not! change! the! resistance! of! the! parallel! and! anti8
parallel!states,!but!lowers!the!resistance!of!the!state!with!the!free!layer!at!90°!by!about!1%!
[Li#et#al.#)**+].!
1-5. SV nanotracks: state of the art 
We!will! now!consider! SV! nanotracks,!where! the!magnetisation!of! the! reference! layer! is!
pinned!length8wise.!The!resistance!of!such!SV!nanotrack!increases!linearly!with!the!inter8
contact!length!occupied!by!domains!in!the!free!layer!magnetisation15!that!are!anti8parallel!
to!the!reference!layer.!In!a!nanotrack!with!only!two!domains,!the!resistance!may!then!be!
linearly!mapped!to!DW!position.!
Measuring DW position using GMR 
This! idea!was! first! applied! by!Ono! et! al.! [Ono%et%al.%+,,-],!where! it!was! used! to! study! the!
propagation!and!pinning!at!an!artificial!notch!of!DWs!in!both!layers!of!a!Py/Cu!pseudo8SV,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15!For!sake!of!brevity,! in! this! thesis,! frequently!we!will! refer! to! the!magnetisation!of! the!SV! track!
when!we!mean!the!magnetisation!of!the!free!layer!of!the!SV!track.!
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FIG. 1. Room temperature resista ce versus field curves for
(a) Si/Py(53 A)/Cu(32 A)/Py(22 A)/FeMn(90 A)/Cu(10 A)
and (b) the same structure with 2.5 A thick Co layers added at
each Py/Cu interface. (Note the thicknesses of the Py layers
have correspondingly been reduced by 2.5 A. )
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EBS, making it comparable to that of the EBS in which
the Py layers are completely replaced by Co. This result
demonstrates the predominant role of interfacial scatter-
ing. A similar increase in MR is found for Py/Cu multi-
layers when thin layers of Co are inserted at the Py/Cu
interfaces [13]. However, in multilayer structures it is
difficult to examine quantitatively the role of such inter-
face layers since the degree of antiferromagnetic coupling
of the magnetic layers and consequently the magnitude of
the magnetoresistance is very sensitive to minor perturba-
tions of the structure. In contrast, in EBS structures no
reliance is placed on interlayer coupling. Consequent y1
the dependence of the saturation magnetoresistance on
the thickness of the Co interface layer t; can be examined
in detail as shown in Fig. 2(a). The thickness dependence
is well described by a function of the form AR/R =a+b[l —exp( —t;/g)], where the length scale g is ex-
tremely short and is only =2.3 A. Note that the thick-
ness of the Py layers has been reduced by approximately
the thickness of the Co layers inserted at the interfaces
and that the sheet resistance of the structures shown in
Fig. 2(a) varies by less than 5%. Note also that for these
structures the magnetoresistance is r latively insensitive
to the thickness of the Py layers, primarily as a result of
significant current shunting through the relatively thick
and highly conducting Cu layers. More importantly the
dependence of MR on Co interface layer thickness does
not depend on the thickness of FI or F~~. This is demon-
strated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for two series of Py/Cu/Py
EBS which show a similar dependence of MR on tc, to
that shown in Fig. 2(a) even though these series contain
much thicker Py layers.
If bulk scattering were important, one would expect
that insertion of Co layers anywhere in the interior of the
Py layers in Py/Cu/Py EBS would substantially increase
the MR. To test this possibility a companion set of struc-
FIG. 2. Dependence of room temperature saturation magne-
toresistance on (a) Co interface layer thickness, tc„ in
sandwiches of the form Si/Py(53 —t;)/Co(t;)/Cu(32)/Co(t; /
Py(22 —t;)/FeMn(90)/Cu(10), (b) distance of a 5 A thick
Co layer from the Py/Cu interfaces in sandwiches of the
form Si/Py(49 —d)/Co(5)/Py(d)/Cu(30)/Py(d)/Co(5)/Py(18—d)/FeMn(90)/Cu(10), and (c) Py interface layer thickness,
t;, in sandwiches of the form Si/Co(57 —t;)/Py(tp&)/Cu(24)/
Py(t;)/Co(29 —t;)/FeMn(100)/Cu(10). Note layer thicknesses
are in angstroms.
tures to those shown in Fig. 2(a) was prepared in which 5
A thick Co layers, initially positioned at the Py/Cu inter-
faces, were systematically displaced into the interior of
the Py layers. As can be seen from Fig. 2(b) the MR
rapidly decreases with increasing separation d of the thin
Co layers from the Py/Cu interfaces. The dependence of
MR on d is well described by AR/R =a+bexp( —d/g),
where g is =2.3 A and the MR rapidly saturates at a
value corresponding to that of the origin Py/Cu/Py EBS
structure. Finally in Fig. 2(c) data are shown for a series
of Co/Cu/Co/FeMn exchange-biased sandwiches in
which thin Py layers are introduced at the Co/Cu inter-
faces. In this case the role of Py and Co have been inter-
changed, and the MR which is initially high is decreased
by introduction of the Py layers, attaining a value compa-
rable to that of a Py/Cu/Py sandwich. Again the length
scale associated with the decay in MR is very short and
in this case was determined to (=2.8 A. A wide variety
of structures comprising many diA'erent combinations of
magnetic layers and magnetic interface layers were stud-
ied. In each case the saturation magnetoresistance found
was determined by the character of the magnetic/non-
magnetic interface which was established within a
characteristic length g of =1.5 to 3 A.
The possibility of alloy formation between the interface
1-5. SV nanotracks: state of the art 
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using! a! nucleation! pad! for! DW! injection,! FIG.! !8!".! They! observed! several! resistance!
plateaus!as! they!swept!an!external! field,!which!corresponded!linearly! to! the!position!of!
the!traps.!
 
FIG. 1-20 DW propagation and pinning in a SV nanotrack. Schematic and SEM image of 
the sv track (left), and resistance versus external horizontal field. From [Ono et al. 1998]. 
Using SV tracks to measure DW velocity 
The! direct! electrical! measurement! of! DW! position! also! made! these! systems! ideal! for!
studying!DW!propagation!phenomena,!including!the!measurement!of!DW!velocity!and!of!
the!Walker!breakdown!process.!The!first!of!such!studies!was!performed!by!Ono!et!al.![Ono%
et# al.# '(((]! on! a! straight! pseudo8SV! nanotrack,! FIG.! !8!".! There,! the! position! of! the!
propagating! DW! was! monitored,! and! the! velocity! could! be! measured.! As! the! reversal!
field!showed!a!large!stochastic!variation,!the!velocity!as!a!function!of!applied!field!could!
also!be!measured.!
 
FIG. 1-21 Measurement of DW velocity. From [Ono et al. 1999]. 
Glathe! et! al.! [Glathe( et( al.( *++,]! reported! a! similar! experiment,! on! a! straight! SV! nanotrack,!
where!they!were!able!to!directly!observe!the!oscillations!of!DW!velocity!due!to!the!Walker!
sharp leaps. The first and second leaps correspond to the
magnetization reversal of the thin NiFe layer w ereas the
third and fourth leap correspond to the magnetization rever-
sal of the thick NiFe layer. There is clear eviden e resulting
from a preliminary study on NiFe wire arrays deposited onto
V-groove substrates that for the thickness range to be con-
sidered, the thicker NiFe layer has a larger coercive force
than the thinner one.12 Here we discuss how the magnetiza-
tion reversal takes place in the sample. As long as the coun-
terfield is smaller than a critical field, the magnetizations of
both thin and thick NiFe layers align parallel and the resis-
tance shows the lowest value. As the applied magnetic field
exceeds 5 Oe, the resistance abruptly jumps and maintains a
constant value up to 10 Oe. Then, exceeding 10 Oe, resis-
tance abruptly jumps again and maintains the largest value
up to 22 Oe. The result indicates that the antiparallel mag-
netization alignment is realized at an external field between
11 and 22 Oe where the resistance shows the largest value.
The ratio of the resistance which changes at the first and
second leap is 1:2. This means that one-third of the total
magnetization of the thin NiFe layer changes its direction at
the first leap in Fig. 2, since the GMR change is directly
proportional to the switching layer magnetization. The ratio
of one-third corresponds to the ratio of length between one
voltage probe and the neck to the overall length of the wire
between the voltage probes. Therefore, in this case, a mag-
netic domain wall nucleates in the shorter part of the wire
@left-hand side of the scanning electron microscopy ~SEM!
image in Fig. 1# and propagates to the neck where it is
pinned up to 10 Oe. The second leap when xceeding 10 Oe
corresponds either to depinning of the magnetic domain wall
from the neck or to nucleation and propagation of another
magnetic domain wall on the other side of the neck ~right-
hand side of the SEM image in Fig. 1!. These two possibili-
ties cannot be distinguished from the result shown in Fig. 2.
Since the ratio of the resistance changes at the third and
fourth leap is also 1:2, the magnetization reversal of the thick
NiFe layer takes place in the same manner as in the thin NiFe
layer described above. As shown in Fig. 2, there appeared
small resistance change before the magnetization reversal
takes place in the stages ~1! and ~4!. This may be due to the
small displacement of the magnetic domain wall pinned at
some imperfections of the wire.
So far, we reported on magnetoresistance measurements
of submicron magnetic wire based on the GMR effect and
found that magnetic domain wall propagation is controlled
by the neck artificially introduced into the wire. It should be
noted that the method reported in this letter corresponds to a
very high sensitive magnetization measurement. For the
sample reported above, the sensitivity is as high as
10213 emu ~107 spins!. The method, in principle, can be ap-
plied to smaller samples as far as the resistance of the
samples can be measured and the relative sensitivity in-
creases with decreasing sample volume.
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FIG. 2. Resistance as a function of the external magnetic field at 300 K
determined by the four-point dc technique as illustrated in Fig. 1. The mag-
netic domain structures inferred from the resistance measurement and the
direction of the external field are schematically shown.
FIG. 1. SEM image and schematic illustration of the sample. The sample
consists of a NiFe~200 Å!/Cu~100 Å!/NiFe~50 Å! trilayer.
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the magnetic domain wall. Hereafter, we fo-
cus on theM reversal of the NiFe layer of 400
Å thickness.
An experimental result is shown for the
time variation of th resistance dur ng the M
reversal in he 400 Å NiFe layer (F g. 2). The
data were collected at 40-ns intervals. The
linear variation of resistance with time in Fig.
2 indicates that the propagation velocity of
the magnetic domain wall is constant during
the M reversal of the 400 Å NiFe layer. This
constant velocity suggests that the M reversal
takes place by the propagation of a single
magnetic domain wall, the propagation ve-
locity of which at the applied field of 121 Oe
is estimated to be 182 m/s from the time (11
!s) of the wall traveling across the two volt-
age probes (2 mm). Because the sweeping
rate of the applied magnetic field was 20
Oe/s, the variation of H during M reversal is
less than 2 " 10–5 Oe. Thus, H is regarded as
constant during the measurements. It should
be noted that the time variation of resistance
can be converted into the time variation of
domain wall position in the wire, because the
domain wall comes from one of two voltage
probes and runs toward the other voltage
probe. Therefore, the domain wall position as
a function of time can be obtained by this
method.
Because the reversal field of the 400 Å
NiFe layer fluctuated from run to run i the
range of 90 to 140 Oe, the wall velocities at
various H’s were obtained by repeating the
measurements shown in Fig. 2. The result at
100 K is shown in Fig. 3. The wall velocity
depends linearly on H is described as v#
!(H – H0), where v is the wall velocity and !
is the so-called wall mobility; it was obtained
that ! # 2.6 $ 0.2 m/sOe and H0 # 38 $ 6
Oe. This mobility is much less than that
obtained for a NiFe film with the same thick-
ness (12). Figure 4 shows the temperature (T )
dependence of mobility (!) and H0. H0 is
considered to be the field below which the
magnetic domain wall cannot propagate be-
cause of the pinning by structural defects.
Therefore, the decrease of H0 with increase of
T (Fig. 4) can be interpreted as a thermal-
assisted effect. In contrast, the wall mobility
is almost constant in the range from 100 to
160 K. When the wall mobility is limited by
eddy currents, the mobility is described as !
# C%/Msd, where C is constant, Ms is the
saturation, and d is the film thickness (13).
Therefore, the mobility should increase with
increase of temperature, because % increases
and Ms decreases with an increase of T.
Moreover, the rough estimation of the mobil-
ity, assuming a rigid wall, gives ! # 1.6 "
104 m/sOe for the 400 Å NiFe film (13). This
value is three orders of magnitude larger than
the experimentally obtained value. Therefore,
the experimentally obtained mobility cannot
be explained by the eddy currents loss. The
other mechanism which limits the wall mo-
bility is the Gilbert damping. If we assume a
flat domain wall with a continuous internal
spin structure, the wall mobility expresses
theoretically as ! # &'/( (14 ), where & is
the gyromagnetic ratio, ' is the domain wall
width, and ( is the Gilbert damping parame-
ter. By usin the experi entally obtained
value of ! and assuming ' # 100 nm, ( #
0.63 is obtained. Although this value is great-
er than that estimated from the width of the
FM resonance line (12), such large ( values
have also been reported in ultrathin Co films
(15) and were attributed to the presence of
defects at the surface and interface. The edge
effect should also be taken into account in the
case of magnetic wires. As a consequence,
we conclude that the mobility is dominantly
limited by Gilbert damping.
Our expe iments d scribe method to
observ the m gnetic domain wall propaga-
tion in a single submicrometer wire, and this
method, as far as the resistance can be mea-
sured, can be applied to narrower wires in
which the volume of the magnetic domain
wall is smaller. Therefore, this method opens
the way to addressing other interesting prob-
lems, such as one-dimensional propagation of
a magnetic domain wall as a soliton and
MQT by depinning of a magnetic domain
wall from a pinning center.
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20 Oe/s, the variation of the ap-
plied magnetic field during M re-
versal was less than 2 " 10–5
Oe. Thus, the applied magnetic
field is regarded as constant dur-
ing the measurements.
Fig. 3. Dependence of domain wall velocity v
on amplitude H of the applied magnetic field at
100 K. The wall velocity depends linearly on the
applied magnetic field and is described as v #
!(H – H0), where ! # 2.6 $ 0.2 m/sOe and H0
# 38 $ 6 Oe.
Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of mobility !
and H0. Whereas H0 decreases with an increase
of temperature, the wall mobility is almost
constant in the temperature range from 100 to
160 K.
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the magnetic domain wall. Hereafter, we fo-
cus on theM reversal of the NiFe layer of 400
Å thickness.
An experimental result is shown for the
time variation of the resistance during the M
reversal in the 400 Å NiFe layer (Fig. 2). The
data were collected at 40-ns intervals. The
linear variation of resistance with time in Fig.
2 indicates that the propagation velocity of
the magnetic omain wall is constant during
the M reversal of the 400 Å NiFe layer. This
constant velocity suggests that the M reversal
takes place by the propagation of a single
magnetic domain wall, the propagation ve-
l city of which at the applied field of 121 Oe
is estimated to be 182 m/s from the time (11
s) of the wall traveling across th two volt-
age probes (2 mm). Because the sweeping
rate of the applied magnetic field was 20
Oe/s, the variation of H during M rev rsal is
less than 2 " 10–5 Oe. Thus, H is regarde as
constant during the measurements. It should
be noted that the time variation of resistance
can be converted into the time variation of
domain wall position in the wire, because the
domain wall comes from one of two voltage
probes and runs toward the other voltage
probe. Therefore, the domain wall position as
a function of time can be obtained by this
method.
Because the reversal field of the 400 Å
NiFe layer fluctuated from run to run in the
range of 90 to 140 Oe, the wall velocities at
various H’s were obtained by repeating the
measurements shown in Fig. 2. The result at
100 K is shown in Fig. 3. The wall velocity
depends linearly on H and is described as v#
!(H – H0), where v is the wall velocity and !
is the so-called wall mobility; it was obtained
that ! # 2.6 $ 0.2 m/sOe and H0 # 38 $ 6
Oe. This mobility is much less than that
obtained for a NiFe film with the same thick-
ness (12). Figure 4 shows the temperature (T )
dependence of mobility (!) and H0. H0 is
considered to be the field below which the
magnetic domain wall cannot propagate be-
cause of the pinning by structural defects.
Therefore, the decrease of H0 with increase of
T (Fig. 4) can be interpreted as a thermal-
assisted effect. In contrast, the wall mobility
is almost constant in the range from 100 to
160 K. When the wall mobility is limited by
eddy currents, the mobility is described as !
# C%/Msd, where C is constant, Ms is the
saturation, and d is the film thickness (13).
Therefore, the mobility should increase with
increase of temperature, because % increases
and Ms decreases with an increase of T.
Moreover, the rough estimation of the mobil-
ity, assuming a rigid wall, gives ! # 1.6 "
104 m/sOe for the 400 Å NiFe film (13). This
value is three orders of magnitude larger than
the experimentally obtained value. Therefore,
the experimentally obtained mobility cannot
be explained by the eddy currents loss. The
other mechanism which limits the wall mo-
bility is the Gilbert damping. If we assume a
flat domain wall with a continuous internal
spin structure, the wall mobility expresses
theoretically as ! # &'/( (14 ), where & is
the gyromagnetic ratio, ' is the domain wall
width, and ( is the Gilbert damping parame-
ter. By using the experimentally obtained
value of ! and assuming ' # 100 nm, ( #
0.63 is obtained. Although this value is great-
er than that estimated from the width of the
FM resonance line (12), such large ( values
have also been reported in ultrathin Co films
(15) and were attributed to the presence of
defects at the surface and interface. The edge
effect should also be taken into account in the
case of magnetic wires. As a consequence,
we conclude that the mobility is dominantly
limited by Gilbert damping.
Our experiments describe a method to
observe the magnetic domain wall propaga-
tion in a single submicrometer wire, and this
method, as far as the resistance can be mea-
sured, can be applied to narrower wires in
which the volume of the magnetic domain
wall is smaller. Therefore, this method opens
the way to addressing other interesting prob-
lems, such as one-dimensional propagation of
a magnetic domain wall as a soliton and
MQT by depinning of a magnetic domain
wall from a pinning center.
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Fig. 2. Time variation of the re-
sistance during the M reversal of
the 400-Å NiFe layer at 77 K,
which was collected at 40-ns in-
tervals. The applied magnetic
field simultaneously monitored
by digital oscilloscope was 121
Oe. Because the sweeping rate of
the applied magnetic field was
20 Oe/s, the variation of the ap-
plied magnetic field during M re-
versal was less than 2 " 10–5
Oe. Thus, the applied magnetic
field is regarded as constant dur-
ing the measurements.
Fig. 3. Dependence of domain wall velocity v
on amplitude H of the applied m gnetic fie d at
100 K. Th wall velocity d pends linearly on the
appli d magnetic field and is described as v #
!(H – H0), where ! # 2.6 $ 0.2 m/sOe a d H0
# 38 $ 6 Oe.
Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of mobility !
and H0. Whereas H0 decreases with an increase
of temperature, the wall mobility is almost
constant in the temperature range from 100 to
160 K.
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breakdown!process,!FIG.!!8!!.!This!allowed!them!to!study!how!transverse!applied!fields!
affected! the! Walker! breakdown,! and! that! the! predicted! periodicity! of! the! breakdown!
process!was!not!found!in!SV!nanotracks.!
 
FIG. 1-22 Direct observation of Walker breakdown on a SV nanotrack. Voltage versus 
time, with the whole track reversal on the left, and a zoomed portion on the right, 
revealing velocity oscillations characteristic of Walker breakdown. The track was 1 µm 
wide and 45 µm long. From [Glathe et al. 2008]. 
Current induced DW propagation in SV tracks 
Current! induced! DW! propagation! was! also! studied! with! SV! nanotracks.! Grollier! et! al.!
[Grollier( et( al.( ,--.]! first! reported! the! observation! of! DW! depinning! and! propagation! with!
current,!between!two!natural!pinning!defects,!in!a!straight!SV!track,!FIG.!!8!".!Moreover,!
they!observed!that!the!current!density!needed!to!induce!DW!propagation!was!orders8of8
magnitude! lower! than! the! value!needed! in!monolayer! tracks.!As! referred! earlier,! since!
this!first!report,!other!studies!have!confirmed!this!enhanced!current!induced!propagation!
[Ravelosona* et* al.* -../;* Pizzini* et* al.* -..4],! while! others! found! efficiencies! similar! to! monolayer!
tracks![Jiang'et'al.',-..;'Mihai'et'al.',-..].!
!  
FIG. 1-23 Current induced DW propagation in SV nanotracks. A. Forward and backward 
DW motion under current. The DW moved between natural defects 2 and 3. B. Resistance 
versus field, for complete and partial hysteretic loops, revealing several natural defects. 
From [Grollier et al. 2003]. 
!L=200!2000 nm2 and a thickness of 10 nm !using cubic
discretization cells with the side of 5 nm". The starting con-
figuration contains a relaxed transversal DW at position x
=L /4. To estimate the influence of edge roughness on the
DW motion, we performed simulations of a wire with a sto-
chastic edge roughness. For this purpose the magnetization
of every cell within the edge zone of 20 nm width was dis-
turbed using the Gaussian random process with the correla-
tion length of 20 nm !comparable to the grain size of our
films". With this roughness we obtained a wire coercivity
Hc=12 kA /m, comparable to Hc found experimentally. Fig-
ure 2 shows the time evolution of the average x-component
of the magnetization for wires !a" with perfect edges and !b"
with an edge roughness. Whereas for the perfect wire a regu-
lar periodic behavior was found, the edge roughness leads to
a more nonperiodic one. Such behavior inhibits the exami-
nation of WB by means of averaging many single experi-
ments and allows only the single shot mode.
Figure 3 shows the voltage-time dependence caused by a
DW motion in a 1 "m wide nanostrip, which has a nucle-
ation pad at one end to reduce the nucleation field and to
allow the study of a DW motion at low driving fields, here
1.9 kA/m. The typical stepwise motion of a DW driven by
fields larger than the WB field HW is clearly visible. How-
ever, as predicted by simulations, the behavior of the DW
during the WBP is highly irregular. This is confi med by the
signal spectrum #inset in Fig. 3!a"$. For a highly periodic
process one would expect several sharp spectral peaks,
whereas we find a broad-band spectrum between 20 and 80
MHz.
Figure 3!b" shows a time period of 85 ns, corresponding
to a traveling distance of about 8.5 "m, visualizing a re-
peated backward and forward motion of the DW during the
WBP. This indicates that a vortex !and not an antivortex" is
nucleated and moves across the wire.9 In our experiments the
periods of a rapid DW motion are roughly equal or even
larger compared to periods when the wall nearly stops. This
is in contrast to numerical simulations, where the motion
periods are much shorter than the periods at halt. There are
small voltage fluctuations !in the order of 5 mV" at time
scales of 5 ns. These fluctuations correspond to changes in
the DW position of around 500 nm, one-half of the nanostrip
width. At present we believe that these variations are purely
caused by noise and do not reflect real DW movement.
To study the WB in more detail we changed the aniso-
tropy field HK, which is one of the critical parameters deter-
mining the WB field:10 HW=#HK /2 !# is the Gilbert damp-
ing factor". To change HK we used nanostrips of different
widths !160 nm, 250 nm, 500 nm, and 1 "m". We also per-
formed experiments with an additional transverse magnetic
field Htr. The application of this field has several effects.
First, the longitudinal field Hlong needed to induce the DW
motion reduces with increasing Htr. Second, the transverse
field changes the WB field as shown by micromagnetic
simulations.11
Figure 4!a" shows single shot voltage-time dependencies
of the DW motion in the 250 nm wide nanostrip above and
below the WB for different transverse fields Htr. It can be
seen that we are able to control the WBP by means of the
transverse field. For Htr=12 kA /m the typical stepwise mo-
tion representing the WBP is visible. With increasing Htr the
number of WB events goes down. This can also be seen in
the frequency spectrum #inset in Fig. 4!a"$ as a reduction in
frequencies of the WBP. At the highest applied transverse
field !Htr=20 kA /m" where the WBP is suppressed com-
pletely we do not find a peak in the spectrum. In contrast to
the case without Htr !see Fig. 3" the process is much more
regular and a single frequency is clearly established. This
could be caused by the effect of the DW broadening with
FIG. 2. Simulation of field driven DW dynamics in Py nanostrips !w
=200 nm, d=10 nm, and L=2000 nm" for Htr=0 kA /m: !a" with perfect
borders !Hlong=4 kA /m" and !b" with the edge roughness !Hlong
=6.3 kA /m".
FIG. 3. !a" DW motion in the 1 "m wide nanostrip with the nucleation pad
!Hlong=1.9 kA /m, Htr=0 kA /m, and vmean=100 m /s". Inset: frequency
spectrum of the DW motion filtered with the Hamming filter !N=50 and
fn / fs=0.0025". !b" Magnification of the DW movement for 85 ns corre-
sponding to the distance of 8.5 "m. Time periods of the fast forward mo-
tion and the slow or backward motion are marked. Gray line represents the
original data and black line represents data obtained by using the Hamming
filter.
FIG. 4. !a" DW movement in the 250 nm wide nanostrips for several trans-
verse fields: !1" Htr=12 kA /m, Hlong=5.2 kA /m, vmean=450 m /s, and
vmax=760 m /s; !2" Htr=16 kA /m, Hlong=4 kA /m, vmean=510 m /s, and
vmax=930 m /s; !3" Htr=18 kA /m, Hlong=3.8 kA /m, vmean=600 m /s, and
vmax=980 m /s; and !4" Htr=20 kA /m, Hlong=3.3 kA /m, and vmean=vmax
=1060 m /s. Inset: frequency spectrum of the DW motion filtered with the
Hamming filter !N=50 and fn / fs=0.0025" for the cases specified above. !b"
Details of the DW motion for !1" Htr=12 kA /m. Gray line represents the
original data and black line represents data obtained using the Hamming
filter. Time of fast forward motion and halt is marked.
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In Fig. 2 we present results obtained by varying the dc
current at constant field close to zero !4 and 3 Oe". As shown
in Fig. 2!a", starting from the DW in position 2, we can move
the DW to position 3 by increasing the current above the
positive critical value j c2! (4 Oe)"!0.65 mA and decreasing
it back to zero. Alternatively, the DW is moved in the oppo-
site direction !from 2 to 1" with a negative current exceeding
j c2# (4 Oe)"#1.1 mA !in our notation j cn! and j cn# are the
critical currents required to move the DW from position n to
positions n!1 and n#1, respectively". The same type of
behavior is observed for all applied fields between 0 and 7
Oe. However, even in this very small field range, there is
some field dependence of the critical currents: j cn! (H)
# j cn# (H)$ decrease when H decreases !increases" and favors a
DW motion from n to n!1 (n#1).
Figure 2!b" presents an example of back and forth DW
motion, namely the motion from 2 to 3 with positive dc
current and a return to 2 with a negative dc current. The
obvious conditions for this back and forth motion are
j c2! (H)$ j c3! (H) !required to stop th first motion in configu-
ration 3" and ! j c2# (H)!%! j c3# (H)! !necessary for the return to
configuration 2". It turns out that these conditions are satis-
fied for th pinning centers 2 and 3 of our sample, at least for
H"3 Oe.
The behavior observed in the field range close to zero
!approximately, 0$H$7 Oe) can be summarized as fol-
lows. A DW can be displaced between pinning centers and,
in agreement with what is predicted for a displacement by
Berger’s mechanism,8 its motion is in opposite directions for
opposite currents. The dc current density needed to move the
DW is of the order of 106 A/cm2, that is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the currents required for the magnetization
reversal in pillar-shaped multilayers.3–5 There is, however,
some uncertainty in the exact value f th current density in
Py. If the electron mean free paths in Py and Co were much
la ger than the thickn sses of the Py and Co layers !which is
far from being satisfied at room temperature" and if we could
also neglect the specular reflections of the electrons at the
interfaces, there would be an uniform current density in the
multilayer,13 that is, for ex mple, 8&106 A/cm2 for 0.6 mA.
In the opposite limit of almost independent conduction by
the magnetic and nonmagnetic layers !this would correspond
to layer thicknesses larger than the mean free paths, or also
to almost complete specular reflections at the interfaces,
with, in both cases, a vanishing GMR, a straightforward cal-
culation, based on the resistivity of the different metals at
room temperature, leads to a current density of 1.75
&106 A/cm2 in Py. In an intermediate situation !mean free
path of the order of the Co and Py thickness, consistently
with the small but nonzero GMR, and certainly some current
channeling in Cu by specular reflections", the real current
density in Py is probably in-between, that is of the order of
few 106 A/cm2.
Out of the low field range described earlier, the behavior
becomes more complex. An example of experimental result
is shown in Fig. 3 for H"#21 Oe favoring an antiparallel
!AP" configuration. A positive current moves the DW from
position 2 to the end of the stripe !AP" resistance level",
which is consistent with the motion direction induced by a
positive current at low field. On the other hand, in contrast
with the low field behavior, the motion is not reversed for
negative currents and the final state is still the AP configura-
tion. For positive fields out of the low field range, the same
type of behavior is observed, with a motion towards a more
FIG. 1. !!"—GMR minor cycle associated with the reversal of the permal-
loy layer of the Co/Cu/Py trilayer at T"300 K. The field is applied along
the stripe. The magnetization of the Co layer is pinned in the positive field
direction. !", #, $"—variation of the resistan e hen the cycle is stopp d
at one of the plateaus and the field is brought back to zero. Also sketched are
the DW position in the Py stripe and the magnetic configuration correspond-
ing to the levels 1, 2, and 3.
FIG. 2. Resistance vs current in very low constant field H along the stripe.
!a" H"4 Oe !!—motion from 2 to 3 with a positive current; %—motion
from 2 to 1 with a negative current"; !b" H"3 Oe !motion from 2 to 3 with
a positive current and back to 2 with a negative current". The numbers 1, 2,
and 3 refer to the DW configurations and corresponding resistance levels of
Fig. 1. A small contribution (%I2), due to the joule heating (&T"5 K), has
been subtracted for clarity.
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In Fig. 2 we present results obtained by varying the dc
current at constant field close to zero !4 and 3 Oe". As shown
in Fig. 2!a", starting from the DW in position 2, we can move
the DW to position 3 by increasing the current above the
positive critical value j c2! (4 Oe)"!0.65 mA and decreasing
it back to zero. Alternatively, the DW is moved in the oppo-
site direction !from 2 to 1" with a negative current exceeding
j c2# (4 Oe)"#1.1 mA !in our notation j cn! and j cn# are the
critical currents required to move the DW from position n to
positions n!1 and n#1, respectively". The same type of
behavior is observed for all applied fields between 0 and 7
O . However, even in this very small field range, there is
some field dependence of the critical currents: j cn! (H)
# j cn# (H)$ decrease when H decreases !increases" and favors a
DW motion from n to n!1 (n#1).
Figure 2!b" presents an example of back and forth DW
motion, namely the motion from 2 to 3 with positive dc
current and a return to 2 with a negative dc current. The
obvious conditions for this back and forth motion are
j c2! (H)$ j c3! (H) !required to stop the first motion in configu-
ration 3" and ! j c2# (H)!%! j c3# (H)! !necessary for the return to
configuration 2". It turns out that these conditions are satis-
fied for the pinning centers 2 and 3 of our sample, at least for
H"3 Oe.
The behavior observed in the field range close to zero
!approximately, 0$H$7 Oe) can be summarized as fol-
lows. A DW can be displaced between pinning centers and,
in agreement with what is predicted for a displacement by
Berger’s mechanism,8 its motion is in opposite directions for
opposite currents. The dc current density needed to move the
DW is of the order of 106 A/cm2, that is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the currents required for the magnetization
reversal in pillar-shaped multilayers.3–5 There is, however,
some uncertainty in the exact value of the current density in
Py. If the electron mean free paths in Py and Co were much
larger than the thicknesses of the Py and Co layers !which is
far from being satisfied at room temperature" and if we could
also neglect the specular reflections of the electrons at the
interfaces, there would be an uniform current density in the
multilayer,13 that is, for example, 8&106 A/cm2 for 0.6 mA.
In the opposite limit of almost independent conduction by
the magnetic and nonmagnetic layers !this would correspond
to layer thicknesses larger than the mean free paths, or also
to almost complete specular reflections at the interfaces,
with, in both cases, a vanishing GMR, a straightforward cal-
culation, based on the resistivity of the different metals at
room temperature, leads to a current density of 1.75
&106 A/cm2 in Py. In an intermediate situation !mean free
path of the order of the Co and Py thickness, consistently
with the small but nonzero GMR, and certainly some current
channeling in Cu by specular reflections", the real current
density in Py is probably in-between, that is of the order of
few 106 A/cm2.
Out of the low field range described earlier, the behavior
becomes more complex. An example of experimental result
is shown in Fig. 3 for H"#21 Oe favoring an antiparallel
!AP" configuration. A positive current moves the DW from
position 2 to the end of the stripe !AP" resistance level",
which is consistent with the motion direction induced by a
positive current at low field. On the other hand, in contrast
with the low field behavior, the motion is not reversed for
negative currents and the final state is still the AP configura-
tion. For positive fields out of the low field range, the same
type of behavior is observed, with a motion towards a more
FIG. 1. !!"—GMR minor cycle associated with the reversal of the permal-
loy layer of the Co/Cu/Py trilayer at T"300 K. The field is applied along
the stripe. The magnetization of the Co layer is pinned in the positive field
direction. !", #, $"—variation of the resistance when the cycle is stopped
at one of th pl teaus and the field is brought back to zero. Also sketched are
the DW position in the Py stripe and the magnetic config ration corr spond-
ing to the levels 1, 2, and 3.
FIG. 2. Resistance vs current in very low constant field H along the stripe.
!a" H"4 Oe !!—motion from 2 to 3 with a positive current; %—motion
from 2 to 1 with a negative current"; !b" H"3 Oe !motion from 2 to 3 with
a positive current and back to 2 with a negative current". The numbers 1, 2,
and 3 refer to the DW configurations and corresponding resistance levels of
Fig. 1. A small contribution (%I2), due to the joule heating (&T"5 K), has
been subtracted for clarity.
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Artificial traps in SV tracks 
Of! importance! to! the! field! of! DW! logic! is! the! study! of! artificial! DW! traps.! Ono! and!
colleagues!studied!several!aspects!of!DW!pinning!by!notches!in!SV!nanotracks!since!their!
first! study!mentioned! earlier! (FIG.!!8!").!Using! a! straight!pseudo8SV,! and!now! injecting!
DW!with!the!Oersted!field!generated!by!an!overlaid!current!line,!FIG.!!8!"A,!they!observed!
the!stochastic!variation!of!depinning!field!and!its!variation!with!trap!neck!width![Himeno(et(
al.$%&&']! (FIG.!!8!"B),! and!also! the! temperature!variation!of! the!depinning! field! [Himeno(et(al.(
!""#b].!Using!a!similar!setup,!traps!with!a!more!complex!design!were!also!demonstrated.!
Himeno!et!al.!showed!how!a!SV!nanotrack!patterned!with!a!series!of!asymmetric!notches!
presented!different!depinning!fields!for!DWs!travelling!forward!and!backwards! [Himeno(et(
al.$%&&'a].!
 
FIG. 1-24 DW depinning stochasticity and temperature dependence. A. Schematic of 
the sv track and electrical contacts. B. Stochastic distribution of depinning field. 
C. Dependence of depinning field with neck width and temperature. A,B from [Himeno et al. 
2003] and C from [Himeno et al. 2005b]. 
In!many!of!these!studies,!it!was!observed!that!the!SV!tracks!presented!a!large!number!of!
significant!natural!pinning!sites!when!compared!to!monolayer!tracks.!Also,!the!observed!
depinning!fields!presented!large!stochastic!variations,!far!larger!than!those!reported!in!Py!
nanotracks.! Though! this! is! partly! attributable! on! one! hand! to! the! different! patterning!
techniques!used!to!fabricate!SV#nanotracks!and,!on!the!other!hand,!to!a!poorer!control!of!
the! injected!DW! structure! in! these! experiments,! a! study!by!Briones! et! al.! [Briones)et)al.).//0]!
revealed! an! important! difference! between! border! defects! in! monolayer! and! SV! tracks.!
Using!a!notched!SV!track,!Briones!et!al.!showed!that!the!depinning!field!on!SV!tracks!was!
injected by Hloc into the NiFe (20 nm) layer from
the right end of the wire and pinned by the
artificial neck. By increasing Hext after the injec-
tion of the DW, the resistance decreased again at
128Oe, which corresponds to the depinning field
of the DW from the artificial neck, because the
nucleation of another DW from the other end of
the wire needs a larger magnetic field [2]. By this
method, we can obtain the depinning field for the
NiFe (20 nm) layer.
In order to investigate temperature dependence
of the depinning field, MR measurements de-
scribed above were performed in the temperature
ange from 4.2 to 300K. Fig. 3 shows the
temperature dependence of the average depinning
field for the NiFe (20 nm) layer of two samples
with the 0.25 and 0.35 mm neck. The results were
obtained by repeating the measurements 10 times
at each temperature. The depinning field increases
with a decrease of temperature. This indicates that
the depinning process of the DW is thermally
activated. The dotted lines in Fig. 3 are fits using
the Kurkija¨rvi model [3], which describes our data
fairly well in the temperature range between 4.2
and 300K. This model is based on the assumption
by Ne´el [4] that the depinning process of a
magnetic DW from a single potential barrier is
assisted thermally. In this model, temperature
dependence of the average value of the depinning
field (Hd) is calculated to be [5–8]
HdðTÞ ffi H0 1$ kBT
E0
!8<
:
%ln G0kBTH0
1:5E0vð1$Hd=H0Þ1=2
 !#2=39=
;;
ð1Þ
where v is the field sweep rate and G0 is the attempt
frequency at zero temperature. In this study, the
field sweep rate is fixed to be v=2Oe/s. The value
of G0 is expected to be in the range from 108 to
1012Hz [9], and we assume G0=1010Hz in this
article. To obtain Eq. (1), a simple analytical
approximation is used for the magnetic field
dependence of energy barrier height as follows [10]:
EðHÞ ¼ E0ð1$H=H0Þ3=2; (2)
where E0 is the energy barrier at zero applied
magnetic field and H0 is the depinning field at zero
temperature. Supposing that the value of the depin-
ning field at 4.2K is almost equal to H0, the values of
the normalized depinning field (Hd=H0) are between
0.5 and 1 over the temperature range investigated.
With Eq. (1) and substituting a constant value of 0.8
for Hd=H0 in the denominator of the logarithmic
term, we fitted the temperature dependence of
depinning field. From this fit, the extrapolated
magnitude of the potential barrier of the artificial
neck (E0) was obtained as the only adjustable
parameter. We found E0=4.3% 10$19 J ('30000K)
for the 0.25mm neck and E0=1.8% 10$19 J
('13000K) for the 0.35mm neck. Here, we check
the influence of the values of two parameters, G0 and
Hd=H0; on the results obtained by the fit. When we
change these parameters in the relevant ranges,
108oG0o 1012Hz and 0.5 oHd=H0o 1, the value
of E0 changes only less than 10%. Therefore, the
fitting method with fixed parameters is justified.
In conclusion, pinning and depinning of a
magnetic DW in a submicron magnetic wire with
an artificial neck were investigated by utilizing
the GMR effect over a wide temperature range.
The artificial neck works as a pinning center of the
DW propagation. Furthermore, the height of
the pinning potential of the neck is controllable
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the average depinning field
for the NiFe (20 nm) layer of 0.25 and 0.35mm neck. The dotted
lines are fits using the Kurkija¨rvi model.
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mined by using a four-point DC technique. The external
magnetic field was applied along the wire axis.
Figure 2!a" shows a resistance change of the sample with
a neck 0.25 #m in width as a function of the external field
without the local magnetic field. Prior to the measurement, a
magnetic field of 300 Oe was applied in order to chieve
magnetization alignment in one direction. Then, the resis-
tance was measured as the field was swept towards the
counter direction. The resistance abruptly increases at 6 Oe
and maintains a constant value up to 24 Oe. Then, at 24 Oe,
the resistance abruptly increases again and maintains the
largest value up to 144 Oe. The result indicates that the an-
tiparallel magnetization alignment is realized at external
fields between 24 and 144 Oe, where the resistance shows
the largest value. The ratio of the resistance changes at the
first and the second jump is 1:2. This means that one third of
the total magnetization of the thinner NiFe layer changes its
direction at the first jump in Fig. 2, since the GMR change is
directly proportional to the switched layer magnetization.
The ratio of one third corresponds to the ratio of the length
between one voltage probe and the neck to the length be-
tween the voltage probes. Therefore, in this case, a magnetic
domain wall nucleates in the shorter part of the wire !the left
side of the schematic illustration in Fig. 1" and propagates to
the neck, where it is pinned up to 24 Oe. The resistance
decreases from the largest value to the smallest value at 144
Oe, which corresponds to the overall magnetization reversal
of the thicker NiFe layer. Thus, the domain wall is not
pinned by the artificial neck during the magnetization rever-
sal of the thicker NiFe layer due to the large external mag-
netic field for the magnetization reversal of the thicker NiFe
layer.
Figure 2!b" shows the result of the injection of a mag-
netic domain wall by a local magnetic field. The sweep of the
external magnetic field was stopped at 32 Oe, where the
magnetizations of the thin and the thick NiFe layers are an-
tiparallel and the resistance shows the largest value. Then, a
pulsed local magnetic field !100 ns, 200 Oe" was applied at
the end of the wire by flowing a pulsed electric current in the
crossing Cu wire. The resistance abruptly decreases after the
application of the local magnetic field and shows the value
which divides the largest and the smallest values into the
ratio of 1:2, indicating that the local magnetic field injects a
magnetic domain wall into the wire and the domain wall is
pinned by the artificial neck. By increasing the external mag-
netic field after the injection of the domain wall, the resis-
tance decreases again at 84 Oe, which corresponds to the
depinning of the domain wall from the artificial neck.
The distribution of the depinning fields for the thicker
NiFe layer can be obtained by repeating the measurements
described above. The result for the sample with a neck 0.3
#m in width is shown in Fig. 3. The result is obtained by
FIG. 4. Neck width dependence of the average depinning field.
FIG. 2. !a" Resistance as a function of the external magnetic field at 300 K.
The magnetic domain structures inferred from the resistance measurement
are schematically shown. !b" Injection of a magnetic domain wall by a
pulsed local magnetic field at 300 K.
FIG. 3. Distribution of the depinning fields for the thicker NiFe layer of the
sample with a neck 0.3 #m in width. The dotted line indicates the Gaussian
fit of the distribution of the depinning fields.
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Magnetization reversal in submicron magnetic wires consisting of a NiFe/Cu/NiFe trilayer with an
artificial neck was investigated by utilizing the giant magnetoresistance effect. A magnetic domain
wall was injected into the wire by a local magnetic field applied at the end of the wire. Pinning and
depinning of the magnetic domain wall were detected as sharp changes in resistance. It was found
that the neck works as a pinning site of a domain wall and that the depinning field increases with
a decrease of the neck width. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1556980$
In a magnetic wire with submicron width, due to the
magnetic shape anisotropy, the magnetization is restricted to
be parallel to the wire axis. Normally, it is considered that
magnetization reversal takes place by nucleation and propa-
gation of a magnetic domain wall. Therefore, the magnetic
wire is a simple model system to investigate the propagation
of the magnetic domain wall. The understanding of magne-
tization reversal process of the magnetic wire is also impor-
tant from the viewpoints of applications. However, magneti-
zation measurement of magnetic wires is difficult because
the volume is very small. As we have reported in a previous
article,1 it is possible to detect very small magnetization
change in a single NiFe!200 Å"/Cu!100 Å"/NiFe!50 Å"
trilayer wire with 0.5 %m width by utilizing the giant mag-
netoresistance !GMR" effect. The GMR effect is an electrical
resistance change caused by the change of the magnetic
structure in multilayers.2 This means that the magnetic struc-
ture of the system can be detected by resistance measure-
ments. Especially in the case of wire, where the direction of
the magnetization is restricted to be parallel or antiparallel
along the wire axis due to the magnetic shape anisotropy, the
GMR change is directly proportional to the magnitude of the
switched layer magnetization. Therefore, the position of the
domain wall in the wire can be determined by the resistance
measurements. The velocity of a domain wall propagating
can be obtained by time dependence of resistance during the
magnetization reversal.3
In this article, we present the study of the magnetization
reversal in a single submicron magnetic wire with an artifi-
cial neck by the GMR method. It was found that the neck
works as a pinning site of a domain wall and that the depin-
ning field increases with a decrease of the neck width.
The samples were prepared on thermally oxidized Si
substrates by an electron beam lithography and a lift-off
method. Magnetic wires with a trilayer structure consisting
of NiFe!5 nm"/Cu!20 nm"/NiFe!20 nm" were prepared. Fig-
ure 1 shows schema ic illustr tion of the sample structur .
The width and length of the magnetic wires are 0.5 and 60
%m, respectively. The samples have four current–voltage ter-
minals, where the voltage is probed over a distance of 25
%m. The artificial necks with various widths were introduced
into the magnetic wires at 1/3 distance from one voltag
probe. Furthermore, the samples have two Cu wires crossi g
the magnetic wire at the ends, which can produce a pulsed
local magnetic field for the control of domain wall nucleation
and injection into the magnetic wire. The resistance measure-
ments were performed at 300 K. The resistance was deter-
a"Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
ono@mp.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the sample. Black part is a trilayer structure
consisting of NiFe!5 nm"/Cu!20 nm"/NiFe!20 nm". By flowing an electric
current in the Cu wire at the end of the trilayer, a local magnetic field is
produced, which can nucleate and inject a magnetic domain wall into the
wire.
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dependent!on!DW!polarity,!FIG.!!8!".!Using!micromagnetic!simulations,!they!showed!how!
the! stray! field! from! the! reference! layer!was! very! significant! at! any! border!defects,! and!
how! that! localised! field! affected! differently! the! pinning! configuration! of! the! two! DW!
polarities!(FIG.!!8!"c).!
 
FIG. 1-25 Variation of depinning field with DW polarity. Left. Depinning field frequency 
distribution. (a) amplitude of the stray field from the reference layer. (b)&(c) configuration 
of a pinned HH and TT DWs (simulation). Colour represents regions of transverse (Y) 
magnetisation. From [Briones et al. 2008]. 
Digital DW devices in SV tracks 
A! digital! DW! device! was! also! demonstrated! using! SV! nanotracks.! Using! a! spiral! SV!
nanotrack!with!a!nucleation!pad,!FIG.!!8!",!Mattheis!et!al.!demonstrated!a!device!capable!
of!registering!the!number!of!rotations!performed!by!an!external!field,!which!could!then!
be! read! electronically! [Diegel' &'Ma+heis' .//0;'Ma+heis' et' al.' ./!"].! As! the! field! rotates,! DWs! are!
injected!from!the!pad!into!the!spiral,!and!those!DWs!progressively!propagate!through!the!
spiral.! In! doing! this,! they! reverse! the! magnetisation! of! the! spiral! segments,! which! is!
measured!by!the!GMR!effect.!In!order!to!obtain!an!increased!signal!and!to!remove!thermal!
resistance! variations,! the! authors! measured! the! resistance! in! four! spirals! with! a!
Wheatstone!bridge!configuration,!with!two!clockwise!and!two!counter8clockwise!spirals,!
FIG.!!8!"B.!
!  
FIG. 1-26 Turn counter. A. SEM image of the spiral track. B. Voltage versus number of 
external field turns. From [Mattheis et al. 2006]. 
pinning is modeled by the application of a uniform 1200 Oe
field. The idealized geometry reproduced in Fig. 4 mimics
the shape of a real notch. The dipolar field created by this
magnet c configuration in the pi ned layer i then averaged
over the 19 nm thickness corresponding to the free layer. The
amplitude of the effective dipolar field acting on the free
layer is represented in Fig. 4!a". In silico modeling shows
that significant dipolar fields !several tens of oersteds" are
present at the notch vicinity, affecting its “pinning potential.”
Figure 4!b" represents the magnetic configuration of a head-
to-head vortex DW in the free layer in such a stray field
!superposed on a 60 Oe uniform field". The line represents
the “center” of the DW !cells with no longitudinal magneti-
zation". Figure 4!c" compares the morphology of head-to-
head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields. The drastic
difference between the two kinds of DW might indeed ex-
plain the observed difference in the depinning field statistics.
Determinations of the depinning field in this idealized geom-
etry do not reproduce quantitavely the measured depinning
field. Nevertheless, the predicted differences between the
P→AP and AP→P transition !respectively, tail-to-tail and
head-to-head domain walls" depinning fields are 37 Oe for a
vortex domain wall and 47 Oe for a tranverse domain wall.
These differences are of the same order of magnitude as the
experimental ones, confirming the importance of the dipolar
field originating from the pinned layer on the depinning
process.
To summarize, we have shown the stochastic nature of
the injection and depinning fields in a submicron wire struc-
ture and we have found that the stray field originating from
the pinned layer affects dramatically the distributions of in-
jection and depinning fields. This modification of the pinning
potential must be considered in quantitative studies of DW
depinning by a magnetic field or a spin polarized current.
Furthermore, it might also be used to intentionally shape the
pinning potential without changing either the structure or the
current distribution. The work presented in this letter is
partly supported by la rýgion Lorraine. J.B. acknowledges
support from CONACYT. The authors acknowledge G. Len-
gaigne for technical assistance.
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FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Amplitude of the stray field originating from the
pinned layer averaged on the free layer thickness. !b" Magnetic configura-
tion for a head-to-head dowain wall !see text". !c" Comparison between the
position of the head-to-head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields.
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pinning is modeled by the application of a uniform 1200 Oe
field. The idealized geometry reproduced in Fig. 4 mimics
the shape of a real notch. The dipolar field created by this
magnetic configuration in the pinned layer is then averaged
over the 19 nm thickness corresponding to the free layer. The
amplitude of the effective dipolar field acting on the free
layer is represented in Fig. 4!a". In silico modeling shows
that significant dipolar fields !several tens of oersteds" are
presen at the notch vicinity, affecting its “pinning potential.”
Figure 4!b" represents the magnetic configuration of a head-
to-head vortex DW in the free layer in such a stray field
!superposed on a 60 Oe uniform field". The line represents
the “center” of the DW !cells with no longitudinal magneti-
zation". Figure 4!c" compares the morphology of head-to-
head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields. The drastic
difference between the two kinds of DW might indeed ex-
plain the observed difference in the depinning field statistics.
Determinations of the depinning field in this idealized geom-
etry do not reproduce quantitavely the measured depinning
field. Nevertheless, the predicted differences between the
P→AP and AP→P transition !respectively, tail-to-tail and
head-to-head domain walls" depinning fields are 37 Oe for a
vortex domain wall and 47 Oe for a tranverse domain wall.
These differences are of the same order of magnitude as the
experimental ones, confirming the importance of the dipolar
field originating from the pinned layer on the depinning
process.
To summarize, we have shown the stochastic nature of
the injection and depinning fields in a submicron wire struc-
ture and we have found that the stray field originating from
the pinned layer affects dramatically the distributions f in-
jection and depinning fields. This modification of the pinning
potential must be considered in quantitative studies of DW
depinning by a magnetic field or a spin polarized current.
Furthermore, it might also be used to intentionally shape the
pinning potential without changing either the structure or the
current distribution. The work presented in this letter is
partly supported by la rýgion Lorraine. J.B. acknowledges
support from CONACYT. The authors acknowledge G. Len-
gaigne for technical assistance.
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FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Amplitude of the stray field originating from the
pinned layer averaged on the free layer thickness. !b" Magnetic configura-
tion for a head-to-head dowain wall !see text". !c" Comp rison between he
position of the head-to-head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields.
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tion !same intermediate resistance", the exact value of the
injection and depinning fields varies from experiment to ex-
periment. Such a stochastic behavior has previously been
reported.4,12 In order to characterize precisely the observed
field distributions, more than 1000 GMR loops similar to
Fig. 2 have been recorded. Only cycles presenting a proper
pinning of the domain wall associated with two well defined
transitions are considered.14 The inset of Fig. 3 shows such
normalized GMR curves measured for P→AP propagation.
To visualize the statistical data, histograms of observed in-
jection and depinning fields values are represented in Fig.
3!a" and 3!b", respectively. The statistical distributions are
rather complex with different well defined peaks indicating
that the involved mechanisms are much more complex than a
unique thermally activated process. This complexity might
arise from different types of DW. In this range of thick-
nesses, vortex and transverse domain walls are stable. More-
over, vortex domain walls can vary in chirality and direction
of the core; transverse walls can have two orientations. The
overall shape and the exact position of trapping may also
change. For a single magnetic configuration, the occurrence
of different types of depinning mechanisms cannot be
excluded.15 For each magnetic configuration, a different de-
pinning field distribution is then expected and the complexity
of the measured distribution reflects the variety of possible
magnetic configurations. Both the injection and depinning
fields present the same kind of complex distribution which is
easily understandable since the injection field does not cor-
respond to a nucleation but to the depining of the DW from
the narrowing of the pad. It must be noted that no correlation
is observed between the injection field and depinning field of
the same cycle. This is an indication of the changing nature
of the wall during its propagation through the wire. Such a
change has already been observed during spin-torque in-
duced DW motion.16,17
Figure 3 represents the field distributions obtained for
both the P→AP and AP→P propagations. Surprisingly,
these distributions differ significantly. Asymmetry of domain
wall propagation has already been reported6,12,18 for different
directions of propagation. However, in our case, there is no
change in domain wall propagation direction. The domain
wall always propagates from the pad toward the notch. The
only difference is that for the AP→P propagation, a domain
parallel to the pinned layer propagates to the detriment of an
antiparallel one. A head-to-head DW separates the two do-
mains. Oppositely for P→AP a tail-to-tail DW drives the
free layer switching. Due to the time-reversal symmetry, ab-
solutely no difference should exist between the propagation
of a head-to-head and tail-to-tail DWs. The only element
breaking the symmetry is the presence of the pinned layer
whose magnetization is not reversed during the field sw ep.
For standard Cu thicknesses, there is always, in a continuous
film, a finite coupling between the free and pinned magnetic
layers of a spin valve. This coupling is either magnetostatic
!Néel or orange-peel coupling" or electronic !Rude man–
Kittel–Kasuya–Yoshida". In our case, the net coupling is
positive !favor a parallel alignment of magnetizations" and
results in a small shift of 3 Oe in the free layer hysteres s
loop. As the pinned layer is not reversed, this coupling acts
as a constant effective field on the free layer and could in-
duce a simple shift in the field distributions. Our observa-
tions !Fig. 3", however, indicate a much more complex be-
havior not consistent with such a simple picture. The
significant difference in the distributions must therefore be
due to more complex effects, such as the inhomogeneous
coupling arising at the edges of the nanostructure. This in-
fluence has already been reported in similar micron-sized
elements.19,20 This coupling is localized where the magneti-
zation of the pinned layer is not parallel to the stru ture
edges, i.e., at the circular side of the pad, at the narro ing of
the pad, and at the notch. Let us therefore consider these
possible effects in turn. The stray field generated by the
pinned layer within the pad can influence the nucleation pro-
cess and consequently affect the nature of the injected do-
main wall. This could explain the difference in distribution
of the injection field. However, as the nature of the domain
wall evolves during its propagation, and because the injec-
tion and depinning fields are not correlated, this cannot ac-
count for the change in distribution of the depinning field.
On the other hand, the stray fields present at the narrowing of
the pad and around the notch can indeed influence respec-
tively the injection and depinning fields.
In order to verify this hypothesis, the dipolar field gen-
erated by the pinned layer must be evaluated. To do this, the
magnetic configuration in the pinned layer has been calcu-
lated using the OOMMF micromagnetic software21 consider-
ing a 2.5 nm thick Co layer. The effect of antiferromagnetic
FIG. 2. !Color online" Normalized resistance recorded during four different
hysteresis loops.
FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" Statistical distribution of the injection field for
descending field sweep !antiparallel to parallel" in dark blue and ascending
field sweep !parallel to antiparallel" in orange. Absolute values of the field
re consid red. !b" Same istributions for the depinning field. In the inset:
set of magnetoresistance measurements.
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pinning is mod led by the application of a uniform 1200 Oe
field. The idealized geometry reproduce in Fig. 4 mimic
the shape of a real notch. The dipolar field created by this
magnetic configuration in the pinned layer is then averaged
over the 19 nm thickness corresponding to the free layer. The
amplitude of the effective dipolar field acting on the free
layer is represented in Fig. 4!a". In silico modeling shows
that significant dipolar fields !several tens of oersteds" are
present at the notch vicinity, affecting its “pinning potential.”
Figure 4!b" represents the magnetic configuration of a head-
to-head vortex DW in the free layer n such a stray field
!superposed on a 60 Oe uniform field". The line represents
the “center” of the DW !cells with no longitudinal magneti-
zation". Figure 4!c" compares the morphology of head-to-
head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields. The drastic
difference between the two kinds of DW might indeed ex-
plain the observed difference in the depinning field statistics.
Determinations of the depinning field in this idealized geom-
etry do not reproduce quantitavely the measured depinning
field. Nevertheless, the predicted differences between the
P→AP and AP→P transition !resp ctively, tail-to-tail and
head-to-head domain walls" depinning fields are 37 Oe for a
vortex domain wall and 47 Oe for a tranverse domain wall.
These differences are of the same order of magnitude as the
experimental ones, confirming the importance of the dipolar
field originating from the pinned layer on the depinning
process.
To summarize, we have shown the stochastic nature of
the injection and depinning fields in a submicron wire struc-
ture and we have found that the stray field originating from
the pinned layer affects dramatically the distributions of in-
jection and depinning fields. This modification of the pinning
potential must be considered in quantitative studies of DW
depinning by a magnetic field or a spin polarized current.
Furthermore, it might also be used to intentionally shape the
pinning potential without changing either the structure or the
current distribution. The work presented in this letter is
partly supported by la rýgion Lorraine. J.B. acknowledges
support from CONACYT. The authors acknowledge G. Len-
gaigne for technical assistance.
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FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Amplitude of the stray field originating from the
pinned layer averaged on the free layer thickness. !b" Magnetic configura-
tion for a head-to-head dowain wall !see text". !c" Comparison between the
position of the head-to-head and tail-to-tail DWs in equivalent fields.
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Multiturn Cou ter Using the Movement and Storag
of 180 Magnetic Domai Wall
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We describe a novel giant magnetoresistive (GMR) stack geometry which enables the counting of the number of turns of a rotating
magnetic field. A race-track-like spiral of turns acts as a 180 domain-wall memory. At one end of the spiral, an enlarged film area
works as a domain-wall generator. Due to the small width of the spirals themselves in the order of 100–200 nm, there is only domain-wall
movement within the spiral. By rotating the magnetic field with/against the sense of the spiral, every half turn increases/decreases the
number of domains by one. The number of domain walls have a one-to-one correspondence with the resistance of the spiral due to the
GMR effect.
Index Terms—Giant magnetoresistance, magnetic domains, magnetic sensors, permalloy films.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE determination of an angle can be realized with ananisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) or a giant magne-
toresistive (GMR) sensor. Both types of angle sensors are able
to measure the angle of a rotating element like a wheel or a
st ering wheel in a contact less and wear free way. However,
they cannot distinguish be ween an 180 (for AMR)
or and 360 (for GMR). For this purpose, a multitu n
counter is needed. For automotive applications, t is sensor
must be not only contact less and wear free but must also count
during a power-less state of the sensor system.
The movement of magnetic 180 omain walls in open and
closed loops was investigated by Allwood et al. [1], resulting
in a proposal for magnetic logic. The key element within this
proposal is stable domain-wall movement within a magnetic
window. The lower limit represents the magnetic field neces-
sary for an unfailing domain-wall movement without pinning
within the loop. The upper limit is determined by the minimum
field necessary for domain nucleation in some 100-nm-wide
stripes. As shown in [2], a large window exists for this state in
20-nm-thick Ni Fe films.
We propose a novel system which utilizes a similar handling
of the domain walls and allows the counting of the number of
half turns. The idea is based on the generation, movement, and
storage of 180 domain walls in a spiral with turns having
an enlarged area at one end of the spiral. For every 180 turn of
the rotating magnetic field between , there exists a
unique magnetic configuration of the spiral, which is detectable
through the GMR effect of the film stack.
II. SCHEME (MODEL)
A picture of our proposed sensor is shown in Fig. 1. A narrow
stripe forms a race-track-like spiral with turns. The width of
the stripe of the spiral is of the order of 100–200 nm. An en-
larged area acting as a domain-wall generator with dimensions
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMAG.2006.879750
Fig. 1. Composed picture of two SEM micrographs showing a spiral.
The spiral consists of straight stripes and curves and has an enlarged
area at one end of the spiral which acts as a domain-wall generator, whereas the
other end of the spiral ends without such a feature. For electrical measurements,
Al-contacts are deposited over the whole of th curved areas, so that the eight
straight stripes are connected in parallel (not shown here).
of some m times some m, for example 10 m 15 m, is
connected to one end of the spiral whereas the other end of the
spiral ends abruptly.
The spiral consists of a GMR stack of the sequence: 5 nm
Ta/20 nm NiFe/2.2 nm Cu/3 nm CoFe/0.8 nm Ru/3 nm CoFe/7
nm IrMn/2 nm Ru. The CoFe/Ru/CoFe layers form an artificial
antiferromagnet pinned by the IrMn. The direction of pinning is
parallel to the length of the straight stripes of the race-track-like
spiral. Due to the thickness of the NiFe layer and the small
width, we get large shape anisotropy and, therefore, a large
anisotropy field for the NiFe layer. By assuming perfect
Stoner–Wohlfarth behavior, the magnetization in the spiral is
stable as long as the rotating field is smaller than .
Due to the more equal width to length of the domain-wall gen-
erator, a magnetic field of the order of should be able to
generate a 180 domain wall as shown in Fig. 2. By assuming
that a magnetic field of the same order is sufficient for the cer-
tain movement of a domain within the narrow stripe, we get an
injection of one 180 domain wall and its movement through the
first stripe for every half turn of the magnetic field. The process
of generation and storage in a spiral with is depicted in
Fig. 3 in 180 steps from 0 to 4 half turns. The counting between
0 and 2 turns is fully reversible. Due to the GMR effect in the
stack, the resistance in the straight stripes changes its value after
every half turn. By assuming the direction of the reference layer
in the GMR thin-film stack goes from left to right in the figure,
0018-9464/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 5. Wheatstone-bridge of four spirals counting 11 turns back
and forth. Field strength 13.5 kA/m or 170 Oe.
have a rotation sense clockwise and two spirals counter-clock-
wise, so that a rotating magnetic field fills two of the spirals
with 180 domain walls and empties the other two, resulting
in a voltage signal. Due t he hyster tic behavio of the
switching, a technical realization of the multiturn counter needs
at least two Wheatstone-bridges arranged at 90 to one another
and an AMR or GMR angle detector. The readout electronics
compares the actual angle value with lookup tables of the angle
ranges and decides which of the two Wheatstone-bridges
is in a one-to-one state, i.e., which one should be readout.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The GMR thin-film stack was deposited onto 4” and
5” Si-wafers in an UNAXIS Cyberite ultra high vacuum
(UHV) chamber. The chamber is equipped with ten targets,
RF–Ar-ion-cleaning, and an oxidation module, and is capable
of depo iting GMR and TMR thin-film stacks on substrates of
u to 200-mm diameter.
The sensor-structures are prepared with electron beam-
lithography or an optical stepper and Ar-ion-etching. Alu-
minum contacts are deposited with a liftoff process on the
whole of the curves, so that all the straight stripes are connected
in parallel, thereby resulting in a moderate resistance of the
sensor. The width of the spiral-stripe s 100 – 280 nm and
the length of the straight stripes between the contacts is 500
m. For a spiral with or the overall length is
about 4 or 12 mm, respectively. After processing, the sensor
structures are inspected with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The wafer is subsequently cut into small chips of 2 2
mm size. On each chip are four spirals, two of them have
a cw and the other two a ccw-rotation sense. They form two
Wheatstone-bridge-halves. This allows for a balancing of the
bridge with an external resistor. The chips are fixed on a board
to which the contacts are bonded with Al-wire. The magnetic
characterization was done in a pair of Helmholtz coils, which
are drived by computer-controlled amplifiers. The ,
, , or -curves are stored in a computer.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 4, shows an -curve of a spiral. The mag-
netic-field strength window for error-free counting is about 4
kA/m (50 Oe), from typically 9–13.5 kA/m (120–170 Oe). This
value depends strongly on the stripe width. A smaller stripe
requires a higher field strength for counting and, thus, widens
the window. The angle range over which the magnetization
states are the same, and not depending on the direction of
rotation, is sufficient for a technical realization of the multiturn
counter. In a Wheatstone-bridge, the number of countable half
turns is equal to the number of curves in the spiral. Fig. 5
shows the -curve of a Wheatstone-bridge with
spirals counting 11 turns back and forth. The spirals consist of
24 straight stripes and 23 curves, consequently; the maximum
number of total countable turns is 11.
V. CONCLUSION
We have successfully developed a new magnetic sensor for a
multiturn counter, which counts and stores turns even without
power. The sensor principle is based on the generation, move-
ment, and storage of 180 domain walls due to the affect of
a rotating magnetic field on a racetrack-like spiral, which can
count so many half turns as there are curves present in the spiral.
We fabricated samples of spirals and Wheatstone-bridges, con-
sisting of four spirals, which count error free 4 or 11 full turns
in a magnetic-field strength window of between 9–13.5 kA/m.
Further development on the sensor geometry, GMR thin-film
stack and lithography processes are necessary in order to take
this idea from the test bench to an industrial product.
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We!started!by!introducing!the!micromagnetic!theory,!and!the!different!energy!terms!that!
control! the! magnetisation! of! small! magnets,! and! showed! how! domains! and! DWs! are!
formed.!We!then!studied!the!LLG!equation,!which!governs!the!magnetisation!dynamics.!
Afterwards,!we!examined!the!magnetisation!of!nanotracks,!particularly!the!DW!structure,!
propagation,!and!pinning.!We!then!briefly!presented!some!of!the!studies!on!the!field!of!
DW!digital!devices.!Next,!we!reviewed!some!of!the!principles!of!spintronics!and!GMR,!and!
described! the! resistor!model! to!explain! the!GMR!of! thin!multilayers.!We! then!presented!
the!SV,!and!the!inter8layer!coupling!mechanisms!most!important!to!its!understanding.!!
Finally,! we! reviewed! some! of! the! reported! studies! of! SV! nanotracks.! These! studies!
showed! that,!when! compared! to!monolayer! tracks,! the!natural!pinning! is! stronger! and!
the! stochastic! variation! larger! in! SV! nanotracks.! Some! of! these! differences! may! be!
attributable!to!the!diversity!of!DW!internal!structure,!which!is!usually!poorly!controlled!in!
the!mentioned!SV!studies,!and!to!rougher!track!edges,!due!to!limitations!of!the!fabrication!
processes.! Another! important! difference! between! monolayer! and! SV! tracks! is! the!
efficiency! of! current! induced!DW! propagation,!which! remains! to! be! understood.! It! has!
also! been! shown! that! magnetostatic! field! produced! by! the! reference! layer! has! a! large!
effect!on!the!DWs!in!the!free!layer.!All!these!aspects!have!limited!the!scope!of!the!studies!
that!could!be!performed!on!SV!tracks,!as!well!as!limiting!the!type!and!complexity!of!logic!
structures!to!simpler!traps!and!circuits!than!those!studied!in!monolayer!tracks.!However,!
the! electrical! measurement! of! DW! position! possible! in! SV! tracks! would! enable! a! finer!
study!of!many!physical!phenomena!and!of!digital!DW!devices,! as!well! as!providing!an!
electrical!interface!so!important!for!technological!applications.!
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[2] Fabrication and measurement 
of spin-valve nanotracks  
The! fabrication! and! study! of! SV! nanometric! tracks,! wherein! DW! propagation! and!
pinning! can! be! controlled,! require! the! adaptation! and! development! of! several!
fabrication! techniques.! In! this! chapter!we!describe! the!main! fabrication!methods!and!
measurement!techniques!used!in!this!thesis.!
All!the!fabrication!steps!were!performed!at!Imperial!College,!with!the!exception!of!the!
SV!stack!deposition!by!ion!beam@assisted!sputtering,!made!by!Drs!Susana!Freitas!and!
Ricardo! Ferreira! at! INESC@MN! in! Lisbon.! All! the! low! frequency! measurements! were!
performed! again! at! the! Nanofabrication! Laboratory! in! Imperial! College,! and! all! the!
high! frequency!measurements!were!performed!at! the!UMR!Thales/CNRS! in!Paris!with!
assistance!of!Drs!Vincent!Cros,!Julie!Grollier,!Abdelmadjid!Anane,!Peter!Metaxas,!and!
colleagues.!
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2-1. Thin film deposition 
There! are!many!methods! of! deposition! of! thin! films! developed! for! a!wide! range! of!
materials! on! a! wide! range! of! substrates.! Thin! film! deposition! is! found! in! many!
different!technological!fields,!e.g.,!architectural!products,!optical!lenses,!optical!digital!
media,! micro@electro@mechanic! systems,! and! nanoelectronics! [Waser' ())*].! Due! to! the!
wide! range! of! applications,! thin! film! technology! consists! of! a! large! group! of! very!
different! techniques.! Regarding! lithography@based! nanofabrication,! most! techniques!
involve! deposition! from! a! vapour! phase!1,! and! can! be! broadly! divided! into!Physical)
Vapour)Deposition!(PVD)!and!Chemical)Vapour)Deposition!(CVD),!depending!on!whether!a!
chemical! reaction!was! involved! in!creating! the!deposited!species! from!a!precursor! in!
the!vapour!phase.!Another!important!difference!is!the!deposition!isotropy,!i.e.!whether!
the!deposited!film!conforms!to!the!substrate!shape.!As!a!general!rule,!in!PVD!methods,!
the!pressure!is!low!and!the!molecules!travel!from!a!well@defined!source!to!the!substrate!
with!few!collisions,!resulting!in!a!highly!anisotropic!deposition.!On!the!other!hand,!in!
CVD!methods,!the!precursor!gas!fills!the!volume!around!the!surface!and!the!deposition!
is! isotropic,! uniformly! covering! the! substrate! features.! The! choice! of! deposition!
technique,! along! with! the! parameters! used,! change! many! other! important!
characteristics!of! the!deposited! film,! such!as! crystalline! structure!and!grain! size,! film!
purity,! film!adhesion,! roughness,! thickness,!and!uniformity.!The!choice!of!deposition!
technique!also!depends!on!the!material!being!deposited.!A!brief!comparison!between!
PVD!and!CVD!techniques!is!shown!in!FIG.!!@!.!
In! this! thesis,! all! metals! were! deposited! using! PVD! techniques! at! low! pressure:! ion!
beam! assisted! sputtering! deposition! for! the! SV! stack,! magnetron! sputtering! and!
thermal!evaporation!for!mask!and!electrical!contact!deposition.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!An!important!and!widely!used!exception!is!elecrodeposition,!which!won’t!be!covered!here.!
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FIG. 2-1 Comparison of vapour deposition processes. Adapted from [Waser 2005], in 
turn adapted from [Bunshah 1994]. 
2-1.1. Thermal evaporation 
Thermal! evaporation! uses! thermal! energy! to! create! the!metal! vapour,! by! boiling! or!
sublimating!the!source!material,!which!then!travels!with!a!linear!path!to!the!substrate!
where!it!condenses!into!a!solid!film.!
The!vapour!pressures!obtained!are!typically!small!(typically!10@5–10@6!Torr;!see!FIG.!!@!!
for! vapour! pressures! of! various! elements)! and! so,! to! obtain! a! good! purity! film,! this!
technique!requires!a!low!base!pressure!(typically!10@8!Torr).!Another!difficulty!with!this!
technique! is! the! film! uniformity! and! quality;! as! the! particles! travel! linearly! from! a!
typically! small! source,! strong! shadowing! effects! occur! around! !D! features! on! the!
substrate.!Evaporated!particles!also!arrive!with!a!very!small!energy!(typically!0.1!eV,!2),!
which!can!cause!the!film!to!be!porous!and!have!poor!adhesion.!
The! vapour!pressure!depends! strongly! on! the!material! being! evaporated! and!partial!
pressures! of! different! species! often! vary! by! several! orders! of!magnitude,! cf.!FIG.!!@!.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!A! naïve! calculation,! using! the! expected! kinetic! energy! for! an! ideal! gas! at! 1300!K,! yields!
K = 3
2
!kBT = 0.11!eV!.!
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This!means!that!the!stoichiometry!of!the!vapour!may!differ!from!the!melt,!a!problem!
when! non@elemental! substances! are! being! deposited! (see! [Deshpandy+&+ Bunshah+ /00/]! and!
references! within).! Another! important! consideration! with! this! method! is! the!
contamination!from!the!crucible!material!and,!for!materials!with!low!partial!pressure,!
the! concurrent! sublimation! of! the! crucible! itself.! This! can! be! avoided! by! directly!
heating! the! source!material!when! this! is! possible,! i.e.,! by! passing! current.!However,!
this!is!only!possible!when!the!material!is!electrically!conductive!and!sufficient!pressure!
is!obtained!below!the!melting!point.!!
 
FIG. 2-2 Vapour pressure vs temperature for various elements. Adapted from [Honig 
& Kramer 1969]. 
The!system!used!in!this!thesis!is!schematised!in!FIG.!!@!.!There,!the!material!is!heated!in!
one!of!three!alumina!crucibles!containing!an!integrated!tungsten!heating!wire![Megatech(
!"#"].!The!crucibles!are!held!within!a!vacuum!chamber!at!a!base!pressure!of! typically!
10@8!Torr.! The! sample! is! held! fixed! at! ~50!cm! from! the! source,! which! is! still! much!
smaller!than!the!mean!free!path!3.!The!rate!of!evaporation!is!monitored!with!a!quartz!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!The!mean! free! path! is! of! the! order! of! a! few! to! 100s! of! meters,! depending! on! the! chamber!
pressure!during!evaporation.!
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crystal!monitor!4!and,! by! limiting! the! deposition! time!with! a!mechanical! shutter,! the!
evaporated!thickness!can!be!controlled.!!
 
FIG. 2-3 Thermal evaporation setup (schematic). 
Thermal! evaporation!was! used! to! deposit! titanium! films! for! hard!mask! etching! and!
Ti/Au!5!electrical!contacts.!
2-1.2. Sputtering deposition 
Sputtering!occurs!when!a!free!atom!or!ion!enters!a!surface!and!collides!with!multiple!
surface! atoms,! depositing! its! kinetic! energy,! and! causing! some! of! the! atoms! to!
overcome! their! mutual! binding! energy! and! backscatter! out! of! the! surface.! This! is!
schematised! in! FIG.! !@!A.! The! yield! of! the! sputtering! process,! i.e.! the! number! of!
sputtered!surface!atoms!per!impinging!atom,!can!be!estimated!by!a!simple!billiard7ball!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!The!quartz!crystal!monitor!is!composed!of!a!quartz!crystal!integrated!in!an!oscillatory!circuit.!
As!more!and!more!material!condenses!on!the!exposed!crystal,!the!circuit’s!resonant!frequency!
shifts!proportionally!to!the!thickness!of!the!film,!with!a!proportionality!constant!that!depends!
on!the!material.!
5!The! composition! of! multi@layer! films! or! materials! will! be! written! in! this! thesis! with! the!
components!separated!by!‘/’! ,!with!the!first!(or!bottom)!component!on!the!left!and!the!last!(or!
top)!component!on!the!right.!
crucible !3"
DC 
source"
source 
material"
vapour"
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shutter"
vacuum 
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model! for! a! wide! variety! of! target! and! impinging! species.! A! finer! model,! given! in!
[Bunshah()**+],!gives!the!following!expression!for!the!sputtering!yield,!S:!! ∝ !! !! !! !!!! !!, 
where!MT! and!MI! are! the! target! and! impinging! atom!masses,!!!is! the! fraction! of! the!
transmitted!kinetic!energy!(billiard!ball@like),!! = !!!! !(!!!!!)!!  , !!is! the! impinging! atom! energy,!!!the! (target)! sublimation! heat,! and!! !! !! !an!
almost! linear! function! of! the! mass! ratio.! This! model! adjusts! well! to! the! observed!
sputtering! yields.! In!FIG.!!@!B,! the! yields! for! different! target! species! as! a! function! of!
incident! ion! energy! are! shown,! revealing! an! almost! linear! variation!with! ion! energy!
and!target!atom!mass!(tabled!in!FIG.!!@!C),!as!predicted!by!this!model.!
A. B. C. 
     
FIG. 2-4 Sputtering. A. Sputtering of surface atoms by incident ion. The arrows 
indicate the paths of the incident ion and of the collided target atoms. Notice how only 
some of the affected atoms leave the surface. B. Sputtering yield versus incident Ar+ 
energy for different target species. C. Some atomic masses. From [Auciello & Engemann 
1993; Connelly et al. 2005]. 
We! can! see! from! this! expression! that! the! only! material! dependent! factors! are! the!
atomic!mass! and! the! sublimation!heat!6,! and! that! the!yield!has! an! inverse! first! order!
dependence! on! the! latter.! This! is! very! different! from! thermal! evaporation,! which!
depends!exponentially!on!an!activation!energy!7.!The!sputter!process!is!comparatively!
material)agnostic,!with!a!yield!that!varies!only!moderately!from!material!to!material!(as!
was!seen!in!FIG.!!@!B),!instead!of!the!orders@of@magnitude!differences!found!in!thermal!
evaporation.!Moreover,!even!with!targets!of!mixed!composition,!the!sputtering!process!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!The!energy!necessary!for!removing!molecules!from!the!solid!target.!
7!Either!the!sublimation!or!evaporation!heat.!!
 Atomic 
Mass 
Ag 107.9 
Cu 63.5 
Ni 58.7 
Al 27.0 
C 12.0 
Ar 39.9 
!
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shows!a!self@regulating!behaviour,!and!the!deposited!film!has!the!same!stoichiometry!
as! the! target!8.! This! happens! because! the! sputtered! atoms! come! from! the! material!
closest!to!the!target!surface.!As!such,!after!an!initial!phase!of!unbalanced!stoichiometry,!
the! higher! yield! atoms!will! have! been!partly!depleted! from! the! surface,! to! the!point!
that!all!the!partial!sputtering!fluxes!match!the!target!composition.!
Sputtering!was!used!in!this!thesis!for!both!film!deposition!(sputtering!deposition)!and!
for!film!etching!(known!as!ion!milling!or!etching).!
From DC to magnetron sputtering 
The!simplest!way!to!deposit!films!by!sputtering!is!to!place!the!substrate!and!target!on!
the!anode!and!cathode!of!a!planar!diode!plasma!discharge,!as!schematised!in!FIG.!!@!.!
This! is! called!DC& sputtering.! The! plasma,! usually! Ar! at! a! pressure! of! 10@4–10@2!Torr,!
produces! Ar+! ions! that! are! accelerated! towards! the! cathode! (the!⨁! symbols! in! the!
figure).!As!the!plasma!is!electrically!conductive,!and!the!ion!and!electron!mobilities!are!
very!different,!the!voltage!gradients!occur!at!the!borders!of!the!plasma,!with!the!largest!
voltage!drop!occurring!close!to!the!cathode!(the!voltage!across!the!diode!is!represented!
by! the! dotted! line).! This! causes! the!Ar+! ions! to! accelerate! to! almost! the! full@applied!
voltage! without! losing! energy! to! collisions! with! elements! in! the! plasma.! They! then!
sputter! the! target! material,! which! is! transported! diffusively! across! the! plasma! and!
condenses!on!the!substrate.!
 
FIG. 2-5 Schematic of a DC sputter system. The dotted line represents the electric 
potential across the diode gap. Note that the velocity of the neutrals should be 
isotropic. From [Waser 2005]. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 !as! long! as! diffusion! in! the! target! can! be! ignored! and! the! different! materials! have!
approximately!the!same!gas!phase!transport!properties!and!substrate!sticking!coefficients.!
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DC!sputtering!has!a!very! low!deposition!rate!due!to! the! low!ionisation!degree!of! the!
plasma.! The!magnetron& sputtering! source,! schematised! in! FIG.! !@!,! uses! permanent!
magnets!to!contain!the!electrons!in!helical!orbits!close!to!the!cathode.!This!increases!the!
collision!probability!and! the!plasma! ionisation,!and!consequently! the! sputtering! rate,!
even! at! lower! pressures.! One! consequence! of! magnetron! sputtering! is! that! the!
sputtering!occurs!unevenly!on!the!target!surface,!leading!to!low!target!usage!(typically!
10–50%! usage! of! target! volume),! and! non@uniform! film! deposition.! To! increase!
uniformity! of! deposition,! the! substrate! is! positioned! sufficiently! far! from! the!
magnetron!source!(e.g.!a!few!magnetron!diameters!away),!and!is!typically!rotated.!
 
FIG. 2-6 An expanded view of a magnetron source, showing the permanent magnet 
assembly, the magnetic field lines, and the electron orbits (E×B drift path). From [Auciello 
& Engemann 1993]. 
In!this!thesis,!magnetron!sputtering!was!used!to!deposit!tantalum!for!electrical!contact!
fabrication.!The!system!used!was!manufactured!by!Kurt!J.!Lesker!(schematised!in!FIG.!
!@!)! and! was! equipped! with! four! magnetron! sources,! distributed! radially! and!
separated! by! ≈40!cm! from! the! vertically! mounted! and! rotating! substrate! holder.!
Deposition!rates!were!previously!calibrated!for!specific!Ar!flow!and!magnetron!power!
settings! (typical! rates! for! Ta! and! other! metals:! 1!Å/s),! and! the! deposited! thickness!
controlled!with!a!mechanical!shutter.!
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!
FIG. 2-7 Sputtering and ion milling setup, with the main used components 
represented. 
Ion beam and dual ion beam-assisted sputtering deposition 
Ion!beam!assisted!sputtering!(IBS),!schematised!in!in!FIG.!!@!,!works!by!shining!an!ionic!
or!atomic!beam!onto!the!target!material,!causing!the!sputtering!of!target!atoms,!which!
then! condense! onto! the! substrate.! The! ion! source! is! usually! some! variation! on! a!
Kaufman! source! [Kaufman( )*+,]!9.! This! source! contains! an! RF@excited! argon! or! xenon!
plasma,!from!which!ions!are!extracted!and!accelerated!using!a!series!of!charged!grids,!
creating! a! broad,!uni@directional! ion!beam!of! adjustable! ion! energy.!An! electron!gun!
may! be! used! outside! the! ion! beam! source! to! neutralise! the! ions,! creating! an! atomic!
beam.! Compared! to! DC! magnetron! sputtering,! this! technique! has! some! advantages!
[Cuomo&et&al.&,-.-]:!more!flexibility!in!the!choice!of!target!materials!(especially!dielectrics),!
higher! vacuum! conditions! (typically! 10@5–10@4!Torr),! better! film! adhesion! and! surface!
roughness,!and!more!efficient!target!usage.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!A! bit! of! trivia:! this! ion! source! was! developed! by! Harold! Kaufman! in! the! 1960s,! while!
researching! ionic! space!propulsion!at!NASA.! Several! related!designs!are!used! in! space! for! this!
use.!
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FIG. 2-8 Ion beam sputtering (schematic). From [Cuomo et al. 1989]. 
In!this!thesis,!IBS!was!used!for!deposition!of!SV!stacks.!FIG.!!@!!shows!a!schematic!of!the!
main! chamber! of! the! machine! used,! a! Nordiko! 3000,! installed! at! INESC@MN,! Lisbon!
[Ferreira"#$$%]."The!ion!source!(deposition)gun!in!the!schematic)!is!a!variation!of!a!Kaufman!
source! (10!cm! beam! radius,! using! xenon;! typical! beam! parameters:! 0.6–1.4!keV,! 5–
35!mA).!This!beam!is!neutralised!using!a!plasma!electron!source!(deposition)neutralizer!
in!the!schematic).!This!neutral!beam!then!collides!at!an!angle!with!a!rectangular!target!
(dimensions!15×10!cm2)!causing!it!to!sputter,!as!described!above,!and!deposit!onto!the!
substrate,!which!is!mounted!vertically!on!a!6”!rotating!table.!The!table!has!a!permanent!
magnet! that! creates! a! 40!Oe!magnetic! field! over! the! sample! region! for!magnetically!
biased! growth,! and! for! defining! the! exchange! pinning! direction! of! the! SV! reference!
layer.! The! target! is! integrated! in! a! shuttered!wheel,! and! six! different! targets! can! be!
exposed!separately.!A!second!ion!source!(the!assist)gun)!is!present!but!not!used!in!this!
thesis.!!
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FIG. 2-9 Schematic of the Nordiko-3000 beam-assisted deposition system. The two 
Kaufman ion beam sources (assist and deposition gun) are also schematically 
represented. From [Ferreira 2008]. 
2-2. Patterning and pattern transfer 
2-2.1. Electron beam lithography 
Electron! beam! lithography! (EBL)! is! a! direct@write! lithography! technique! that! uses! a!
highly@focused! electron! beam! to! sensitise! a! resist! layer,! capable! of! producing!
nanometre@scaled! patterns.! The! process! starts! by! creating! a! thin! layer! (typically!
hundreds!of!nm)!of!electron!beam!sensitive!resist,!on!the!sample!by!spin@coating!from!
liquid!solution.!The!sample!is!then!exposed!to!an!electron!beam!in!a!vacuum!chamber.!
The!EBL!system!is!schematised!in!FIG.!!@!".!The!components!used!for!creating,!focusing,!
and!deflecting!the!beam!are!similar! to! those! in!a!scanning!electron!microscope!(SEM),!
and!indeed!many!EBL!machines!are!adapted!SEM!systems.!As!with!the!SEM,!the!electron!
beam,! generated! by! an! electron! gun,! is! focused! into! a! small! radius! (2–10!nm! [Rai@
Choudhury( )**+])! by! a! column! of! electromagnetic! lenses.! A! computer! controlled!
electrostatic! deflector! rasters! the! beam! across! a! write) field! of! typically! tens! to! few!
hundred!`m.!The!time!each!point!is!exposed!to!the!beam!is!chosen!so!that!the!resist!is!
exposed!to!a!pre@determined!dose!(typically!measured!in!charge!of! incident!electrons!
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per!area!unit,!e.g.!C/cm2).!To!generate!the!wanted!patterns,!the!beam!is!blocked!when!it!
is! shining! on! areas!which! are! not! to! be! exposed,! usually! by! an! electrostatic! blanker!
installed! in! the! column.! The! electron! beam,! of! an! energy! between! 1–100!keV! and! a!
current! from! pA! to! nA,! induces! chemical! reactions! in! the! resist! that! change! the!
solubility! of! the! exposed! film.!Afterwards,! the! sample! is! immersed! in! a! solvent! that!
selectively! washes! away! either! the! exposed! or! unexposed! areas,! and! the! exposed!
pattern!is!revealed.!If!the!exposed!area!is!less!soluble,!and!so!is!left!on!the!surface!after!
development,!the!resist!is!a!negative)resist,!otherwise!it!is!a!positive)resist.!
 
FIG. 2-10 EBL machine (schematic), showing the main components of a typical 
machine. From [Rai-Choudhury 1997]. 
Although! the! beam! can! be! tightly! focused,! other! phenomena! lower! the! obtained!
resolution.!These!arise! from!the! interaction!of! the!electrons!with! the!exposed!sample,!
and!thus!are!very!dependent!on!the!material!properties!and!beam!parameters.!As!the!
energetic! electrons! penetrate! the! resist,! they! slowly! lose! energy! through! multiple!
inelastic! low! angle! scattering! collisions,! forward) scattering,! which! broaden! the! beam!
profile! (usually! by! few! nms),! and! create!multiple! lower! energy! secondary! electrons.!
These!secondary!electrons!further!stray!from!the!beam!profile!(up!to!typically!~10!nm),!
and!are!responsible!for!most!of!the!chemical!changes!to!the!resist.!FIG.!!@!!!shows!an!
illustrative!simulation!of!the!electron!trajectories!in!Si/PMMA!substrates!at!two!different!
beam! energies,! showing! the! importance! of! the! beam! parameters! to! the! resolution.!
Another! source! of! lowered! resolution! comes! from! the! backscattered! electrons.! These!
occur!when!the!incident!electron!suffers!a!large!angle!collision!event!and!backscatters.!
As!this!can!occur!deep!inside!the!sample,!i.e.!several!`m,!either!in!the!resist!or!in!lower!
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layers,!the!backscattered!electron!can!stray!several!`m!away!from!the!beam!spot.!The!
dose!from!the!backscattered!electrons,!diluted!over!several!`m2,!may!not!be!enough!to!
fully!expose!the!resist,!but!it!leads!to!what!is!called!proximity)effect,!whereby!the!shape!
of!exposed!features!is!affected!by!the!presence!of!neighbouring!exposed!features.!
 
FIG. 2-11 Monte Carlo simulated trajectories for 100 electrons in PMMA film on Si. 
Beam energy of 10kV (a), and 20kV (b). From [Kyser & Viswanathan 1975]. 
Another!aspect!to!consider!when!optimising!mask!resolution!is!the!raster!process!itself,!
i.e.!the!order!through!which!the!beam!will!expose!each!of!the!points!in!the!write@field.!
The!EBL!system!discretises!each!field!into!millions!of!points.!By!exposing!points!of!the!
same!structure!sequentially,!instead!of!e.g.!scanning!through!the!whole!write@field!line!
by!line,!the!time!interval!between!points!of!the!same!structure!will!be!reduced.!This!is!
important! because! the! sample! stage! is! subject! to! mechanical! vibrations,! which!
introduce!small!but!time@increasing!positional!errors!to!the!mask.!
The!EBL!machine!used!in!this!study!was!a!Raith!e@Line,!with!a!beam!energy!of!20!kV!
and! current! from! pA! to! several! nA.! The! resist! used! in! this! thesis! was! polymethyl!
methacrylate!(PMMA),!from!MicroChem! [MicroChem+,--.],!in!an!anisole!solution!and!with!
an!average!molecular!weight!of!950!103!u.!PMMA!is!a!popular!high!resolution!resist,!that!
is!a!positive!resist!for!the!range!of!doses!used!(from!160!to!250!`C/cm2).!The!resist!was!
spin@coated!on!previously!ashed!samples!(spin@coating!parameters:!2!min!at!3000!RPM,!
giving!a!thickness!of!250!nm).!By!ashing!we!mean!exposing!the!sample!to!a!RF@excited!
low!power! (10!W)!O2!plasma! to! remove!organic! residues! from!the!surface.!The! resist!
was! then! heated! on! a! hot! plate! to! cure! it! (at! 130–170!°C! for! 2!min).! After! exposure,!
PMMA!was!developed!in!a!1:3!solution!of!methyl@isobutyl!ketone!(MIBK)!and!isopropyl!
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alcohol!(IPA)!for!typically!1–2!min.!Afterwards,!the!resist!mask!was!again!ashed!(same!
parameters!as!above)!to!remove!resist!residues!from!the!cleared!areas.!
2-2.2. Lift-off 
Lift@off! is! a! technique! to! transfer! a! pattern! from! a!mask! to! a! deposited! film.! In! this!
thesis,! we! use! an! EBL! patterned! PMMA! mask,! onto!which!we! deposited! the! film! (by!
evaporation! or! sputtering).! Part! of! the! film!will! be! deposited! on! the!PMMA! and!part!
directly! on! the! substrate.! Immersing! then! the! sample! in! acetone! washes! away! the!
PMMA,! aided! by! ultra@sonic! excitation,! and! removes! the! areas! of! the! film! that! were!
deposited!on!top!of!the!PMMA,!leaving!a!negative!image!of!the!pattern.!!
 
FIG. 2-12 Isotropic deposition in trenches. Schematic and TEM image of sputtered Al 
on Si. Isotropic deposition into high aspect ratio (≲1) trenches can lead to non-uniform 
film thickness, or even to a discontinuous film. From [Föll 2010]. 
Though!conceptually!simple,!there!are!several!aspects!to!consider!when!doing!a!lift@off!
process.! Firstly,! the! borders! of! the! pattern.! Depending! on! the! deposition! process,!
particularly!on!its!isotropy,!the!vertical!walls!of!the!PMMA!mask!may!be!covered!with!
the! deposited! film! (see! FIG.! !@!"),! connecting! the! areas! to! be! removed! to! those!
deposited!on!the!substrate.!One!consequence!of!this!can!be!that!the!edge!profile!shows!
an! increased! lateral! roughness,! caused!by! the!breaking!of! the! continuous! film.! It! can!
also!show!what!can!be!described!as!rabbit)ears,!left@over!free@standing!vertical!walls!of!
deposited!film.!In!some!cases,! it!could!even!mean!that! the! lift@off! is!not!possible,!and!
that!the!film!deposited!on!top!of!the!PMMA!is!fully!supported!by!these!vertical!walls.!A!
solution! for! this! problem! is! the! engineering! of! over@hanging!mask!profiles,!whereby!
the!bottom!of!the!resist!mask!is!recessed!and!films!deposited!on!the!substrate!and!on!
the!resist!are!no!longer!connected.!
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Another! difficulty! when! designing! a! lift@off! process! is! ensuring! a! uniform! film!
thickness!when!using! isotropic!deposition! techniques,!or!anisotropic!deposition!at!an!
angle.!This!occurs!as!areas!close!to!the!PMMA!walls!will!be!shadowed!by!it,!and!will!be!
thinner! than! areas! farther! away.! In! the! extreme,! if! one! of! the! feature! dimensions! is!
comparable!to!or!smaller!than!the!mask!thickness,!the!material!vertically!deposited!on!
the!wall! of! the!mask!may! even! block! the!mask! altogether.!FIG.!!@!"B! shows! such! an!
example.!
As! it! will! be! described! below,! the! lift@off! process! was! used! to! pattern! a! thermally!
evaporated!titanium!mask!and!to!pattern!electrical!contacts.!
2-2.3. Ion milling 
Ion!milling! is! an! etch! technique! that! uses! the! principle! of! sputtering! (see! §2@1.2)! to!
remove!unwanted!material.!It!consists!of!directing!a!broad!ionic!or!atomic!beam!onto!a!
sample,! causing! the! sputtering! of! the! surface! material.! High! beam! currents! are!
typically!applied!(0.01! to!several!amperes)! to!achieve!high!milling!rates,!at! low!beam!
energy! (typically! 800!eV! or! less)! in! order! to!minimise! damage! to! the!milled! surface!
[Pucke'( et( al.( -..-].! The! etched!material! will! deposit! on! the! vacuum! chamber!walls! and!
back!on!the!sample!itself,!like!in!the!ion@beam!assisted!sputtering!deposition!described!
above.!If!a!mask!is!fabricated!on!the!sample,!its!pattern!will!be!transferred,!as!only!the!
uncovered!areas!of!the!film!will!be!etched.!Typical!concerns!with!this!technique!are!the!
erosion!and!other!induced!physical!changes!of!the!mask!material!(which!may!change!
its!shape!during!the!etching!process!and!even!disappear!altogether),!and!redeposition!
of! the! etched!material! on! the! final! surface! or! even! on! the!mask! (again! changing! its!
shape).!The!heating!of!the!sample,!and!the!kinetic!energy!deposited!by!the!impinging!
atoms,!can!also!induce!inter@diffusion!and!chemical!changes!to!the!sample!material.!
This!technique!was!used!in!this!thesis!for!pattern!transferring!and!surface!preparation.!
It!was!performed!in!the!setup!schematised!in!FIG.!!@!.!
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2-3. Spin valve nanotrack fabrication 
The!spin!valve!stacks!were!deposited!using!an!IBS!setup!(FIG.!!@!)!at!INESC@MN,!onto!a!
Si/SiO2!substrate.!Several!different!stacks!were!used,!typically!containing!an!8!nm!thick!
Permalloy!free!layer,!a!Ta!5!nm!capping!layer,!and!a!total!thickness!of!about!25!nm.!
Then,!a!thermally!evaporated!Ti!mask!was!defined!through!EBL!and!lift@off.!Afterwards,!
the! sample! was! ion! milled! to! remove! the! un@masked! SV! film! and! part! of! the! mask!
thickness!10.!If!a!significant!portion!of!the!Ti!thickness!were!to!be!left!on!the!sample,!it!
could! shunt! current! from! the! SV! track.! Ti,! however,! has! a! high! resistivity! (420!nΩm!
versus!17!nΩm!for!Cu![Dieny'())*]),!and!the!thickness!of!the!Ti!mask!was!calibrated!and!
chosen! so! that! the! residual! thickness! was! small! (3–5!nm),! decreasing! the! unwanted!
electrical!shunting.!
Electrical!contacts!were!patterned!by!EBL,!thermal!evaporation!of!Ti/Au!(Au!thickness!
~100!nm)! and! lift@off.! Sample! oxidation! and! resist! residues! left! from! the! EBL! process!
were!found!to!cause!the!contact!yield!(i.e.!percentage!of! low!resistance!contacts! to!SV!
structures)!to!lower.!For!this!reason,!before!thermal!evaporation!of!the!Ti/Au!film,!the!
sample!was!subjected!to!a!short!ion!milling!step!11!and!Ta!sputtering!(~20!nm)!without!
vacuum!break,!in!the!setup!of!FIG.!!@!.!
2-3.1. Samples 
The!results!shown!in! this! thesis!were! taken! from!four!samples,! labelled!HM!",!HM!",!
HM!",!and!HM!".!These!had!three!different!compositions:!
! HM!":! (Si/SiO2)//Ta!2/Py!8/Cu!2/CoFe!2.2/Ru!0.8/CoFe!2.2/MnIr!6/Ta!5!
! HM!":! (Si/SiO2)//Ta!2/Py!8/Cu!2/CoFe!2.2/MnIr!6/Ta!5!
!HM!",!!":! (Si/SiO2)//Ta!3.5/Py!8/CoFe!2/Cu!2.4/CoFe!2/Ru!0.8/CoFe!2/MnIr!7/Ta!2!
(thickness!in!nm,!Py!=!Ni81Fe19,!CoFe!=!Co80Fe20,!MnIr!=!Mn76Ir24).!Fabrication!details!
can!be!consulted!in!Annex!A.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!Calibration!samples,! consisting!of! the! same!SV! stack!and!Ti! film!deposited!on! two!different!
transparent!glass!substrates,!were!used!to!monitor!when!the!SV!had!been!fully!etched!and!the!
residual!Ti!mask!thickness.!
11!The!ion!milling!step!removed!~1–2!nm!of!the!residual!Ti!mask!and!SV!capping!layer,!without!
removing!any!active!SV!layers.!
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2-4. Measurement techniques 
Scanning electron microscopy 
The!previously!mentioned!Raith!EBL!system!also!allows!imaging!of!the!sample!by!SEM.!
An!electron!detector! located!right!below!the!microscope!column!measures!the!flux!of!
secondary! electrons!12!produced! by! the! interaction! of! electron! beam! probe! with! the!
substrate,!which!is!rastered!across!the!area!being!imaged.!Secondary!electrons!are!low!
energy! (10s!of! eV)! electrons! that! are! ejected! from! the! sample!atoms!by! the! incoming!
electron!beam.!Differences!in!material,! topology,!and!electrical!potential!alter!the!flux!
of!secondary!electrons![Waser'())*],!as!schematically!shown!in!FIG.!!@!".!These!differences!
are! then!represented! in! the! image!contrast.! Image! resolution! is! limited!by! the!size!of!
the! beam! probe! and,! more! importantly,! the! dispersion! of! the! electrons! inside! the!
material,!as!described!before!for!the!EBL$process.!This!technique!was!used!to!measure!
the! actual! dimensions! and! shape! of! the! fabricated! structures,! and! to! check! the!
fabrication!process!itself,!i.e.!whether!any!patterning!errors!had!occurred,!or!any!large!
defects!were!present.!
 
FIG. 2-13 Mechanisms for SEM contrast (schematic). From [Waser 2005]. 
Low frequency electrical measurement 
Resistance! measurements! were! taken! with! a! lock@in! amplifier! and! a! low! injected!
current! (typically! 1–50!`A).! Except! where! specified,! measurements! of! the! SV! tracks!
were! obtained! as! follows,! also! schematised! in! FIG.!!@!"A.! The! sample! was!mounted!
onto! a! nanoMOKE! system! [Durham(Magneto(Optics(4566],!which!had! a! set! of! 8!micro@contact!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!Other!SEM!systems!detect!different!radiations,!such!has!Auger!electrons!or!X@rays!
(undisturbed)!
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probes!13!that! could! be!moved! onto! the! sample.!FIG.!!@!"C,!D!show!photographs! of! a!
mounted!sample!with!the!micro@contact!probes.!The!micro@contact!probes!were!placed!
on!80!`m!sized!gold!pads!patterned!on!the!sample,!which!themselves!were!connected!
to! the! SV! structures! by! 300!nm! to! 2!`m!wide! tracks! (FIG.!!@!"B"shows! a! typical!mask!
design!of!the!contacts!and!contact!pads).!The!total!contact!resistance!was!of!a!few!10s!
of!Ω.!The! contacts!on! the! samples!were! typically!designed! for!a! two@point! resistance!
measurement!with! a! common!ground!pad! for! every! seven! structures! (cf.!FIG.!!@!"B).!
The!contact!probe!set!was!connected!to!a!contact!box!with!a!BNC!connection!for!each!of!
the!probes,!which!allowed!individual!selection!of!the!contacted!structures.!The!chosen!
probe!was! then!connected! to!both! the! input!port! (at!high! impedance,! 1!MΩ)! and! the!
reference!oscillator!port! of! a! lock@in! amplifier!14.!The! reference!oscillator! is! frequency!
and!voltage!adjustable!(maximum!of!1!V!at!50!Ω)!and!was!set!to!a!frequency!between!1!
and! 40!kHz.! In! order! to! measure! at! constant! current,! a! 100!kΩ! resistor! was! placed!
immediately! before! the! reference! output! (cf.!FIG.!!@!"A).! The! analogue! output! of! the!
lock@in! amplifier! was! connected! then! to! the! nanoMOKE! computer! system,! which!
registered! the! signal! and! the! Hall! probe! field! measurement,! and! controlled! the!
quadrupole!electromagnet.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!model!Picoprobe![GGB$Industries$./00].!
14!model!7280!from!Signal!Recovery![Signal(Recovery(0112].!
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FIG. 2-14 Electrical measurement setup. A. Schematic showing the sample contact 
pads, the set of 8 micro-contact probes, the contact box, and electrical connections to 
the lock-in amplifier and controller PC. The connection lines consisted of coaxial cables. 
B. Typical lithography mask. The contact pads and tracks are in blue (individual 
structure contacts) and green (common contact), and the SV structures in red. 
C, D. Pictures of the measuring setup, showing the mounted sample (a), the 
quadrupole electromagnet (b), the micro-contact probes (c) and the Hall probe (d). 
E. Schematic of the setup (with the optical imaging system removed). 
High frequency electrical measurement 
Resonance! measurements! were! taken! on! a! different! setup! at! UMR! CNRS/Thales,!
schematic!in!FIG.!!@!".!The!sample!was!wirebonded!inside!a!brass!box,!with!the!ground!
contact! connected! to! the!grounded!box!and! the! signal! contact! connected! to! a! coaxial!
SMA! connector.! It!was! then! connected! to! a! bias! tee,!with! the!DC! port! connected! to! a!
nano@voltmeter! and! a! lock@in! amplifier! (with! the! same! in@series! resistor! reference!
scheme!described!above).!The!AC!port!of! the!bias! tee!was!connected! to!an!RF! source.!
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Magnetic! fields! could! be! applied! with! an! electromagnet,! and! the! sample! could! be!
rotated!so!to!apply!the!magnetic!field!in!different!directions.!The!different!sources!and!
measurement!devices!were!controlled!by!a!computer!using!LabView!scripts.!This!setup!
allowed! for! the! same! low! frequency! resistance! versus! field!measurements! described!
before,!and!for!the!measurement!of!DC!voltages!produced!by!injecting!RF!currents!(see!
Chapter!5).!
 
FIG. 2-15 Schematic of high frequency measurements, showing the sample 
wirebonded to a closed metal box, the bias tee, the RF power source, the nano-
voltmeter and the lock-in amplifier. The wire segments consist of coaxial cables. The 
controller computer is not shown for clarity. 
2-5. Micromagnetic simulations 
Micromagnetic! simulations!were! performed!with! the!OOMMF! package! [Donahue)&)Porter)
!"""].!This!code!integrates!the!Landau@Lifshitz!equations!with!a!Runge@Kutta!algorithm,!
using! a! uniform! rectangular! spatial! discretisation! and! an! adaptive! step! time!
discretisation.! For! Permalloy,! the! parameters! used!were! 800!kA/m! for! the! saturation!
magnetisation!(MS),!13×10–12!J/m!for!the!exchange!stiffness!(A),!and!either!0.01!or!0.5!for!
the!damping!constant!(α),! the!former!for!accurate!time!dependency!and!the! latter! for!
faster! simulation! of! static! equilibrium! states.! The! spatial! step! size!was! chosen! to! be!
5!nm,!similar!to!the!exchange!length!in!Permalloy.!
The! OOMMF! code! allows! for! the! adding! of! user@defined! fields.! This! was! used! to!
eliminate! non@physical! demagnetisation! fields! at! the! simulation! borders,! and! to! add!
experiment! specific! fields,! such!as! inter@layer!magnetostatic! fields!or! current! induced!
Oersted!fields.!
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[3] Nucleation and domain wall 
propagation in spin valve tracks  
In!order! to!study! the!propagation!of!DWs! in!SV!nanotracks!and! their! interaction!with!
different! structures,! and! to! study!more! complex!DW9based! logic!devices,! first! a!good!
control!of!DW!creation!and!propagation!is!required.!This!control!is!the!basis!of!the!DW!
conduit,! a! nanotrack! in!which! the! external! field! needed! to! drive!DWs! is! significantly!
lower! than! the! field! at!which! new!DWs! are! injected.!Making! a! SV!DW! conduit! is! the!
main!goal!of!this!chapter.!!
The!track!geometry—shape,!cross9section,!and!roughness—!affects!crucially!how!DWs!
can!be!injected!and!how!freely!they!can!be!driven!in!a!nanotrack.!Injection!has!usually!
been! attained! in! nanotrack! studies! with! local! Oersted9induced! magnetic! reversing!
fields!(e.g.! [Himeno(et(al.(-../]),!nucleation!pads!(e.g.! [Briones)et)al.)!""#]),!curved!track!sections!
[Petit&et&al.&*++,]!(as!done!in!this! thesis),!or! just!uncontrolled!nucleation!in!a!straight! track!
(e.g.! [Grollier(et(al.(,--.]).!All! but! the! first! technique! are! associated!with! a! global! applied!
field.!The!use!of!a!curved! track,!which!we!do!here,!has! the!advantage!over! the!other!
methods! of! separating!DW! injection! from!propagation,! and! of! allowing! some! control!
over!the!injected!DW!structure,!as!it!stabilises!the!transverse!DW!(TDW)!even!when!it!is!
only!metastable![Kläui'et'al.',--.;'Laufenberg'et'al.',--6].!
The! minimum! propagation! field! in! homogeneous! tracks! is! limited! by! the! lateral!
roughness,! which! creates! pinning! centres.! Furthermore,! it! has! been! found! that! the!
lateral! roughness! also! changes! the! propagation! dynamics! of! DWs! [Nakatani( et( al.( ,--.].!
Earlier!studies!have!found!that,!probably!due!to!inter9layer!magnetostatic!interactions!
and! to! limitations!of! the!patterning! techniques,! the!pinning!effect!of! lateral!defects! is!
very! significant! in! SV! tracks![Briones)et)al.).//0;)Uhlir)et)al.)./4/].! Though! SV! tracks! have! been!
used!in!several!studies!of!DW!propagation!(see!previous!references),!the!high!density!of!
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natural! strong! pinning! centres! is! a! strong! limitation! to! the! scope! of! possible!
experiments!and!to!their!sensitivity.!
In!this!chapter!we!characterise!SV!tracks!fabricated!by!the!process!described!in!Chapter!
2,!with!the!aim!of!obtaining!tracks!with!good!DW!conduit!characteristics.!We!study!the!
track’s!magnetic! properties,! especially! for! injection! and! propagation! of!DWs,! and! its!
signal,! i.e.! the! variation! of! resistance!with! the! propagation! of!DWs! through! the!GMR!
effect.!We!focus!on!how!the!track!width!and!SV!composition!affect!the!measured!signal,!
the!DW!propagation!and!the!strength!of!pinning!defects,!the!effect!of!the!external!field!
on! the! measured! signal,! and! the! signal! of! tracks! not! aligned! to! the! reference! layer!
direction.!
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3-1. A SV track 
A!set!of!L9shaped!tracks!of!three!different!widths!(80!nm!–!260!nm)!was!fabricated!with!
the!titanium!mask!etch!process!(Chapter!2)!from!the!following!SV!stack:!
!! !(Si/SiO2)//!Ta!3.5/!Py&8/&CoFe&2/!Cu!2.4/!CoFe&2/&Ru&0.8/&CoFe&2/!MnIr!7/!Ta!2!
(thickness! in!nms,! schematic! in!FIG.!!9!B)!1.! The! reference! layer! is! in! the! SAF! tri9layer!
CoFe/Ru/CoFe,!which!in!turn!is!exchange!pinned!to!the!AFM!layer!(MnIr).!The!strength!
of!the!exchange!pinning!was!beyond!our!setup!maximum!field!(HMAX!~450!Oe);!it!was!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!All!fabrication!parameters!may!be!consulted!in!Annex!A,!sample!HM!".!
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measured! in! similar! stacks! also! deposited! at! INESC9MN! to! be! ~600!Oe,! although!
processing!may!have!reduced!it.!The!free! layer,!where!the!DWs!will!be!created,! is! the!
double! layer!Py/CoFe,!with! an!unpatterned! coercivity!HC!=! 1.0!Oe! and! ferromagnetic!
shift! HF!=!10.0!Oe! (arising! from! the! coupling! to! the! reference! layer).! The! horizontal!
section!of!the!track!was!9!dm!long,!parallel!to!the!direction!of!the!magnetisation!of!the!
pinned! reference! layer.! The! contacts! were! placed! 5.6!dm! apart! along! the! track,!
immediately! after! the! curve,!FIG.!!9!A.! The! curved! end,! a! 90°! arc,!was!used! to! inject!
DWs!with!a!large!45°!external!field,!as!explained!below.!
 
FIG. 3-1 L-shaped SV track. A. SEM image, showing the 260 nm wide SV track and the 
two gold electrodes. B. Schematic of the SV stack. 
We!measured!the!(two!point)!resistance!between!the!contacts!using!micro9probes!and!a!
lock9in! amplifier,! as! described! in! the! previous! chapter.! The! resistance! between! the!
contacts! was! 630!Ω! for! one! 260!nm! wide! track.! The! top! plot! in! FIG.! !9!! shows! the!
resistance! measured! on! 32! other! structures! in! the! same! sample,! of! three! different!
widths.!The!resistance!followed!closely!the!expected!inverse!function!of!width,!! !
!! !R = R◼!× length width! !
where!R◼! is! a! fitting! parameter! (called! the! geometrically! normalised! resistance! or! “r!
square”).!The!data!fit!shown!in!the!plot!yielded!R◼ =!28.4!Ω,!with!a!good!fit!quality!(n!=!
32,!adjusted!R2!was!0.98).!The!fact!that!the!resistance!varies!so!closely!with!the!inverse!
of!the!width!indicates!a!low!contact!resistance!(10s!of!Ω).!For!some!structures!however!
the!contact!resistance!was!either!very!high!or!no!electrical!contact!was!possible!at!all.!
The!most!probable!cause! is! the!presence!of!some!impurity!on!a!specific!region!of! the!
sample! surface! during! fabrication,! as! the! structures! of! high! contact! resistance! were!
clustered! together.! These! were! few! in! number,! and! they! were! excluded! from! these!
plots.!!
Ta 3.5 nm 
Py 8 nm 
CoFe 2 nm 
Cu 2.4 nm 
CoFe 2 nm 
CoFe 2 nm 
MnIr 7 nm 
Ta 2 nm 
Ru 0.8 nm 2 µm
A.
 
B.
 
y x
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FIG. 3-2 Resistance and MR vs track width. Low-R state. The crosses are individual 
structures and the gray line is a hyperbolic fit (R=(R◼ length)/width, R◼=28.4 Ω, adjusted 
R2=0.98). 
The! magneto9resistive! ratio! (MR)! is! calculated! by!MR = RMAX!R!
R! !,! where! R0! is! the!
resistance!of!the!parallel!magnetisations!state!(low9R!state)!and!RMAX!of!the!anti9parallel!
state! (high9R! state).! It! was! measured! by! sweeping! a! horizontal! field! up! to! ±350!Oe,!
causing! the! reversal! of! the! track!magnetisation! (see! e.g.! FIG.!!9!).! It! was! 4%! for! the!
above9mentioned!structure,!and!ranged!3–4.3%!in!the!rest!of!the!structures.!This!ratio!
is! very! similar! to! the! one! obtained! for! the! unpatterned! film! (5.3%).! The! narrowest!
structures!did!not!present!a!significantly!lower!MR,!indicating!there!was!no!significant!
oxidation!damage!to!the!SV!stack,!a!problem!that!often!plagues!the!fabrication!of!sub9
dm!SVs![Chen&et&al.&+,,-].!From!the!variation!of!MR!vs!resistance!and!from!the!amplitude!of!
the!resistance!measurements!on!nominally!identical!structures,!we!can!indicate!that!the!
typical!contact!resistance!is!~100!Ω.!
Current distribution 
Due!to!the!device!geometry,!the!current!is!approximately!parallel!to!the!plane!(this!is!
known! as! current9in9plane! geometry,!CIP).! Far! from! the! contacts,! the! current! density!
distribution!is!approximately!constant!along!the!plane!dimensions,!varying!only!across!
the!depth!of! the!SV! stack.!The!different!metallic! layers!have!different!resistivities!and!
their! thicknesses! are! comparable! to! the! electron! mean! free! path.! Consequently,! the!
current! profile! is! between! two! extremes:! a! uniform!profile! (thin! stack! limit)! and! the!
parallel!conductors!profile!(thick!stack!limit)! [Dieny'())*],!shown!in!FIG.!!9!! for!I!=!1!dA.!!
The!former!assumes!the!current!is!the!same!for!all!layers,!while!the!latter!assumes!that!
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the! current! density! is! proportional! to! the! layer! conductivity.! At! I!=!1!dA,! j!≈!0.4! 109!
A/m2!in!the!free! layer,!and!the!effects!of!current!on!the!magnetisation!can!be!ignored!
(see!Chapter!5).!
It! is! also! possible! to! see! that! approximately! 20%! of! the! current! goes! through! the! Py!
layer.!This!indicates!that!effective!AMR!signal!should!be!~1%![Li$et$al.$*++,].!
 
FIG. 3-3 Current density profile. The dashed line corresponds to the homogeneous 
current profile, and the solid line to the parallel conductors profile. For I = 1 µA, 
w = 80 nm, with resistivities taken from [Dieny 2004]. 
Signal, noise and position resolution 
We!will!now!analyse! the!signal!and!noise!of! the!measurement!of!SV! tracks.!This!will!
serve!as!guidance!to!which!structures!and!phenomena!will!be!observable!with!the!two9
point!measurement!and!lock9in!technique!we!are!using,!described!in!detail!in!Chapter!
2.! This! analysis! is! thus!more! a!measure! of! our! setup! capability! than! of! the! intrinsic!
signal!and!noise!of!the!structure.!
The!signal!obtained!with!our!setup!allowed!us!to!take!single9shot!measurements!with!
typical!experimental!conditions:!current!of!1!dA,!lock9in!integration!time!0.500!ms!and!
field! ramp! rate! of! ~1!Oe/ms.!A! comparison! between! a! single! shot! and! a! 10! averages!
measurement!of!a! full!MR! transition! is!shown!in!FIG.!!9!.!Defining! the!signal9to9noise!
ratio!(SNR)!as!SNR = ∆ R /!!(!!being!the!standard!deviation)!for!periods!of!unchanging!
magnetic! configuration,!we! obtain! for! this! structure! an! SNR!2!of! 47!±11%! (single9shot)!
and! 98!±6%! (10! averages).! If! we! assume! a! random! noise,! we! would! predict! that!
SNR 10#avg. = 10!SNR single9shot ,! but! 98!±6%! ≠! 149!±11%.!That! the! obtained!value!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!We!used! the! average!σ! in! the! SNR! formula.! Error! given! by!!!"#!"# = !!!!!!!∆! + !!! ,!where!!!!was!
taken!as!half!the!difference!between!the!two!values!of!σ.!
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of! the! SNR! for! the! average! signal! was! lower! than! expected! indicates! that! correlated!
noise!between!shots!is!present!3.!
 
FIG. 3-4 Single-shot and 10 averages of a full-MR transition. The values of mean 
resistance and standard deviation ( R  and σ) were taken from the intervals marked by 
the rectangles. 
If!a!single!DW!is!present!in!the!system,!then!the!resistance!level!can!be!linearly!related!
to!the!DW!position!between!the!electrodes.!The!resolution!of! the!DW!position!is!given!
by! the! ratio! of! inter9electrode!distance! to! the! SNR.! For! the! structure! being!described,!
this!is!5.6!dm/98!=!57!nm!for!the!10!averages!measurement!and!119!nm!for!the!single9
shot.!It!is!also!interesting!to!consider!what!happens!when!the!contacts!are!placed!closer!
together.!On!one!of!the!structures!discussed!in!Chapter!4,!the!DW9DW!interaction!tracks,!
we!can!study!such!a!case.!This!structure!is!also!an!L9shaped!260!nm!wide!track!with!an!
inter9contact!distance!of!1.7!dm!(see!FIG.!!–!").!Taking!one! instance!as!an!example,! it!
presented! a! much! lower! MR! of! 2.3%! due! to! the! combination! of! a! lower! structure!
resistance!(as!it!is!over!3!times!shorter!in!length),!and!thus!a!lower!absolute!MR!change,!
and! an! increased! contact! resistance! (caused! by! geometric! limitations).! Its! SNR! was!
measured! to! be! 35! (single9shot)! and! 76! (10! averages),! corresponding! to! a! position!
resolution! of! 49!nm! and! 22!nm! for! single9shot! and! averaged! measurements,!
respectively.!This!means!that!a!net!increase!in!resolution!was!obtained!by!placing!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!By! correlated!noise!we!mean!non9random!noise,!most!probably! 50!Hz! interference! from! the!
mains.!In!the!averaged!measurement,!such!correlated!noise!can!generate!higher!or!lower!noise!
levels! than! in! the!single9shot!measurement,!depending!on!whether! it! interferes!constructively!
or!destructively.!
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contacts! closer! together,! even! if! the! SNR! was! significantly! degraded.! Still,! for! both!
contact!gaps,!the!resolution!is!better!than!the!characteristic!DW!length!(~track!width).!
Finally,! it! is! important! to! point! out! that! the! real! accuracy! and! precision! of! the! DW!
position! measurement! might! be! adversely! affected! by! other! factors,! such! as! MR!
variations! unrelated! to! DW! displacement! (as! described! in! §395! below)! and! setup!
limitations! (e.g.! quantisation! errors! and! time! integration).! More! importantly,! the!
limitations!in!accuracy!far!exceed!those!of!precision.!A!large!source!of!inaccuracy!is!the!
finite!width!of! the!electrodes!(typ.!500!nm),!and!contact!position!error!(relative!to! the!
track)!caused!by!imperfect!lithographic!registration!(typically!100s!of!nm).!
We!also!observed! that!over! time!periods!of! several!minutes,!much! longer! than! those!
used! for! the! field! sequences! (which! are! <! 10!s),! the! resistance! levels! varied! slightly;!
probably! due! to! the! influence! of! mechanical! vibrations! to! the! contact! resistance!
between! the! contact! probe! needle! and! the! gold! pad! on! the! sample.!While! for! most!
measurements! this!effect!has! little! influence,! for! some!others! it!makes! it!necessary! to!
normalise! the! curves! before! directly! comparing! them,! with! some! inevitable! loss! of!
accuracy.!
Magnetic field precision 
The!field!precision!was!limited!by!the!lock9in!integration!time!and!field!ramp!rate.!A!
transition,!which!occurs!at!timescales!smaller!than!those!treated!here!4,!suffers!a!smear!
due!to!the!lock9in!time!integration!of!about!4!time!constants!(in!the!order!of!few!ms).!
This!measurement!is!in!the!quasi9static!regime,!i.e.!no!dynamic!states!can!be!observed,!
just! the! equilibrium!static! states.! !The! time! resolution!also! limits! the! field! resolution;!
the!results!reported!above,!for!example,!had!a!2!Oe!resolution!in!the!measurement!of!
transition! fields.! Other! experiments! in! this! thesis,! that! required! a! higher! precision,!
were!performed!at! lower! field! ramp!rates!with!higher! field! resolution.!One!aspect! to!
note! is! that! the! field! rate! is! typically!not! constant! for! the!whole!used! field! sequence:!
periods! of! interest,! where! the! transitions! under! investigation! are! expected! to! occur,!
were!done!at!a!lower!field!rate!(and!thus!higher!resolution)!than!that!of!other!periods,!
such! as! reset! pulses.! For! example,! in! the! field! sequence! of! FIG.! !9!,! the! periods! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!The! DW! velocity! is! typically! of! the! order! of! 100!m/s! and! the! travelled! distances! ~10!dm,!
yielding! a! typical! transition! time! of! 100!ns,! which! is! much! smaller! than! the! measurement!
interval!(~1!ms).!
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interest!(thick!black!line)!were!performed!at!1!Oe/ms!while!the!reset!pulses!(thin!black!
line)! at! 4!Oe/ms.!Field! ramp! rates! can!be! lowered! for!higher!precision,! as!mentioned!
above,!but!the!setup!equipment!limits!the!duration!of!the!whole!field!sequence!to!<!10!s,!
which! in! practice! limits! the! ramp! rate! to! >0.1!Oe/ms! for! the! simplest! used! field!
sequence.!
Another! limitation! to! the! field! precision! is! the! noise! of! the! field!measurement.! This!
noise!is!made!of!field!noise,!faithfully!picked!up!by!the!transducer,!and!the!unrelated!
electrical!noise!in!the!electrical!circuit.!For!the!single!shot!measurement!of!FIG.!!9!,!the!
standard!deviation!of!a!static!field!measurement!was!0.44!Oe.!This!value!is!much!lower!
than!most! fields!of! interest! (e.g.!depinning!fields! in!this! thesis!are!typically!of! tens!of!
Oe).!
3-2. Nucleation of domains 
The! field!necessary! to!nucleate!domains! in! the! track,! the!nucleation! field! (HNUC),!was!
determined!as!schematised!in!FIG.!!9!.!A!large!(~450!Oe)!reset!field!pulse!is!applied!in!
the!(9x,+y)!direction,!setting!the!magnetisation!of!the!free!layer!in!a!single!domain!state,!
leftwards!in!the!main!arm!(i).!The!field!is!then!reduced!to!a!small!value!of!about!(HX,!
HY)!=! (0,!15)!Oe.!Such!small!vertical! field!has!a! limited!effect!on! the!measurement.!A!
sweeping! horizontal! field! is! then! applied! in! the! opposite! direction! (ii).! It! eventually!
reaches!HNUC,!when!a!new!domain!nucleates!and!reverses!the!wire!(iii).!The!nucleation!
site! is,!most!probably,! at! the! track! extremity!where! the!demagnetisation! field! acts! to!
increase! the!effective! field.!The!same!sequence! is! then!repeated! for! the!opposite! field!
direction.!
     
FIG. 3-5 Magnetisation of the free layer during a nucleation sequence (schematic). 
The track magnetisation is represented by black arrows, the DW by the yellow shapes, 
the contacts by the blue rectangles, and the direction of the external field by the red 
arrow. i. reset field. ii.  sweeping horizontal field, with a positive y bias. iii. nucleation of 
a new domain and reversal of the main arm of the track. 

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An! example! of! a!measurement! of!HNUC! in! a! 260!nm!wide! track! is! shown! in!FIG.!!9!,!
where! HY! (top! plot)! and! the! resistance! (bottom! plot)! are! plotted! versus! HX.! The!
obtained! hysteretic! loop!was! highly! repeatable,!with! no! noticeable! changes! between!
measurements!on! the! same! structure,!nor!measurable!variation! in! the!value!of!HNUC.!
There!are! two!well9defined!resistance! levels,!630!Ω!and!655!Ω,!corresponding! to!a!–x!
and!+x!free!layer!magnetisation.!It!can!be!seen!that!the!reversal!of!the!track!occurs!in!
one!single!event!at!well9defined!field!values:!HNUC! !=9159!Oe!and!HNUC! !=182!Oe.!
 
FIG. 3-6 Nucleation sequence measured on a 260 nm wide SV track. Averaged over 
5 repetitions. The applied field sequence is shown on top, and the measured resistance 
on the bottom. The MR ratio is (R-R0)/R0, where R0 is the low-R state. The crosses and 
vertical dashed lines indicate the magnetic reversal event (HNUC), and the horizontal 
dotted lines indicate the resistance levels at HX = 0. The thicker sections of the plots 
correspond to the periods of sweeping HX at HY ≈ ±15 Oe. 
The! asymmetry! in!measured! transition! fields! is! a! general! feature! of! almost! every! SV!
measurement! presented! in! this! thesis.! It! arises! from! the! interaction! of! the! free! layer!
with! the! constant!magnetised! reference! layer.! Its!probable! causes! are!RKKY! coupling,!
Néel! coupling,! and! magnetostatic! interactions,! the! latter! especially! strong! in! the!
vertical!edges!of!the!track.!The!RKKY!and!Néel!couplings!are!surface!dependent,!and!as!
such!can!be!measured!on!the!unpatterned!film.!In!the!present!sample,!the!unpatterned!
coupling!shift!was!HSH=10.0!Oe.!In!the!above!measurement,!we!can!consider!that!HNUC!
is!170!Oe!for!both!field!directions!if!we!accept!a!coupling!shift!HSH!=!+12!Oe!is!present,!
consistent! with! the! coupling! shift! of! the! unpatterned! film.! Some! variation! (few!Oe)!
around! this! value! is! seen! from! structure! to! structure! on! the! same! sample.! It! is! also!
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found! that! the! stack! composition! is! of! great! importance! to! this! effect,! as! it! will! be!
discussed!further!below!in!this!chapter.!
3-3. DW propagation 
Having!measured!the!nucleation!field,!i.e.!the!field!at!which!domains!are!injected,!we!
consider! now! the! propagation! field! (HPR),! i.e.! the! field! at! which! DWs! overcome! the!
pinning!of!natural!defects!on!the!track!and!propagate!through!it.!
The!structure!is!the!same!as!in!the!previous!section,!and!the!procedure,!schematised!in!
FIG.!!9!,!is!very!similar!to!that!used!for!measuring!HNUC.!A!large!(~500!Oe)!field!pulse!is!
applied!in!the!(9x,!9y)!direction,!setting!the!magnetisation!of!the!free!layer!leftwards!in!
the!main!arm!and!downwards!in!the!vertical!arm,!creating!a!DW!in!the!arc!(i).!The!field!
is! then! reduced! to! a! small! value! of! about! (0,! 915)!Oe.! Such! small! vertical! field! has! a!
limited! effect! on! the!measurement! and! prevents! the!DW! from! propagating! upwards!
into!the!arc.!The!arc!radius!(0.5!dm)!was!chosen!so!its!intrinsic!pinning!was!negligible!
[Lewis'et'al.' ,--.].! A! sweeping! horizontal! field! is! then! applied! in! the! opposite! direction,!
eventually!overcoming! the!pinning!strength!of! the!natural!defects!which!pin! the!DW.!
The!travelling!DW!then!reverses!the!magnetisation!between!the!contacts!(ii).!The!same!
steps!are!then!repeated!for!the!opposite!field!direction.!
The! shape! of! the! arc! favours! the! injection! of! TDW! with! the! central! magnetisation!
pointing!down! [Lewis'et'al.',--.],! as!depicted! in! the! figure.! This! has! been!observed!with!
direct! imaging! techniques! even! in! tracks!with!dimensions! for!which! the!TDW! is! only!
metastable! [Kläui'et'al.',--.;'Laufenberg'et'al.',--6;'O8Shea',-;-;'Petit'et'al.',-;-]!and!a!vortex!DW!would!
otherwise!be!favoured![Nakatani(et(al.(,--.].!
  
FIG. 3-7 Magnetisation of the free layer during a propagation sequence (schematic). 
The track magnetisation is represented by black arrows, the DW by the yellow shapes, 
the contacts by the blue rectangles, and the direction of the external field by the red 
arrow. i. Reset field creating a DW in the corner; ii. sweeping horizontal field, eventually 
reaching HPR, when the DW propagates through the track reversing the magnetisation of 
the main arm. 
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The!measurement!done!on!the!same!structure!as!before!is!presented!in!FIG.!!9!,!where!
HY!and!the!resistance!are!plotted!versus!HX.!We!can!see! that!again! the!magnetisation!
reversal!occurs!in!one!single!event,!at!a!well9defined!field!value.!This!is!not!always!the!
case;!some!structures!have!strong!pinning!sites!between!the!contacts,!which!generate!a!
laddered! switching! curve.! Others,! having! pinning! sites! before! the! contacts,! show! a!
single!transition!at!an!increased!HPR.!In!addition,!the!depinning!fields!of!some!of!these!
natural!defects!show!a!measurement9to9measurement!variation.!
As!with!HNUC!before,!HPR!is!also!shifted:!HPR = 18!Oe!with!HSH = +11!Oe.!This!shift!is!
again! similar! to! the! one! measured! in! the! unpatterned! sample! (10.0!Oe)! and! in! the!
nucleation!sequence!(12!Oe).!
HPR!is!much!smaller!than!HNUC!(18!Oe!vs.!170!Oe),!which!indicates!that!the!SV!track!is!a!
good! DW! conduit:! there! is! a! large! range! of! field! under! which! DWs! can! propagate!
without!nucleation!of!new!domains.!!
!  
FIG. 3-8 Propagation sequence measured on a 260 nm wide SV track. Single shot. 
The applied field sequence is shown on top, and the measured resistance of on the 
bottom (blue line). The thicker sections of the plots correspond to the periods of 
sweeping HX and constant HY ≈ ±15 Oe. The resistance measurement for the 
nucleation sequence (from Fig. 3-6) is also included in the lower plot for comparison 
(dashed red line). The crosses and vertical dashed lines indicate the magnetic reversal 
event. 
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3-4. Variation with width 
FIG.!!9!! shows!HNUC!and!HPR!measured!on!38!structures!of! three!different!widths!(80,!
140,!and!260!nm).!Due!to!the!limits!of!the!electromagnet!driver,!for!the!largest!values!of!
HNUC,! the! transition! occurred! only! during! the! reset! field! pulses! (see! FIG.!!9!)!with! a!
large!vertical!field!component.!Both!HNUC!and!HPR!are!larger!for!narrower!tracks,!in!an!
approximately! 1/width! relation.! For! HNUC,! this! can! be! understood! with! a! Stoner9
Wolhfarth! reversal! mechanism,! according! to! which! the! switching! field! is! equal! to!
(!YY −!XX)"MS ≈ !YY!MS !(where! ! !is! the! demagnetisation! tensor),! which!
approximately! follows! a! 1/width! curve! in! tracks! of! length!!!∞! (FIG.!!9!").!Although!
the!dependence!with!width!is!in!qualitative!accordance!with!this!model,!the!measured!
nucleation! field!values!are!much! lower! than!those!predicted!by! the!Stoner9Wolhfarth!
infinite!track!model:!216!Oe!vs.!941!Oe!for!width!=!140!nm.!This!indicates!that!reversal!
does!not!happen!by!uniform!magnetisation! rotation,! but! through!nucleation!and!DW!
propagation.! The! nucleation! should! occur! at! the! ends! of! the! track,! where! the! local!
shape!anisotropy!is!much!lower!(using!the!expression!above,!(!YY −!XX)"MS,!near!the!
ends!the!local! XX!is!non9zero!and!the!local! YY!is!reduced).!!!
A. 
!  
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B. 
width (nm) N HNUC ± SD (Oe) HPR ± SD (Oe) 
80 13 411 ± 16 ✱  55 ± 25 
140 13 216 ± 21 34 ± 17 
260 12 159 ± 11 21 ± 5 
FIG. 3-9 HNUC and HPR vs track width for 38 different structures of three different 
widths. A. Semi-log plot. HNUC are the red crosses (×), and HPR the black (×). The red 
squares (" ) and the black circles (# ) are the sample averages for HNUC and HPR, 
respectively. The error bars are the sample standard deviation. The horizontal line (at 
350 Oe) marks the setup limit for horizontal-only fields, the data points above it having 
a significant HY field (100s of Oe). The dashed lines are guides for the eye (hyperbolic 
fits). B. Data table.  The HNUC value marked with a ✱ is beyond the setup limit for 
horizontal fields. 
The! HPR! also! shows! an! increase! with! narrowing! tracks,! of! about! the! same! relative!
magnitude.! Though! this! variation! is! within! the! sample! standard! deviation,! it! is!
systematically!observed!in!several!samples.!HPR!is!a!measure!of!the!pinning!strength!of!
the!lateral!shape!defects!on!the!track.!Its!variation!with!track!width!can!be!understood!
by! assuming! that! the! sizes! of! the! lateral! shape! defects! caused! by! the! imperfect!
fabrication! process! are! the! same! for! all! track! widths.! The! pinning! strength! of! those!
defects! however! is! not:! as! the! track! narrows,! the! defects! represent! a! much! larger!
relative!modulation!of! the! track!width.! Furthermore,! in!narrower! tracks! the!DWs! are!
also!narrower.!Therefore,! the! same!defect!has! a!higher!pinning! strength! in!narrower!
tracks![Himeno(et(al.(-../;(Faulkner(-..5].!Thus,!narrower!tracks!present!higher!HPR.!
  
FIG. 3-10 Demagnetisation factor vs cross-sectional ratio for an infinite prism. NYY 
is the width-wise diagonal element of the demagnetisation tensor. Theoretical 
calculation (thick line; [Aharoni 1998]) and thickness-to-width ratio (dashed line). 
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3-5. Effect of a transverse field 
In!addition!to!the!change!in!MR!caused!by!the!reversal!of!the!track!magnetisation,!there!
was!a!smaller!variation!at!high!external!fields!that!was!not!related!to!the!propagation!
of!DWs,!as!can!be!seen!in!FIG.!!9!!and!FIG.!!9!.!There,!the!application!of!large!transverse!
(HY)! fields! during! the! reset! period! changed! slightly! and! gradually! the! MR! value,!
without! any! reversal! of! the! track.! To! better! observe! this,! the! same! propagation! and!
nucleation!field!sequences!were!applied!with!larger!reset!field!pulses!(HMAX = 450!Oe),!
and! the! data! plotted! as! MR! versus! HY,! FIG.! !9!!.! During! the! reset! pulse! of! the!
propagation! sequence,! the! applied! field! goes! from!(±HMAX,"0) !to!(±HMAX,"±HMAX) ,!
while! during! the! reset! of! the! nucleation! sequence! the! applied! field! goes! from!(±HMAX,"0)!to!(±HMAX,"∓HMAX).! We! labelled! the! change! in! MR! caused! by! these! four!
different! field!directions!as!!(±,±)!in! the!plot! (the!signs!corresponding!to! the!direction!
of!the!applied!field!in!x!and!y,!respectively).!!
The! application! of! the! 450!Oe! Y9field! increased! the! resistance! of! the! low9R! state! and!
decreased! that! of! the! high9R! state,! though! not! by! the! same! amount! (about! 90.5%! for!
high9R!state!and!+0.1%!for!the!low9R!state).!This!effect!seems!compatible!with!a!rotation!
of! the! free! layer! with! the! external! field.! The! sign! is! correct:! a! rotation! of! the!
magnetisation! away! from! the! horizontal! direction! would! lead! to! a! decrease! of!
resistance! in! the! high9R! state! and! an! increase! in! the! low9R! state.! The! asymmetry!
between!the!two!magnetisation!states!might!be!caused!by!a!small!misalignment!of!the!
track!with!respect!to!the!reference!layer!pinning!direction,!and!by!the!AMR!contribution.!!
This!magnetisation!rotation!with!HY!should!depend!on!the!track!width:!the!wider!the!
track,! the! smaller! the! transverse! demagnetisation! factor! (NYY)! and! the! larger! the!
rotation.!To!test!this,!we!measured!the!!(±,±)!values!on!21!structures!of!three!different!
widths,!80,!140,!and!260!nm!(7!structures!of!each).!The!results!are!shown!in!FIG.!!9!",!
where! the! averaged!!(±,±)!values! are! shown! versus! the! track!width.! Firstly,!we! note!
that!the!resistance!variation!was!as!large!as!0.7%!at!HY!=!450!Oe!(in!the!widest!tracks),!
equivalent! to! ~20%! of! the! total!MR! change! (for! a! typical!MR! of! 3.5%).!As! before,!we!
observe!that,!for!almost!every!structure,!the!Y9field!increased!the!resistance!of!the!low9
R! state! and!decreased! that! of! the!high9R! state,! and! that! this! effect!was! greater! in! the!
high9R!state!(the!!(!,±)!values)!than!in!the!low9R!state!(the!!(!,±)!values).!Moreover,!the!
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wider! tracks! generally! showed! a! greater! change! in! resistance! with! HY! than! narrow!
tracks,!which!is!consistent!with!the!hypothesis!of!a!uniform!magnetisation!rotation.!
 
FIG. 3-11 MR vs HY during nucleation and propagation sequences, on a 260 nm 
wide track. MR signal from the nucleation sequence in red, and from the propagation 
sequence in black. The thin horizontal markers indicate the MR level at the extremes, 
δ(±,±) labels defined in the text. The field sequences are plotted in the insets. 
To! analyse! the! magnitude! of! this! rotation,! micromagnetic! simulations! for! the! same!
values! of! field! and! track! dimensions! were! performed,! and! the! simulated! horizontal!
magnetisation! component! (mX)! versus! HY! is! plotted! in! FIG.! !9!".! In! the! simulated!
260!nm!wide! track,! at!HY!=!450!Oe,! the!magnetisation! rotated! about! 27°! and!mX!was!
reduced!by!11%.!This!corresponds!to!a!change!in!resistance!of!about!0.2%!5.!Likewise,!
the!predicted!change!for!the!140!nm!wide!track!is!0.1%!and,!for!the!80!nm!wide!track,!
0.05%.!Comparing!to!the!experimental!values!shown!in!FIG.!!9!",!we!see!that!the!values!
for!the!low9R!state!are!generally!consistent!with!these!simulations,!while!the!values!for!
the! high9R! state! are! a! few! times! larger.! This! difference!may! suggest! a!misalignment!
between! the! track! and! the! reference! layer! pinning! direction,! or! a! significant! AMR!
contribution.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!Note! that! note! that! mX! goes! from! 91! to! 1! between! the! low9! and! high9R! states,! which!
corresponds!to!the!total!MR!variation,!and!so!2 ∙ ∆MR = ∆!!.!Here!we!use!a!MR!value!of!3.5%.!
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FIG. 3-12 Variation of resistance with HY. Average values (7 structures per width). 
Error bars are the sample standard deviation. δ(±,±) values as defined in the text. 
We! conclude! then! that! fields! applied! transversely! to! the! track! direction! induce! a!
magnetisation! rotation,!which! reflects! on! the!measured!MR! signal.! This! effect! can! be!
quite!large!(we!observed!up!to!a!fifth!of!the!total!MR!variation!at!450!Oe).!This!must!be!
taken! into! account!when! analysing! the!measured! signal,! especially!when!measuring!
wide!tracks.!
 
FIG. 3-13 Magnetisation (horizontal component) of a single track vs vertical 
applied field (numerical simulation). HX = 450 Oe (constant). Track dimensions: 
2 µm×width×10 nm. Cell size = 5×5×10 nm3, Ms = 800 kA/m. Simulated with OOMMF  
[Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
3-6. Signal of vertical tracks 
So!far,!we!have!considered!only!the!reversal!of!horizontal!track!segments,!i.e.!segments!
parallel! to! the! direction! of! the! (pinned)! reference! layer.! To! examine! the!MR! signal!
produced!by! the! reversal! of!vertical! segments,!we!have!used!a! four9turn! rectangular!
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spiral!6,!FIG.!!9!"A.!The!spiral! track!was!140!nm!wide,!with! the!outer! loop!measuring!
15.6! by! 10.5!dm,! the! inner! 12! by! 6.9!dm,!with! 0.6!dm! loop! separation.! Two! electrical!
contacts! were! placed,! connecting! a! total! of! 7! spiral! segments! in! parallel.! For! the!
purposes! of! this! experiment,! the! spiral! is! similar! to! a! series! of! L! shaped! tracks.!
Analogously!to!the!propagation!experiment!in!the!L!track,!a!350!Oe!HRESET!was!applied!
in! the! (–X,+Y)! direction,! injecting! a!DW! in! each! of! the! spiral! corners,! 4!TT!DWs! in! the!
bottom!right!corners!and!4!HH!DWs! in!the!top!left!corners.!The!8!vertical!segments!of!
the! spiral! were! all! magnetised! upwards.! Afterwards,! a! constant! HX!=!+70!Oe! was!
applied!while!HY!was!cycled!six!times!between!+117!and!9117!Oe!at!30!Hz.!This!caused!
the!DWs!to!propagate!and!reverse!the!vertical!segments!six!times,!while!no!DWs!were!
propagated!through!the!horizontal!sections.!
Due! to! the! arrangement! of! the! electrical! contacts! (cf.! FIG.! !9!"A),! the! current! only!
traversed!a!part!of!the!8!vertical!sections!7.!The!registered!signal,!FIG.!!9!"B,!shows!that!
the!two!vertical!magnetisation!states!have!distinct!MR!values.!At!HY=0,!the!up!state!has!
MR!=!2.79%!and!the!down!state!2.63%.!The!signal!shows!the!transitions!between!these!
states! clearly,! though! not! sharply,! at! HY! =! 938±8! and! +26±8!Oe.! In! addition! to! this!
hysteretic! loop,! there! is!also!a! linear!variation!of! the!MR! signal!of!each!state!with!HY,!
with!opposing!signs!(+0.6!%/kOe!and!91.2!%/kOe).!
A. B. 
!! ! !
FIG. 3-14 Reversal of the vertical track sections of a spiral track. A. SEM image of 
the spiral track. B. MR vs cycling HY (red). The black dotted lines indicate the linear 
variation of the MR with HY (see text). The inset shows the signal during the reset pulse, 
with complete reversal of the horizontal track segments, for comparison. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!This!structure!will!be!further!studied!in!Chapter!4.!
7!A! more! detailed! analysis! of! the! contributions! of! different! spiral! sections! to! the! signal! is!
presented!in!Chapter!4.!
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The! observed! difference! in! MR! level! between! the! up! and! down! states! might! be!
unexpected,!as!the!two!states!have!the!same!horizontal!magnetisation!component,!and!
so!should!have! the!same!MR! level.!We!offer! the! following!explanation.!The! reference!
layer!is!never!perfectly!horizontal,!due!to!inevitable!errors!aligning!the!sample!during!
fabrication.! As! such,! the! magnetisation! in! the! up! and! down! states! form! slightly!
different!angles!with!the!reference!layer,!which!generates!the!MR!difference.!As!it!is!the!
up!state! (i.e.!+y)! that!has! the! lowest!resistance,! the!reference! layer!must!have!a!slight!
positive! vertical! component.! The! signal! transitions! correspond! thus! to! the! track!
reversal,!from!up!to!down!and!vice9versa.!
The!measured! transitions! showed! a! field!width! of! about! 15!Oe.! Part! of! this!width! is!
due!to!the!lock9in!signal!filtering.!The!field!ramp!rate,!at!the!moment!of!the!transition,!
was! ≈2.2!Oe.ms91.!With! the! lock9in! time! constant! set! to! τ!=!0.5!ms,! the! typical! lock9in!
time!response!is!~5!τ0!≈!2.5!ms!8!or!~5.5!Oe.!Another!cause!for!the!transition!broadening!
is!the!fact!that!these!transitions!are!generated!by!the!propagation!of!8!DWs,!with!some!
expected! dispersal! of! HPR! values.! Indeed,! the! standard! deviation! of! HPR! measured!
before!in!L!shaped!tracks!is!17!Oe!(cf.!FIG.!!9!).!
As! for! the! linear! variation! of!MR! signal!with!HY,! recalling! that! the! reference! layer! is!
oriented! at! 180°! (9x),! we! can! identify! two! origins! for! the! observed! signal.! The! first!
comes!from!the!applied!HX!(+70!Oe),!which!causes!the!magnetisation!to!have!a!small!+x!
component! (cf.! §395),! antiparallel! to! the! reference! layer.! At! HY!=! 0,! the! resistance! is!
higher! than! it!would! be! at!HX!=! 0,! although! the! increase! is! the! same! for! both! states.!
When!HY!≠!0,!however,!this!is!no!longer!the!case.!If!the!(vertical)!magnetisation!and!HY!
are! parallel,! the! +x! component! will! be! smaller,! if! they! are! antiparallel,! the! +x!
component!will!be! larger,!cf.!FIG.!!9!".!Thus,!a!rising!HY!will!have!opposite!effects! in!
each!state:! in!the!up!state,!the!signal!will!smoothly!increase,! in!the!down!state,! it!will!
smoothly! decrease,! as!we! observed! in!FIG.!!9!"A.!Note! that! the!magnetisation! of! the!
horizontal! segments! must! also! vary,! albeit! less! than! in! the! vertical! segments! and!
symmetrically!in!HY.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!!Which! is! consistent!with! the! transition! (time)!width! of! the! large! reset! transitions! (FIG.!!9!"!
inset),!approx.!2.8!ms.!
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FIG. 3-15 Free layer magnetisation of a vertical track under a sweeping Y field 
(sketch). Applying a constant HX and a sweeping HY yields a finite MX component, 
which varies smoothly with HY. The sign of the MX variation with HY is opposite for the 
up and down states. 
Concluding,!we!observed!that!the!reversal!of!vertical!track!segments!does!generate!an!
MR! signal,! though! one! small! in! comparison! to! the! reversal! horizontal! segments.! The!
origin! of! this! signal! can! also! be! attributed! to! the! GMR! effect.! It! arises! from! the!
misalignment!of! the!mask!with! the!reference! layer! (during! fabrication),!which! in! fact!
means! that! vertical! tracks! are! not! perfectly! perpendicular! to! the! reference! layer!
magnetisation.!
3-7. Influence of SV stack composition 
The! composition! of! the! free! layer! is! extremely! important! to! the! DW! propagation!
properties! of! the! track,! as! it! affects! the! nucleation! field! and! the! structure! of! the!DW!
[Nakatani(et(al.(,--.].!We!have!so!far!studied!stacks!with!a!Py!8!nm/!CoFe!2!nm!free!layer.!In!
this!section,!we!will!compare!this!composition!with!single!8!nm9thick!Py!free!layers,!a!
composition! for!which! there! is!extensive!published!research! in!monolayer! tracks! (§39
7.1).!We!will! also! compare! these! SV! tracks!with! the!monolayer!Py! tracks! reported! in!
literature!(§397.2).!
The!other!layers!of!the!SV!stack!can!affect!the!magnetic!behaviour!of!the!free!layer.!A!
sign!of!this!can!be!seen!in!the!shift!of!HNUC!and!HPR!described!earlier,!which!cannot!be!
intrinsic! to! the! free! layer! track!but! instead!arises! from!its! interaction!with! the!pinned!
reference! layer.!Other!SV! studies!have!also! reported! that! inter9layer! interactions!alter!
the! pinning! of! lateral! track!defects! [Briones)et)al.).//0]! and! influence! the!DW! propagation!
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dynamics! [Ndjaka' et' al.' ,--.].! It! is! then! important! to! investigate! how! different! reference!
layer!compositions!affect!the!DW!conduit!properties!of!the!track.!So!far,!we!performed!
measurements! on! structures! fabricated! from! the! stack! described! in! §391! above.! This!
stack! included! a! SAF! reference! layer:!CoFe! 2/Ru! 0.8/CoFe! 2/MnIr! 7!nm.!We!will! here!
measure! structures! with! a! simple! reference! layer,! CoFe! 2/MnIr! 7!nm,! and! present! a!
comparison!of!the!DW!propagation!properties!(§397.3).!!
3-7.1. Free layer: Permalloy vs Permalloy-CoFe 
Tracks!of!three!different!widths!(33,!110,!and!200!nm)!were!patterned!with!the!titanium!
mask!etch!process!from!the!following!stack:!!
(Si/SiO2)/Ta!2/Py&8/Cu!2/CoFe!2.2/Ru!0.8/CoFe!2.2/MnIr!6/Ta!5!
(thickness! in!nms)!9.!The!significant!difference!between! this!stack!and! the!previous! is!
the! composition! of! the! free! layer! (Py! 8!nm! vs! Py!8/CoFe!2!nm).! This! composition!
should!produce!a!smaller!free!layer!magnetic!moment!due!to!the!thickness!decrease.!It!
also! generates! tracks!with! a! lower!MR,! now! 1.5–2%! (patterned),! similar! to!what! has!
been!reported!for!NiFe/Cu!SVs![Dieny'())*].!
 
FIG. 3-16 EBL mask for C-shaped wire, showing the track (dark grey) and contacts 
(light grey). The contacts used for measurement were the inner ones, 12 µm apart. 
Apart! from! the! changes! in!width,! these! tracks!also!had! some!differences! in! the!used!
masks,!compare!FIG.!!9!!to!FIG.!!9!".!The!arc,!used!for!DW!injection,!was!a!180°!and!not!
90°! as! before,! though! the! DW! was! still! injected! in! the! same! location.! They! are! also!
longer!(19!vs!9!dm).!The!contact!separation!was!also!different:!12!dm!instead!of!5.6!um.!
Some!structures!had!large!artificial!traps!placed!far!from!the!injection!corner!10!and!on!
these!structures!we!did!not!measure!HNUC,!which!was!lowered!by!the!presence!of!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!All!fabrication!parameters!may!be!consulted!in!Annex!A,!sample!HM!".!
10!We!shall!discuss!these!artificial!defects!in!the!next!chapter!
12 µm
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traps.!All!the!listed!differences!should!otherwise!be!irrelevant!to!the!properties!that!we!
investigate!here!(HPR!and!HNUC).!
We!performed!measurements!of!nucleation!and!propagation!fields,!and!analysed!them!
as!a!function!of! track!width.!We!plotted!the!results! in!the!semi9log!plot!of!FIG.!!9!"A,!
where!we!also!included!part!of!the!results!of!the!Permalloy9CoFe!free!layer!structures!
(FIG.!!9!)!for!comparison.!Although!the!track!widths!are!not!the!same!between!the!two!
samples,!and!there!are!only!a!few!data!points!for!HNUC!in!this!sample,!the!propagation!
and!nucleation!fields!seem!to!follow!roughly!the!same!variation!with!width.!!
We!expect!that!a!decrease!in!free!layer!thickness!(from!the!previous!8+2!nm!to!8!nm)!to!
cause!a!decrease!of!HNUC!for!equivalent!widths,!due!to!a!decrease!in!shape!anisotropy!
(as! analysed! in! §394! and!FIG.!!9!").!Using! the!previously!discussed!Stoner9Wohlfarth!
model! of! an! infinite! prism,! for! a! 200!nm! wide! track,! we! predict! that! a! 10! to! 8!nm!
decrease!in!thickness!leads!to!a!16%!decrease!in!HNUC.!However,!it!is!hard!to!compare!
this!value!to!the!experiment!for!experimental!and!theoretical!reasons.!Experimentally!
because!there!is!no!exact!match!between!widths!of!the!two!samples,!and!there!are!only!
a!few!data!points!within!the!setup!limits!for!horizontal!fields.!Theoretically!because!the!
MS!of!the!double!film,!to!which!HNUC!also!linearly!scales!(as!per!our!discussion!in!§394),!
is!unknown.!
It!is!worth!of!note!that!the!33!nm!wide!tracks!presented!here!(FIG.!!9!"A,C)!are,!to!the!
best! of! our! knowledge,! the! narrowest! ever! measured! DW! conduits! in! SV! or! in!
monolayer!Py.!
In! summary,! tracks! fabricated!with! both! these! free! layer! compositions,! Py!8!nm! and!
Py!8/! CoFe!2!nm,! showed! a! high! contrast! between! HPR! and! HNUC,! with! very! similar!
quantitative!variation!with!track!width.!We!conclude!thus!that!both!compositions!can!
be! used! to! produce! good!DW! conduits,! i.e.! tracks! in!which! there! is!DW! propagation!
without!domain!nucleation!for!a!wide!range!of!applied!field.!The!tracks!with!the!Py9
only! free! layer! have! the! advantage! of! being!more! directly! comparable! to! studies! on!
monolayer!Py,!a!common!composition!in!literature!on!magnetic!tracks!for!DW!studies.!
The! tracks! with! the! Py!8/! CoFe!2!nm! composition,! on! the! other! hand,! have! the!
advantage!of!increased!MR!and!thus!higher!SNR.!
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B. 
Width 
(nm) 
N 
(HNUC) 
N 
(HPR) 
⟨HNUC⟩  
(Oe) 
⟨HPR⟩  ± SD 
(Oe) 
33 2 2 470 ✱  120 
110 2 17 350 ✱  41 ± 6 
200 2 17 207 31 ± 5 
 
FIG. 3-17 HNUC and HPR vs track width for structures of three different widths 
(sample with Py 8 nm free layer). A. Semi-log plot. HNUC and HPR of individual 
structures are the red and black crosses (×, ×), respectively. The black open circles (# ) 
are the sample averages for HPR (error bars are the sample standard deviation). The 
data from the sample with the Py 8/ CoFe 2 nm free layer is included for easier 
comparison (grey circles $ and orange squares % ). The horizontal line (at 340 Oe) 
marks the setup limit for horizontal-only fields, the data points above it having a 
significant HY field. The dashed line is a guide for the eye (hyperbolic fit of the ×). 
B. Data table. The HNUC values marked with a ✱ are beyond the setup limit for horizontal 
fields. C. Propagation and nucleation single shot measurements on a 33 nm wide 
structure (inset: SEM image of the track). 
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3-7.2. Comparison with monolayer tracks 
FIG.!!9!"! shows! the!HNUC! and!HPR! values! for!monolayer! Permalloy! tracks! fabricated!
with!EBL!and!lift9off!11,!reported!in!earlier!studies.!
Width 
(nm) 
Thickness 
(nm) 
HNUC 
(Oe) 
HPR 
(Oe) 
100 10 213 ±14 12 ±3 
98 ±9 10 ±1 254 ±14 14 ±5 
180 ±7 10 ±1 125 ±7 10 ±5 
FIG. 3-18 Propagation and nucleation in monolayer Permalloy tracks. Data taken 
from [Lewis et al. 2009] (first row) and [Jausovec 2008] (second and third rows). 
Overall,! comparing! with! the! SV! tracks! shown! before,! the! monolayer! tracks! present!
lower! switching! fields,! both! HPR! and! HNUC,! and! a! much! smaller! variation! of! HPR,!
indicating! that! they! have! smoother! track! edges.! This! is! expectable,! considering! the!
fabrication!process!of!both!types!of!tracks.!Py!tracks!and!the!Titanium!etch!mask!used!
in!SV! tracks! are!patterned!with! the! same!process,! and! so! should!have! similar! lateral!
roughness.! SV! tracks! are! then! subjected! to! an! extra! dry! etching! step,! which! may!
increase! its! lateral! roughness,! due! to! uneven! etching! and! redeposition! of! magnetic!
material.! However,! as! it! was! seen! before,! direct! comparison! of! HPR! and! HNUC! in!
samples!differing!both!in!thickness!and!width!can!be!difficult,!especially! in!such!thin!
layers,! where! the! error! in! thickness! is! very! significant.!Nonetheless,! we! can! use! the!
HNUC!to!HPR!ratio!as!a!figure!of!merit!of!the!track!as!a!DW!conduit.!This!ratio!is!typically!
7–10!in!SV!tracks!(see!e.g.!FIG.!!9!")!and!13–18!for!the!monolayer!tracks.!
While! SV! tracks! do! function! as! a! DW! conduit,! they! show! a! smaller! propagation! to!
nucleation! gap! than! monolayer! tracks! patterned! by! the! same! lift9off! method.! We!
suggest! that! this! is! caused! by! a! higher! lateral! roughness! of! the! SV! tracks,! generated!
during!the!dry!etch!step!of!the!process,!which!increases!the!HPR.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11!with!a!method!completely!identical!to!the!Ti!mask!fabrication!step!used!in!the!samples!in!this!
thesis.!
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3-7.3. Reference layer: simple CoFe vs SAF 
To!study!the!role!of!the!reference!layer!on!the!conduit!properties,!structures!made!with!
a! different! stack! were! studied! and! compared! to! the! previous! results.! The! stack!
composition!was!
! (Si/SiO2)/Ta!2/Py&8/Cu!2/CoFe&2.2/MnIr!6/Ta!5!
(thickness!in!nms).!This!stack!had!a!simple!Py!free!layer!(as!characterised!in!§397.1)!and!
a!simple!pinned!reference!layer,!CoFe,!instead!of!the!previous!SAF!triple!layer.!Tracks!
of!three!different!widths!(75,!210,!and!330!nm)!were!patterned!with!the!titanium!mask!
etch!process,!using!the!same!mask!of!FIG.!!9!"!12,!and!measurements!of!HPR!and!HNUC!
are!shown!in!FIG.!!9!".!In!this!sample,!we!observed!large!differences!between!HH!and!
TT!DWs,! and! for! this! reason!we! show! the!propagation!values! separately! for! both!DW!
polarities.! We! observe! the! same! overall! relation! with! width! as! before,! and! similar!
values!for!nucleation!and!for!propagation!of!TT!DWs.!Propagation!field!of!HH!DWs!was!
however! very! large.! On! most! structures,! it! was! ≈HNUC,! and! probably! not! truly!
corresponding! to!a!DW!propagation!event.!We!believe! this! is! the! result!of! large! stray!
fields!induced!by!the!reference!layer.!These!fields!may!have!impeded!nucleation!of!HH!
DWs,!or!have!pushed!it!towards!the!vertical!arm.!
  
FIG. 3-19 Propagation and nucleation in a SV with a simple reference layer. 
Nucleation and propagation for HH and TT for the simple reference layer sample (full 
symbols). Average over 3 structures of each width. Data from the sample with the SAF 
reference layer and Py 8 nm free layer was also included from FIG. 3-17C (open 
symbols). The horizontal bar marks the setup maximum horizontal field (~ 350 Oe). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!The!fabrication!details!can!be!consulted!in!Annex!A,!sample!reference!HM!".!
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Moreover,!we!found!that!in!these!tracks!there!were!several!strong!pinning!sites!along!
the!track,!for!both!TT!and!HH!DWs,!which!resulted!in!multiple!steps!in!the!propagation!
curve,! FIG.!!9!".! As! the! fabrication! process! was! the! same! as! the! previous! discussed!
samples,! the! lateral! roughness! should!also!be! comparable.!Thus,!we! suggest! that! the!
presence! of! strong! pinning! sites! is! not! caused! by! this! specific! sample! having! larger!
edge!defects!but,!instead,!by!the!same!defects!having!an!enhanced!pinning.!
 
FIG. 3-20 Pinning in simple reference tracks (single shot MR measurement). 
Propagation sequence signal for a 330 nm wide structure. The thin sections 
correspond to the reset pulses with large applied HY. 
The!edge!defects,!in!a!SV!with!a!simple!reference,!generate!large!local!stray!fields!from!
the!reference!layer,!which!are!absent!in!SV! tracks!with!a!balanced!SAF!reference!layer.!
To!test!this!hypothesis,!two!rough9edged!tracks!(FIG.!!9!"A)!were!simulated!separately,!
a!monolayer!Py!and!a!SV!track!(consisting!in!a!triple!layer:!Py!8!nm/vacuum!2!nm/CoFe!
2nm).! The! CoFe! layer! was! biased! with! a! 350!Oe! field! to! emulate! the! effect! of! the!
exchange!pinning.!FIG.!!9!"B!shows!the!stray!field!from!the!CoFe!layer!in!the!Py!layer!
(blue! is! 0,! red! is! ≥250!Oe),! revealing! several! small! regions! of! high! field! magnitude.!
Simulations!of!DW! propagation! in! the!monolayer! and! in! the! SV! track! show! that! this!
highly! local! and! intense! fields!pin! the!DW! at! a! defect!more! strongly! than! the! simple!
defect!would!without! the! stray! field,!FIG.!!9!"D.! This! is! consistent!with! experimental!
and!micromagnetic!simulation!results!on!large!artificial!notches!reported!by!Briones!et!
al.! [Briones) et) al.) .//0]! where! it! was! found! that! the! local! stray! fields! altered! the! pinning!
characteristics!of!an!artificial!notch.!
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FIG. 3-21 Enhanced defect pinning in SV tracks with simple reference layers 
(micromagnetic simulation). A Py rough-edged track was simulated with and without 
the presence of a biased CoFe layer. A. Py track mask. B. Magnitude of stray field from 
the CoFe layer in the Py layer (blue is 0 Oe and red is ≥ 250 Oe). C. Magnetisation 
showing a DW pinned at one of the edge defects. D. Average magnetisation vs. applied 
field in the absence of the CoFe layer (“Py”) and with the CoFe present (“SV”). 
Simulation parameters: MS(Py)= 800 kA/m, MS(CoFe)= 1010 kA/m, thickness of 8 nm 
(Py) and 2 nm (CoFe). The CoFe layer was 2 nm above the Py and was biased with a 
350 Oe field. Cell size was 5×5×2 nm3, width ≈ 150 nm. Simulation performed with 
OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
This!effect!may!also!be!responsible!for!the!frequently!reported!high!density!of!multiple!
natural!pinning!defects!in!SV!tracks!(see!e.g.![Grollier'et'al.'+,,-;'Himeno'et'al.'+,,-;'Lacour'et'al.'+,,5;'
Uhlir&et&al.&+,-,]).!
Another! aspect!of! the!use!of! simple! reference! layers! in!SV! is! that,!having!a!magnetic!
moment,!they!are!much!more!sensitive!to!external!applied!fields!than!the!SAF!reference.!
This! is!visible! in! the!very! large!variation!of! the!high9R! state! resistance!with! the! reset!
pulse!vertical!field!in!FIG.!!9!".!During!the!positive!reset!pulse,!the!MR!goes!from!3.2%!
to!1.8%!(while!HY!goes!from!14!to!350!Oe!and!HX!=!350!Oe),! indicating!that! the!mean!
angle!between!the!free!and!reference!magnetisations!changed!from!≈180°!to!≈100°!13.!In!
the!negative!reset!pulse!however!the!MR!variation!is!negligible,!indicating!the!free9to9
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!As!can!be!seen!from!the!non9zero!MR!value!at!Hx!=!0!for!the!low9R!state!(FIG.!!9!"),!there!is!a!
small!misalignment!of!the!reference!layer,!and!therefore!the!remanence!angle!is!not!exactly!180°.!
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reference!angle! is!maintained!at!0°.!Using!the!same!simulation!technique!of!FIG.!!9!",!
the!free! layer! is!estimated!to!rotate!from!0!to!28°!during!the!positive!reset!pulse!(and!
from!180°!to!203°!during!the!negative)!14.!As!the!exchange!bias!of!the!reference!layer!is!
unknown,!the!reference!layer!angle!cannot!be!estimated!likewise,!but!it!can!be!deduced!
from!the!already!determined!inter9layer!angles,!which!yield!a!reference!layer!angle!of!
≈203°!during!the!negative!pulse!and!of!≈128°!during!the!positive!pulse,!FIG.!!9!!.!These!
are!much!larger!deviations!than!what!was!observed!in!the!SAF!samples!(cf.!FIG.!!9!").!
Such! large! deviations! of! the! reference! angle! with! external! field! hinder! the!
measurement!of!the!free!layer!magnetisation!and!particularly!of!the!DW!position,!and!
induce!additional!stray!fields!which!may!alter!the!behaviour!of!the!DW.!
 
FIG. 3-22 Magnetic layer angles in a SV with a simple reference layer during reset 
pulses. Free layer angles were estimated by micromagnetic simulation (cf. FIG. 3-13) 
and reference layer angles deduced from the free layer angle and the measurement 
(FIG. 3-20). 
We!can!conclude!then!that!the!use!of!simple!reference!layers!is!very!prejudicial!to!the!
making!of!tracks!with!good!DW!conduit!properties:!it!introduces!asymmetries!between!
DW!polarities,!causes!the!pinning!of!track!defects!to!strengthen,!increases!the!variability!
between!structures,!generates!stray! fields,!and! its! finite9moment!makes! it! sensitive! to!
external!fields!which!encumbers!the!measurement!of!the!free!layer!magnetisation.!We!
suggest!that!the!use!of!simple!reference!layers!is!the!strongest!contributor!to!the!high!
density! of! strong! pinning! centres! that! has! been! found! in! many! earlier! studies! (see!
references!above).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!In!the!estimation!of!the!free!layer!angle!the!stray!field!from!the!also!tilted!reference!layer!was!
not!taken!into!account;!the!free!layer!angle!deviation!is!therefore!overestimated.!
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3-8. Summary and conclusion 
We!have!presented!here!L& shaped&SV& tracks! of! small!width! (down! to!33&nm),!which!
had! a! MR! ratio! similar! to! the! unpatterned! SV.! Using! resistance! measurements! to!
monitor!the!DW!position,!we!demonstrated!the!injection&and&propagation&of&DWs&with&
field,!and!measured!the!propagation!and!nucleation!fields,!HPR!and!HNUC.!
We!started!by!characterising! the!measured!electrical!signal!with!applied! fields,!using!
our! quasi9static! setup.! We! showed! that! the! signal! noise! was! equivalent! to! a! DW!
displacement!of!only!a!few!tens!of!nms,!and!the!field!noise!of!about!1!Oe,!well!below!
the!values!of!switching!fields!we!study!(10s!of!Oe).!!
We! then! studied! the! magnetic! properties! of! these! tracks.! We! observed! that! the!
switching!fields!presented!a!constant!shift!(HSH),!which!we!associated!with!the!surface!
magnetic!coupling!between! the! free!and!reference! layers,!also!observed! (with!similar!
magnitude)!in!the!switching!of!the!unpatterned!SV.!Several!track!widths!were!studied!
and!compared,!from!33!nm!up!to!260!nm.!We!found!that!both!the!HNUC!and!HPR!fields!
decreased! with! increasing! width,! which! we! attributed! to! a! lowering! of! the!
demagnetisation!factor!(for!HNUC)!and!to!an!increase!of!the!pinning!strength!of!lateral!
defects!with!reducing!width!(for!HPR).!We!also!studied!how!a!transverse!field!changed!
the!MR! signal! of! the! track,! and! attributed! this! to! a! small! rotation! of! the! free! layer!
magnetisation.!!
We!have!tested!several!SV!compositions,!two!free!layer!compositions!(Py!and!Py/CoFe)!
and! two! reference! layer! compositions! (a! SAF! trilayer! and! a! simple! CoFe! layer,! both!
exchange!pinned).!The!two&free&layer&compositions!resulted!in!tracks!with!comparable!
DW!conduit!properties,!with!the!Py/CoFe!showing!a!larger!MR!ratio.!The!two!reference&
layer&compositions,!on!the!other!hand,!produced!very!different!results,!with!the!tracks!
fabricated! from! the! simple! CoFe! reference! layer! showing! asymmetries! with! DW!
polarity,! increased! pinning! strength! of! track! defects,! higher! variation! between!
nominally!identical!structures.!Using!micromagnetic!simulations,!we!showed!how!the!
strong! magnetostatic! stray! fields! produced! by! the! simple! reference! layer! might! be!
responsible!for!all!these!differences.!Finally,!we!compared!the!DW!conduit!properties!of!
these!SV!tracks!with!the!state!of!the!art!of!Py!monolayer!tracks.!We!found!that!SV!tracks!
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presented! smaller! HNUC/HPR! ratios,! and! suggested! that! this! is! due! to! larger! lateral!
defects!in!the!SV!tracks,!caused!by!the!necessarily!more!complex!patterning!process.!
Previous!studies!on!SV!tracks!were!often!hindered!by!a!large!density!of!pinning!sites!of!
stochastically!varying!strength.!Due!to!their!stochastic!nature,!these!defects!introduced!
uncertainty! in! the!measurement!of!depinning! fields.!They!also!hindered! the!study!of!
phenomena! sensitive! to! DW! deformation! caused! by! strong! pinning! centres,! such! as!
current! induced! DW! propagation.! In! addition,! they! limited! the! studied! tracks! to!
relatively! wide! and! geometrically! simple! structures,! compared! to! what! has! been!
achieved! in!monolayer! Py! tracks! (see! e.g.! [Grollier(et(al.(,--.;(Himeno(et(al.(,--.;(Lacour(et(al.(,--6;(
Uhlir& et& al.& +,-,]).! Compared! to! these! earlier! studies,! the! tracks! presented! here! showed!
much!weaker!pinning! centres! (as!measured!by!HPR),! even!at!much!narrower!widths.!
We! suggest! that! the! use! of! SAF! reference! layers,! along! with! a! patterning! process!
suitable! for! low! lateral! roughness! such! as! the! here9described! hard9mask! etching!
process,!is!critical!to!the!fabrication!of!good!SV!DW!conduits.!!
In! conclusion,!we! have! fabricated! and! optimised! narrow! SV! tracks! (down! to! 33!nm)!
without!significant!loss!of!MR!signal!(compared!to!the!unpatterned!film),!in!which!we!
could! inject! and! drive!DWs.! These! tracks! showed! good!DW! conduit! behaviour,! with!
very!low!propagation!fields!compared!to!what!has!been!reported!in!SV! tracks.!To!the!
best!of!our!knowledge,! these!are! the!narrowest!DW! conduits,! in!SV! or!Py,!and! the!SV!
tracks!with!the!widest!propagation/nucleation!gap,!ever!demonstrated!to!date.!
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[4] Domain wall logic 
In!the!previous!chapter,!we!studied!L!shaped!SV!tracks!that!functioned!as!DW!conduits,!
i.e.!where!DWs!could!be!controllably!injected!and!propagated!with!external!fields.!We!
use! them! in! this! chapter! to! study! track! systems! with!more! complex! shapes,! and! to!
demonstrate!some!complex!DW!logic!devices.!
DW!logic!in!magnetic!nanotrack!systems!are!typically!based!on!two!ideas:!that!the!bi?
stable!nature!of!a!narrow!magnetic!nanotrack!can!be!used!to!store!binary!information!
as!a!series!of!magnetic!domains,!and!that!the!propagation!of!DWs!and!their!interaction!
with!tracks!of!different!geometric!shapes!can!be!used!to!manipulate!that!information.!
Controlled! DW! injection,! propagation,! and! pinning! can! be! thought! as! the! most!
fundamental! operations! in! a!DW! logic! device.! Technologically! relevant! devices! have!
been!proposed!based!simply!on!these!principles,!such!as!the!data?storing!DW!racetrack!
[Parkin(et(al.(-../]!and!the!field!turn?counter!spiral![Ma$heis)et)al.)-../].!By!altering!the!shape!of!
the!track,!many!other!logic!functions!have!been!demonstrated!in!Py!systems,!including!
various!pinning!traps!(e.g.! [Faulkner*+,,-;*Petit*et*al.*+,,3a]),!DW!gates![Petit&et&al.&*++,b;&*+/+],!unary!
and! binary! logic! operators! (NOT,!AND,!OR,!…)! [Allwood'et'al.' ,--.],! complex! circuits! that!
conjugated!several!of!these!operators,!and!even!a!data?storing!shift?register!based!on!a!
series!of!NOT!gates![Allwood'et'al.',--.;'O1Brien'et'al.',--6b;'Zeng'et'al.',-:-b].!
The! study! of!DW! logic! in! SV! tracks! is!motivated! by! its! application! to! the! electronic!
integration!of!future!devices,!as!well!as!by!the!powerful!measurements!it!allows.!Single!
shot! measurements! and! the! precise! determination! of! DW! position,! as! the! device! is!
operating,!allow!for!a!detailed!characterisation!of! the!device!operation,!as!well!as! the!
unveiling!of!new!phenomena!in!the!interaction!of!the!DW!with!the!shaped!track.!
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However,!many!of!these!systems!require!complex!track!shapes!and!artificial!geometric!
defects.!These!defects!in!a!SV!track!with!a!simple!reference!layer,!as!we!have!seen!in!the!
previous!chapter,!create!strong!pinning!centres!that!behave!differently!for!different!DW!
polarities.! Along! with! poorer! DW! conduit! performance,! this! has! much! limited! the!
gamut!of! logic!devices!studied!in!SV! tracks.!Nonetheless,!earlier!SV!studies!of!digital!
devices!included!the!field!turn!counter!spiral![Ma$heis)et)al.)-../],!simple!pinning!traps!(e.g.!
[Briones)et)al.).//0]),!and!asymmetric!pinning!traps![Himeno(et(al.(-../;(-..1].!
In! this! chapter,!we! use! the!DW! conduit! developed! in! Chapter! 3! to! demonstrate! and!
study!some!DW!digital!devices:!a!spiral!track!turn!counter!§4?1,!a!T!shaped!DW!gate!§4?
2,! a!NOT!gate! §4?3,! and!a!DW7DW! interaction!structure! §4?4.!For! these! structures,!we!
characterise!their!operation!and,!when!possible,!compare!it!to!their!Py!counterpart.!We!
also!use!them!as!a!tool!to!study!some!new!phenomena!related!to!the!interaction!of!the!
DW! with! the! track! and! with! other! DWs.! These! digital! devices,! whose! complexity!
surpasses! the! devices! so! far! demonstrated! in! SV,! serve! as! a! demonstration! of! the!
suitability!of!SV!tracks!to!the!use!in!future!devices.!
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4-1. A spiral track 
This!simple!device!consists!in!a!continuous!unmodified!spiralling!SV!track!(see!FIG.!!?!).!
As!will! be! shown! below,! this! shape! allows! the! storage! and! propagation! of!multiple!
DWs!without!mutual!annihilation!via!the!application!of!a!rotating!(in?plane)!field.!It!can!
also!be!used!as!a!field!turn!counter,!as!was!first!proposed!by!Mattheis!and!colleagues!
[Diegel' &' Ma+heis' .//0;' Ma+heis' et' al.' .//4]:! as! the! field! turns,! and! the! DWs! propagate!
sequentially! through! the! spiral! segments,! the! magnetisation! of! the! spiral! changes!
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between! a! finite! number! of! discrete! states.! Depending! on! the! spiral! shape,! the!
placement!of!the!electrodes,!and!the!initial!magnetic!state,!these!discrete!states!produce!
different! resistance! values,! which! can! be! mapped! to! different! values! of! the! turning!
angle.!Electrical!current!needs!to!be!applied!only!when!reading!the!turning!angle,!an!
advantage! over! other! turn! sensors.! Mattheis! et! al.! have! studied! GMR! turn! sensors!
consisting! in! different! spiral! designs! coupled! to! a! nucleation! pad! to! inject!DWs! (see!
previous! references,! and! citations! therein).! Here! we! characterise! a! pad?less! spiral,!
demonstrate! its! turn! counting! function,! and!measure! its! operating!margin! (range! of!
external!field!amplitude!that!produce!the!desired!behaviour).!
Device design 
For! this! experiment,! we! fabricated! a! 140!nm!wide,! rectangular,! four?turn,! clockwise!
(CW)!spiral!track!1,!using!the!titanium!etch!process!(cf.!Chapter!2),!FIG.!!?!.!
! !
FIG. 4-1 Spiral track (SEM image), showing the track and gold contacts. The outer turn 
is 15.6 by 10.5 µm, the inner 12 by 6.9 µm, with 0.6 µm track separation. 
Due! to! the! position! of! the! contacts,! there! are! seven! spiral! segments! electrically!
connected! in!parallel!between!the! two!contacts,! four!on!top!and!three!on!the!bottom.!
Notice! that! part! of! the! inner! and! outer! loops! are! unmeasured,! as! no! current! travels!
through! them.! Each! segment! contains! vertical! portions,! where! the! track! direction! is!
perpendicular!to!the!reference!layer,!and!horizontal!portions.!Also!the!segments!have!
increasing! length! and! increasing! resistance! (4.8!_m! difference! between! consecutive!
spiral! turns,! which! is! 2.4!_m! between! consecutive! half! turns,! or! 1.2!_m! between!
consecutive! sides).!As!we!will! see! in! §0,! this! causes! the! contribution! to! the! total!MR!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Sample!fabrication!details!may!be!found!in!Annex!A,!under!sample!reference!HM!".!
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from!the!different!segments!to!be!different!in!amplitude.!As!part!of!the!measured!track!
is!vertical,!which!contributes!to!the!total!resistance!but!has!nearly!zero!MR!change!on!
reversal! (as!was! seen! in! the!previous! chapter),! the! total!MR!2!of! this! structure!will! be!
lower! than! the! case!of! an!L?shaped! track.!We!measured! the! resistance!with! a! lock?in!
amplifier!as!described!in!Chapter!2!3.!
4-1.1. Counting turns  
First,!we!shall! look! into! the!different!magnetic! states!and! their!MR!values!as!we!vary!
the!number!of!DWs!and!their!positions!along!the!spiral.!For!this!purpose,!we!performed!
the!following!sequence!of!fields,!with!the!measurement!shown!in!FIG.!!?!A:!
– Initialisation.!The!track!was!initialised!with!a!(?350,!+325)!Oe!field,!which!created!
four! HH! and! four! TT! DWs! in! the! spiral,! with! one! of! the! TT! DWs! being! in! an!
unmeasured!track!segment!(diagram!FIG.!!?!B?i).!With!all!the!horizontal!segments!
in!the!low?R!state!(magnetisation!pointing!leftwards),!this!is!the!lowest!measured!
resistance!state!(500.2!Ω).!
– A! CW! rotating! field! was! then! applied,! HCYCLE,! of! 110!Oe,! for! 3.6! turns,! until!
t!=!0.93!s.! During! this! time,! seven! sharp! transitions! were! measured,! which! we!
shall! label! a–g.! These! transitions!were! alternately! positive! and! negative! and! of!
decreasing! amplitude,! corresponding! to! the! reversal! of! a! different! number! of!
horizontal!track!segments.!
– The! first! transition! (a)! occurs! as! the! field! goes! from!–x! to! +x!direction! and! the!
eight! injected!DWs! reverse! all! the! eight! track! segments! (FIG.!!?!B?ii).! This! is! the!
largest! observed! transition! (2.238%).! Shortly! after,! the! outer! TT! DW! reaches! the!
end!of!the!spiral!and!is!annihilated.!
– The!field!continues!its!rotation!and,!as!it!progresses!from!+y!to!?y!and!completes!
half!a!turn,!the!seven!DWs!reverse!all!but!one!vertical!segments!(FIG.!!?!B?iii).!As!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Here,!by!total!MR!we!consider!only!the!magnetic!states!with!all!domains!laying!parallel!to!the!
track,!i.e.!under!external!fields!much!below!the!structure!demagnetization!field.!Of!course,!if!a!
strong!enough!field!is!applied!that!forces!the!magnetisation!in!the!vertical!segments!to!lay!in!the!
direction!of!the!(horizontal)!reference!layer,!higher!MR!values!would!be!reached.!
3 !Measurement! parameters:! applied! current! of! 5!_A! modulated! at! 39.4!kHz;! lock?in! time!
constant!of!500!_s!and!digitalisation!step!of!650!_s;!structure!resistance!of!500.2!Ω!(low?R!state)!
and!MR!of!2.8%.!
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the!segments!are!vertical,!there!is!no!clear!MR!transition!4.!There!is!though!a!clear!
continuous!MR!variation.!This!occurs!during! the!passage!of! the!DW! through! the!
rounded!corners!(of!arc!length!≈1.6!_m),!which!probably!occurs!in!multiple!steps!
as!the!DW!follows!the!field.!
– As! the! field!progresses!another!quarter! turn,! and!goes! from!+x! to!–x,! the! seven!
DWs!reverse!the!seven!outmost!horizontal!segments,!leaving!the!inner!horizontal!
segment! pointing! leftwards! (FIG.! !?!B?iv).! This! causes! a! sharp! transition! (b),!
which!is!smaller!in!amplitude!than!the!previous!(a).!Again,!the!outmost!DW,!a!HH!
now,!is!annihilated,!leaving!six!DWs!in!the!system.!
– The!field!continues!to!rotate!and!a!DW!is!ejected!every!half!turn.!As!the!number!of!
DWs!decreases,!fewer!horizontal!segments!are!reversed!each!time!(FIG.!!?!B?v7vii),!
producing! sharp! transitions! of! decreasing! amplitude! (c–d).! As! before,! a! small!
transition! is! observed! as! the! field! goes! from! ±y! to! ∓y,! also! of! decreasing!
amplitude! (from! 0.10%! before! to! 0.09%,! 0.07%,! 0.08%,! ≈0%...),! caused! by! the!
reversal!of!fewer!and!fewer!vertical!segments.!
– Counter7rotating! field.! At! t=0.93!s,! only! one! HH! DW! remains,! and! only! two!
domains!are!present.!At!this!point,!the!HCYCLE!chirality!was!reversed!from!CW!to!
CCW! (FIG.! !?!B?vii),! for! 3.6! turns,! until! t=1.86!s.! Again! seven! transitions! of!
alternating! amplitude! were! produced,! now! corresponding! to! the! single! DW!
reversing!each!horizontal!segment!consecutively!every!half!turn,!starting!with!the!
second!outmost!one!(viii)!and!ending!with!the!inner!one!(ix).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!although!possibly!a!transition!of!0.10%!occurs!at!t=0.141!s!when!the!field!is!at!θ=338°.!
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FIG. 4-2 Winding and unwinding multiple DWs in a spiral track. A. Applied field 
components and measured MR signal vs time. First seven transitions labelled a–g. 
Single shot measurement. B. Diagram of track magnetisation at nine points in time, i–ix, 
points also marked with the vertical dashed bars in A. Domain magnetisation is 
represented with black arrows, the DWs with circles (HH in yellow !, TT in green !), and 
the angle of the cycling field with a red arrow. The domains with the dashed arrows are 
those that reversed since the previous schematic. The angle of the field, θ, is 0º when 
rightward and increases CCW. The reference layer points leftwards. 
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Angle and amplitude of the transitions 
The! transitions!a–g!are! listed! in!FIG.!!?!C,! along!with!before!&!after! state! schematics,!
list! of! reversed! segments,! amplitude,! field! angle! and! field! X! component.! These!
transitions!differ!from!the!propagation!experiments!in!Chapter!3!by!the!presence!of!a!
very! significant! transversal! field! (i.e.!HY)! at! the! instant! of!DW!propagation! (~105!Oe).!
Still,! we! see! that! they! occur! when! HX! is! close! to! HPR.! We! have! determined! the!
propagation! field! for! L?shaped! tracks! of! the! same! width! (under! negligible! Y! field):!H!"=34!±17!Oe!with! typical!H!"=+11!Oe,! or,! equivalently,!H!"! =?23!Oe! and!H!"! =! 45!Oe!
(with!the!same!error!bars).!These!values!are!similar!to!those!shown!in!FIG.!!?!C!5.!
!
C.!! transition a b c d e f g 
Initial 
 state 
       
final  
state 
       
reversed 
segments S1…S7 S2…S7 S3…S7 S4…S7 S5…S7 S6…S7 S7 
∆MR (%) 2.238 1.65 1.464 0.985 0.812 0.496 0.304 
field θ (º)  80 261 69 262 73 258 70 
HX (Oe) 19 -17 39 -15 32 -23 38 
        
FIG. 4-3 MR transitions of a spiral containing eight DWs under a CCW field. A. Replot 
of data of FIG. 4-2. Labels a–g are transitions involving multiple DWs and multiple spiral 
segments. Labels S1…7 refer to single DW reversal of single horizontal segments. 
Inset: segment labels. B. Comparison of the values of the single DW reversal (S1…7) 
and the corresponding difference between multiple transitions (x-y). Dashed line is the 
identity function. C. Transitions a–g: magnetisation schemes, reversed segments, field 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!Similar!results!were!obtained!with!the!repeated!measurements!below,!e.g.!FIG.!!?!.!
Transition difference (x–y) % 
B.A.
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angle, and variation of MR. In the schemes, the white dots are the DWs and the arrows 
are the domains (green for low-R state, orange for high-R, black for vertical segments). 
We!will!now!examine!more!closely!the!amplitudes!of!the!observed!transitions.!For!sake!
of!clarity,!we!label!the!horizontal!segments!of!the!spiral!S1!(the!innermost)!through!S8!
(the! outermost),! cf.! inset! of! FIG.!!?!A.! As!we! referred! before,! the! first! transition,! (a),!
corresponded! to! all! the! seven! contacted!horizontal! segments! (S1…S7)! reversing,! and!
second!transition,!(b),!to!all!but!the!innermost!segment!reversing!(S2…S7),!and!so!forth.!
Consequently,! we! can! calculate! the! MR! signal! generated! by! the! reversal! of! each!
segment!by!subtracting!the!amplitudes!of!consecutive!transitions:!if!(a)!corresponds!to!
the! reversing! of! S1…S7,! and! (b)! to! the! reversing! of! S2…S7,! (a)?(b)!will! yield! the!MR!
signal! of! reversing! S1.!We! can! then! compare! these! subtracted! values! with! the! ones!
obtained!when!the!single!HH!DW!reversed!the!spiral!one!segment!at!the!time!(see!labels!
in!FIG.!!?!A).!These!two!sets!of!values!are!plotted!in!FIG.!!?!B.!There,!we!observe!that!
agreement!between!the!two!obtained!was!very!good,!showing!that!the!magnetisation!is!
changing!in!the!way!we!schematised!in!FIG.!!?!B!and!FIG.!!?!C.!!
We!also!observe!that!the!MR!of!the!four!upper!segments!increases!with!decreasing!loop!
length,! i.e.!S1 > S3 > S5 > S7,! and! that! this!decrease! is! not!uniform.!The! case! for! the!
three! lower! segments! is! more! unclear,! as! we! get!S2 > S6 > S4!(using! the! single! DW!
transitions)! but!S6 > S2 > S4!(using! the! subtracted! values).! The! signal! of! the! lower!
segments!is!also!much!lower!than!that!of!the!upper!segments.!This!is!a!consequence!of!
two! factors:! the! individual! segment! resistance! and! its!ΔR!during!horizontal! reversal.!
The!measured!MR!signal!is!deducible!from!the!formula!for!parallel!resistance:!!!!∥!!∥⋯! = !!!! !!!⇒ !!!!∥!!∥⋯!!!! = !!!∥!!∥⋯!!! !;!! (eq.!1)!∆!!!∥!!∥⋯! = !!!∥!!∥⋯! !! ! !∆!! !!+ !(∆!!!)!! (eq.!2)!⇒ ∆!!!∥!!∥⋯!!!!∥!!∥⋯! = !!!∥!!∥⋯!!! !∆!!!! ! (eq.!3)!
where!!!!∥!!∥⋯!!is!the!total!resistance,!!!!are!the!segment!resistances,!and!Δ!refers!to!the!
reversal!of!the!horizontal!tracks.!
The! first! term! in! eq.! 3! indicates! that,! with! everything! else! remaining! constant,! the!
segments!of!smaller!resistance!(i.e.!shorter!length)!will!yield!a!larger!measured!signal,!
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leading! us! to! expect!S1 > S3 > S5 ≳ S2 > S7 ≳ S4 > S6!(cf.! FIG.! !?!).! The! amplitude!
difference!between!segments!is!predicted!to!be!inversely!proportional!to!their!length!6!
ratio!(ignoring!the!contact?to?track!resistance).!
The!second!term!of!eq.!3,! the! loop!effective!MR,!depends!on!the!ratio!of!horizontal! to!
vertical!track,! i.e.!of!active!to!dead!track,!signal?wise.!For!the!geometry!used,!this!has!
the! order!S1 > S3 > S5 > S7 > S2 ≳ S4 ≳ S6.! The! results! of! the! application! of! both!
factors! in! eq.! 3! to! our!mask! (taking! Rlength)! are! shown! in! FIG.!!?!A,! plotted! as! a!
function!of!contact!position!deviation,!and!the!measured!amplitudes!are!shown!again!
in!FIG.!!?!B!for!comparison.!!
We! can! conclude! that! this!model,! of! considering! only! the! horizontal! track! segments!
with! resistance! proportional! to! length,! predicts! well! the! transition! amplitudes,! with!
only! a! small! quantitative! deviation! due! probably! to! differences! in! contact?to?track!
resistance.!
A. B. 
   
FIG. 4-4 Calculation of segment contributions to the spiral signal. A. Relative signal 
contribution of a horizontal segment reversal to the measured signal (see text and eq. 
3), vs contact lithography deviation. The lines correspond, from top to bottom, to 
segments S1 !, S3 !, S5 !, S7 !, S2 !, S4 !, and S6 !. B. Measured signal 
amplitude of the S1…S6 transitions for comparison (as in Fig. 4-3C). 
4-1.2. Operating margin 
So!far,!a!cycling!field!of!110!Oe!of!amplitude!has!been!used!to!measure!this!structure!
and!detail! its!magnetic!states.!This!value!was!chosen!as! it! is!clearly!between!HPR!and!
HNUC!(cf.!Chapter!3),!ensuring!DW!propagation!and!no!nucleation,!as!was!observed.!We!
shall! look! now! into! what! happens! when! a! cycling! field! of! different! amplitude! is!
applied.!We!expect!at!least!three!different!behaviours:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!Here,!length!refers!to!the!inter?contact!length,!and!not!to!the!horizontal!track!length.!
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– at!low!fields!(|HCYCLE|!<!HPR),!there!should!be!no!change!of!magnetic!state;!
– at! intermediate! fields! (HPR! <! |HCYCLE|! <! HNUC),! there! should! be! a! change! of!
magnetic! state! in! phase! with! the! field! turning! (correct! operation! as! studied!
before);!
– and!at!higher!fields!(HNUC!<!|HCYCLE|)!new!domains!can!nucleate,!and!the!spiral!
segments!should!reverse!(twice)!every!field!cycle.!
Mapping! the!values!of!HCYCLE! to! each!of! these! regions!will! create!an!operating*margin*
map,!which!has!particular!importance!to!the!field!of!DW!logic:!the!larger!the!region!of!
desirable!operation!of!a!DW!logic!device,!the!easier!will!be!to!apply!an!adequate!field!
value.!A! large!operating!margin! is!also! important!when!operating!a! large!number!of!
logic! devices,! either! connected! or! in! parallel,! when! the! field! amplitude! must!
simultaneously!satisfy!all!operating!margins.!
A1. A2. B. 
!
FIG. 4-5 Field sequences for determining the operating margin of a spiral track. 
A1. Applied field vs time. Until t = 0.98 s (grey bar), HCYCLE = 110 Oe (CW), as in the 
previous measurements. From t = 0.98 to 1.96 s, HCYCLE = 23 Oe (CCW). A2. Replot of 
A1, HX vs HY. The green portion is the CW initialisation (0–0.98 s) and the black portion 
is the CCW period (0.98–1.96 s). B. The set of 9 sequences used to test the operating 
margin. The sequences are identical during the CW initialisation (green) but have 
different HCYCLE values during the CCW period (black to red). 
To! measure! the! operating! margin,! and! to! obtain! detailed! statistics! of! the! structure!
performance!under!the!different!fields,!the!following!experiment!was!performed.!The!
spiral!was!initialised!to!the!single!HH!DW!state!as!before!(FIG.!!?!?vii),!using!the!same!
field!amplitudes.!A!CCW!HCYCLE!was!then!applied!of!chosen!amplitude.!This!sequence!
was! then! repeated!with!nine!different!values! for! the!CCW!HCYCLE,! and! for! each!value!
multiple!single?shot!measurements!were!taken!(typically!40).!The!plots!of!the!applied!
HY
HX
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field!for!these!9!different!sequences!can!be!seen!in!FIG.!!?!B,!with!one!of!them!plotted!
separately!as!an!example!(FIG.!!?!A).!
A. 
 
FIG. 4-6 Operating margin of a spiral track. A. Single shot measurements at HCYCLE of 
24 Oe (black) showing no DW propagation, 139 Oe (green) showing in-phase DW 
propagation, and 280 Oe (orange) showing nucleation. B. Operating regime vs HCYCLE, 
measured with 40 single shots per HCYCLE value. Black circles for when no transitions are 
observed, green squares for in-phase operation, and orange triangles for nucleation. The 
empty symbols represent intermediate behaviour. The best guess for the operating margin 
is the range marked with the dashed lines, 65–153 Oe (by the criterion in the text). 
The!three!behaviours!enumerated!before!were!measured!and!the!resulting!curves!are!
shown!in!see!FIG.!!?!A:!no!state!change!at! low!field!amplitude!(black!curve),! in?phase!
state! change! at! intermediate! field! amplitude! (green! curve),! and! nucleation! at! high!
amplitude!(orange!curve).!
The!different!operating!modes!are!plotted!versus!applied!field!amplitude!in!FIG.!!?!B.!
Below! 24!Oe,! no! transitions! are! observed.! At! 51!Oe! we! observed! what! we! call! a!
flickering! behaviour:! there! is! at! times! DW! propagation,! but! not! in! all! single?shot!
measurements,!nor!even!in!all!the!field!turns!in!a!single!measurement.!An!example!of!
40! single! shot! measurements! in! this! regime! can! be! seen! in! FIG.! !?!A.! In! this!
measurement,! the! stochastic! behaviour! mainly! occurred! when! the! DW! traversed! a!
particular!region!of!the!spiral!(between!the!corners!after!S5!and!S7,!t!>!1.7!s),!probably!
where!the!strongest!natural!pinning!defect!is!located.!For!measurements!with!HCYCLE!of!
80–139!Oe! we! obtained! the! in?phase! propagation! behaviour! described! before.! At!
168!Oe!we! observed! again! a! flickering! behaviour! (FIG.!!?!B);! in!most! of! the! acquired!
B. 
. 
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single?shots!we!measured!the!in?phase!propagation!behaviour,!but!in!a!few!of!them!(2!
out!of!40)!we!observed!nucleation!of!new!domains.!!
A. B. C. 
! ! ! !
FIG. 4-7 Intermediate behaviours. Signal at different HCYCLE values, using the field 
sequences of Fig. 4-5, 40 single shots each. A. Intermediate behaviour at HCYCLE = 
51 Oe: flickering propagation. B. Intermediate behaviour at HCYCLE = 168 Oe: flickering 
nucleation (2 events in 40). C. Intermediate behaviour at HCYCLE = 224 Oe: injection at 
end of the spiral. 
We! observed! two! regimes! for! the! nucleation! behaviour.! At! intermediate! fields!
nucleation! only! occurred! at! the! track! outer! end,! once! per! semi?cycle! (FIG.!!?!C).! The!
seven!observed!transitions!here!do!not!correspond!to!the!sequential!single!reversal!of!
S7,!S6,!⋯!S1,!but! to! the!reversal!of!S7,!S7!+!S6,!S7!+!S6!+!S5,!etc.!Note! that!nucleation!
may!also!be!occurring! in! the! inner!end!of! the!spiral,!but! these!DWs,!however,! cannot!
propagate! into! the! spiral! due! to! the! handedness! of! the! field.! The! second! nucleation!
regime!occurs!at!higher!fields.!Here!all!segments!reverse!twice!per!cycle,!with!domains!
being!nucleated!directly!in!the!middle!of!the!track!(FIG.!!?!A).!
Using!the!mid?point!value!as!an!estimate!of! the!operating!margin!borders,!we!obtain!
an!operating!margin!of!65–153!Oe!(±15!Oe;!see!dashed!lines!in!FIG.!!?!B).!We!have!used!
here!the!criterion!of!less!than!1!error!per!40!single!shot!measurements!to!determine!the!
operating! margin.! Different! criterions,! however,! would! lead! to! slightly! different!
operating!margins.!Note!also!how!this!margin!is!significantly!smaller!than!HNUC–HPROP!
obtained! for! L?shaped! tracks! before! (Chapter! 3),! with! both! a! increased! minimum!
propagation!field!and!a!decreased!nucleation!field.!This!occurs!for!a!number!of!reasons.!
Firstly,! the! ends! of! this! track! are! square?shaped,! instead! of! being! tapered,! which!
decreases! the! nucleation! field.! Secondly,! the!HNUC!measured! for! the! L?shaped! tracks!
was!applied!in!one!single!direction!(horizontally),!while!here!we!apply!HCYCLE!in!every!
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direction.!As!HNUC!depends!on!the!field!angle![Stoner(&(Wohlfarth(/012],!this!can!explain!how!
nucleation!happens!at!a!lower!field.!Lastly,!here!we!propagate!the!DWs!through!a!much!
larger!distance! (58!_m!vs! 6!_m)! and! so! the!probability! of! encountering! large!natural!
pinning!defects!is!increased,!leading!to!an!increase!of!the!lower!edge!of!the!operating!
margin.!
4-1.3. Digital applications 
As!was!referred!before,!spiral!tracks!have!been!investigated!due!to!their!use!as!digital!
turn*counters! [Ma$heis)et)al.)-../;)Diegel)et)al.)-..3;)-..4]! and,! indeed,! the! investigated! structure!
exhibits! this! ability.! Starting! in! the! single! HH! DW! state! (FIG.! !?!?vii),! this! structure!
changed! its! resistance! every! half! field! turn!with! a! total! of! 8! distinct! states,! FIG.!!?!.!
Repeats!of!CW!and!CCW!field!turns!changed!reliably!the!resistance!state!from!one!state!
to!the!next,!as!long!as!the!total!winding!number!did!not!surpass!the!spiral!size!(i.e.!four!
turns),!as!is!shown!in!FIG.!!?!.!
 
FIG. 4-8 Resistance level vs number of field turns (Replot of data from Fig. 4-2). Top: 
applied field (HX in blue and HY in red). Bottom: MR signal. The red horizontal lines mark 
the MR levels at HY = 0. 
As! can! be! inferred! from!FIG.!!?!,!as!more! turns! are! added! to! the! spiral,!which!has! a!
fixed!MR!ratio,!the!resistances!of!the!discrete!states!get!closer!together.!It!is!not!then!a!
scalable!design.!In!order!to!improve!the!scalability,!the!contacts!could!be!rearranged!so!
to!homogenise!the!resistance!separation!between!states.!Also,!with!a!small!addition!to!
the! fabrication! complexity,!more! than! two! contacts! could!be!patterned.!The!multiple!
resistance!measurements! could! then! be! linearly!processed! to! extract!more! accurately!
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the!magnetisation!state!(an!example!of!such!a!scheme!based!on!the!Wheatstone!bridge!
has! been!proposed! in! the! above! references).! Eventually,! the! scaling! limitation! is! one!
inherent!to!the!spiral!design:!each!added!turn!occupies!a!larger!area!(and!adds!a!larger!
track! length)! than! the!previous!one,! i.e.! the! occupied! area! and! the! track! length! scale!
with!N2.! Also,! with! increased! length! comes! increased! probability! of! higher! strength!
pinning!sites!and!narrower!operating!margin.!
!
FIG. 4-9 Repeated winding and unwinding of a DW in a spiral track. Field vs time in 
the top plot (HX in blue, HY in red) and MR vs time in the bottom plot (previously shown 
data in grey). The spiral was initialised to a single HH DW in the inner loop state (t= 
1.96 s), as described before. A (110 Oe) CW field was applied for 3.6 turns (t= 1.96–
2.94 s), and was followed by a CW field for the same number of turns (t= 2.94–3.92 s). 
This CCW-CW sequence was repeated two more times. For setup specific reasons (see 
Chapter 3), this measurement was recorded in 4 separate periods (marked with the 
thick grey lines, each 1.96 s long). 
Another!possible!use!is!the!storage!of!data,!where!each!of!the!spiral’s!half?loops!is!used!
to!store!one!bit!(which,!for!the!studied!spiral,!yields!n!=!27!=!128!states).!However,!the!
type!of!magnetisation!scheme!used—of!injecting!8!DWs,!selectively!annihilating!all!but!
one!DW,!and!finally!choosing!the!discrete!position!along!the! track! to!place! that!DW—!
limits! the! number! of! accessible! states! to! n! =! 8! =! 1! +! 7! (7).! A! simple! addition! to! this!
scheme,!namely!leaving!a!“train”!of!more!than!one!DW!in!the!spiral,!would!increase!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!this!corresponds!to!1!state!for!the!DW!placed!before!the!measured!segments!(similar!to!having!
0!DWs),!and!seven!states!for!the!DW!placed!after!each!segment.!
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number!of!accessible!states!to!n!=!29!=!1!+!7!+!6!+!⋯!+!1!(8).!Reaching!the!total!number!of!
digital! states,! however,!would! require! the! ability! to! inject! arbitrary! numbers! of! non?
consecutive! DWs.! This! could! be! done! by! modulating! HCYCLE! between! a! level! in! the!
operating!margin!and!the!level!of!FIG.!!?!C,!at!which!DWs!are!injected!in!the!ends!of!the!
spiral,!akin!to![Allwood"et"al."())*],!or!electrical!injection!of!DWs!![Himeno(et(al.(-../;(-..1].!
4-1.4. Summary 
We!have! demonstrated! here! a! simple!DW! logic! device:! a! 4?turn! rectangular! SV! track!
spiral!with!no!nucleation!pads.!We!have!demonstrated! the! injection!and!propagation!
of!multiple!DWs!with!no!mutual!annihilation!by!the!application!of!a!rotating!field.!We!
analysed!its!operating!margin,!i.e.!the!field!range!producing!the!desired!operation,!and!
observed!that! it!was!smaller! than!that!of! the!L! shaped!track,!due!to! the!design!of! the!
track! ends! and! to! inherent! properties! of! the! spiral,! namely! longer! length! and!
consequent!higher!number!of!natural!defects,!and!application!of!fields!at!several!angles.!
Comparing!to!the!previous!work!done!by!Mattheis!and!colleagues![Ma$heis)et)al.)-../],!the!
device! presented! here! shows! a! wider! operating! margin! (65–153!Oe! versus! reported!
120–170!Oe).! There! are! several! differences! that! could! explain! this! increased! margin:!
smaller! device! size! and! thus! shorter! track! length! and! fewer! natural! defects! (though!
both!had!4!turns,!and!were!of!similar!track!width,!the!present!device!is!almost!50!times!
smaller),!absence!of!a!nucleation!pad,!and!finally!fabrication!differences.!
We!have!also!analysed!the!signal!obtained!by!the!reversal!of!different!spiral!segments.!
We!showed!that,!properly! initialised,! it!could!change!between!discrete!magnetisation!
states! in! phase!with! a! cyclical! external! field,! and! that! this! is!measurable! as! discrete!
changes!in!its!(two?point)!electrical!resistance.!These!resistance!states!can!be!mapped!to!
the!binary!magnetisation!of!the!horizontal!segments!of!the!spiral,!and!subsequently!to!
the!number!of!elapsed!field!turns.!We!then!showed!how!the!spiral!could!be!used!as!a!
digital!turn!counter!or!a!data!storage!device,!and!discussed!its!limited!scaling!ability.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!As!before,!this!corresponds!to!1!state!for!0!DWs!(or!1!DW!placed!before!the!seven!segments),!7!
states! for! 1! DW! placed! after! each! segment,! 6! states! for! 2! DWs! placed! after! two! consecutive!
segments,!etc.!
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4-2. DW manipulation using the T gate 
Having!studied!a!logic!system!based!on!an!unmodified!SV!track,!we!shall!study!here!an!
example!of!a!DW!trap!created!by!changing!the!shape!of!the!track:!the!T!trap,!FIG.!!?!".!It!
consists! off! a! small! track! stub! joined! at! 90°! to! the!main! track!where!DWs! propagate.!
This!structure!was!well!characterised!in!Permalloy!tracks![Petit&et&al.&*++,b;&Lewis&et&al.&*++2;&Petit&
et#al.#'(()].! In!those!studies!it!was!found!that!the!pinning!strength!of!the!trap!depended!
greatly!on!the!DW!structure,!stub!magnetisation,!and!stub!and!DW!relative!orientation.!
It! was! also! found! that,! in! certain! configurations,! the! reversal! of! the! T! gate!
magnetisation!produced!two!drastically!different!pinning!strengths,!which!constitutes!
the!principle!of!a!controllable!DW!gated!valve.!
!
FIG. 4-10 C shaped track with a T gate (schematic). Example of a track with a T gate at 
the bottom of the track. Black arrows represent magnetisation, a TDW is shown in the 
corner, and electrical contacts are in light grey. 
There!are!several!degrees!of!freedom!in!the!DW–trap!interaction,!even!considering!only!
transverse!DWs!9,!which!will!be!labelled!according!to:!!
i. DW!central!magnetisation!(up!or!down),!
ii. DW!polarity!(HH!or!TT),!
iii. position!of!the!stub!(either!at!the!top!or!at!the!bottom!of!the!wire),!
iv. and!finally!trap!magnetisation!(up!or!down).!
We! shall! see! that! in! SV! tracks,! as! in! Py! tracks,! several! of! these! permutations! are!
symmetric,!barring!a!small!influence!of!the!coupling!to!the!reference!layer.!As!such,!we!
will!categorise!the!interaction!using!the!following!two!binary!variables:!
i. whether! the! stub! magnetisation! and! the! DW! central! magnetisation! are!
parallel!or!anti?parallel!(P/AP),!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!cf.!discussion!in!Chapter!3.!
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ii. whether! the! stub! is! at! the! narrow! or! wide! side! of! the! transverse! DW!
(narrow/wide).!
In!Py! studies! (referenced!above),! these!4! cases! (P/AP! and!narrow/wide)!produced!very!
different! pinning! strengths! and! magnetic! configurations.! The! two! parallel! cases!
produced!either!a!very!low!10!pinning!strength!in!the!P2narrow!case!(≈HPR)!or!a!medium!
pinning!field!(P2wide!case).!For!this!latter!case,!the!pinning!was!found!to!be!symmetric,!
i.e.! identical! for! both! (horizontal)! directions! of! the! applied! field.! The! case! was! very!
different!for!the!anti?parallel!cases,!however.!Both!showed!very!high!depinning!fields,!
comparable! to!HNUC.!Moreover,! it!was! shown! that!depinning! in! those! cases!occurred!
with!the!nucleation!of!a!new!domain!(and!the!injection!of!at!least!one!new!DW).!Also,!
the!pinning!was!highly!asymmetric,!with!the!depinning!in!one!direction!comparable!to!
HNUC!while,!in!the!opposite!direction,!comparable!to!HPR.!
Besides!serving!to!demonstrate!a!complex!DW! logic!device,! the!study!of!T!gates! in!SV!
tracks!also!provide! important! information!about! the!DW! structure! in! these! tracks.!As!
we!shall!show!in!this!section,!the!ability!to!measure!the!DW!position!in!the!SV!track!will!
also! allow! the! study! of! some! aspects! of! the! complex! behaviour! of! the! T! gate! so! far!
unobserved,! including! the! generation! and! splitting! of! pinned! 360°! DWs! and! the!
magnetostatic!interaction!of!the!stub!with!the!DW.!
Structures 
The!measurements!were!done!on!C?shaped!tracks,!width!110!nm,!with!a!T!trap!placed!
~4!_m!from!the!arc!where!DWs!are!injected.!These!structures!were!fabricated!using!the!
titanium!etch!process!11,!and!were!already!used!in!Chapter!3!to!study!DW!propagation.!
Contacts!were!placed!4!_m!before!the!trap!and!7.5!_m!after!(FIG.!!?!"C).!Two!types!of!
structure!were!fabricated!corresponding!to!two!possible!positions!for!the!T!trap:!either!
top!or!the!bottom!the!track,!FIG.!!?!!A/B.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!even!immeasurable!in!those!studies.!
11!Fabrication!details!in!annex!A,!sample!reference!HM!".!
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FIG. 4-11 Track with T trap (SEM images). A. Track with the T trap at the top of the track, 
and B. a track with the T trap at the bottom. 
We!used! the! field! sequences!described! in!Chapter! 3! to!measure! the!HNUC! and!HPROP.!
This!latter!measurement!also!served!to!determine!the!transmission!field!(HTR),! i.e.! the!
field!at!which!the!DW!depins!from!the!T!trap!and!moves!forward.!The!values!of!HPR!can!
be!found!in!Chapter!3.!
We! observed! a! significant! lowering! of! HNUC! from! the! value! measured! on! C?shaped!
tracks!without!the!T! trap:!from!350!12!to!208!±!8!Oe!(averaged!over!14!structures).!This!
indicates!that!nucleation!occurs!in!the!region!of!the!trap!and!not!at!the!track!ends.!
4-2.1. Depinning from a T trap 
We! examine! here! the! signal! obtained!with! the! propagation! sequence!when! the!DW,!
injected! at! the! arc,! is! pushed! through! the! region! of! the! trap.!We! shall! look! into! two!
structures!(with!the!T!trap!on!the!top!and!bottom)!and!study!the!general!features!of!the!
DW! transmission! through! this! kind!of! trap,! and!associate! the!measured!behaviour! to!
the! four! interaction! cases! described! above.!We! present! also! results! taken! on! several!
identical! structures,! and! an! analysis! of! the! probability! of! each! interaction! case! on! a!
large!number!of!measurements.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!this!value!was!beyond!the!setup!maximum!reachable!field;!see!Chapter!3!for!details.!HNUC!for!
the!simple!C?shaped!track!is!also!presented!in!that!same!chapter.!
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DW pinning at a T trap placed on the bottom of the track 
In!FIG.!!?!"!we!can!see!a!typical!single!shot!measurement!of!a!structure!with!the!T!stub!
at!the!bottom.!In!contrast!with!the!tracks!without!a!(large)!pinning!site!(cf.!Chapter!3),!
there!are!now!four!well?defined!MR!states,!with!the!magnetisation!reversal!happening!
in!two!steps!at!different!fields,!separated!by!a!period!of!mainly!unchanging!MR!signal.!!
A. 
 
B. 
 
C. 
!
FIG. 4-12 DW pinning at a T trap placed on the bottom of the track. Track width is 
110 nm, and the interaction is of type P-wide. A. Propagation field sequence, HX vs HY. The 
periods of interest, when HX is sweeping up or down under a constant and small HY, are 
coloured in red and blue, respectively. B. Single shot measurement, showing the four MR 
levels and the four transitions (labelled a,b and a',b'). C. Schematic of track magnetisation 
during HH DW propagation (i " ii) and depinning (ii " iii). Track in grey, contacts in light 
blue, and DW in yellow.  
The!double!transition!shows!that!the!track!is!reversed!in!two!separate!halves:!the!first!
section,!between!the!arc!and!the!T?trap,!reverses!when!the!DW!depins!from!the!corner!
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at!HPR;!the!second!section,!from!the!T?trap!to!the!end,!only!reverses!when!the!sweeping!
field! reaches! the! characteristic!pinning! field,!HTR,! and! the!DW! is! transmitted! through!
the!trap!and!propagates!to!the!end!(FIG.!!?!"C).!
The! amplitude! of! the! MR! transitions! should! be! proportional! to! the! length! of! the!
reversed! track! between! the! contacts.! As! the! sections! before! and! after! the! trap! have!
different! lengths—4.5! and! 7!_m! respectively—we! are! able! to! test! this! relation.! In!
particular,! we! expect! ! = !′ !and !! = !! ,! and! ! ! = 4.5!!m 7!!m ≈ 0.64 .! For! this!
particular!structure,!! ! = 0.71 ± 0.5!and!!′ !′ = 0.70 ± 0.5!13,!which! is!consistent!with!
the!expected!value!but!could!indicate!a!contact!lithography!deviation!of!a!few!hundred!
nms.!Such!magnitude!of!deviation!is!typical!of!long!exposures!on!our!EBL!setup.!Note!
that! the! difference! in! amplitude! allows! for! the! determination! of!which! segment! has!
reversed.!
As! before,! we! use! the! average! value! of! the! corresponding!HH! and! TT! transitions! to!
determine!the!value!of!HPR/HTR/etc.,!indicating!with!HSH!the!shift!between!this!average!
and! the! two! individual! values.! For! this! particular! structure! and!measurement,!HPR!=!
31!Oe!(HSH!=!+9!Oe),!HTR!=!153!Oe!(HSH!=!+8!Oe).!The!value!of!HSH!is!consistent!with!the!
unpatterned!sample!shift!(10!Oe).!Nucleation!was!also!measured,!HNUC!=!223!Oe,!with!a!
negative! shift:! HSH! =! ?3!Oe.! The! difference! between!HTR! and!HNUC! indicates! that!DW#
depinning! occurs!without! nucleation! (as! opposed! to! re?nucleation! and! injection! of! a!
new!DW!at!the!trap).!This!is!not!always!the!case,!as!we!shall!now!see.!
Multiple values of HTR 
We!took!20!single!shot!measurements!with!the!same!field!sequence!as!before!14,!which!
are!plotted! in!FIG.!!?!".! The!data! show! that!HTR!was!not!unique:! two!distinct! values!
occurred,! for!both!HH!and!TT!DWs!15!(FIG.!!?!"B).!We!can!observe! there! that! the! lower!
transition! field! is! the! most! probable! (with! 34! of! the! 40! observed! transmission!
transitions).!The!HSH!is!consistent!with!the!HSH!of!this!SV!stack!(HTR=!154!Oe!with!HSH!=!
+5!Oe).! The! higher! value! transmission! is! rarer! (occurring! 6! times! in! 40),! with! an!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!Using! the! signal! standard!deviation!as! the! error!of! the! transition!amplitudes! and!using! the!
canonical!rules!for!error!propagation.!
14!the!previous!measurement!(FIG.!!?!")!is!included!in!these!20.!
15!No! correlation! exists! between! observing! either! transition! on! the!HH! and! on!TT! in! the! same!
measurement!acquisition.!
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average! value! of! ⟨H’TR⟩! =! 213!Oe! and! ⟨HSH⟩!=! ?6!Oe.! This! higher! value! probably!
corresponds! to! a! nucleation! of! a! new! domain,! being! close! to! HNUC! in! amplitude!
(223!Oe).!
A. 
!
B. 
Transition ⟨HTr⟩  (Oe) n 
HH high 207 ±1 4 
HH low 159 ±1 16 
TT low -149 ±1 18 
TT high -218 ±1 2 
FIG. 4-13 Multiple transmission measurements on a track with a T bottom trap. 
Twenty single-shot measurements were taken, of which we show in A. the 
superimposed MR vs HX plots, and in B. the statistics for the transmission transitions. 
Errors are the sample standard deviation (n>6) or half amplitude otherwise. ⟨HPR⟩ was 
34 ±2 Oe.  
These! two!values!of! transmission!are! consistent!with!what!was! found! in!Py! systems!
[Petit&et&al.&*++,b;&Lewis&et#al.#'(()].!They!correspond!to!the!two!possible!central!magnetisation!
states!of!the!transverse!DW.!At!the!moment!of!injection!the!central!magnetisation!of!the!
DW!is!set!by!the!reset!field!(pointing!down!for!HH!and!up!for!TT)!and!is!parallel!to!the!
arm!magnetisation.!However,! during! the! 4.5!_m! travel! to! the! trap,! the!DW! suffers! a!
cyclical! reversion! of! its! central! magnetisation,! a! phenomenon! called! Walker!
breakdown! [Schryer$ &$ Walker$ *+,-].! The! number! of! reversals! varies! strongly! with! the!
applied! field! and! is! stochastic! [Glathe(et(al.( *++,],! which! randomises! the! observed! in! the!
state!of!the!DW!on!arrival!at!the!trap.!
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As! the! data! shows,! depinning! from! the! T! trap! is! a! process! highly! dependent! on! the!
relative! direction! of! the! arm! and! DW! central! magnetisations.! In! the! first! case! the!
original!DW!depins!from!the!trap!(schematic!in!FIG.!!?!"A),!while!in!the!second!case!a!
new!domain!in!nucleated!(FIG.!!?!"B).!The!fate!of!the!newly!injected!DWs!in!the!system!
in!this!latter!case!will!be!determined!more!accurately!later.!In!the!notation!introduced!
earlier!(p.!128),!these!two!cases!correspond!to!P2wide!and!AP2narrow,!as!in!the!first!it!is!
the!wide!side!of!the!DW!that!interacts!with!the!trap!while,!in!the!second!case,!it!is!the!
narrow!side!of!the!flipped!DW!that!interacts!with!the!trap.!
 
 
FIG. 4-14. Pinning of a DW at a T trap on the bottom of the track (schematic). A. P-
wide case. The initial transition occurs at HPR as the DW travels to the trap (i"ii), where 
it is pinned. At HTR, the DW depins and reverses the rest of the track (ii"iii). B. AP-
narrow case. As the DW travels to the trap, its central magnetisation flips due to the 
Walker breakdown process (i"ii). Reversal of track occurs via nucleation of a new 
domain (and new DWs), at a higher HTR ~ HNUC (iii). 
DW pinning at a T trap placed on the top of the track 
In! the! previous! paragraphs!we! have! studied! a! structure!with! a! T! trap! placed! at! the!
bottom!of!the!track.!The!stochastic!DW!reversal!allowed!us!to!observe!two!of!the!four!
possible!cases!of!DW–T! trap! interaction! (for!both!HH!and!TT!DWs).!To!study! the!other!
two!cases,!namely!P2narrow!and!AP2wide,!we!examined!a!structure!with!the!trap!on!the!
top! (FIG.! !?!!B).! We! took,! as! before,! 20! single! shot! measurements! with! the! field!
sequence!of!FIG.!!?!"A,!the!results!are!plotted!in!FIG.!!?!"!and!FIG.!!?!".!HNUC!was!also!
measured:!HNUC!=!201!Oe!(HSH!=!+12!Oe).!
i. ii. iii.A.
i. ii. iii.
??
B.
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A. 
 
B. 
Transition ⟨H⟩  (Oe) n 
HH high 188 ±1 9 
HH low 55 ±1 11 
TT low -56 ±1 7 
TT high -176 ±1 13 
FIG. 4-15 Multiple transmission measurements on a track with a T top trap. Twenty 
single shot measurements. A. MR vs HX plots. B. Statistics for the transmission 
transitions. Errors are the sample standard deviation. ⟨HPR⟩ was 47 ±2 Oe (HSH = -8 Oe). 
The low transitions are limited by HPR. 
 
FIG. 4-16 Transmission measurement on a track with a T top trap. MR signal vs Hx, 
single shot. Same colour code as in Fig. 4-12. In this particular measurement, both the 
TT and the HH DWs were transmitted at the lowest HTR. 
As!with!the!structure!with!the!trap!on!the!bottom,!we!also!observed!two!transmissions!
fields:! HTR! =! 56!Oe! (HSH! ≈! 0)! and! H’TR! =! 182!Oe! (HSH! =! +6!Oe).! The! highest! value,!
corresponding!most!probably! to! a!nucleation! event,! corresponds! to! the! case!AP2wide,!
schematised! in!FIG.!!?!"B.! The! lowest! value,!which! corresponds! to! the! case!P2narrow,!
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FIG.!!?!"A,!strikingly,!is!very!close!to!HPR.!Examining!a!single!measurement,!FIG.!!?!",!
we!have!trouble!finding!any!step!in!the!reversal!transition!16.! Indeed,!we!can!say!that!
this!measurement!is!limited!by!HPR,!meaning!that!the!true!depinning!field!of!a!DW!in!a!
T! trap! in! the! P2narrow! configuration! might! be! lower! than! the! value! measured.! This!
findings! are! also! in! good! agreement! to! what! was! found! in! Py! systems! (referenced!
above).!
A. 
 
 
FIG. 4-17 Pinning at a T trap on the top of the track (schematic). A. The low HTR case 
(P-narrow), on which the pinned state is not detected. B. The flipped DW, high HTR case 
(AP-wide). 
Pinning configuration: statistical analysis 
As!was!written!before,! the! central!magnetisation!of! the!TDW! arriving! at! the!defect! is!
altered!by!the!Walker!breakdown!process,!with!some!degree!of!randomness.!This!can!
be!detected!by!the!double!depinning!field!of!each!T!trap.!To!study!this,!we!present!here!
a!statistical!study!of!the!incidence!of!the!different!pinning!configurations.!
Several!identical!structures!were!measured!as!above,!6!with!the!T!trap!on!the!top!of!the!
track! and! 7! on! the! bottom.! In! every! structure,! we! observed! the! transition! pattern!
described!above.!For!each!structure,!20!single!shot!measurements!were!taken,!and!the!
frequency!and!average!value!of!each!of!transition!were!recorded.!The!sample!standard!
deviation!of!HTR!(for!the!same!structure)!was!typically!0.5–2!Oe.!The!averages!across!all!
structures!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!And!the!reason!we!can!present!a!value!for!HTR!at!all!is!that!we!define!HTR!here!as!the!field!at!
which! the! second! half! of! the! track! reverses.! Specifically,!we! used! the! point! at!which! the!MR!
curve!crossed!the!mid?level!of!the!expected!transitions!to!determine!HPR!and!HTR.!
i. ii.
i. ii. iii.
??
B.
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Geometry N Case ⟨HTr⟩  (Oe)! HSH 
 
7 
P-wide 150 ±  5 +6 
AP-narrow 211 ±13 +10 
 
 
6 
P-narrow 49 ±  8 +6 
AP-wide 171 ±  8 +7 
FIG. 4-18 Transmission transitions in several structures. Average over N structures 
(20 single shot measurements per structure) of the transition fields for each interaction 
case. HY bias of 20 Oe. The P-narrow case is limited by HPR. The errors are the 
(structure to structure) sample standard deviation. 
For!the!two!structures!described!in!the!previous!sections,!the!frequency!of!the!P!and!AP!
cases! were! not! the! same! (FIG.! !?!"B! and! FIG.! !?!"B).! To! study! this,! the! relative!
frequency!of!the!parallel!case!in!20!single!shot!measurements!(f)!was!measured!and!is!
shown!for!all!13!structures! in!FIG.!!?!".!We!observe! that! the! frequency!of! the!parallel!
DW!is!!
i) not! always! 0! or! 1,! i.e.! there! can! be! P! and! AP! cases! measured! on! the! same!
structure;!
ii) nor!always!½,!i.e.!the!number!of!P!and!AP!cases!are!different!in!some!structures;!
iii) it!varies!from!structure!to!structure,!and,!moreover,!!
iv) it!is!not!the!same!for!HH!and!TT!DWs.!
This!is!consistent!with!the!hypothesis!that!the!DW!inverts!by!Walker!breakdown,!as!this!
phenomenon!is!dependent!on!the!field!at!propagation,!which,!as!we!saw,!had!shot?to?
shot!variation!(i,!ii),!was!different!from!structure!to!structure!(iii),!and!was!different!for!
HH!and!TT! (iv).!That!the!DW!magnetisation!is!stochastic,! i.e.! is!not!always!P"or!AP,!we!
can! be! sure! by! looking! at! FIG.!!?!".! The! other! observations! above! (ii–iv)! could! be! a!
product! of! chance,! and! require! further! statistical! examination! before! we! take! any!
conclusions.!
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A. ( ) B. ( ) 
  
FIG. 4-19 Relative frequency of the parallel case for each structure. A. Frequency of 
the P-wide case in the 7 structures with the T on the bottom. B. Frequency of the P-
narrow case in the 6 structures with the T on the top. Counted on 20 single shot 
measurements per structure. The structure numbers are arbitrary; #3 on A and #6 on B 
are the structures studied in the previous sections. The dashed line marks f=0.5. Dark 
grey bars correspond to TT DWs, light grey to HH. 
For! this,!we! shall! now! test!whether! the! observed! frequency!values! (fi)! indicate,!with!
statistical!significance,!a!non?½!probability!of!P!to!AP!DWs!(pi)!in!any!structure.!We!shall!
use! the! Binomial! Test,! with! a! double! tail! p?value.! This! means,! for! a! measured!
frequency! fi! in!one!specific! structure!and!DW!polarity,!we!calculate! the!probability!of!
measuring!a! frequency!as!or!more!extreme! than! fi,!assuming! the!null!hypothesis! (H0:!
pi!=!0.5):!
p?value!=!!p F −½ ≥ ! f! −½ !
If! this! probability! (the! p?value)! is! smaller! than! a! threshold,! 5%!17,! we! consider! the!
measurement! statistically! significant.!The!Binomial!Test!p?values! for! a!n!=! 20! sample!
are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!"A.!With!a!p?value!<!5%,!the!observed!frequencies!that!are!≤!0.25!
or!≥!0.75!are!statistically!significant:!that!is!the!case!in!11!of!the!26!measurements!(8!TT!
vs.! 3!HH,! 8! trap!up!vs.! 3!down)!18.! This! indicates! that! indeed! there! are! structures! for!
which!p!≠!½,!confirming!the!observation!(ii)!above.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17!A!p?value!<!5%!is!equivalent!to!say!that!we!expect!this!test!to!fail!5%!of!the!time,!where!failing!
means!incorrectly!rejecting!H0.!Thus,!with!our!26!samples,!we!expect!1.3!errors.!Likewise,!with!
1%,!we!would!expect!0.26!errors.!
18!For!a!p?value!<!1%,!that!would!reduce!to!8!cases,!7!TT"vs.!1!HH,!6!with!the!defect!down!vs!2!up.!
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A. B. 
  
FIG. 4-20 P-value for statistical tests. The values with p-value < 5% are black, > 5% 
are grey. A. Binomial test (n=20, p=0.5). Double tail p-value vs observed frequency. 
B.  Binomial difference test (n=20). Single tail p-value vs observed D (frequency 
difference). 
We! are! then! left! with! confirming! observations! (iii)! and! (iv),! namely! that! there! are!
structures!with!different!P!case!probability*(p),!and!that!there!are!structures!for!which!
the! P! case! probability! of!HH! and! TT!DWs* (pHH! and! pTT)! is! different.!We! shall! use! the!
single?tail! p?value! test,! now! on! the! variable!d = f! − f! !(the! observed! difference! in!
frequency),! for! a!null!hypothesis!H0:!pi!=!pj.! The!p?values! for! this! test!were! calculated!
and!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!"B.!This!indicates!that!differences!≥!0.3!are!significant.19!As!it!
is!possible! to!pick!out!pairs!of! structures!with! fi!differing!more! than!0.3,! in!both! trap!
positions! and! in! both! DW! polarities,! observation! (iii)! is! confirmed.! Also,! several!
structures! show! significant! difference! in! frequency! between! HH! and! TT! DWs! (4!
structures! with! the! T! on! the! bottom,! and! 2! with! T! on! the! top)!20,! confirming! the!
observation!(iv).!
Overall,! in! the! 13! structures,!we!observed! that! the!p! case! is!more! frequent! (f! =! 0.63),!
indicating! that! there! is!a!strong! tendency! for! the!maintenance!of! the!original! injected!
DW!configuration.!This!is!consistent!with!statistical!results!on!Py!structures![Jausovec*+,,-].!
Walker breakdown and fidelity length 
The!measurements!above!have!shown!that!the!central!magnetisation!of!the!DW!at! the!
trap!is!stochastic,!which!we!have!attributed!to!Walker!breakdown!coupled!to!stochastic!
depinning!from!the!corner.!This!effect!is!cyclic,!i.e.!the!DW!reverses!every!spatial!period,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!For! a! p?value! <! 1%,! only!differences! >!0.5! are! considered! significant.! Incidentally,! note! that!
this!test!is!more!stringent!than!the!previous,!as!now!both!pi!and!pj!are!unknown.!
20!For!a!p?value!<!1%,!these!would!reduce!to!1!case!with!the!T!on!the!bottom,!and!to!2!cases!with!
the!T!on!the!top.!
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with! a! period! which! is! a! function! of! applied! field,! track! dimensions,! and! material!
parameters.! However,! natural! defects! in! the! track! make! the! reversal! period! highly!
irregular! [Glathe(et(al.( *++,],! even! supressing! it! altogether! is! some! cases! [Nakatani(et(al.( ,--.].!
This!also!means!that!within!some!distance!of!the!starting!point!the!DW!should!have!the!
original!configuration.!Thus,!by!placing!the!trap!close!enough!to!the!DW!injection!point,!
the! as?injected! DW! configuration! can! be! tested.! This! experiment! was! conceived! by!
Lewis!et!al.!who,!in!Py!tracks,!did!observe!that!for!small!travel!lengths!(shorter!than!a!
fidelity*length)! the!DW!magnetisation!was!always!maintained!(i.e.!p!=!1,! in!the!notation!
above)! [Jausovec* +,,-;* Lewis* et* al.* +,,5;* Lewis* +,6,],! though! not! the! reverse:! regardless! of! trap!
distance,!there!were!some!structures!that!always!showed!the!parallel!configuration.!
 
FIG. 4-21 Frequency of the P case vs. travel length to T trap. These frequencies were 
measured in 8 structures, with 20 single shot measurements.  
To! confirm! that! also! in! SV! tracks! the! DW! is! initially! in! the! P! state,! a! study! was!
performed! in! SV! tracks!with! the! T! trap! at! four! different! distances! from! the! injection!
point!(0.5–4!_m).!These!structures!were!fabricated!with!a!narrower!track!width!(50!nm)!
and!in!a!different!sample!from!the!one!used!in!this!section!21.!Apart!from!an!increased!
HPR,!HTR,!and!HNUC!(cf.!width!dependency!studied!in!chapter!3),!the!pinning!behaviour!
of! the! T! trap! was! essentially! the! same! as! described! above.! Eight! structures! were!
measured,!and!the!results!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!Though!the!number!of!structures!is!
limited,! the! observed! result! is! consistent! with! what! was! found! in! the! above?cited!
studies!in!Py:!up!to!a!characteristic!length,!the!probability!of!P!DWs!(p)!is!1!and,!above!
this! threshold,! there! are! structures! for! which! p* ≠! 1,! though! overall! p!>!0.5.! Our!
measurements! are! not! fine! enough! (nor! do! we! have! enough! statistics)! to! safely!
determine! this! characteristic! fidelity! length.! It!does!support,!however,! the!hypothesis!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21!sample!reference!HM!",!see!Annex!A.!
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that! the! injected!DW! is! a! transverse!DW! of! central!magnetisation! parallel! to! the! reset!
field.!
Summary 
So!far,!we!have!seen!that:!
– it!is!possible!to!measure!HPR!and!HTR!through!the!trap,!given!HTR!>!HPR;!
– a! T! trap! has! two! possible! HTR! values,! corresponding! to! the! two! possible! DW!
central!magnetisation!directions!(P!and!AP);!
– a! T! trap! on! the! top! or! on! the! bottom! yields! different! HTR! pairs,! that! can! be!
attributed!to!the!four!possible!interaction!cases!(P/AP2narrow/wide);!
– the!HTR!for!AP!cases!is!≈!HNUC,!possibly!corresponding!to!a!new!nucleation;!
– the!HTR!values!are!similar!between!DW!polarity!(HH!and!TT);!
– the!DW! central!magnetisation! (P/AP)! is! stochastic,! with! different! probability! on!
each!structure!and!DW!polarity;!!
– though,!overall,!the!P!case!is!more!probable.!
4-2.2. Nature of the pinning: push-pull experiments 
We!have!so!far!shown!transmission!measurements,!in!which!the!DW!is!injected,!pushed!
to!the!pinning!trap!(at!HPR),!and!finally!depinned!through! the!trap.!This!measurement!
determines! the! depinning! field,! but! it! tells! us! nothing! on! the! nature! of! the! pinning:!
whether!the!DW!is!attracted!to!the!trap!and!pinning!lowers!the!system!energy,!i.e.!the!
trap! is!an!energy*well,!or!whether! the!DW! is! repelled!from!the! trap,!and!the! trap! is!an!
energy* barrier.! In! fact,! a! pinning! trap!may!present! a!more! complex! energy! landscape!
than!a!simple!well!or!barrier,!even!without!the!added!complexity!of!multiple!magnetic!
states!that!the!T!stub!presents![Petit&et&al.&*++,a].!One!way!to!study!the!pinning!nature!is!to!
measure!the!backward!depinning!field,!where!the!DW!is!pushed!to!the!trap!(at!HPUSH!<!
HTR)!and!then!pulled!back!in!the!opposite!direction.!By!comparing!the!field!necessary!
to!depin!the!DW!through!the!trap!(HTR)!and!back!from!the!trap!(HPULL),!it!is!possible!to!
determine!whether! the!DW! is!pinned!at! a!well! (HPULL! ≈!HTR)!or! at! a!barrier! (HPULL!≪!
HTR).!
Push-pull field sequences 
The! field! sequences! used! in! the! push?pull! experiments! are! shown! in! FIG.! !?!!.! For!
experimental!convenience,!HH!and!TT!DWs!are!tested!separately.!The!figure!shows!the!
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field! sequences! for!HH!DWs;! the! sequences! for!TT! are! the! same!but! reversed.! In! these!
sequences,!the!reset!pulse!injects!a!DW!in!the!lower!corner!of!the!arc!(as!before).!Then,!a!
sweeping!HX!field!is!applied!under!a!constant!HY!bias!(≈?40!Oe),!pushing!the!DW!to!the!
trap! (the! push! phase).! When! HX! reaches! a! certain! value! (HPUSH),! it! is! swept! back! to!
≈?330!Oe,! pulling! the! DW! from! the! trap! (the! pull! phase).! The! experiment! is! then!
repeated!with!different!HPUSH!values!(10!single!shot!measurements!per!HPUSH!value).!
 
FIG. 4-22 Field sequences for push-pull measurements. HY vs HX for five field 
sequences that inject a HH DW and push it at five different HPUSH values (12, 47, 86, 122, 
and 163 Oe for curves in black to yellow). The thin line corresponds to the reset period 
of the field sequence (identical for all five), and the thick lines to the measurement 
period. The sequence duration was 1 s. 
Results for structures with the T on the bottom 
The!results!for!a!structure!with!the!T!stub!on!the!bottom!of!the!track!are!shown!in!FIG.!
!?!".! We! observe! that! the! number! of! transitions,! their! amplitudes,! and! the! field! at!
which!they!occur,!depend!on!the!value!for!HPUSH.!For!most!values!of!HPUSH,!we!observe!
that! the! single! shot!measurements! show! two!distinct!patterns,!which!are! coloured! in!
red! and! blue! in! the! figure.! We! shall! see! that! these! patterns! correspond! to! the! two!
possible!interaction!cases!in!this!structure:!P2wide!and!AP2narrow.!
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H1 (HPUSH=12 Oe) H2 (HPUSH= 122 Oe) H3 (HPUSH=163 Oe) 
     
T1 (HPUSH=-47 Oe) T2 (HPUSH=-122 Oe) T3 (HPUSH=-163 Oe) 
   
FIG. 4-23 Push-pull measurements on a track with a T trap on the bottom. Each 
plot contains 10 single shot measurements. MR was calculated with the same R0. 
When the two transition patterns are distinguishable, the measurements are coloured 
(red and blue for the AP-narrow and P-wide, resp.). For clarity, the points from the reset 
period (cf. FIG. 4-22) are excluded. Plots H1–3 correspond to the injection of a HH DW, 
T1–3 to a TT DW. The start of the measurement is marked by the circle. 
Using! the! same! reasoning! as! before,!we! can! associate! each! transition! to! a! particular!
track!segment!(before!and!after!the!trap).!As!such,!
– when!HPUSH!<!HPR,!no!transitions!are!observed!(plot!H1).!
– After! this! threshold,! and!with!HPUSH!<!HTR,! each! loop!has! two! transitions:! one! at!
HPR!during!the!push!phase,!when!the!DW!travels!from!the!arc!to!the!trap,!and!one!
during!the!pull!phase!at!a!characteristic!field,!HPULL,!when!the!DW!depins!from!the!
trap!and!propagates!back!to!the!arc.!(plots!H2,!T1,!and!T2).!We!can!see!that!there!
are!two!distinct!values!for!HPULL.!
– For!HTRP !<!HPUSH!<!HTRAP!(resp.!149!and!207!Oe!for!HHs!in!this!structure),!we!observe!
three!transitions:!at!HPR,!when!the!DW!travels!to!the!trap;!at!≈HTR,!still!in!the!push!
phase,!when!the!DW!depins!through!the!trap;!and!finally!during!the!pull!phase,!at!
HNUC,!when!the!track!reverses!in!the!absence!of!the!original!DW.!We!observe!that!
some!loops!show!these!three!transitions!(HPR!–!HTR!–!HNUC),!while!others!show!the!
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previous!two!(HPR!–!HPULL).!This! is!due!to!the!two!different!HTR!values.!Only!one!
value!of!HPULL!is!now!observed.!
In! plots! H1–3! we! see! that! there! are! two! possible! values! for! HPR! for!HH!DWs:! 41!Oe!
(similar!to!what!was!found!before,!43!Oe)!and!21!Oe.!There!is!no!correlation!between!
the!value!of!HPR!and!the!value!of!other!transitions.!As!HPR! is! in!reality!the!depinning!
field! from! a! natural! trap! in! the! arc,! we! may! dismiss! this! phenomenon! as! some!
stochastic!pinning!to!a!natural!trap,!that!is!particularly!visible!with!these!specific!field!
sequences.!
Case HPR (Oe) HTR (Oe) HPULL (Oe) 
HH P-wide 
31 
149 -140 
HH AP-narrow 207 -28 
TT P-wide 
-8 
-140 156 
TT AP-narrow -200 20 
FIG. 4-24 Push-pull measurements on a track with a T trap on the bottom (summary 
table). 
We!have!seen!that!there!are!two!values!of!HTR!(§4?2.1)!and!now!two!values!of!HPULL.!By!
analysing! cases! with! different! HPUSH,! we! can! associate! each! HPULL! to! each! HTR,! and!
finally!to!the!two!possible!interaction!cases:!P2wide*and*AP2narrow.!For!example,!in!H2!
we!observe! two!HPULL!values:! ?28! (n=1)!and! ?140!Oe! (n=9).!With!a!greater!HPUSH! (H3),!
the!most!frequent!DW! is!now!transmitted!through!the!trap!(at!149!Oe;!n=8),!while!the!
lowest! HPULL! value! remains:! ?28!Oe! (n=2).! We! can! then! infer! that! HTR!=!149!Oe!
corresponds!to! the!same!interaction!case!as!HPULL!=! ?140!Oe!(P2wide),!while! the!second!
DW!type!has!HPULL!=!?28!Oe!and!HTR!=!207!Oe!(AP2narrow;!§4?2.1).!These!results!are!listed!
in!FIG.!!?!".!
Results for structures with the T on the top 
The!results!for!the!structure!with!the!T!stub!on!the!top!of!the!track22!are!shown!in!FIG.!
!?!".! Similar! to! the!previous! structure,! this!one!has! two!possible! interaction! cases:!P2
narrow!and!AP2wide.!However,!unlike!before,!we!can!only!measure!HPULL!for!one!of!the!
two!cases,!as!in!the!other!it!is!impossible!to!reliably!put!the!DW!at!the!trap,!HTR!being!
≲ HPR.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!This!is!also!the!same!structure!of!FIG.!!?!".!
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H1 (HPUSH=12 Oe) H2 (HPUSH=47 Oe) H3 (HPUSH=163 Oe) 
   
T1 (HPUSH= -12 Oe) T2 (HPUSH= -86 Oe) T3 (HPUSH= -163 Oe) 
   
FIG. 4-25 Push-pull measurements on a track with a T trap on the top. Each plot 
contains 10 single shot measurements. MR was calculated with the same R0. When 
transition patterns are distinguishable, the measurements are coloured (red and blue 
for the AP-narrow and P-wide, resp.). For clarity, the points from the reset period are not 
plotted. Plots H1–3 correspond to the injection of a HH DW, T1–3 to a TT DW. The start of 
the measurement is marked by the circle. 
As!before,!for!HPUSH!<!HPR!(H1,!T1),!we!see!no!transition.!For!HPUSH!>!HPR!(H2–3,!T2),!we!
observe!that,!during!the!push!phase,!either!the!DW!propagates!through!the!entire!track!
or!stays!pinned!at! the! trap.!The!first!case!corresponds!to! the!P2narrow! interaction,! the!
second!to!AP2wide.!Applying!the!pull!field,!we!observe!that!the!in!the!first!case!the!track!
reverses! at! HNUC! (there! being! no! longer! a!DW! in! the! track)! while! in! the! second! the!
pinned!DW!is!pulled!at!HPULL!≈!HPR.!A!rare!P2narrow!case!is!also!observed!(n=2),!marked!
as! (1)! in! the! figure,!where! the! transmitted!DW! does!not! annihilate! at! the! track’s! end,!
and! instead! travels! backwards!when!HPULL! is! applied.! Finally,! for!HPUSH!>!HTR!23!(T3),!
we!observe! that! for! both! interaction! cases! the! track! reverses! at!HNUC!during! the!pull!
phase,!as!no!DW! is! left! in!the!systsm.!There!are!two!other!reversal!patterns!events!for!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23!HTR!of!the!AP2wide!case,!that!is.!
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the!AP2wide!case,!marked!in!the!figure!as!(2)!and!(3),!which!will!be!addressed!later!on!
page!148.!
These! measurements! show! a! larger! spread! of! values! HPR! presents! than! in! the!
transmission!measurements.! No! correlation! was! found! between! HPR! and! any! of! the!
other!fields.!!
Measurements on several identical structures 
These!measurements!were!taken!in!a!total!of!8!structures,!5!with!a!trap!on!the!top!and!3!
on! the! bottom.! These! were! a! subset! of! the! 13! structures! on! which! the! transmission!
measurements!were!previously!made.!The!average!results!are!shown!below,!FIG.!!?!".!!
In!the!P2wide!case!HPull!≈!HTR,!while!in!both!AP!cases!HPull!≈!HPR ≪ HTR.!We!can!thus!say!
that!in!the!former!case!the!trap!is!a!(symmetric)!energy*well!and,!in!the!latter,!an!energy*
barrier.!
This! is! in! agreement! to! the! findings! on! Permalloy! structures,! micromagnetic!
simulations,!and!TEM!studies![Petit&et&al.&*++,b;&*++/;&O1Shea&*+4+].!
Geometry N Case ⟨HPull⟩  HSh! ⟨H*Pull⟩ ! HSh!
!
⟨HTr⟩  
   (Oe)! (Oe) (Oe)! (Oe) (Oe) 
 
3 
P-wide 145 ±3 +11 200 ±13 +15 150 
AP-narrow 40 ±5 +3 – – 211 
        
  5 
P-narrow – – 192 ±13 +11 
 
49 
AP-wide 25 ±4 +6 – – 171 
FIG. 4-26 HPULL measured on several structures. The errors are the half sample 
amplitude. The presented values are the mean of the HH and TT values, and HSH half 
their difference. H*Pull is the reversal field when the DW has been transmitted over the 
trap. ⟨HTR⟩ is taken from Fig. 4-18, shown for comparison. 
Magnetostatic interaction between the DW and the trap 
It! is!also!clear! that! there! is!a!difference!between!HPull!values!of! the!AP2narrow*and!AP2
wide*cases!(40!±5!Oe!versus!25!±4!Oe).!This!is!due!to!the!magnetostatic!interaction!of!the!
T!stub!and!the!DW.!Consider!a!HH!DW!as!an!example,!schematised!in!FIG.!!?!".!The!DW!
has! a! positive! magnetostatic! charge! of! +2Q,! where! Q = !0!MS!S !is! the! track!
characteristic! charge,!!MS!the! saturation! magnetisation,! and! S! the! active! layer! cross?
section.!The!pinning!region!is!surrounded!by!3!tracks,!so!it!can!have!charge!?3Q,!?1Q,!
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+1Q,!or!+3Q.!In!the!AP2wide!case,!with!two!inward!and!one!outward!magnetised!tracks,!
the!charge!is!+Q!while!in!the!AP2narrow!case!it!is!?Q.!Thus,!in!the!former!case!there!is!a!
repulsive! interaction!while! in! the! latter! there! is! an! attractive! interaction,! causing! the!
difference!in!the!observed!HPull!values.!!
!  
FIG. 4-27 Magnetostatic interaction between the T trap and the DW (schematic), for 
the two AP configurations. 
Furthermore,! during! the! push?pull!measurements,! this! repulsion! in! the!AP2wide! case!
causes!the!DW!to!move!away!from!the!trap!at!fields!lower!than!HPull!/!HPR,!to!a!point!in!
the! track!where! the!natural! pinning! balances! the!magnetostatic! repulsion.!As! can! be!
seen!in!FIG.!!?!",!of!the!five!structures!with!the!T!on!top,!three!show!that!the!DW!moved!
back!before!HPR!while!none!of!the!three!with!the!T!on!the!bottom!did!so!24.!Note!that!in!
two!of!the!structures!the!DW!moves!back!against!the!applied!field!(at!+19!and!+17!Oe,!
structures!W1!and!W3),!an!indication!to!the!strength!of!the!magnetostatic!interaction.!
In!these!three!structures,!the!DW! is!pushed!back!400–800!nm!from!its!pushed!position!
before!depinning.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24!In!the!parallel!cases,!or!better,!in!the!P2wide!case,!also!no!repulsion!was!observed.!
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FIG. 4-28 Comparison of push-pull measurements of AP-wide and AP-narrow cases 
(HH only). All 8 studied structures are shown. The cases W1–W5 are AP-wide (red), from 
structures with the T on the bottom, and N1–N3 are the AP-narrow (red) from structures 
with the T on top. The parallel cases are also shown in light blue. HPush was 122 Oe.  
4-2.3. 360° DWs left over in the transmission of AP cases 
In!the!case!of!anti?parallel!DW!and!arm,!HTR!is!close!to!HNUC,!which!indicates!that!the!
reversal!of!the!second!arm!occurs!via!nucleation!of!a!separate!domain.!This!opens!the!
possibility!of! the!original!DW! still! existing!after! the! track!has! reversed,! and! that! 360°!
DWs!may!be!formed.!!
360°!DWs!can!be!thought!as!a!coupled!pair!of!a!HH!and!a!TT!(180°)!DWs!of!anti?parallel!
central! magnetisation.! Its! stability! arises! from! the! balance! of! the! magnetostatic!
attraction!between!them!and!the!exchange!repulsion!caused!by!their!opposed!winding!
directions![Muratov)&)Osipov)/001].!We!shall!see!that!the!push?pull!measurements!presented!
above,! and!others! shown!below,! show! that! the! formation! of! a! 360°!DW! is! one! of! the!
possible!cases,!albeit!not!the!only!one.!
Possible!combinations!of!original!and!nucleated!DWs!
In! the! transmission! of! AP! configurations,! the! DW! has! its! central! magnetisation! anti?
parallel! to! the!arm,!and!it! is!pinned!at! the! left!of! the! trap!as! it!experiences!an!energy!
barrier! (FIG.! !?!"A?ii).! When! HX! reaches! ~HNUC,! the! right! segment! reverses! by!
H
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nucleation.! The! nucleation! can! occur! at! the! track’s! right! end,! middle,! or! at! some!
location!near!the!T!trap.!The!significant!lowering!of!HNUC!in!structures!with!the!T!trap!
indicates!that!it!occurs!at!the!trap.!In!any!case,!the!right!segment!will!reverse!by!one!or!
two!DWs,!one!of!which!will!be!annihilated!at!the!track!end!and!the!other!will!be!left!at!
the!trap,!FIG.!!?!"A?iii.!There,!we!have!the!original!anti?parallel!HH!DW!on!the!left,!and!
the!new!TT!DW!on! the!right.!The!actual!position!of! the!new!DW,!as!well!as! its!central!
magnetisation,! is! unknown.! In! a! track! without! any! traps,! two! adjacent! TDW! would!
collapse!or!form!a!360°!DW,!depending!on!their!central!magnetisations!being!parallel!or!
anti?parallel,!respectively! [Kunz&'(()].!Here,!however,!T! trap!may!change!the!interaction!
between!the!two!TDW.!
There! are! then! five! cases! to! consider:! two! trap! configurations,! two! possible! central!
magnetisations! of! the! new! DW,! and! the! possible! case! that! no! DW! is! present! in! the!
system!at! all.!These! cases! are! shown! in!FIG.!!?!"B,! diagrams!#1! and!#2! for! structures!
with!the!trap!on!the!top,!and!diagrams!#3!and!#4!for!the!trap!on!the!bottom.!Diagram!
#5!represents! the!case!of!no!DW! (identical! for!both! trap!positions).! !Of! these,!cases!#2!
and!#4!are!symmetric!25,!and!thus!should!present!the!same!behaviour,!bar!some!small!
influence! from! the! coupling! to! the! reference! layer.! In! the! schematics,! the! new!DW! is!
always!drawn!to!the!right!of!the!trap.!If!nucleation!happens!at!the!T,!it!is!also!possible!
that! the! injected! DW! is! at! the! left! side! of! the! trap.! In! that! case,! if! the! central!
magnetisations! of! the! injected! and! the! original!DWs! are! parallel,! they!will! annihilate!
[Kunz&'(()]!(case!#5),!otherwise!it!would!lead!to!cases!#1!and!#3.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!The! cases! ! FIG.!!?!"B?#2! and! #4! can! be! obtained! from! each! other! by! symmetry! operations!
which!preserve! the!micromagnetic!behaviour.!For! example,! starting! from!case!#2! to! reach!#4,!
perform!a!time!reversal! (reversing!all!magnetisation!arrows),! then!a!vertical!mirror!operation,!
and!finally!a!horizontal!mirror!operation.!
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FIG. 4-29 Multiple DWs at the T trap after nucleation in the AP-narrow or AP-wide 
case (schematic). A. The AP-narrow transmission. A structure with the trap on the 
bottom is initialised (i.), the DW is pushed to the trap and, as it propagates, its central 
magnetisation flips (ii.). The DW is then pinned at the right of the trap. When HX reaches 
HTR ≈ HNUC, the right segment reverses by nucleation and DW propagation (iii.). While 
one DW is annihilated at the track end, the second DW stays at the trap. B. The five 
possible DW pairs (for an original HH DW). 
Push-pull measurements after transmission 
The!used!field!sequences!for!the!push?pull!measurements!had!a!maximum!HPush!lower!
than!the!HTR!of!the!AP2narrow!case!(163!vs.!~211!Oe),!and!just!about!over!the!HTR!of!the!
AP2wide!case!(158!Oe!26).!As!such,!only!cases!#1,!#2!and!#5!could!be!tested.!!
We! observed! that! the! reversal! of! the! track! by! the! pull! field,! after! the! AP2wide*
transmission/nucleation!event,!presented!3!different!reversal!patterns.!An!example!of!a!
structure!showing!all!these!three!cases!can!be!seen!in!FIG.!!?!"!(same!data!included!in!
FIG.!!?!"?T!).!There,!10!single!shot!push?pull!measurements!of!a!TT!DW!are!juxtaposed,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26!These!values!are!lower!than!those!reported!in!FIG.!!?!".!This!is!due!to!the!higher!HY!bias!of!the!
push?pull!sequences!(40!versus!20!Oe),!which!lowers!slightly!the!depinning!fields.!
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with!the!P2narrow*cases!in!blue!and!the!AP2wide*cases!in!red.!During!the!push!phase,!the!
AP2wide!are!transmitted!at!158!Oe,!while!the!P2narrow*cases!are!transmitted!at!~HPR!(as!
analysed!earlier).!During! the!pull!phase,! there!are! three!different! reversal!patterns:!a!
double!transition! (37!and!141!Oe),!a!single!transition!at!~HNUC!(190!Oe),!and!a!single!
transition!at!a!field!higher!than!HNUC!(268!Oe).!
The!single!transition!at!~HNUC!corresponds!to!case!#5,!reversal!with!no!DW!present.!This!
is!the!same!field!value!observed!in!the!P2narrow*case,!where!we!know!that!no!DWs!were!
indeed!present.!
 
FIG. 4-30 Push pull measurement (TT DW) on a structure with the T on the bottom 
(10 single shot measurements; same data as Fig. 4-25). The P-narrow case is in blue, 
and the AP-wide case in red. The three possible cases for the pull from an AP-wide 
transmission are labelled. 
The!double!transition!corresponds!to!case!#1,!anti?parallel!DWs.!There!we!observe!first!
the!reversal!of!the!shorter!left!segment!at!a!field!comparable!to!HPR,!corresponding!to!
the! left!DW! propagating! leftwards.! This! is! similar! to! the! single!DW!AP2wide! pull! case!
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studied! before!27!(cf.! FIG.!!?!"?T!,! FIG.!!?!").! The! second! reversal,! of! the! longer! right!
segment,!corresponds!to!the!depinning!of!the!injected!DW!that!was!left!behind.!This!DW!
is!in!a!P2wide*pinning!state!(see!FIG.!!?!"B?#1),!and!indeed!the!reversal!field!is!similar!to!
the!HTR!of!P2wide!(141!vs.!150!Oe).!
The!higher! transition! (at! 268!Oe)!must! then! correspond! to! case! #2,! parallel!DWs.! The!
mechanism! responsible! for! the! increased! reversal! field! will! be! clearer! with! the!
micromagnetic!simulations!below.!
We!repeated!this!experiment!on!5!structures!with! the! trap!on!the! top.!The!HTR!of! the!
AP2wide!case!was!reached!in!every!structure!and!for!both!DW!polarities!but!once.!In!a!
total! of! 90! single! shot! measurements! (50! TT! and! 40! HH,! over! the! 5! structures),! we!
observed! the!AP! case! 39! times,! always!with! similar! results! to! the! case! shown!before.!
The!average!transition!field!values!were:!
– case!#1,!anti?parallel!DWs,!was!observed!19!times.!The!left!segment!reversed!at!
37!Oe,!and!right!segment!reversed!at!141!Oe!(≈!HTR!of!the!P2wide!case,!135!Oe!26);!
– case! #2,! parallel!DWs,! was! observed! 12! times.! The! track! reversed! in! a! single!
transition!at!268!Oe!(about!41%!greater!than!HNUC).!
– case! #5,! the! reversal! with! no! DW! present,! was! observed! 9! times.! The! track!
reversed!with!a!single!transition!at!190!Oe!(HNUC!26).!!
Micromagnetic!simulations!
To! better! understand! the! DW! behaviour! in! each! of! these! cases,! micromagnetic!
simulations!were!performed.!A! track!with!a!T! trap!was! initialised! in!each!of! the! four!
independent! cases! (#1,! #2,! #3,! and! #5).! To! emulate! a! push?pull! measurement,! a!
horizontal! field! was! ramped! up! to! +340!Oe! and! then! back! to! ?500!Oe.! The!
magnetisation! at! key! values! of! field! is! shown! in!FIG.!!?!".! These! simulations! predict!
that!not!all!these!DW!couples!are!stable:!the!parallel!DW!pair!(case!#2!and,!by!symmetry,!
#4)!collapses!with!injection!of!a!DW!in!the!T!arm.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27!This!transition!occurs!at!a!slightly!different!field!value!than!the!single!DW!AP2wide!pull!case.!
We!will!analyse!this!difference!below.!
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Case #1 
 
Case #2 (and #4) 
 
Case #3 
 
Case #5 (reversal with no DW) (HNUC) 
 
FIG. 4-31 Pull after nucleation in the AP-narrow or AP-wide case (micromagnetic 
simulation). Colour and arrows are mapped to the magnetisation. The track was 
initialised with the cases of Fig. 4-29B (case #2 and #4 are identical). HX was ramped to 
+340 Oe and then back to -500 Oe. HY= -40 Oe. Case #1 showed two transitions 
during pull (at -35±5 and -210±10 Oe). In case #2 the DW pair collapsed (at +225±5 Oe), 
and a single transition occurred during pull (at -490±10 Oe). Case #3 showed a single 
transition during pull (at -65±5 Oe). Case #5 (HNUC) occurred at -370±10 Oe. Cell 
size=5×5×8 nm3, simulation volume= 600×300×8 nm3, width=100 nm. Simulations 
performed using OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
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The! simulations! also! predict! that! these! different! cases! yield! different! push?pull!
measurements.!Note!that!field!values!from!these!micromagnetic!simulations!cannot!be!
directly!compared!to!experiment!as!the!simulation!is!ran!at!0!K.!During!the!pull!phase,!
the!simulations!show:!
– In! case! #1,! two! distinct! transitions! during! the! pull! phase:! the! original! DW!
reverses!the!left!segment!at!a!finite!field,!HSeparation!=!?35!±5!Oe,!and!the!nucleated!
DW,!pinned!in!P2wide!configuration,!reverses!the!right!segment!at!the!respective!
HTR,!?210!±10!Oe.!
– In!case!#2!(and!#4),!a!DW!was!injected!in!the!T!stub!during!the!push!field.!This!
DW! increases! the! nucleation! field,! and! the! track! reverses! at! a! field! about! 32%!
greater!than!HNUC!(?490!±10!Oe,!vs.!HNUC!=!370!±10!Oe).!
– In!case!#3,! the!original!DW! is!being!pulled! from!an!energy!barrier! (AP2narrow)!
and! the! nucleated!DW! is! weakly! pinned! (P2narrow).! Both!DWs! propagate! at! a!
finite!field,!HSeparation!=!?65!±5!Oe.!
– In!case!#5!(HNUC),!the!track!reverses!with!a!single!transition,!at!370!±10!Oe.!
The!simulations!of!cases!#1,!#2,!and!#5!are!in!excellent!agreement!with!what!we!found!
in!experiments,!both!in!the!order!of!track!reversal!(e.g.!in!case!#1,!the!reversal!of!the!left!
segment!before!the!right!segment),!and!in!relative!magnitude!of!the!transition!fields!28.!
The! measurements! shown! before! and! these! simulations! strongly! support! the!
proposition!that!we!have!observed!the!creation!and!the!splitting!of!360°!DWs.!
Splitting of 360° DWs 
It!is!interesting!to!notice!the!micromagnetic!simulations!presented!in!FIG.!!?!"!predict!
that!the!field!needed!to!split!the!360°!DWs!is!non?zero!and!different!depending!on!the!
pinning!configuration:!it!is!35!±5!Oe!for!case!#1,!and!65!±5!Oe!for!case!#3.!A!simulation!
of! a! 360°! DW! isolated! in! a! straight! track,! presented! in! FIG.! !?!",! shows! that! the!
unpinned!DW!splits!at!field!higher!than!both!those!cases,!75!±5!Oe.!!
  
FIG. 4-32 Splitting of a 360° DW (micromagnetic simulation). The track was initialised 
with a 360° DW (left image) and a horizontal, leftwards field was applied. The DW was 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28!As!explained!before,!direct!comparison!of!experimental!and!simulated!transition!fields!is!not!
possible!as!the!simulated!system!is!at!0!K.!
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split at HSeparation = -75 ±5 Oe (right image). . Cell size=5×5×8 nm3, simulation volume= 
600×100×8 nm3. Simulations performed using OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
It!is!also!interesting!to!compare!the!splitting!of!the!pinned!360°!DW,!cf.!FIG.!!?!",!with!
the!pull!of!an!AP2wide!or!AP2narrow!DW.!We!will!analyse!them,!as!before,!in!terms!of!the!
magnetostatic! interaction!between! the!T!gate!and! the!DW.!In!order! to!do! this,! the!AP2
narrow/wide!cases!were!simulated!in!the!same!conditions!as!FIG.!!?!".!The!results!of!all!
these! simulations,! along! with! the! experimental! values! where! available,! are!
summarised! in! FIG.! !?!!.! Also! included! in! the! image! are! the! schematics! of! the!
magnetostatic!charges.!As!before,!Q = !0!MS!S!is! the!characteristic!magnetic!charge!of!
the!track.!
!
FIG. 4-33 Magnetic charges during pull of single HH DWs and splitting of pinned and 
isolated 360° DWs. The simulated (“Sim.”) and measured (“Exp.”) HPULL / HSeparation fields are 
also included (cf. FIG. 4-31, FIG. 4-32). 
We!observe!there!that!the!first!transition!of!case!#1!and!HPULL!of!the!AP2narrow!case!both!
have!a!+2Q/?Q!magnetostatic! interaction,!and!indeed!their!transitions!occur!at!similar!
fields!(37!Oe!vs.!40!±5!Oe).!In!simulation,!the!transition!of!case!#1!occurs!at!a!lower!field!
than!the!AP2narrow!pull! (35!vs!25!Oe).! It! is!possible! that!such!difference! is!masked!by!
the!finite!HPR!in!experiment.!
For! the! other! configurations!we! have! only! the! simulated! results.!Overall,! the! simple!
monopolar!charge!model!is!consistent!with!the!simulated!HPULL/HSeparation!values.!In!the!
only!case!with! two!charges!of! the!same!polarity! (AP2wide)! the!DW! is! repelled!without!
application!of!a!field.!The!two!cases!with!+2Q/?Q!show!a!similar!HPULL!(25!and!35!Oe),!
much!smaller!than!the!+2Q/?2Q!case!(75!Oe)!or!the!+2Q/?3Q!case!(65!Oe).!
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 +Q
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HPULL = 25±4 Oe (Exp.)
+2Q
–Q
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 –Q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HPULL = 25±5 Oe (Sim.)
HPULL = 40±5 Oe (Exp.)
case #1
HSep.= 35 ±5 Oe (Sim.)
HSep.= 37 Oe (Exp.)
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There!are!however!some!unexplained!differences.!Considering!the!cases!with!the!360°!
DW,! the! charge! model! suggests! that! the! isolated! 360°! DW! would! separate! at! a! field!
smaller! than! case! #3,! which! is! not! the! case.!We! suggest! this! occurs! because! of! two!
reasons.! (1)! The! monopole! model! presented! before! does! not! explain! fully! the!
magnetostatic! interaction.! This! model! ignores! the! large! dipolar! moment! of! the! 180°!
DWs,!which!contributes! to! their!attraction! [Muratov)&)Osipov)/001].!This!dipolar!moment! is!
fully!present! in! the! isolated!360°!DW! but! is!partly!quenched!by! the!presence!of! the!T!
trap.! (2)! The! T! trap! distorts! the! magnetisation! of! the! pinned! DW,! and! changes! the!
exchange!energy!of!the!joined!and!split!DW.!A!larger!decrease!in!exchange!energy!from!
the!joined!to!the!split!state!would!cause!a!lowering!of!HSeparation.!
The!presence!of!360°!DWs!can!alter!significantly!the!reversal!of!magnetic!elements!used!
in! sensor! and! DW! logic! devices,! affecting! adversely! their! sensitivity! and! reliability!
[Schafer) et) al.) -../].! Furthermore,! they! are! stable! under! even! large! applied! fields,! and!
cannot!be! field!propagated!away!as! its!180°! counterparts.!That! same!stability,!on! the!
other!hand,!coupled! to! its!small!size,!suggests! its!application! to!data!storage!devices.!
For! all! these! reasons,! it! is! interesting! to! note! the! manipulation! capabilities!
demonstrated!by!T!trap,!specially!in!the!configuration!of!case!#1:!it!can!be!used!to!inject,!
pin,!and!split!at!a!significantly!reduced!separation!field!a!360°!DW.!!
4-2.4. Summary 
We!have!measured!and!analysed!here!the!pinning!behaviour!of!a!T!trap.!We!observed!
that,! analogously! to! its!monolayer!Permalloy! counterparts! [Petit&et&al.&*++,b;&Lewis&et&al.&*++2;&
Petit%et%al.%)**+],! the!T! trap!has!4!possible!pinning!configurations,! corresponding! to! two!
different!positions!of!the!trap!(up/down)!and!to!two!possible!DW!central!magnetisations!
(P/AP).!Each!of!these!cases!presented!different!pinning!fields,!which,!in!two!of!the!four!
cases,!depended!on!the!depinning!direction.!Two!cases!with!special!interest!to!the!field!
of!DW! logic! are! produced! by! the! structure!with! the! T! stub! on! the! top.!We! observed!
there!that!a!reversal!of!the!gate!magnetisation!yields!two!drastically!different!pinning!
strengths.!This!demonstrates!the!principle!of!a!gated!DW!valve,!able!to!effectively!open!
or!close!the!main!track!to!the!passage!of!DWs.!Again!these!findings!are!consistent!with!
experiments!in!Permalloy!structures.!
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The!sensitivity!of!the!T!trap!to!the!DW!structure!allowed!us!to!study!the!reversal!of!the!
TDW!central!magnetisation!by!the!Walker!breakdown!process.!We!observed!that! this!
reversal!is!stochastic,!varies!between!structures,!and!between!DW!polarities,!with!the!
parallel! case! (the! assumed! as?injected! configuration)! being! overall! more! probable.!
These! findings! are! consistent!with!what!was! reported!before! for!Permalloy! [Lewis'et'al.'
!""#]!and!SV!tracks! [Glathe(et(al.(*++,].!Analogous!to!what!was!found!in!Permalloy,!we!also!
observed! that!below!a! certain! length! threshold,! the! fidelity! length,! the!DW! structure!
was!always!the!same!(parallel),!allowing!us!to!confirm!the!structure!of!the!injected!DW.!
By!using!the!measurement!of!DW!position,!we!were!also!able!to!observe!the!repulsive!
magnetostatic!interaction!between!the!DW!and!the!trap!under!certain!configurations.!
We!showed!that! the! transmission!of!a!DW!in!the!AP!cases!occurs!via!nucleation!and!
injection!of!new!DWs.! Furthermore,!we! showed! that! the!original! and!newly?injected!
DWs!could!either!annihilate,!produce!a!DW! in!the!T!stub,!or! form!a!360°!DW.!We!then!
showed!that,!with!the!two!possible!T!gate!orientations,!these!formed!four!independent!
configurations.! Using! push?pull! measurements,! we! observed! three! of! these!
configurations,!and!showed!that!they!could!occur!in!the!same!structure.!We!analysed!
these! configurations! with! a! micromagnetic! study,! which! showed! an! excellent!
agreement!with!the!experimental!observations.!
These!measurements! and! simulations! revealed! that! the!T! stub! acted! as! an! injection!
point!and!a!pinning!site!for!360°!DWs.!Furthermore,!it!was!also!shown!that!it!reduced!
significantly!the!splitting!field!of!the!360°!DW,!when!compared!to!an!isolated!DW.!We!
interpreted! this! in! terms!of!a!change!of!magnetostatic! interaction!and!deformation!of!
the!DW.!These! findings! suggest! that! the!T! gate! can!be!used! to! create!and!manipulate!
360°!DWs,!a!DW!type!particularly!difficult!to!manipulate.!
It!is!important!to!notice!the!role!in!these!studies!of!the!single!shot!measurements!of!DW!
position! possible! in! SV! tracks,! without! which! many! of! these! findings! would! be!
impossible!or!ambiguous.!
As! for!DW! logic! applications,! we! demonstrated! that! the! T! gate! has! several! possible!
uses.! It! can! serve! as! an! artificial! DW! trap;! it! can! serve! a! controllable! DW! gate;! and,!
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finally,!it!can!be!used!to!inject,!pin,!and!split!at!a!significantly!reduced!separation!field!
a!360°!DW.!
4-3. The NOT gate 29 
We! shall! now! study! the! DW! NOT! gate.! This! kind! of! structure,! first! introduced! by!
Cowburn!and!colleagues![Allwood'et'al.',--,],!transforms!TT!DWs!into!HHs!(and!vice?versa)!
under! a! rotating! field.! As! binary! information! can! be! mapped! onto! domain! or! DW!
polarities,! this! structure! effectively! performs! the! NOT! logic! operation.! The! structure!
consists!in!a!cusp,!schematised!in!FIG.!!?!",!which!stabilises!the!magnetisation!of!both!
its! arms! in! a! symmetric! configuration! (FIG.!!?!"A).! In! the!presence!of! a!CCW! rotating!
field,!DWs!present! in!the!left!arm!(the! input*arm)!will!be!pushed!into!the!cusp.!As!the!
DW! reverses! the! apex! of! the! cusp! (FIG.!!?!"B?ii),! it! is! annihilated! and! a! new!DW,! of!
opposite!polarity,!is!created!(FIG.!!?!"B?iii).!As!the!field!continues!its!rotation,!the!new!
DW! propagates! outwards! through! the! right! arm! (FIG.! !?!"B?v).! Two! identifying!
characteristics! of! the!NOT! gate! are!polarity! reversal! of!DWs! (the!NOT! operation! itself)!
and!a!delay!in!the!propagation!of!the!DW!(as!the!field!had!to!rotate!180°!before!the!right!
portion!of!the!arm!could!reverse).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!The! used!NOT! gate! designs!were! developed! by! Dr! E! Lewis! and!Dr!H! Zeng! (cf.! FIG.!!?!").!
Sample! fabrication! and! measurements! on! the! asymmetric! NOT! gate! were! done! in! close!
collaboration! with! Dr! Zeng,! and! related! results! are! partially! included! Dr! Zeng’s! PhD! thesis!!
[Zeng&'()(].!
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A.
  
B. 
i. ii. iii. 
    
iv. v. 
  
FIG. 4-34 NOT gate operation (schematic). A. The two stable states of the gate (empty 
gate). B. Gate operation under a rotating field (red arrow). A HH DW enters from the left 
(i) and travels up into the cusp (ii) annihilating and creating a TT DW (iii). As the field 
progresses, the TT DW travels out into the right arm (iv, v). 
The!NOT!gate!also!provides!a!way!to!propagate!multiple!DWs! in!a!clocked!fashion.! If!
several!NOT!gates!are!strung!together!they!form!a!shift?register:!a!data?storing!structure!
that! allows! the! simultaneous! containment! and! propagation! of! multiple,! non?
annihilating!DWs![Allwood'et'al.',--,;'O0Brien'et'al.',--5b].!
The!configuration,!shape!of!the!structure,!and!field!directions!indicated!in!FIG.!!?!"!are!
merely!for!illustration.!These!are!properties!that!depend!on!the!design!of!the!structure,!
design!which!has!known! several! iterations! in! the! search! for! an!optimised!and!dense!
gate!(FIG.!!?!"!and!references!therein).!
A. B. C. 
   
FIG. 4-35 Different designs of the DW NOT gate. A. Classic design, focused ion beam 
fabricated gate (SEM image), adapted from [Allwood et al. 2004]. B. Three different 
symmetric compact designs of EBL fabricated gates (SEM images), adapted from [Lewis 
2010]. C. Asymmetric compact gate for dense and rectangular tessellation (simulation), 
adapted from [Zeng et al. 2010b]. 
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Our! interest! in! fabricating!NOT! gates! in! SV! tracks! is! two?fold.! First,! being! a! complex!
structure! with! a! complex! behaviour,! it! provides! a! strong! test! to! demonstrate! the!
suitability!of!SV! tracks! to!DW! logic!applications.!Secondly,! it!provides!a!way!to!probe!
the! internal! magnetisation! state! of! the! gate! during! operation,! which! should! aid! the!
study!and!improvement!of!gate!design!(studies!so!far!have!relied!on!measurement!of!
the!input!and!output!arms!magnetisation).!
4-3.1. Measuring a SV NOT gate 
Several!ring?shaped!tracks!containing!one!NOT!gate!were!fabricated!from!a!SV!using!the!
titanium! etch!process!30.!An! SEM! image! of! the! structure! can! be! seen! in!FIG.!!?!".! The!
ring! dimensions! were! 20! by! 10!_m,! width! of! 160!nm! (ring! track)! tapering! down! to!
60!nm! in! the!cusp.!Contacts!were!placed!on! the!upper! side!of! the! ring,!4.8!_m!apart.!
Though!there!are!two!current!paths,!the!large!difference!in!length!(4.8!vs!57!_m),!and!
the! higher! resistance! of! the! narrow! sections! of! the! gate,!make! the! signal! correspond!
almost!completely!to!segment!between!the!contacts.!
 
FIG. 4-36 A SV ring with a NOT gate (SEM image). 
An!elliptical!CCW! rotating!field,!HCYCLE,!was!then!applied.!The!horizontal!and!vertical!
amplitudes!(HX,!HY)!were!varied,!and!some!measurements!at!different!field!amplitudes!
are! plotted! in! FIG.! !?!".! Different! behaviours! were! observed! for! different! values! of!
HCYCLE,!which!could!be!grouped!in!three!patterns:!
– at!low!HCYCLE,!no!transitions!or!only!intermittent!transitions!(at!HX!=!HPR)!were!
observed!(A);!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30!Fabrication!details!can!be!found!in!Annex!A,!under!sample!reference!HM!".!
4 µm!
500 nm!
y x 
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– at!medium!HCYCLE,! transitions!occurred!every!1.5! field!cycles! (period!of!3! field!
cycles;!B);!
– and!at!large!HCYCLE,!transitions!occurred!every!field!cycle!(C).!
A.
  
B.
  
C.
  
FIG. 4-37 Ring with a NOT gate at three different field amplitudes (MR measurement). 
The x and y field components are plotted in red and blue, respectively. The vertical grid 
lines mark field angle = 0. The field amplitudes for the three plots are A. (30, 189) Oe, B. 
(129, 149) Oe, and C. (273, 151) Oe. A and B are single shot measurements, C is 
averaged (n=5). Sinusoidal variation is caused by HY sensitivity, cf. §3–5. 
The! first! case! (A)! correspond! to! the! case! where! the!DW! cannot! overcome! either! the!
natural!pinning!of!the!track!or!the!pinning!of!the!NOT!gate.!As!such,!the!only!observed!
transitions! are! due! to! a!DW! going! back! and! forth! as! HX! switches,! a!DW! that! cannot!
complete!a!full!ring!turn!31.!
The!second!case!(B)!corresponds!to!the!correct!NOT!gate!operation!with!a!single!DW!in!
the!ring,!with!its!characteristic!3!cycle!period.!As!mentioned!above,!the!gate!delays!the!
DW!by!half!a!field!turn!and,!as!such,!it!takes!1+½!field!turns!for!the!DW!to!complete!a!
full! round.!As! it! takes! 2! trips! for! the!DW! to! reverse!back! to! the!original!polarity,! the!
total! period! is! then! of! 3! cycles.! The! sequence! of!magnetic! states! in! this! operation! is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31!In!the!particular!case!of!FIG.!!?!"A,!it!is!the!HY!that!is!below!HPR,!leaving!the!DW!corralled!in!
the!top!segment!of!the!ring.!
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schematised! in!FIG.!!?!"A,!with! the! applied! field! angle! represented!by! the! red!arrow!
and!the!DWs!by!the!green!(HH)!or!yellow!(TT)!disks.!The!other!stable!mode!of!operation,!
with! three! DWs! (FIG.! !?!"B)! was! not! observed.! This! was! due! to! the! way! we! tested!
different!values!of!HCYCLE:!we!started!always!from!low!to!high!amplitudes.!As!the!triple!
DW!state!is!unstable!at!low!fields,!if!ever!it!was!present,!it!would!have!been!annihilated!
during!the!measurement!set.!
A. 
 
B. 
 
FIG. 4-38 Operation of a NOT gate in a ring track (schematic). Half a period is 
represented for A. single DW mode and B. triple DW mode. The red arrow represents the 
applied field direction, the disks the DWs (green for HH and yellow for TT), and the blue 
rectangles the electrical contacts. 
In!the!third!case!(C)!the!field!is!strong!enough!to!nucleate!new!DWs!(most!probably!at!
the! gate)! and! the! single!DW! state! is! no! longer! stable.! In! this! structure,! this! regime! is!
similar!to!the!triple!DW!behaviour!(FIG.!!?!"B).!
In!all!cases,!due!to!the!position!of!the!contacts,!the!field!at!which!the!transitions!occur!
are!characteristic!of!the!depinning!from!the!corner!and!not!of!the!NOT!gate!itself.!
Operating margin 
The! three! operation! patterns! we! have! identified! above! depend! on! the! HCYCLE!
amplitudes!in!an!asymmetrical!and!non?simple!way.!As!before!for!the!spiral!device!(cf.!
FIG.!!?!),!the!applied!field!amplitudes!that!yield!the!desired!operation!can!be!mapped,!
FIG.!!?!",! and! the! operating*margin! (or! region)! can! be! found.! This! plot! shows! that! the!
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operating! margin! is! limited! at! high! fields! by! nucleation! and! at! low! fields! by!
propagation,! as! was! the! case! for! simpler! devices.! Worthy! of! note! is! the! vertical! to!
horizontal! asymmetry:! while! the! nucleation! limit! is! similar! for! both! HX! and! HY!
(≈275!Oe),! the!propagation!limit! is!very!dissimilar!(≈40!vs!≈140!Oe).!This! is!caused!by!
the! DW! having! to! overcome! a! pinning! step! before! entering! the! head! of! the! cusp,!
something!that!happens!when!the!field!is!oriented!vertically!32.!
 
FIG. 4-39 Operating margin of a NOT gate. Each point represents a measurement like 
the ones of Fig. 4-37. The black points ● correspond to no operation (i.e. below gate 
transmission), the green points ● to correct operation, and the red points ● to 
nucleation. The dashed line marks the operating margin, interpolated between 
measurements or extended where unequivocally possible. 
Correct!operation!threshold!criterion!
As! previously! discussed,! at! low! field! values! we! observe! intermittent! transition!
behaviour,!caused!by!DW!propagating!back!and!forth!in!the!ring.!As!the!field!reaches!
the!start!of!the!operating!area,!the!structure!may!intermittently!show!correct!behaviour,!
interspersed!with!cycles!during!which! the!DW!was!not!able! to!overcome! the!pinning!
field! of! the! gate.! It! is! then! necessary! to! define! the! threshold* criterion:! in! how! many!
operation!cycles!we!search!for!non?correct!operation.!For!example,! in!the!data!of!FIG.!
!?!"!and!FIG.!!?!",!this!number!would!be!4!(4!processed!DWs!per!measurement).!While!
a!limited!number!of!observations!increases!the!sampling!error,!for!most!structures!and!
gate!designs!this!is!rarely!significant!to!the!determination!of!the!operating!margin,!as!
the!contrast!of!intermittent!and!correct!operation!is!high.!It!is!important!to!notice!that!
in!industrial!devices,!such!as!data?storage!media,!the!criteria!for!correct!operation!are!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32!We!shall!examine!more!closely!the!internal!pinning!fields!below.!
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usually! far! stricter,!with! error! rates!measured! in! errors!per! 1015! operations! [Mielke'et'al.'
!""#].!
Gate orientation 
An!identical! structure!rotated!by!90°!was!also! fabricated,!and! its!operating!margin! is!
shown! in! FIG.!!?!".! In! this! structure,! the! gate! is! parallel! to! the! reference! layer.! This!
rotation! caused! the! observed! x/y! asymmetry! of! the! operating! margin! to! reverse,!
confirming! its! origin! in! the! gate.! Also,! more! interestingly,! the! margin! for! both!
structures! is! apparently! of! comparable! size.! To! compare! operating! margins! from!
different! structures! more! quantitatively,! we! shall! use! the! normalised* operation* area!
[Allwood'et'al.',--.]:!the!ratio!of!the!margin!area!to!the!product!of!its!centroid!coordinates,!
describing! loosely! how!much! relative! variation! of! the! applied! field! is! allowed!while!
still! obtaining! the! correct! gate! behaviour.! The! normalised! operation! area! for! the!
original! (vertical)! gate! is! 0.81! and! for! the! horizontal! gate! is! 0.82,! indicating! that! the!
influence! of! the! coupling! field! from! the! reference! layer! upon! the! gate! operation! is!
limited.!
! !
FIG. 4-40 Ring with a horizontal NOT gate. Left. SEM image. Electrical contacts are 
visible on the bottom. Right. Operating margin (same colour code as Fig. 4-39). 
4-3.2. Different gate designs 
We! fabricated! and! measured! the! operating! margins! of! several! structures! of! three!
designs:! the!previous!symmetric!design!(FIG.!!?!"),!a!symmetric!compact!design!(FIG.!
!?!"A),!and!an!asymmetric!compact!design!(FIG.!!?!"B).!
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FIG. 4-41 Compact NOT gate designs in sv tracks (SEM images). A. Symmetric 
compact NOT gate (track width = 65 nm). B. Asymmetric compact NOT gate (track width 
50 nm). 
Both! compact! designs!worked,! i.e.! showed! a! finite! operating!margin.! The! operation!
plots!of!both!types!of!designs!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!The!normalised!operation!areas!
for! the! shown! structures! are! very! different:! 0.64! (symmetric! design)! and! 0.072!
(asymmetric).! We! shall! compare! them! further! below.! The! blue! points! in! FIG.! !?!"!
correspond!to!the!intermittent!regime,!to!which!we!will!return!later.!
A. B. 
   
FIG. 4-42 Operating margins of compact not gates. A. Symmetric compact gate. 
B. Asymmetric compact gate (note the plot origin). The dashed line indicates the 
operating margin. Red, green, and black points correspond to nucleation ●, correct 
operation ●, and below propagation ● measurements, as before. The blue points ● 
correspond to intermittent operation, with dark/light blue indicating few/many observed 
transitions (i.e. close to and above the propagation threshold, resp.). Some noise is 
present caused by the transition counting algorithm. The operation threshold criteria 
were 4 (A.) and 8 (B.). 
Comparison!to!similar!gates!on!single7layer!Permalloy!
A! few!more!NOT! gates!were!measured! of! each! type,! and! their! normalised! operation!
areas!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!For!comparison,!the!normalised!operation!areas!of!similar!
design! gates! fabricated! on! single?layer! Py! are! also! included! (from! the! indicated!
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sources).!Gates!for!which!no!operation!point!was!found!were!not!included.!Though!the!
number!of!tested!structures!is!low,!as!a!general!rule,!the!normalised!operating!margin!
of!the!SV!gates!is!smaller!than!their!Py!counterparts!(by!about!12!to!75%).!We!suggest!
that!this!is!due!to!a!larger!lateral!roughness!of!the!SV!structures,!particularly!visible!in!
the!gates!of!reduced!size!(see!related!discussion!of!narrow!tracks!in!Chapter!3).!
Design 
Spin-valve 
!
Permalloy (literature)!
N Normalised operation area Normalised operation area 
Classic 3 0.82, 0.81, 0.81 ~ 0.93 
Sym. compact 3 0.64, 0.19, 0.17 ~ 0.42–0.95 
Asym. compact 4 0.10, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07 ~ 0.39  
FIG. 4-43 Comparison of SV and Py NOT gates. The Permalloy data was measured on 
plots in [Lewis 2010] for the classic and symmetric designs, and in [Zeng et al. 2010b] for the 
asymmetric compact design. 
Intermittent!regime!
The!asymmetric!gate!showed!a!very!extensive!intermittent!operation!region!(in!blue!in!
FIG.!!?!"B)!which,!as!we!described!before,!consists!in!two!regimes:!back!and!forth!DW!
propagation!without!transmission!through!the!gate,!and!intermittent!correct!operation.!
The! former! occurs! for! lower! fields,! and! the! latter! for! fields! closer! to! the! operation!
threshold.!To!study!how!gradually!the!intermittent!correct!operation!regime!fades!into!
the! full!operation!regime,!100!single!shot!measurements!were! taken!at! four!values!of!
applied!field!near!the!operation!threshold!of!an!asymmetric!compact!gate,!FIG.!!?!".!In!
the! shown!operating!margin! plot,! the! points!where! the!DW! propagates! but! does! not!
transmit! through! the! gate! are! shown! in! black! (what! would! be! blue! in! the! previous!
plots).! We! observe! the! intermittent! regime! in! a! wide! interval! (at! least! 143–159!Oe),!
where! the!probability!of! correct!operation! stays!at!~50%.!A!small! step!of! the!applied!
HX—step!smaller!than!10!Oe,!corresponding!to!6%!of!the!value!of!HX—was!sufficient!to!
go! from! the! intermittent! to! the! full! operation! regime! of! 99%! correct! operation! (a!
threshold!criterion!of!~100).!This!shows!that!the!operating!margin!is!sharply!defined.*
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FIG. 4-44 Intermittent operation in asymmetric compact NOT gates. A. Operating 
margin. The green points ● mark correct operation; the blue points ● intermittent 
correct operation, but not cases where there was DW propagation but no transmission 
through the gate (as was the case on previous plots). Red and black points correspond 
to ● nucleation and ● no DW transmission. Purple points ● correspond to the 
measurements in plot B. B. Relative frequency of correct operation (in 100 tests per 
data point) vs applied HX. 
4-3.3. Probing the internal magnetisation 
Structures! were! fabricated! where! the! NOT! gate! was! situated! between! the! contacts,!
allowing!for!the!measurement!of!magnetisation!changes!while!the!DW!passed!through.!!
The!classic!design!gate!
The!measurement!of!a!L?shaped!wire!with!a!classic!NOT!gate!at!three!different!applied!
field! amplitudes! is! shown! in!FIG.!!?!".!As!with! the! ring! structure,! the! track!width! is!
160!nm!(outside!the!gate)!and!60!nm!(in!the!cusp!arms).!The!applied!field!sequence!is!
composed!of!a!reset!field!pulse,!at!+(200,!350)!Oe,!and!2!to!3!CCW!field!rotations!at!the!
chosen!amplitude.!The!measurements!are!single!shot!acquisitions!of!a!repeating!field!
sequence.! Due! to! setup! limitations,! the! nucleation! pulse! is! divided! between! the!
beginning! and! the! end! of! the! acquisition! time! (at! 0! and! ≈1.6–2.0!s).! The! quantitative!
determination!of!the!MR!contributions!of!each!of!the!structure!sections!is!unfortunately!
encumbered!by!the!variety!of!track!width!and!of!track!angle,!and!by!the!high!HY!fields!
applied!(which!influence!the!MR!signal,!cf.!Chapter!3).!
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B.!
 
C.!  
D.!  
FIG. 4-45 MR signal across a classic gate. A. SEM image of a classic NOT gate on a L-
shaped wire. B, C & D. MR signal across the gate, respectively: below the propagation 
threshold, correct operation, and nucleation. The red and blue curves are the applied 
HX and HY (respectively). The field is replotted at the right to show the field angle at 
each transition.  
On! the! first! plot,! two! transitions! are! observed! (a! and! b)! plus! a! reset! transition! (at!
t!≈!1.7!s).!Transitions!a!and!b!occur!at!negative!HX!(?11!and!?74!Oe),!and!correspond!to!
two! injected!TT!DWs! reversing! the!horizontal! sections!of! the! track! (as! schematised! in!
FIG.!!?!").! The! amplitude! of! the! transitions! is! 0.6! and! 0.5%! (respectively),! indicating,!
albeit!without!certainty,!that!transition!a!corresponds!to!the!DW!to!left!of!the!gate!(the!
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left!contact!is!separated!by!≈6.5!_m!from!the!gate,!vs.!≈3!_m!for!the!right!contact).!The!
very!disparate!field!values!indicate!that!one!of!the!corners!has!a!high!pinning!field.!
!
FIG. 4-46 Magnetisation below the propagation threshold (schematic). The TT DWs 
are represented by yellow points. The red arrow shows the applied field direction. 
In!the!measurement!of!the!signal!during!correct!operation!(FIG.!!?!"C),!we!observe!the!
two! transitions! of! before! and! three! new! (c,! d,! and! e),! which! we! shall! map! to! the!
magnetisation!changes!of!FIG.!!?!".!All!these!transitions!occur!in!the!first!half!field!turn!
after!the!reset!pulse,!and!no!transitions!are!observed!afterwards,!as!is!expected!of!the!
transit! of! one! DW! through! the! NOT! gate.! The! transitions! a–c! have! the! same! signal!
(negative),!as!they!all!switch!the!magnetisation!to!the!left!(by!propagation!of!a!TT!DW).!
Transitions!d!and!e!on!the!other!hand!are!positive,!as!they!correspond!to!magnetisation!
changing!to!the!right!(by!propagation!of!a!HH!DW).!Between!c!and!d,!the!magnetisation!
of!all!segments!has!a!–x!component,!yielding!the!lowest!observed!resistance!state.!The!
entrance!and!exit!of!the!DW! to!and!from!the!gate!(transitions!c!and!d)!occur!at!almost!
vertical!applied!field!(angle!of!?92°!and!?83°,!resp.)!and!high!field!amplitude!(?275!Oe),!
a! sign! of! the! high! pinning! caused! by! the! interface! between! the! cusp! and! the! arms!
(which!effectively! is! a!width! step!of! 120! to!60!nm).!After! the!DW! leaves! the!gate!and!
leaves! the! track! (transition! e),! the! applied! field! continues! rotating! but! no! further!
transitions!occur.!
!
FIG. 4-47 Magnetisation during correct operation (schematic). The DWs are 
represented by yellow and green points (for TT and HH, respectively). 
FIG.!!?!"D! is!a!measurement!above!the!nucleation!threshold.!The!transitions!observed!
before! are! present! here! again,! showing! that! the!DW! still! describes! the! same! path! as!
!a !b 
!a !b !c 
!c !d !e 
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during! correct! operation.! However,! even! after! the! original! DWs! have! left! the! track,!
every! time! the! field! rotates! new! DWs! are! generated! at! the! cusp! (transitions! f! and!
subsequent).!
The!symmetric!compact!gate!
The!measurement!of!the!MR!signal!across!a!symmetric!compact!gate!in!a!ring!track!is!
shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!The!electrodes!are!placed!5!_m!apart!with!the!gate!in!the!middle.!
Due!to!the!compact!gate’s!much!smaller!size,!and!because!it!is!of!the!same!track!width!
as! the! rest! of! the! track,! the! gate! resistance,! and! therefore! its! signal,! is! very! small;! as!
such,!no!transitions!corresponding!to!internal!magnetisation!changes!were!observed.!
As! before,! we! show! in! the! figure! measurements! corresponding! to! applied! field!
amplitudes! below! the! propagation! threshold,! in! the! operation! area,! and! above! the!
nucleation!threshold.!
In!the!operation!area!(FIG.!!?!"C),!we!observe!pairs!of!opposite!signal!transitions!(a*&!b,!
c*&*d)!separated!by!half!a!field!turn.!These!are!caused!by!the! incoming!and!outgoing!
DWs! of! opposite! polarity;! eg.! HH! for! a! and! and! TT! b,! respectively.! The! separation!
between! the! transitions! (one! half! and! then! one! full! field! turn)! is! characteristic! of! a!
looping!single!DW.!Both! transitions! for! the! incoming!of! the!DW! and! the!outgoing!DW!
occur! at! roughly! opposing! field! angles.! This! simply! corresponds! to!HX! reaching! the!
depinning! field! of! the! corners,! which! is! similar! to! HPR.! The! operation! limiting!
depinning! field,! that! from! the! cusp! itself,! is! not! observable! here,! due! to! the! small!
amount!of!reversed!magnetisation!it!accompanies.!!
The! signal! measured! above! nucleation! (FIG.! !?!"D)! shows! a! full! reversal! transition!
every!half! field!turn.!This!corresponds!to!the!three!DW!mode:!a!DW!enters!the!gate!at!
roughly!the!same!time!as!another!DW!is!leaving,!and!their!transitions!are!compounded.!
In!some!transitions,!a!stochastic!variation!of!the!depinning!field!allows!the!distinction!
of!the!two!transitions,!and!a!small!step!is!visible.!
The! signal! measured! below! the! propagation! threshold! (FIG.! !?!"B)! is! typical! of! the!
intermittent!operation!regime:!stochastic!variations!of!pinning!fields!make!the!correct!
operation! of! the! gate! possible! but! infrequent,! interspersed! by! failed! operations.! The!
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correct! gate! operation! is! seen! in! transitions! a! &! b,! but! failure! to! transmit! is! also!
observed!in!c!&!d.!The!field!angle!at!transition!also!shows!a!spread.!
A. 
!  
B.
!  
C.
!!  
D.
!!  
FIG. 4-48 MR signal across a symmetric compact gate. A. Mask of the measured 
structure. B, C & E. MR signal across the gate, respectively: below the propagation 
threshold, intermittent operation, correct operation, and nucleation. The red and blue 
curves are the applied HX and HY (respectively). 
4-3.4. Multiple NOT gates: a DW shift register 
As!mentioned! before,! the! coupling! of! several!NOT! gates! is! very! desirable! for! digital!
applications,! as! it! allows! the! formation! of! data! storing! shift! registers,! frequency!
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dividers,! and! module! turn! counters! [Diegel' et' al.' +,,-].! In! Permalloy,! shift?registers!
consisting! of!multiple! gates! have! been!demonstrated! for! all! three!designs! studied! in!
this!section![Allwood'et'al.',--,;'O0Brien'et'al.',--5b;'Zeng'et'al.',-9-b].!There!are!two!main!challenges!
to! a! dense,! multiple! gate! shift! register:! compounding! operating! margins,! i.e.! the!
operation!points!of!the!group!have!to!lie!inside!the!operating!margins!of!all!the!gates,!
and!the!possible!inter?gate!interactions.!
We! have! fabricated! and! measured! working! shift! registers! in! SV! tracks,! of! both!
symmetric!and!asymmetric!(not!presented)!gate!design.!FIG.!!?!"!shows!measurements!
on! a! seven! gate! shift! register! of! the! symmetric! compact! design! embedded! in! a! ring!
track.!The!MR!measurement!was!done!with!two!electrodes!5!_m!apart!with!the!gates!in!
between!(see!!FIG.!!?!"A).!As!before,!due!to!the!small!gate!size,!internal!magnetisation!
changes! in! the! gates! have! a! very! small! effect! in! the!MR! signal.! The! signal! above! the!
nucleation! threshold! is! shown! in!FIG.!!?!"D!with! the! typical! two! transitions!per! field!
turn.!!
The!signal!at!correct!operation!is!shown!in!FIG.!!?!"C,!with!the!expected!half?period!of!
4.5!field!turns!of!the!single!DW!mode.!This!half?period!is!the!sum!of!1!field!turn!for!the!
DW!to!go!around!the!ring,!plus!7!x!½!field!turns!to!go!through!the!seven!gates.!Being!an!
odd!number!of!gates,!the!DW!polarity!is!reversed!after!passing!through!the!gates,!and!
as! such! the!magnetisation! period! is! actually! 9! field! turns.! This! is! easily! seen! in! the!
recorded! signal.!At! the! (negative)! transition!marked! in! red,! a!TT!DW! leaves! the! shift!
register!through!the!right.!After!one!field!turn,!it!has!circled!the!ring!and!appears!again!
at! the! left! of! the!gates,! causing!another!negative! transition! (in!green).!Then,! after! 3.5!
field! turns,! the! DW! emerges! again! in! the! right,! this! time! being! a!HH! DW,! and! thus!
causing!a!positive!transition!(in!purple).!
Two! structures! of! this! type!were!measured,!with! normalised! operation! areas! of! 0.19!
and!0.33!33,!which!is!comparable!to!that!of!single!gate!structures!(0.17–0.64,!cf.!FIG.!!?!").!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33!This! value,! 0.33,!was!measured!on! the!plot! of!FIG.!!?!"B,!where! the! operation! area!was!not!
completely!determined;!as!a!consequence,!the!real!value!is!possibly!greater!than!0.33.!
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FIG. 4-49 Shift-register with seven symmetric compact NOT gates. A. Mask design 
and SEM image. B. Operating margin (● – correct operation, ● – nucleation, ● – no 
propagation; ● – intermittent operation). C. Measurement (single shot) of a correct 
operation single DW mode. D. Measurement (single shot) of the nucleation mode. 
4-3.5. Summary 
We!measured!DW!NOT!gates!in!a!SV!track,!the!first!electrical!measurement!of!such!gates!
to! this! date.! We! have! demonstrated! the! operation! three! types! of! DW! NOT! gates,!
including! highly! compact! gates! with! narrow! tracks! (down! to! 50!nm! width).! For! all!
these,! we! have! measured! the! operating! margin,! and! compared! it! to! reported!
experiments! on! Permalloy! structures.!We! found! that! the! margins! in! SV! tracks! were!
smaller,! though!of!comparable!size!(a!reduction!in!the!margin!of!12!to!75%).!We!also!
observed!that!gates!in!different!orientations!had!operating!margins!of! identical!size,!
which!suggests!that!the!pinning!caused!by!the!reference!layer!is!small.!
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Using!single!shot!measurements,!we!observed!that!the!asymmetric!compact!NOT!gate!
showed! an! intermittent! operating! behaviour! for! a! wide! region! of! applied! field!
amplitudes.!We!characterised!the!border!between!the!intermittent!and!correct!regimes,!
and!found!that!this!border!was!relatively!narrow,!with!a!change!of!50%!to!99%!correct!
operation!occurring!in!just!10!Oe!change!of!the!applied!field.!
By!placing!electrical!contacts!in!both!sides!of!the!track,!we!characterised!the!magnetic!
transitions!of!the!gate!during!operation.!
We! then! demonstrated! the! operation! of! a! shift! register! composed! of! seven! adjacent!
NOT!gates!of! the!symmetric!compact!design.!We!measured! its!operating!margin,!and!
found!it!to!be!of!comparable!size!to!the!margin!of!single!gates.!To!this!date!and!to!our!
knowledge,! this! is!arguably!the!most!complex!DW! logic!circuit! to!be!demonstrated! in!
SV!tracks.!
4-4. Inter-track DW interaction 
We!have!seen!that!to!control!DW!propagation!and!pinning!in!SV!tracks!it!is!necessary!to!
limit!the!action!of!magnetostatic!coupling!to!the!reference!layer;!the!reasons!for!which!
we!have!concluded!for!the!use!of!SAF!reference!layers!in!Chapter!3.!If!tracks!are!placed!
very!close! together,!as! is!needed! for!many! logic!applications,!magnetostatic! coupling!
effects!may!occur!between!adjacent!tracks!which!affect!the!propagation!of!DWs.!
These!coupling!effects!arise!wherever!there!is!magnetic!charge,!such!as!track!ends,!or!
junctions,!or!DWs.!Here,!magnetic!charge!is!defined!as!!! = −!! ∇ ∙! !",!leading!to!a!
calculation!of!the!magnetostatic!energy!between!two!magnetic!charges!that!is!similar!in!
form!similar!to!the!electrostatic!attraction!(34):!
!! = !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Inter?track!DW!interactions!can!be!quite!significant;!previous!work!has!shown!that!DWs!
of! opposite! polarity! in! closely! placed! Permalloy! tracks! attractively! pin! one! another,!
with!decoupling!fields!well!above!propagation!(up!to!~5x)![O#Brien)et)al.).//0a].!It!was!also!
found! that! this! interaction! also! influences! the! stability! of! different! DW! structures!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34!As!further!described!in!Chapter!1.!
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[Laufenberg+ et+ al.+ /001].! It! was! shown! that! the! magnetostatic! interaction! locks! the! DWs!
together!with!minimal!structure!deformation! in!a!virtually!parabolic!potential!well!35.!
This!effect!is!extremely!sensitive!on!track!separation!and!on!charge!distribution!within!
the!DWs.!Transverse!DWs,!having!most!of!their!charge!concentrated!at!the!track!edge!on!
their!wide!side![Zeng&et&al.&+,-,a],!show!the!strongest!coupling!when!interacting!wide!with!
wide! side,!while! other! configurations! (wide!with! narrow! transverse!DWs! and! vortex!
DWs)!show!coupling!strengths!orders!of!magnitude!smaller.!The!interaction!of!adjacent!
DWs! has!possible! technological! applications,! such! as!DW! oscillators! [O#Brien)*+,+],!while!
the! possibility! of! distortion! free! pinning! is! useful! for! fundamental! studies! of!DWs! in!
nanotracks.!
In!this!section,!we!study!the!interaction!of!DWs!in!two!adjacent!SV!tracks.!The!ability!to!
monitor! simultaneously! the! positions! of! the! two! DWs,! and! to! take! single?shot!
measurements,! will! allow! us! to! observe! directly! the! inter?DW! pinning,! and! to! study!
new! phenomena! arising! from! the! interaction.! It! also! serves! to! demonstrate! that!DW!
interactions! occur! equally! in! realisable! SV! structures,! an! important! step! towards!
practical!applications!to!future!devices.!
Device design 
The!structures!consisted!of!two!tracks,!one!L?shaped!and!the!other!U?shaped,!placed!in!
close!proximity,!FIG.!!?!",!fabricated!using!the!usual!titanium!etch!process!36.!The!track!
gap! varied! down! to! ~50!nm! (two! track! widths! were! used:! 140! and! 260!nm).! Three!
electrodes!were!placed! in! a! common!ground!arrangement! (the!ground! contact! being!
the!rightmost!one).!The!inter?electrode!distance!is!1.7!_m!on!the!L?track!and!2.4!_m!on!
the!U?track.! The!DW! positions!will! be! described! by! their! distance! to! the! edge! of! the!
common! electrode,! d.! During! the! contact! lithography,! the! sample! was! semi?
automatically! re?aligned! on! each! structure! exposure! for! better! contact! position!
accuracy!(typical!deviation!<100!nm).!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35!in! the! limit!of!small!DW!separation!and!for! transverse!DWs.! In!the! limit!of! large!separations,!
the!interaction!follows!a!?1/x!profile!typical!of!a!point?charge!interaction.!
36!Fabrication!details!may!be!consulted!in!Annex!A,!under!sample!reference!HM!".!
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FIG. 4-50 Parallel tracks for DW interaction (SEM images). The L-shaped and U-shaped 
tracks can be seen on the top and bottom of the structure, respectively. The distances 
between the common (ground) electrode and each of the track electrodes is marked on 
the image on the right. The DW positions, dL and dU, are defined as the distance to the 
common electrode. Both tracks have a 4.7 µm horizontal segment, with ~2.2 µm of it in 
close proximity, width = 260 nm. 
The!configuration!of!the!tracks!was!chosen!so!two!transverse!DWs!could!be!injected!by!
a!(?HReset,!?HReset)!field!(FIG.!!?!"A?i)!and!made!to!propagate!with!their!wide!sides!facing!
each! other! when! driven! by! a! sweeping! horizontal! field! (FIG.! !?!"A?ii,! iii).! This!
measurement!we!label!as!the!interaction*measurement!(which!is!actually!identical!to!the!
propagation!sequence!used!in!Chapter!3).!The!use!of!an!L?!and!U?shaped!tracks!allows!
also! the! testing! of! an! important! control:! propagation! of! a! single! DW! in! the! U?track!
without! interaction! (FIG.!!?!"B).! This! is! done! by! using! a! (?HReset,!+HReset)! pulse,!which!
creates! a! single! DW! in! the! U?track.! This! measurement! we! label! as! the! control*
measurement!(which!is!identical!to!the!nucleation!sequence!of!Chapter!3).!
A-i. A-ii. A-iii. 
  
B-i. B-ii. 
 
FIG. 4-51 Inter DW coupling (schematic). The red arrow indicates the applied field 
direction and the blue rectangles the electrode positions. A. Interaction measurement. 
Two DWs of opposing polarity are injected by a (-x, -y) reset field (i), followed by a 
sweeping horizontal field. At HX ≈ HPR, the DWs propagate from the corners, becoming 
coupled at some point in the wire (ii); as HX reaches the decoupling field, they depin (iii). 
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The reverse case is done analogously, by reversing all applied field arrows. B. Control 
measurement. The reset field in the (-x, +y) direction injects a single DW in the U- track 
(i); the sweeping HX then causes the DW to propagate without any DW-DW interaction (ii). 
As HX reaches HNUC, the L-track reverses by nucleation (not shown). 
Detecting DW-DW interaction events 
The!progress!of!the!DWs!in!the!interaction!measurement!should!be!similar!to!the!case!
where!the!DW!pins!at!a!track!defect!(e.g.!FIG.!!?!"):!reversal!of!a!portion!of!the!track!at!
HPR,!up!to! the!point!of! interaction,! followed!by!the!reversal!of! the!rest!of! the! track!at!
some! HPin! caused! by! the! DW?DW! interaction.! If! just! one! of! the! tracks! were! to! be!
measured,! the!DW?DW! coupling!would!be!hard! to!distinguish! from!pinning!at!one!of!
the!many!natural!defects!that!unfortunately!are!common!in!these!closely!placed!tracks.!
The!distinguishing!feature!of!a!DW!pair!interaction!is!coincidence!in!time!and!position!
of!DW! displacements! in!both! tracks,! leading! to! the!need! to!measure! the! resistance!of!
both!tracks!simultaneously.!Though!the!non?simultaneous!measurement!of!both!tracks!
could!also!detect!DW?DW! interactions!by! singling!out! those! transitions!with! the! same!
depinning! field! (analogous! to![O#Brien)et)al.).//0a]),! in! the! presence! of! significant! pinning!
centres!with!stochastic!depinning!fields,!this!technique!is!far!less!accurate!and!sensitive!
than!the!simultaneous!alternative.!
.!  
FIG. 4-52 Electrical setup for simultaneous measurements. Two currents modulated 
at different frequencies (fL and fU, from 4 to 40 kHz) are injected in the two individual 
electrodes, while the common electrode is grounded. As the output resistances of the 
lock-in amplifiers and current sources are larger than the track resistance (1 MΩ and 
100 kΩ vs ~500 Ω), the currents each only flow through the respective track. Cross-talk 
between leads is further avoided by the frequency discrimination of the lock-in 
amplifiers. 
Signal! cross2talk! between! the! resistance! measurement! needs! to! be! avoided:! if! a!
transition! in! one! track! would! produce! voltage! steps! in! both! signals,! it! would! be!
indistinguishable! from! a! DW! interaction! event.! With! a! less! careful! measuring!
arrangement,! cross?talk! can! easily! occur! in! a! system! with! a! shared! electrode! and!
significant!electrode!resistance.!The!setup!used!to!carry!this!experiment!is!schematised!
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in!FIG.!!?!".!Two!independent!lock?in!amplifiers,!and!two!reference!sinusoidal!current!
sources,!were! connected! to! the! two! track! electrodes,! and! the! common! electrode!was!
grounded.!As!the!output!resistances!of!the!amplifiers!and!the!signal!sources!are!much!
greater!than!the!track!resistance!(1!MΩ!and!100!kΩ!vs!~500!Ω),!the!current!flows!from!
each! signal! source,! through! the! respective! track,! to! the! common! ground! electrode,!
without!flowing!through!the!opposite!track.!The!two!reference!signal!sources!were!also!
set! to! different! frequencies,! so! that! voltage! signal! caused! by! the! resistance! of! the!
common! electrode! could! not! induce! cross?talk.! The! control! experiment! (FIG.! !?!"B),!
which! creates! large! amplitude! and! non?coincident! MR! transitions,! can! be! used! to!
confirm!that!no!cross?talk!exists,!and!is!shown!in!FIG.!!?!".!There,!it!can!be!seen!that!the!
reversal! transitions!of!each! track!do!not! in! fact!produce!any!visible! transitions! in! the!
other! track’s! signal,! confirming! the! isolation! of! the! two! simultaneous! resistance!
measurements.! The! difference! in! the! noise! level! between! the! two! measurements,!
visible! in!FIG.!!?!"!and! in!other!data! in! this!section,! is!both!a!result!of! the!use!of! two!
different! lock?in! amplifiers! (at! different! modulation! frequencies! and! with! different!
noise! filters)! and! of! different! intrinsic! noise! levels! (due! to! different! resistance! levels,!
contact!quality,!and!other!measurement!limitations).!
 
FIG. 4-53 Signal of the L- and U-tracks during a control measurement (simultaneous, 
single-shot measurement). The L-track reversed at HNUC (~200 Oe) and the U-track at 
HPR (~16 Oe). The step on the top curve is caused by a (natural) pinning centre (HPin = 
50 Oe). Track width = 260 nm. Note that there are no coincident transitions. 
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4-4.1. Interaction measurement: DW–DW pinning 
An!example!of!an!interaction!measurement!is!shown!in!FIG.!!?!"A,!where!MR!vs.!field!is!
shown!for!both!the!U?!and!L?tracks.!For!clarity,!only!the!positive!sweep,!0!to!+150!Oe,!is!
shown.!The! two!simultaneously!measured!MR! signals! show!several! transitions! in! the!
10–50!Oe!region,!one!of!them!corresponding!to!inter?DW!pinning!(as!we!shall!see),!the!
others!to!pinning!at!multiple!natural!defects.!In!both!tracks,!the!transitions!are!positive,!
corresponding!to!a!HH!DW!travelling!rightwards!in!the!L?track!and!a!TT!DW!travelling!
leftwards!in!the!U?track!(cf.!FIG.!!?!"A).!!
A. 
 
B. 
 
FIG. 4-54 Inter-DW pinning and depinning in adjacent tracks (simultaneous, single-
shot measurement). Track width is 260 nm, separation 70 nm. The red and blue curves 
correspond to the DWs in the L- and U-tracks, respectively. A.  Signal vs. sweeping HX 
during an interaction sequence (field shown in the inset). For clarity, only the data 
during the positive HX sweep is shown. B. DW position (d, cf. FIG. 4-50) versus time and 
HX (same data). The blue curve is the position of the DW in the U-track, the red of the DW 
in the L-track. The transition pair at 49 Oe occurred simultaneously (within the error 
described in the text). 
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The!measured!MR!signal!can!be!linearly!transformed!to!DW!position!d,!FIG.!!?!"B.!Note!
that!in!the!extremes,!d=0!or!1.7!_m!for!the!L?track!and!d=0!or!2.4!_m!for!the!U?track,!the!
DWs!are!not!in!between!the!contacts!and!can!actually!be!far!away!from!the!measured!
segments!(this!is!particularly!true!for!the!final!states).!In!this!plot,!we!see!that!the!DW!in!
the!U?track! first! depins! from! its! corner! at! 12!Oe,! is! pinned! at! some! natural! defect! at!
d=0.43!_m,!until!at!19!Oe!it!travels!to!d=1.58!_m!where!it!meets!the!DW! in!the!L?track,!
which!is!still!at! its!initial!corner.!The!two!DWs!are!coupled!together,!until!they!finally!
decouple! at! 49!Oe.! While! coupled,! the! positions! of! the! DWs! are! virtually! identical,!
differing!by!only!12!±!20!nm! (averaged! in! the! interval! [1.45,! 2]!s),!which! is! far!within!
the!accuracy!of!this!measurement!(see!section!below).!This!measurement!was!repeated!
on! the! same! structure,!with! similar! observations,! though!with! some! variation! of! the!
field! at! which! the! pair! is! decoupled! (ranging! 36–49!Oe! in! 10! measurements).! This!
variation!will!be!analysed!further!below.!
In! order! to! confirm! that! these! observations! do! indeed! correspond! to! a! DW?DW!
interaction!event,!we!will!examine!the! likeness!of! the!null*hypothesis:! that! the!two!DW!
depinning!events!are!independent!and!their!simultaneity!is!a!random!coincidence.!For!
this,!we!will!analyse!the!accuracy!of!the!field!and!position!measurements.!!
Simultaneity!of!the!measurement!
It! is! conceivable! that! two! uncoupled! DWs! depin! from! different! defects! with! very!
similar!pinning!strengths.!In!order!to!avoid!erroneously!counting!such!a!case!as!a!DW!
coupling! event,! we! shall! estimate! how! close! in! depinning! field! two! independent!
depinning!events!would!have!to!be!in!order!to!be!mistakenly!counted.!The!parameters!
of! the!measurement! in!FIG.!!?!"! are!a! typical! example!of! the!values!used! throughout!
this!section:!!
– Field!rate!37! 23!ms/Oe!
– Digitalisation!step!38! 9.1!ms!
– Measured!transition!duration!39! 1–2!digitalisation!steps.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37!In!the!region!of!interest.!In!other!measurements,!this!parameter!ranges!23–46ms/Oe.!
38!This!value!ranges!3–9.1!ms!in!other!measurements.!
39!The!real!transition!is!virtually!instantaneous!in!the!timescales!being!considered.!This!duration!
is!generated!by!the!lock?in!noise!filters!and!time!integration.!
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The!transitions! in! the! two!tracks!were!simultaneous!within!one!digitalisation!step.! In!
values! of! field,! that!means! they! occurred!very! closely!within! 0.4!Oe! of! each! other! at!
49!Oe.!This!difference!is!very!small,!and!is!orders?of?magnitude!greater!than!the!shot?
to?shot! variation! of! the! simultaneous!depinning! field! (which! ranged! 36–49!Oe! in! ten!
single! shot! measurements! of! the! same! structure;! see! analysis! further! below).!
Furthermore,! in!structures!with!a! larger!track!separation,!no!simultaneous!transitions!
were!observed,!another!indication!against!the!hypothesis!of!uncorrelated!coincidence.!
It!is!thus!extremely!improbable!that!the!measured!simultaneous!depinning!events!are!
uncorrelated.!
Position!accuracy!
As!described!in!Chapter!3,!the!determination!of!DW!position!from!the!MR!signal!suffers!
mainly! from! a! problem! of! accuracy:! determining! accurately! the! zero! of! the! distance!
scale!while!in!the!presence!of!contact!position!error!(≲0.1!_m)!and!finite!contact!width!
(0.5!_m).! Furthermore,! part! of! the! track! corners! is! between! the! contacts.! Unlike! the!
reversal! of! a! straight! track! section,! the! progress! of! a! DW! in! a! corner! consists! of!
numerous! small! steps,!with! a! varying!MR! contribution! that! is! hard! to! quantify.! This!
makes! the! calibration! of! position! d! versus!MR! level! less! accurate! and!more! prone! to!
measurement?to?measurement!variation.!
The!noise!level!also!limits!the!precision!of!the!measurement.!Though!the!noise!varied!
greatly!from!structure!to!structure,!we!can!take!as!an!illustration!the!measurement!of!
FIG.!!?!",!where! the! noise! level!was! equivalent! to! ±60!nm!40.! As! the!DWs! are! usually!
static! for! a! large! number! of!measurement! points! that! can! be! averaged! (reducing! the!
position!error!by!1/ n,!with!n!typically!greater!than!10),!this!is!less!of!a!limitation!41.!
We!can!conclude!then!that!we!have!observed!an!interaction!event,!where!the!two!DWs!
were! coupled! by! the!magnetostatic! interaction,! and! decoupled! simultaneously.! This!
conclusion!is!based!on!three!factors:!the!close!correspondence!of!the!positions!of!both!
DWs,!the!simultaneity!of!their!depinning,!and!the!fact!that,!though!the!depinning!field!
varied!for!different!measurements,!it!was!always!the!same!for!the!two!DWs.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40!this!value!is!the!standard!deviation!of!the!L!signal!in!the!interval![2.2,!3.5]!s!(FIG.!!?!").!
41!Noise! filters!have!been!applied! in! the!making!of!several!of! the!shown!plots! for!clarity!sake.!
All!the!measurements,!though,!refer!to!the!unfiltered!signal.!
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Stochastic variation of pinning field and position 
The!interaction!measurement!on!the!same!structure!of!FIG.!!?!"!was!repeated!10!times!
and,! in! every! measurement,! the! DWs! pinned! closely! together! and! depinned!
simultaneously,!though!at!different!field!values!and!positions.!The!depinning!field!and!
the!DW! positions! before!depinning! (dL! and!dU)! are!plotted! in!FIG.!!?!!.! The! observed!
difference!between!dL!and!dU!ranges!0.0–0.2!_m,!which!is!within!the!expected!accuracy!
for!dL!=!dU,!as!discussed!above.!
 
FIG. 4-55 Stochastic variation of DW-DW depinning. Plot showing pinned position vs. 
depinning field in several measurements on the same structure as FIG. 4-54, 
width=260 nm. The red and blue dashes mark the positions of the DWs in the L- and U-
tracks, respectively, and the black circles mark the average of the two. The star (★) 
marks the measurement of FIG. 4-54. Inset (top): SEM image of part of the structure, 
showing some values of the position d (same data as in FIG. 4-50). Inset (bottom): Plot 
of dU vs. dL. 
These! single?shot! simultaneous! measurements! reveal! that! there! is! more! than! one!
position!where!the!DWs!are!able!to!pin!together,!at!d≈1.2!and!d≈1.6!_m,!and!that!their!
depinning! field! also! varied! significantly,! 35–49!Oe.! Both! variations,! of! position! and!
field,! are! greater! than! the! experimental! error! (the! field!measurement! noise! is! ±1!Oe,!
and! the! position! error! between! measurements! may! be! estimated! from! the! position!
difference!of!the!coupled!DW!pairs).!
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Similarly!to!the!depinning!from!defects,!a!small!stochastic!variation!in!the!decoupling!
field! is! to! be! expected.! The!data! in!FIG.!!?!!,! though,! shows! a! variation!much! larger!
than!what!was!observed! in! the!structures!presented!before.! In! reported!studies!of!SV!
tracks,! the! stochastic! variation! of! depinning! fields! was! found! to! be! quite! large,!
sometimes!of!the!order!of!the!depinning!field!itself![Himeno(et(al.(-../;(Lacour(et(al.(-..5;(Briones(et(
al.$%&&';$Jiang$et$al.$%&/!;#Mihai#et#al.#,!--].!The!source!of!this!variation!is!not!however!completely!
understood,!with!some!authors!suggesting! the!existence!of!multiple!adjacent!pinning!
sites!or!small!differences!in!the!coupling!of!the!free!and!reference!layers!to!explain!this!
variation.!!
A!possible!explanation!for!the!variation!seen!here!is!then!that!the!DW!pair!is!sitting!at!
different!natural!defects;!as! these!DWs!are! located!very!near! the!L?track!arc! (see! inset!
image! in!FIG.!!?!!),! different! positions! lead! to! different! inter?DW! distances,! changing!
the!DW! coupling! strength.!As! the! inter?DW! distance! increases!with! increasing! d,! this!
hypothesis! predicts! stronger! pinning! for! lower! values! d,! which! is! not! observed.! A!
second! hypothesis! is! that! the! strength! of! the! pair! coupling! is! modulated! by! the!
geometry! of! the! particular! natural! defect! whereat! the! DW! pair! sits.! As! the! pair! is!
pinned!at!different!adjacent!defects,!its!coupling!strength!changes.!The!defects!are!after!
all! geometrical! indents! or! protrusions! on! the! track! edge.! These! change! the! edge!
magnetic!charge!distribution!and!alter!the!coupling!strength,!as!the!coupling!is!caused!
almost!completely!by!those!edge!charges![O#Brien)et)al.).//0a].!!
On!other!structures,! it! is!not!always!the!case!that!the!DWs!pin!in!every!measurement.!
This! can!be!understood! to! result! from! the! stochastic! variation!of! the!HPin,!which! can!
cause!HPR! to!be!greater! than!the!depinning!field! in!some!measurements!and!lower! in!
other!measurements.!In!some!other!structures,!it!is!also!not!always!the!case!that!pinned!
DWs!depin! together.! If! one!of! the!DWs! is! sitting! at! a!natural!defect! stronger! than! the!
inter?DW! pinning,! the! DWs! will! separate! before! both! leave! the! initial! position.!
Simultaneous!depinning!is!then!only!observed!when!HPR!<!HPin!(pair)!<!HPin!(defect).!
Concluding,!we!observed!DW?DW!interaction,!and!these!measurements!show!that!these!
interactions!are!more!complex!in!tracks!with!significant!pinning!sites.!In!particular,!we!
observed!two!phenomena!in!the!DW?DW! interaction!in!SV! tracks!that!were!undetected!
in!earlier!studies!of!Permalloy!tracks! [O#Brien)et)al.).//0a].!First,! that!the!DW!pair!can!sit!at!
different! positions! along! the! tracks.!Variations! of! pair! pinning!position! in!Permalloy!
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tracks,! should! they! have! existed,! would! not! be! detected! by! the! referenced! study.!
Secondly,!that!depinning!field!values!can!be!multiple.!For!the!latter,!we!suggested!that!
it! is! caused! by! the!DW! pair! being! pinned! at! different! natural! defects,! defects! which!
modulate! the! DW?DW! interaction.! No! variation! of! depinning! field! was! observed!
Permalloy!possibly!due!to!smoother!edges!of!those!single?layer!tracks.!!
4-4.2. Distant attraction 
It!was! observed! in! a! large!portion! of! the! structures! that! two!unpaired!DWs,! at! some!
initial!(horizontal)!distance,!moved!simultaneously!towards!each!other.!FIG.!!?!"!shows!
two!examples!of!such!measurements,!where!we!observe!DWs!initially!separated!by!1.1!
and!1.4!_m!moving! simultaneously! to!a! coupled!position.! In!different!measurements!
and!structures,!this!simultaneous!movement!occurred!at!varied!values!of!applied!field,!
and!of!initial!and!final!positions.!!
 
 
FIG. 4-56 Attraction between two DWs. In these measurements, the two DWs moved 
simultaneously to the coupled position. The red and blue curves correspond to the DWs 
in the L- and U-tracks. A. Measurement on the same structure as FIG. 4-54, track width 
260 nm, separation 70 nm. The DWs move together at HX=18 Oe, moving +0.8 
and -0.3 µm. At HX=61 Oe the DWs depin simultaneously. B. Measurement on a 140 nm 
wide track. The DWs moved +0.6 and -0.8 µm, at HX=41 Oe. 
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Analogously!to!the!argument!shown!before,!the!hypothesis!that!these!movements!are!
independent! and! just! coincidental! can! be! rejected.! It! would! imply! that! the! two!
independent!pinning!sites!would!have!H1!≈!H2!within!the!measurement!resolution!of!
~0.4!Oe,!which!is!improbable.!Also,!the!shot?to?shot!variation!of!the!field!at!which!the!
DWs!moved!together!(~2!Oe)!was!larger!than!the!maximum!difference!between!the!DW!
movements!(~0.4!Oe).!
Though! they! are! correlated,! they! are! not! simultaneous.! They! appear! so! in! the!
measurement! because! our! setup! is! orders?of?magnitude! slower! than! the! DW!
movements! (few!ms!vs!100s!of!ns).! In!FIG.!!?!",! the!DW!movements!are! schematised.!
The!two!DWs!are!pinned!at!two!sites!separated!by!xi!(i),!with!different!depinning!fields!
(H1! <! H2),! under! a! sweeping! horizontal! field! HX,! and! mutually! attracted! by! a!
magnetostatic! interaction!HInteraction xi .! As! HX! reaches!H1 −HInteraction xi ,! one! DWs!
moves! and! pins! at! the! final! position! (ii).! With! a! smaller! inter?DW! separation,! the!
magnetostatic! attraction! is! strengthened,! and!HX +HInteraction xii > H2,! causing! the!
second!DW!to!move!and!couple!to!the!first!(iii).!
i. ii. iii. 
!  
FIG. 4-57 Mechanism of simultaneous DW encounter. i. The DWs are initially pinned at 
two natural defects with pinning fields H1 and H2. ii. As HX reaches H1, one of the DWs 
moves to a defect of higher pinning field, H3. The magnetostatic interaction field, 
HMagnetostatic, which is approximately inversely proportional to the DW distance, is now 
stronger. iii. The applied HX plus the increased of HMagnetostatic are now larger than H2, 
causing the second DW to depin, move, and pin at the first DW. 
For! this! mechanism! (FIG.! !?!")! to! be! likely,! it! is! necessary! that! the! change! in! the!
magnetostatic!attraction,!HInteraction xii −HInteraction xi ,!be!significantly!larger!than!the!
field!resolution!(0.4!Oe)!42.!To!test!this,!the!following!simulation!was!performed.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 !Otherwise! it! would! be! as! frequent! as! the! hypothesis,! rejected! before,! of! having! two!
independent!pinning!sites!with!H1!≈!H2.!
xi xii
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Strength!of!the!interaction!43!
A!micromagnetic!simulation!of!the!average!stray!field!created!by!one!DW!on!the!other,!
HMagnetostatic ,! is!plotted!versus!DW! separation! in!FIG.!!?!".!When!the!DWs!are! farther!
away!than!the!characteristic!dimension!of!its!charge!distribution,!such!as!is!the!case!in!
FIG.! !?!",! this! is! a! good! approximation! of!HInteraction ,! i.e.! the! actual! non?uniform!
magnetostatic! interaction! field.! As! the! DWs! come! close! together,! however,! the!
presented!curve!underestimates!HInteraction.!
For!the!case!of!FIG.!!?!"B,!where!the!DWs!were!initially!at!1.4!_m!from!each!other,!the!
simulation!predicts! that! HMagnetostatic !was!1.2!Oe.!The!first!DW!dislocation!was!either!
0.6!or! 0.8!_m,!depending!on!which!DW!moved! first,! and! the! simulation!predicts! that!
HMagnetostatic !increased! to! 3.2! or! 5.6!Oe,! respectively.! Both! these! values! are!
significantly!larger!than!the!field!resolution!(~0.4!Oe).!
  
FIG. 4-58 Interaction strength vs distance (micromagnetic simulation). Horizontal 
component of stray field of one DW, averaged over a rectangular volume, vs. horizontal 
distance (log scale; see inset for geometry). The track cross section was 140×10 nm2, 
and the track gap 50 nm (blue curve) or 80 nm (red curve). The average volume is 
140×140×10 nm3. The grey gradient marks d ≲! width, when the spatial charge 
distribution would have to be considered. MS=8·105 A/m. The simulation was 
performed with OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
We! can! then! conclude! that!we! observed! the!mechanism!described! before! (FIG.!!?!"),!
whereby!the!movement!of!one!DW!closer!to!a!second!pinned!DW!induces!the!depinning!
of!the!latter,!via!their!magnetostatic!interaction.!In!our!measurements,!the!range!of!this!
interaction! was! up! to! 0.6!_m! (FIG.! !?!"B),! equivalent! to! ~4! track! widths.! The!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43!A!detailed!analysis!of!the!interaction!potential!of!DWs!in!adjacent!tracks,!including!depinning!
field!from!the!coupled!state,!can!be!found!in!![O’Brien)et)al.).//0a].!
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observation!of!this!phenomenon,!so?far!unseen,!shows!once!more!the!usefulness!of!the!
DW!position!measurement!made!possible!by!the!use!of!SV!tracks.!
Finally,!it!is!worth!to!compare!this!long?range!magnetostatic!interaction!to!the!case!of!
DW! pinning! at! T! defect! in! the! AP2wide! configuration,! where! a! long?range! repulsion!
caused! the! DW! to! move! away! from! the! defect! (FIG.! !?!").! In! both! cases! there! is! an!
interaction!between!two!magnetic!charge!distributions!of!roughly!of! the!same!spatial!
extension,!though!the!interaction!in!the!DW?pair!is!attractive!(equal!charges!of!opposite!
sign)!while!in!the!DW!at!the!T!defect!it!is!repulsive!(with!charges!of!the!same!sign!and!
different!magnitude).!
‘Drive-by’ depinning 
It!was!also!observed!that!the!DWs!influenced!each!other!even!when!they!did!not!form!
coupled!DW! pairs.! Frequently,! a! travelling!DW! was! observed! to! cause! the! other!DW,!
pinned!at!some!natural!defect,!to!depin!without!the!formation!of!a!stable!DW!pair;!two!
examples!are!shown!in!FIG.!!?59.!There!one!can!observe!the!simultaneous!movement!of!
DWs!that!are! initially!at!a!significant!distance!of!each!other!(0.94!and!0.67!_m!for!FIG.!
!?59A!and!B,!respectively).!These!two!examples!were!chosen!because!their!large!initial!
distances!rule!out!the!possibility!that!the!DWs!are!actually!paired!at!the!same!position,!
and! that! the! measured! positions! are! mistaken! due! to! a! contact! lithography!
misalignment.!At!the!moment!of!the!transition,!one!of!the!DWs!depinned!and!travelled!
towards!the!end!of!the!track,!passing!by!the!other!DW!while!not!being!pinned!by!it.!The!
passing!of!the!first!DW!induced!the!depinning!of!the!second!one,!which!then!travelled!
to! the! opposite! end.! The! two!DW! movements,! though! not! completely! simultaneous,!
appear!so!due! to!measurement! time!resolution!being!much! lower! than! the!DW! travel!
time!(9!ms!versus!tens!of!ns).!As!before,!which!of!the!two!DWs!moved!first!cannot!be!
determined!by!this!measurement.!
This!can!be!interpreted!as!a!similar!case!to!the!previous,!but!one!where!the!applied!HX!
happens!to!be!greater!than!the!decoupling!field!of!the!DW!pair!at!the!moment!of!the!DW!
crossing.!To!further!understand!this,!we!conducted!a!micromagnetic!simulation!of!this!
depinning!phenomenon.!
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A. B. 
  
FIG. 4-59 Drive-by depinning. The two DWs moved simultaneously and did not form a 
stable coupled pair. The red and blue curves correspond to the DW in the L- and U-
tracks. The two plots correspond to two different structures, both 260 nm wide. The 
initial DW-DW separations were 0.94 µm (A) and 0.67 µm (B), and the final separation 
was 2.4 µm in both cases. The value of the field at the transition was 25 Oe (A) and 
30 Oe (B). 
Micromagnetic!simulation!
FIG.!!?!"! shows! a!micromagnetic! simulation! of! drive?by! depinning.! The! dimensions!
were! smaller! than! the! experiment! for! computational! limitations.! The! simulation!
comprised! of! two! DWs! in! parallel! tracks! pinned! at! notches! of! different! depth!
(depinning! fields,! simulated! separately,!were! 179! and! 216!Oe),! initially! 0.4!_m! apart!
(magnetisation!shown!in!FIG.!!?!"B,!DW!positions!in!FIG.!!?!"A).!A!slowly!ramping!field!
44 !was! then! applied,! which! causes! the! DW! in! the! shallowest! notch! to! depin! at!
HX!=!?179!Oe.!With! the!parameters!used,! the! travelling!DW!showed!the! typical!Walker!
breakdown!behaviour!with!precessing!central!magnetisation!and!oscillating!velocity!45!
(FIG.!!?!"C?i).!!
As! the! travelling!DW! approached! the! pinned!DW,! the!mutual! attraction! caused! the!
latter!to!depin!towards!the!incoming!DW!(FIG.!!?!"C?ii),!even!though!the!applied!field!
(179!Oe)! was! 37!Oe! smaller! than! the! unaided! depinning! field! of! the! notch.! This!
occurred!when!the!two!DWs!were!~100!nm!apart!(roughly!equivalent!to!2!DW!widths).!
With!both!DWs! free! from!the!pinning!notches,!and!with!HX! larger! than!their!coupling!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44!Ramp!rate!was!0.03!Oe/ns,!and!thus!the!field!was!approximately!constant!for!the!duration!of!
the!DW!movement.!
45!Separate! simulations!were! also! performed!with! a! higher! α! for!which! there!was! no!Walker!
breakdown.!Still,!the!inter?DW!depinning!effect!was!essentially!unchanged.!
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field! (115!Oe,! simulated! separately),! the! DWs! then! propagated! separately! towards!
opposite!ends!of!the!tracks!(FIG.!!?!"C?iii).!
In!summary,!the!simulation!confirms!a!nearby!travelling!DW!induces!depinning,!even!
at! applied! fields! much! smaller! than! the! HPin! of! the! defect,! and! is! a! very! likely!
explanation!for!the!observed!measurements.!
A. 
  
B.
  
C.
   
FIG. 4-60 Drive-by depinning (simulation). A. Horizontal position of DWs vs simulation 
time (red and blue for the bottom and top DWs, resp.). B, C. Snapshots of the 
magnetisation (arrows) and magnetic charge density (colours; red for negative and 
blue for positive charge). Track geometry: 50×8 nm2 cross-section, 1 µm long, 30 nm 
gap. The notches were 0.5 µm apart, 10 and 5 nm wide, with HDepin of 179 and 216 Oe. 
Simulation parameters were MS=8·105 A/m, α=0.01, cell size 5×5×8 nm3. The simulation 
was performed with OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999]. 
Possible!application!to!racetrack!devices!
This!depinning!effect!of!the!DW?DW!interaction!also!suggests!the!possibility!of!using!a!
travelling!DW! to!serially!depin!multiple!DWs! in!a!parallel!main! track,!which!could!be!
applied!to!planar!racetrack!devices.!
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One! instance! of! these! data! storing! devices! consists! in! a! track! with! multiple! DWs,!
alternately! TT! and!HH,! pinned! at! periodically! placed! notches! [Parkin(et(al.( -../].! Current!
injected! in! the!track!depins!and!moves!all! the!DWs! in! the!same!direction!by!the!spin?
torque!effect,!maintaining!the!DWs!separated!while!they!hop!from!one!notch!to!the!next.!
Some!of!the!problems!in!implementing!these!devices!are!the!large!currents!needed!to!
induce!depinning,!the!variation!in!depinning!current!of!the!notches,!and!the!variation!
DW! velocity! under! the! spin?torque! effect.! Such! effects! can! cause! the!DWs! to! come! in!
contact! with! each! other! and! annihilate,! destroying! the! encoded! information.! A!
travelling! DW! in! a! parallel! un?patterned! track! could! serially! depin! the! DWs! in! the!
notched!wire,!which!would!then!travel,!one!at!a!time,!in!the!same!direction!under!the!
action!of!the!spin?torque!current!(schematised!in!FIG.!!?!").!The!notch!size!and!design!
would!be!chosen!so!that,!at!the!applied!currents!and!fields,!depinning!could!only!occur!
with! the!passage!of! the! travelling!DW.!This! scheme!could!potentially! require!a! lower!
injected! current,! would! be! more! robust! towards! notch! variability,! and! would!
synchronise!the!DW!depinning,!avoiding!DW!annihilation.!
 
FIG. 4-61 Application of drive-by depinning to the DW racetrack (schematic). The 
device consists in two parallel tracks, a smooth track, and a notched track containing 
the encoded information in a series of pinned DWs alternately HH (●) and TT (●). Current 
is injected in opposite direction in the two tracks, pushing the DWs on the notched track 
leftwards, and on the smooth track rightwards. A travelling DW in bottom track serially 
depins the DWs on the notch track (1–5).  
One!aspect!assumed!by! the! scheme!of!FIG.!!?!"! is! that!drive?by!depinning!works! the!
same!way! for! same!polarity!DW!pairs!as! it!does! for!opposite!polarity!DWs.!However,!
the! interaction! is!very!different! in! the! two!cases:!attractive! for!opposite!polarities!but!
repulsive!for!the!identical!polarity.!The!simulation!of!the!same!polarity!case,! for!field!
driven!DWs,! can! be! seen! in!FIG.!!?!".! In! the! simulation,! analogously! to! the! previous!
case,!the!repulsive!DW?DW! interaction!does!aid!the!depinning!of!the!pinned!DW!when!
both!DWs!are!pushed!in!the!same!direction.!When!the!two!DWs!are!pushed!in!opposite!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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directions,!however,!the!repulsive!magnetostatic!field!would!work!against!the!desired!
depinning!direction.!
A. B. 
! !
FIG. 4-62 Drive-by depinning on DWs of the same polarity (simulation). The travelling 
DW (in the bottom track) depins the top DW, under HX= 187 Oe. A. Horizontal position of 
DWs vs simulation time (red and blue for the bottom and top DWs, resp.). B. Snapshots 
of the magnetisation (arrows) and magnetic charge density (colours; red for negative 
and blue for positive charge), at the initial state, and during depinning. Same geometry, 
notch, field and simulation parameters as FIG. 4-60. The depinning field for the bottom 
DW was slightly higher (187 vs 179 Oe) due to the added repulsive DW-DW interaction. 
While!it!is!not!the!scope!of!this!section!to!design!a!working!racetrack!device!based!on!
the!DW?DW! interaction,!we!have! investigated!briefly!an!alternative!scheme!that!could!
solve! this! problematic! asymmetry.! As!was! referred! before,! there! are! several! aspects!
that! can!be!modified! in! this! scheme,!one!of! them!the!notch!shape.!With!a! larger!and!
stronger! notch! such! as! that! of! FIG.! !?!"C,! we! observed! in! simulation! that! a! (field!
driven)! travelling!DW! could!depin! the! trapped!DW! if! it!was!of!opposite!polarity,! and!
would!passed!unperturbed!if!it!was!of!the!same!polarity!(FIG.!!?!").!
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FIG. 4-63 Drive-by depinning on DWs of the same polarity — strong pinning site 
(simulation). The (field-driven) travelling DW is in the top track, the pinned DW in the 
bottom. A. A HH DW passing by a pinned HH DW under HX =-150 Oe. The plot shows the 
horizontal position of DWs vs simulation time (red and blue for the bottom and top DWs, 
resp.) and the images show two snapshots of the magnetisation (arrows) and magnetic 
charge density (colours; red for negative and blue for positive charge). B. A TT DW 
passing by and depinning a HH DW DW, under HX = 150 Oe. Same colour code. C. Image 
of the notch. The notch was a potential well with depinning field 255 Oe (for both left 
and rightwards depinning). Same geometry and simulation parameters as FIG. 4-60.  
This! leads! to! the! revised! racetrack! scheme! of! FIG.! !?!"! using! such! notches.! At! the!
passage!of!a! travelling!HH!DW! in! the!smooth!track,!all! the!pinned!TT!DWs!would!hop!
one!notch!(as!before),!but! the!HH!would!hold!their!positions! (FIG.!!?!",!1–4).!Then,!at!
the!passage!of!a!travelling!TT!DW,!the!pinned!HH!DWs!would!finally!hop!one!notch!also!
(FIG.!!?!",! 5–7).! This! requires! that! the!DWs! are! spaced! one! or!more! notches,! and! the!
passage!of! two!synchronising!DWs!per! shift.!Additionally,! this! scheme!could!be! field!
driven,!as!DW!of!opposite!charge!are!being!driven!always! in!opposite!directions.!The!
DWs!in!the!smooth!track!could!be!generated!by!a!nucleation!pad.!
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FIG. 4-64 Revised scheme for using drive-by depinning in a DW racetrack. The 
device consists in a smooth track and a notched track containing the encoded 
information in a series of pinned DWs alternately HH (●) and TT (●). Current is injected in 
opposite direction in the two tracks, pushing the DWs on the notched track leftwards, 
and on the smooth track rightwards. A travelling TT DW in bottom track serially depins 
the HH DWs on the notch track while not affecting the TTs (1–4) and then a travelling HH 
DW does the reverse (5–7). 
4-4.3. Summary 
We!successfully! fabricated!closely! spaced!SV! tracks! (separation!down! to!~50!nm)!and!
demonstrated!single7shot,!simultaneous!measurements!of!interacting!DWs.!We!were!
able! to!calculate! the!positions!of! the!DWs!with!a! resolution!better! than!~100!nm.!This!
study!confirmed!the!formation!and!separation!of!coupled!DW!pairs!in!SV!tracks,!and!
showed!that!there!is!a!stochastic!variation!of!the!decoupling!field!and!of!the!position!
of! the! DW! pair,! and! suggested! that! differences! in! the! position! of! DW! pair! were!
associated! with! differences! in! decoupling! field.! It! also! revealed! new! phenomena!
caused!by!the!DW?DW!interaction,!viz.!pair!formation!by!distant!attraction!and!‘drive7
by’! depinning.! These! phenomena! were! repeatable! and! were! observed! in! several!
structures.!The!spatial!and!field!accuracy,!along!with!the!ability!to!take!several!single?
shot! measurements,! allowed! us! to! show! that! the! null?hypothesis,! i.e.! that! these!
simultaneous!DW!displacements!were!produced!by!independent!DW!depinning!events,!
was!highly!improbable.!
The!results!were!compared!to!a!magnetostatic!model!of!the!DW?DW!interaction!and!to!
micromagnetic! simulations,! which! reproduced! successfully! the! main! experimental!
findings.!
Finally,! we! used! micromagnetic! studies! to! study! how! drive?by! depinning,! i.e.!
depinning! induced! by! a! travelling! DW! in! the! adjacent! track,! could! be! used! to!
synchronise! the!displacement!of!a!series!of!pinned!DW,!with!potential!applications! to!
racetrack?like![Parkin(et(al.(-.!"]!data!storage!devices.!
1.
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These!structures!may!also!be!useful!in!future!experiments!to!study!DW?DW!interactions.!
For! example,! it! has!been!predicted! that! coupled!DW! pair!has! a!non?linear! resonation!
mode! [O#Brien) *+,+;)O#Brien) et) al.) *+,,],! which! could! be! electrically!measured! in! a! structure!
similar!to!this!one.!
4-5. Conclusion 
Based! on! the! SV! DW! conduit! developed! in! Chapter! 3,! we! have! successfully!
demonstrated! four! families!of!device! structures! in!SV! tracks:! the! spiral! conduit,! the!T!
gate,! the!NOT! gate,! and! the!DW! interaction! double! track,! all! of!which! have! potential!
applications!in!digital!logic!field.!The!MR!measurements!have!enabled!us!to!study!these!
devices,! validate! micromagnetic! simulations,! compare! them! to! single?layered!
Permalloy! structures! when! possible,! perform! statistical! characterisations! of! their!
operation,!and!discover!new!aspects!of!their!operation.!
We! started! by! analysing! a! 4?turn! spiral! track! with! no! nucleation! pads! or! other!
modifications! to! the! track! geometry.! There,! we! demonstrated! the! injection! and!
propagation!of!multiple!DWs!while!avoiding!their!mutual!annihilation.!We!measured!
its! operating! margin,! which! we! found! to! be! smaller! than! that! of! L! shaped! tracks!
(Chapter! 3),! but! significantly! larger! than! that! of! SV! spirals! with! nucleation! pads!
reported! in! literature.! We! also! measured! and! determined! the! change! to! the! MR!
measurement! caused!by! the! reversal!of! each!of! the! spiral! segments,! and! shown!how!
this!could!be!used!to!implement!a!digital!turn!counter!(previously!shown!in!literature!
for!similar!spirals)!or!a!data!storing!device.!
We! then! studied! an! example! of! a! DW! artificial! trap,! the! T! gate.! We! observed! four!
pinning! configurations! associated! to! the! gate! magnetisation! and! TDW! configuration,!
and!we!measured! the!different!depinning! fields! in!both!directions.!We! found!similar!
results! to! those! reported! for! Permalloy! systems,! which! showed! that! the! extensive!
characterisation!of!T!gate!in!Permalloy!could!be!applied!to!SV!systems.!Importantly!for!
DW!logic!applications,!we!could!reproduce!the!DW!valve!effect:!the!pinning!field!of!the!
trap!could!be!changed!from!~HPR!to!~HNUC!by!simply!reversing!the!trap!magnetisation.!
We! then! used! the! properties! of! the! T! gate! to! investigate! the! reversal! of! the! TDW!
magnetisation!during! propagation!due! to! the!Walker! breakdown!process.!We! found!
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that!the!TDW!reversal!was!stochastic,!with!a!probability!that!varied!between!structures!
and!DW! polarities! (these! results!were! consistent!with! reported! findings! in!Permalloy!
tracks).! By!using! the!measurement! of!DW! position,!we!were! also! able! to! observe! the!
effects!of! the! repulsive!magnetostatic! interaction!between! the!DW! and! the! trap!under!
certain!configurations.!
We!were!also!able!to!show!that!the!T!stub!acted!as!an!injection!point!and!a!pinning!site!
for! 360°!DWs,! and! that! it! reduced! significantly! the! DW! splitting! field.! These! results!
suggest!that!this!trap!can!be!used!as!a!tool!to!study!360°!DWs,!a!magnetic!structure!of!
importance! to! DW! logic! and! sensor! devices,! but! one! often! complex! to! inject! or!
manipulate.!
We! then! demonstrated! the! operation! of! the! NOT! gate.! We! studied! several! designs,!
including! highly! compact! gates! with! narrow! tracks! (down! to! 50!nm! width).! For! all!
these,!we!measured!their!operating!margins!and!compared!them!to!the!reported!values!
for!Permalloy!gates.!We! found! that! the!margins! in!SV! tracks!were!smaller,! though!of!
comparable!size.!We!also!measured!the!DW!position!during!operation!of!the!gate.!The!
single! shot!measurements! allowed!us! to! characterise! the! flickering! behaviour,!which!
occurs!at!low!applied!field!amplitudes.!
We! then! demonstrated! a! shift! register! composed! of! seven! adjacent!NOT! gates,! in! a!
narrow! track! (65!nm!wide).!To! this!date,! this! is! arguably! the!most! complex!DW! logic!
circuit!to!be!demonstrated!in!SV!tracks.!
Finally,!we!studied!the!magnetostatic!interaction!of!DWs!in!adjacent!SV!tracks.!Using!
simultaneous,! single?shot! measurements! of! the! DW! position! in! both! tracks,! we!
demonstrated! the! formation! and! separation! of! coupled!DWs! pairs,! and! showed! that!
there!was!a!stochastic!variation!of!pinning!field!and!position.!We!also!discovered!some!
new!phenomena!caused!by! the!DW! interaction,!namely! the!pair! formation!by!distant!
attraction! and! the! depinning! induced! by! a! travelling! DW.! We! used! micromagnetic!
simulations! to! understand! these! effects,! and! to! suggest! a! potential! application! to!
storage!devices!(the!DW*racetrack).!
We! believe! that! the! structures! studied! in! this! chapter! considerably! support! the! idea!
that!technological!relevant!DW!logic!circuits!can!be!implemented!in!SV!tracks,!allowing!
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the!electronic!integration!of!future!devices.!Apart!from!the!technological!relevance!the!
electric! measurement! of! SV! tracks! may! present,! the! single?shot! measurement! of! DW!
position! in! very! narrow! tracks,! demonstrated! here,! allowed! the! study! of! new!
phenomena!in!these!systems.!
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[5] Effects of electric current  
The!application!of!current!in!a!SV!track,!essential!to!measuring!its!resistance,!influences!
the!magnetisation!of!the!free!layer!via!several!physical!effects,!such!as!heating!and!spin!
transfer! torque.! In! SV! tracks,! as! in!monolayer! tracks,! researchers! have! studied! these!
effects! motivated! by! fundamental! scientific! interest,! and! also! by! the! potential!
technological!use!of!current!induced!effects!in!controlling!DW!propagation,!depinning,!
and!structure![Kläui'et'al.',--.;'Parkin'et'al.',--4].!!
Likewise,!our!interest!in!the!effects!of!the!current!is!two>fold.!On!the!one!hand,!we!are!
interested!in!determining!how!the!current!we!apply!to!measure!the!resistance!perturbs!
the!magnetic! behaviour! of! the! structures!we! study.! On! the! other! hand,!we! are! also!
interested!in!finding!how!the!interaction!of!current!and!magnetisation!can!be!used!to!
further!characterise!our!structures,!and!to!manipulate!their!behaviour.!
To!this!goal,!we!study!the!effect!of!current!in!two!different!situations:!firstly,!the!effect!
of!a!DC!current!on!DW!depinning!from!an!artificial!trap!(§5>1).!Secondly,!the!effect!of!an!
RF!current!on!the!magnetisation!of!the!track!(§5>2).!
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5-1. Domain wall depinning with current bias 
In! this! section,! we! examine! the! change! of! depinning! field! with! the! direction! and!
amplitude! of! the! applied!DC! bias! current,! IDC.! The!pinning! site! used!was! a!T! trap! as!
studied!in!the!previous!chapter.!This!well!characterised!trap!will!allow!us!to!study!the!
effects!of!current!on!several!different!pinning!configurations.!
As!many! symmetric!parameters!will! be! compared,! it! is! important! to! carefully!define!
each!variable!used.!The!spatial!axes!and! the!current! sign!can!be!seen! in!FIG.!!>!.!The!
depinning! fields,! HTR! or! HPull,! are! the! depinning! field! amplitudes! and! are! always!
positive!(though!the!actual!applied!field!may!be!negative).!The!∆HTR!(or!∆HPull)! is!the!
difference! of! the! depinning! field! between! positive! and! negative! currents,! and! is!
positive!if!the!depinning!field!is!greater!with!positive!currents.!
As! we! will! see! below,! the! several! phenomena! of! interaction! of! current! and!
magnetisation! have! different! symmetries,! in! respect! to! current! direction,! depinning!
direction,! and! magnetisation.! Measuring! several! symmetric! cases! (positive! and!
negative! current,! HH! and! TT! DWs,! forward! and! backward! pinning,! and! different!
pinning! configurations),! allows! us! to! distinguish! between! these! different! physical!
phenomena!affecting!DW!depinning!and!propagation!under!current.!
Structures 
The!structure!examined!was!a!C>shaped!track!with!a!T!trap,!identical!to!the!structures!
studied!in!Chapter!4,!FIG.!!>!.!The!sample!was!fabricated!with!the!previously!described!
titanium!hard!mask!process!(Chapter!2)!from!a!SV!stack!with!a!free!layer!of!Py!8!nm!1.!
The! track! width! was! 110!nm.! The! forward! and! backward! depinning! fields! were!
measured!by!applying!an!external!field!sequence,!as!described!in!Chapter!4!(see!§§!4>
2.1!and!4>2.2).!The!forward!depinning,!HTR,!is!measured!by!initialising!a!DW!in!the!arc!
(with!a!diagonal!field),!pushing!the!DW! towards!the!trap,!and!finally!pushing!the!DW!
through! the! trap.! Correspondingly,! the! backward! depinning,! HPull,! is! measured! by!
propagating!the!DW!towards!the!trap!but!depinning!it!back!towards!the!arc.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!See!Annex!A!for!fabrication!details,!sample!reference!HM!".!
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FIG. 5-1 Structure used in injected current experiments (SEM image). The spatial 
coordinates and positive current direction are also shown. 
As!described! in!Chapter!4! (and! in! [Petit&et&al.&*++,]),! the!T! trap!at! the!bottom!of! the! track!
shows!two!possible!pinning!potentials,!corresponding!to!the!two!possible!TDW!central!
magnetisation! states:! the! P!wide,! a! potential! well,! and! AP!narrow,! a! potential! barrier.!
The!former!is!symmetric,!with!HPull!≈!HPR,!and!the!latter!asymmetric,!with!HTR!≈!HNUC!
and!HPull!≈!HPR.!The!P!wide!configuration!occurs!when!the!DW!reaches!the!trap!with!its!
as>injected!central!magnetisation,!and!is!generally!the!most!common!case.!Still,!in!most!
structures,! there! is!a! finite!probability! for! the!DW!magnetisation! to! reverse!during! its!
travel!to!the!trap,!resulting!in!AP!wide!configuration.!If!the!trap!is!placed!at!the!top!of!
the! track,! two! other! configurations! are! produced,! P!narrow! and! AP!wide,! where! the!
latter!generates!a!high!potential!barrier!and!the!former!a!very!small!pinning!potential!2.!
Three! structures! were! measured,! one! with! the! trap! on! top! and! two! on! the! bottom,!
though!not!all!possible!pinning!configurations!were!observed!in!every!structure.!
5-1.1. Measurements 
The!measurements! of! depinning! field! as! a! function! of! IDC! are! shown! here! for! three!
different! pinning! configurations:! P!wide,! AP!narrow,! and! AP!wide.! The! first! two! were!
measured! on! tracks! with! T! trap! placed! on! the! bottom! of! the! main! track,! and! were!
measured! on! two! (nominally! identical)! structures.! The! third! configuration! was!
measured! on! a! single! structure!with! a! t! trap! on! the! top.! The! applied! current! (IDC)! is!
limited! to! ≲1.5!mA! by! the! destruction! of! the! track! through! heating! and!
electromigration.!
The!discussion!of!these!observations!is!left!for!the!next!section.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!undetectable!in!these!measurements.!
2 µm
+x
+y
IDC > 0
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Depinning&in&the&P!wide&configuration&
The!measurement!of!HTR!in!the!P!wide!case!versus!IDC!is!shown!in!FIG.!!>!A!and!B.!The!
curves! are! separated! by! current! direction! and! DW! polarity.! In! all! cases,! there! is! a!
lowering! of! HTR! with! current! of! 7–29!Oe! at! IDC! =! 1.5!mA.! There! is! also! a! significant!
change!of!HTR!with!the!current!direction,!quantified!by!∆HTR:!
! ∆HTR = HTR !!!!!" −HTR !!!!!"!
!For! TT! DWs,! ∆HTR! is! negative,! i.e.! HTR! is! lower! with! positive! currents! than! with!
negative.!In!contrast,!for!HH!DWs,!∆HTR!is!positive.!In!both!cases,!∆HTR!is!approximately!
linear!with!IDC,!and!a!linear!fit!model!was!applied,!
!ΔHTR = m ∙ IDC!
with! the! proportionality! factors! (m)! >6.9! and! +14!kOe4A>1! for! TT! and! HH! DWs,!
respectively!(FIG.!!>!E).!
The!same!depinning!configuration!was!also!measured!for!backward!depinning!HPULL,!
FIG.!!>!C! and!D.!Again,! the!pinning! field!of! the!TT!DW! lowered!with!positive! current!
(∆HPull!<!0)! while! the! pinning! of! the! HH! increased! (∆HPull!>!0).! The! proportionality!
factors!(m)!were!>17!and!+9.4!kOe4A>1!for!TT!and!HH!DWs,!respectively!(FIG.!!>!E).!The!
backward! depinning! field! was! also! measured! on! a! second! nominally! identical!
structure,!with!similar!results!(proportionality!factors!>14!and!+14!kOe4A>1),!FIG.!!>!.!
! !
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A. (HTR) B. (HTR) 
  
C. (HPull) D. (HPull) 
  
E. 
transition configuration m (kOe·A-1) adjusted R2 
HTR 
P-wide TT -6.9 ±0.3 0.99 
P-wide HH 14.0 ±0.6 0.99 
HPull 
P-wide TT -17 ±1 0.98 
P-wide HH 9.4 ±0.4 0.99 
FIG. 5-2 Variation of HTR and HPull with current (P-wide case). The upper plots show 
HTR (A, B) and HPull (C, D) vs. current amplitude for negative and positive currents (red 
and blue points) and for TT and HH DWs. The lower plots show ∆HTR or ∆HPull (the 
difference between depinning with positive or negative current; black points). The top 
axis is the estimated current density in the Py layer. The solid orange line and the table 
(E) are a linear fit with model ∆HTR/Pull = m· I  . (The adjusted R2 is the coefficient of 
determination adjusted per degree of freedom). 
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Transition configuration m (kOe·A-1) adjusted R2 NPoints 
HPull 
P-wide TT -14 ±1 0.99 2 
P-wide HH 13 ±1 0.96 3 
AP-narrow TT -3 ±2 0.25 3 
AP-narrow HH 1.4 ±0.6 0.63 3 
FIG. 5-3 Variation with current of HPull on a second, nominally identical 
structure. Parameters of a linear regression with model ∆H__ = m· I  . 
Depinning&in&the&AP!narrow&configuration&
The!AP!narrow!pinning!configuration!is!obtained!with!the!same!field!sequence!as!for!P!
wide.! The! stochastic! reversal! of! the! DW! central! magnetisation! causes! that! in! some!
measurements!we!observe!the!AP!narrow!configuration,!and!the!P!wide!in!others.!They!
are!distinguished!by!their!very!different!depinning!fields!(see!Chapter!4!for!details).!
 
transition configuration N m (kOe·A-1) adjusted R2 
HTR 
AP-narrow TT 1 — — 
AP-narrow HH 5 -29 ±2 0.98 
HPull 
AP-narrow TT 0 — — 
AP-narrow HH 5 -4 ±1 0.80 
FIG. 5-4 Variation with current of HTR and HPull (AP-narrow case). Top. Schematic of 
the pinning configuration and field directions. Bottom. Fit parameters of the model 
∆H__ = m· I  to ∆HTR and ∆HPull. N refers to the number of ∆HTR or ∆HPull measurement 
points (not counting I=0). The data plots may be consulted in FIG. B-1 in Annex B. 
The!measurements!for!the!AP!narrow!configuration!are!shown!on!FIG.!!>!! (for!brevity,!
the!HTR/Pull!vs.!IDC!and!∆HTR/Pull!vs.!IDC!plots!were!included!in!Annex!B,!FIG.!B>!).!As!this!
configuration! requires! that! the! central! DW! magnetisation! reverse,! which! was! very!
uncommon! for!TT!DWs! in! this! structure,! resulting! in! few!data!points! for!TT!DWs.! For!
HHs,! both! HTR! and! HPull! lowered! with! positive! current! (i.e.! ∆HTR!<!0! and! ∆HPull!<!0),!
though!the!variation!for!the!backward!depinning!was!much!smaller!(m!factors!>29!for!
∆HTR! vs.! >4!kOe4A>1! for! ∆HPull).! In! a! separate! structure,! HPull! of! the! AP!narrow!
configuration! was! measured! for! both! TT! and! HH! DWs,! FIG.! !>!,! and! a! very! small!
AP-narrow TT
HTR HPull I > 0
AP-narrow HH
HTR HPull I > 0
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variation! with! current! was! also! observed! (>2!±2! and! 1.4!±0.6!kOe4A>1! for! TT! and!HH,!
respectively).!
Depinning&in&the&AP!wide&configuration&
This!configuration!can!be!obtained!in!structures!with!the!T!trap!placed!on!the!top!of!the!
track! when! the! DW! reverses! from! its! injected! configuration.! It! was! measured! on! a!
different! type!of! structure! than! the!one! studied!before,! as! the!T>trap! is!placed!on! the!
opposite!side!of! the!track.!The!results! for! forward!and!backward!depinning!(HTR!and!
HPull)! are! shown! in!FIG.!!>!! (and! FIG.!B>!,! in!Annex!B).! Forward!depinning! showed! a!
large!variation!with!current,!with!∆HTR!<!0!for!TT!and!>!0!for!HH!(proportionality!factors!
m! >13! and! 19!kOe4A>1,! respectively).!No!measurable! change!was! found! for! backward!
depinning! in! TT! DWs! (m!≈! 0),! and! only! a! very! small! change! with! HH! (m!=! >4.5!
±0.6!kOe4A>1).!
 
 
transition configuration N m (kOe·A-1) adjusted R2 
HTR 
AP-wide TT 8 -13.3 ±0.6 0.98 
AP-wide HH 4 18.6 ±0.4 1.00 
HPull 
AP-wide TT 8 0 ±2 0 
AP-wide HH 4 -4.5 ±0.6 0.94 
FIG. 5-5 Variation with current of HTR and HPull (AP-wide case). Top. Schematic of the 
pinning configuration and field directions. Bottom. Fit parameters of the model ∆H__ = 
m· I  to ∆HTR and ∆HPull. N refers to the number of ∆HTR or ∆HPull measurement points 
(not counting I=0). The data plots may be consulted in FIG. B-2 in Annex B. 
All! the! proportionality! parameters! m! (from! the! fitting! model!ΔHTR/Pull = m ∙ IDC )!
measured!before!are!summarised!in!FIG.!!>!!for!ease!of!comparison.!
AP-wide TT
HTR HPull I > 0
AP-wide HH
HTR HPull I > 0
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!
FIG. 5-6 Measurement summary. Data from FIG. 5-2, FIG. 5-3, FIG. 5-4, and FIG. 5-5. 
The bars (and labels) correspond to the proportionality factor m from the fitting model !HTR/Pull = m ∙ IDC. Some m values were measured in two structures; for these, the 
second measurement is included in parenthesis. 
5-1.2. Analysis 
The! variation! of! depinning! fields! with! IDC! differed! with! DW! polarity,! depinning!
configuration,! and! depinning! direction! (transmission! vs.! pull).! We! analyse! here! the!
contributions! to! the! change! in!depinning! field!of! three!mechanisms!—! Joule!heating,!
Oersted! field,! and! spin>transfer! torque! —! to! the! change! of! depinning! field,! taking!
advantage!of!their!differing!symmetries!to!distinguish!their!individual!contributions.!
Joule heating 
The!electrical!current!injected!in!the!track!deposits!large!amounts!of!power!(about!150–
200!hW!per!hm!of!track!at!1!mA).!This!power!heats!the!track!and!induces!a!quadratic!
increase! in! the! resistance! (FIG.! !>!).! The! temperature! increase! it! generates! can! be!
estimated!from!the!variation!of!resistance,!which,!close!to!room!temperature,!is!linear!
with! temperature:!∆R R0 = α!∆T!(where! α! is! the! material’s! temperature! coefficient).!
Using! the! temperature! coefficient! of! copper! for! a! rough! approximation!3!! (0.004! °C>1!
[Nave&'()(]),!it!is!found!that!the!temperature!increases!about!25!°C!at!IDC!=!1!mA!(see!also!
the!right!axis!in!FIG.!!>!).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!The!coefficient!for!Py!is!similar:!0.003–0.004!°C>1.! [Belous(et(al.(,-./;(Higashi(&(Johnson(,-88].!Most!of!
the!current!is!concentrated!in!the!Cu!and!Py!layers.!
AP-wide TT
TR Pull
0 ±2
-13.3 ±0.6
AP-wide HH
TR
Pull
-4.5 ±0.6
18.6 ±0.4
P-wide TT
TR Pull
-17 ±1
-6.9 ±0.3
(-14 ±1)
P-wide HH
TR Pull
9.4 ±0.4
14 ±0.6 (13 ±1)
AP-narrow HH
TR Pull
-4 ±1
-29 ±2
(1.4 ±0.6)
AP-narrow TT
TR Pull
-3 ±2
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FIG. 5-7 Variation of resistance with IDC. The grey line is a linear fit with model 
R = R0 + A ∙ I2, R0 = 1859 ±8 Ω and A=186 ±6 MΩ/A2. The temperature is estimated as 
described in the text. 
Almost!all!curves!of!depinning!field!vs.!IDC!presented!a!clear!negative!slope!(cf.!FIG.!!>!,!
FIG.!C>!,!and!FIG.!C>!).!This!can!be!attributed!to!the!effect!of!heating!on!depinning![A#ané'
et# al.# '(()].! Depinning! is! a! thermally! activated! phenomenon,! meaning! that! depinning!
occurs! when! the! pinning! barrier! is! comparable! in! height! to! the! thermal! energy!
available! to! the! free! layer!spins;! increasing! the! temperature!universally!decreases! the!
pinning!field.!The!actual!relation!between!temperature!and!depinning!field,!though,!is!
complex.!
 
FIG. 5-8 Thermal reduction of depinning field with current. The horizontal axis 
corresponds to the depinning field (either HTR or HPull) at negligible current. The vertical 
axis corresponds to the change of depinning field at |IDC| = 1 mA, averaged for positive 
and negative IDC. 
This! effect! should!only!depend!on! the!absolute!value!of! the! current! and! the!pinning!
potential.!As! the!other! two!significant! effects! (the!Oersted! field!and! the! spin>transfer!
effect)! both! change! sign! with! opposite! current! directions,! the! average! between! the!
values! taken! at!positive! and!negative! IDC! should! indicate! the! strength!of! the! thermal!
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effect.!This!average! is!shown!for!1!mA!(∆T!≈!25°C)! in!FIG.!!>!.!There!we!observe! that!
the!average!depinning!field! lowered!by!>5! to! >16!Oe!depending!on!the!measurement,!
with!no!strong!correlation!to!the!magnitude!of!the!depinning!field.!
The Oersted field 
The! current! in! a! SV! generates! a! significant! Oersted! field! on! the! free! layer,! HOe.! For!
cross>sectional!aspect!ratio!of! the!studied!tracks,! this! field! is!most!significant! in! the!Y!
direction!4!and,!with! this!particular!SV! stack!composition,! it! is!positive! (+Y)! inside! the!
free! (Py)! layer.! To! determine! what! is! the! role! of! the! Oersted! field! in! the! observed!
results,!we! shall! calculate! its!magnitude! and! the! expected! sign! and! amplitude! of! its!
effect!on!the!studied!depinning!fields.!In!order!to!eliminate!the!strong!effect!of!heating,!
∆HTR!(∆HPull)!will!be!analysed!instead!of!the!depinning!fields!directly.!
Magnitude&of&HOe&
To!calculate!the!magnitude!of!HOe,!it!is!necessary!to!estimate!the!distribution!of!current!
within!the!stack,!which!varies!along!its!depth.!The!different!stack!layers!have!different!
resistivities! and! their! thicknesses! are! comparable! to! the! electron! mean! free! path.!
Consequently,! the! current! profile! lies! between! two! extremes:! a! uniform! profile! (the!
thin! stack! limit)! and! the!parallel! conductors! profile! (thick! stack! limit)! [Dieny'())*].! The!
former!assumes!the!current!is!the!same!for!all!layers,!while!the!latter!assumes!that!the!
current! density! is! proportional! to! the! layer! conductivity.! The! resulting!HOe! profile! is!
shown!in!FIG.!!>!.!The!mean!HOe!in!the!Py!layer!is!similar!for!both!theoretical!profiles:!
28!and!34!Oe!at!IDC!=!1!mA.!
 
FIG. 5-9 Oersted field in a SV track. Depth profile of the Y component of HOe induced 
by a 1 mA current in a 110 nm wide track with the composition of the studied structure. 
Two models for the current profile were used: uniform current density (solid line) and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!As!opposed!to!the!smaller!Z!component.!The!spatial!axis!is!defined!in!FIG.!!>!.!
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parallel conductors (dashed line). The real current density lies between these extreme 
cases. Material resistivities taken from [Dieny 2004]. 
Parity&and&symmetry&
One!distinguishing! characteristic! of! the! influence!of!HOe!on! the!depinning! field! is! its!
parity:!the!effect!of!HOe!produced!by!a!positive!current!on!a!HH!DW!should!be!the!same!
as!the!one!produced!by!a!negative!current!on!a!TT!DW!in!the!same!pinned!configuration,!
and!vice>versa.!In!other!terms,!the!Oersted!field!induces!a!∆H__!for!HH!DWs!of!the!same!
magnitude! but! opposing! sign! than! it! does! for! TT!DWs.! In! all! the!measurements,! the!
observed! ∆H! changes! sign! for! opposing! DW! polarities,! and,! in! many! of! the!
measurements,!the!magnitude!is!approximately!the!same!(see!FIG.!!>!").!This!indicates!
that!HOe!is!responsible!for!a!large!part!of!the!reported!results.!
 
FIG. 5-10 ∆H for HH vs. TT DWs. The points represent either ∆HTR or ∆HPull for the 
measurements where both HH and TT DWs were tested, at IDC = 1 mA (from the fit data 
shown before). The dashed line marks ∆H(HH) = -∆H(TT). 
The!P!wide!configuration!is!symmetric!in!X,!which!causes!HTR!≈!HPull.!As!HOe!has!no!X!
component,! its! effect! on! these! two! depinning! fields! should! be! the! same,! i.e.! ∆HTR!=!
∆HPull!for!the!same!DW!polarity.!The!observed!∆HPull!and!∆HTR!do!agree!in!sign,!though!
its!magnitudes!differ!(see!FIG.!!>!!for!a!comparison!of!∆HPull!and!∆HTR).!This!difference!
can!be!partly!attributed!to!the!effects!of!spin>transfer!torque!analysed!below.!
Depinning&and&transverse&field&bias&
We!shall!now!compare!the!variation!of!depinning!field!obtained!with!the! injection!of!
current!to!the!variation!obtained!by!the!application!of!a!homogenous!external!field!in!
the!transverse!(Y)!direction,!HY.!The!effect!of!HOe!should!be!approximately!the!same!as!
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that!of!HY!of!equivalent!magnitude!5.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!first!the!variation!of!HTR!
with!HY!will!be!quantified,!and!compared!to!the!observed!effect!of!HOe.!
  
C.  m (Oe/Oe) 
geometry configuration experimental simulation 
 
P-wide TT -0.12, 0 -0.12 
P-wide HH +0.15, +0.19 +0.12 
AP-narrow TT +0.80, +0.7 +0.67 
AP-narrow HH -0.62, -0.6 -0.67 
 
AP-wide TT – -0.85 
AP-wide HH – +0.85 
FIG. 5-11 Variation of depinning field with a transverse bias field. The HTR was 
measured with a constant transverse bias field (HY) for the P-wide (A.) and AP-narrow 
(B.) configurations. The dashed lines are linear fits. C. Parameter m of linear fits with 
model HTR = H0 + m·HY, in two structures and in simulation. Simulations performed with 
OOMMF [Donahue & Porter 1999].  
The! variation! of! HTR! with! an! applied!HY! was!measured! on! two! structures! and!was!
micromagnetically! simulated.! The! observed! variation! was! linear! in! the! range! of! HY!
studied!(>30!to!30!Oe),!and!was!quantified!by!the!slope!of!the!curve!HTR!vs.!HY,!m,!FIG.!
!>!!A!and!B.!The!agreement!between!the!measurements!and!the!simulation!of!HTR!vs.!
HY!is!very!good!(FIG.!!>!!C).!Note!that!only!the!transmission!fields!were!measured!or!
simulated.! As! the! P!wide+ configuration! is! symmetric! for! horizontal! inversions,! HPull!
varies!with!HY!similarly!to!HTR,!and!as!such!the!presented!values!can!be!used!for!both!
cases.!As!for!AP!wide!and!AP!narrow,!HPull!is!actually!the!depinning!of!a!random!natural!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!We! ignore! here! the! fact! that! HOe! is! not! spatially! homogenous,! and! that! it! has! a! small! Z!
component.!
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defect!at!the!left!of!the!T>trap.!As!such,!any!variation!with!HY!should!be!specific!to!that!
defect,!limiting!the!usefulness!of!a!comparison!to!a!different!structure!6.!
 
FIG. 5-12 Current induced vs. predicted Oersted field induced depinning field 
change. The Y-axis is the observed current induced ∆HTR (or ∆HPull) at 1 mA (from the fit 
data in FIG. 5-2 through FIG. 5-5). The X-axis is the ∆HTR induced by a homogenous field 
of the intensity of the Oersted field at 1 mA (see text for formula). The dashed line is the 
identity function. 
The!previous!calculation!of!HOe! (7),!+31!Oe!at! IDC!=!1!mA,!and!the!parameter!m!of!FIG.!
!>!!! can!be!used! to!determine! the!∆HTR! (and!∆HPull)!generated!by!a!HY!=!HOe,!by! the!
following!relations:!
!HTR!=!H0!+!m!HOe!
!HOe!=!IDC!p!31!Oe/mA!
!!∆HTR = HTR !!!!!" −HTR !!!!!"!
!! ⟹ ∆HTR = m HOe !!!!DC −HOe !!!!DC = 2!m!IDC!p!31!Oe/mA!
The!observed!current! induced!∆HTR! is!plotted!against! this!predicted!Oersted!induced!
∆HTR! in!FIG.!!>!".!The!predicted!values!agree! in!sign!and! in!order>of>magnitude!with!
the!observed!values.!The!predicted! effect! of!HOe! in! the!AP! configurations! is!however!
overestimated.!
Summary&
The! observed! values! of! ∆HTR! and! ∆HPull,! which! quantify! the! variation! of! pinning!
strength!with!the!direction!of!applied!current,!agree!in!symmetry,!sign,!and!variably!in!
magnitude!to!the!action!of!the!current!induced!Oersted!field,!which!was!independently!
determined.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!In!simulation,!it!was!either!impossible!to!determine!m!or!m!≈!0.!!
7!using!the!mean!between!the!two!current!distribution!models!discussed!previously.!
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Spin-transfer effect 
The!spin>transfer!effect!has!been!reported!to! induce! field>like!pressures!on! the!DW!of!
significant!intensity!in!monolayer!tracks!of!similar!dimensions!to!those!studied!in!this!
thesis:! about! 0.2–0.5! Oe! per! 1011!Apm>2! [Kläui' et' al.' ,--.;'Vernier' et' al.' ,--3;'Parkin'et' al.' ,--6].! The!
same!effect!has!been!measured! in!SV! tracks.! In!some!SV! studies,! it!was!observed! that!
the! spin>transfer! effect! was! orders>of>magnitude! more! efficient! than! in! monolayer!
tracks:!few!Oe!at!1010!Apm>2![Grollier(et(al.(,--.;(Ravelosona(et(al.(,--4;(Pizzini(et(al.(,--7].!Other!studies,!
however,!have!found!that! the!efficiency!of! the!effect! in!SV! to!be!similar! to!monolayer!
tracks![Jiang'et'al.',-..;'Mihai'et'al.',-..].!
The! pressure! on! the!DW! caused! by! the! spin>transfer! effect! is! in! the! direction! of! the!
electron!movement!and! independent!of!DW!polarity.!With! IDC!>!0,! the!electrons!move!
leftwards!and!the!spin>transfer!effect!should!lower!HPull!and!increase!HTR,!for!both!TT!
and!HH!DWs.! The! effect! is! field>like,! implying! that! it! can! be! linearly! added!with! the!
external!field!(as!long!as!no!significant!DW!distortion!occurs).!The!spin>transfer!effect!is!
not,!however,!independent!of!the!depinning!configuration![Beach'())*],!and!its!efficiency!
decreases! for! higher!pinning! fields! [Parkin(et(al.(-../].! The! backward!depinning! (HPull)! in!
the!AP! configurations,!which!occurs!at! the! lowest!observed!depinning! field! (≈HPR,!20–
40!Oe),!is!then!a!particularly!good!situation!to!measure!this!effect.!
In!order!to!determine!the!magnitude!of!the!spin>transfer,!the!effects!of!heating!and!of!
the!Oersted!field!have!to!be!separated!by!using!their!different!symmetries.!The!heating,!
being!independent!of!current!direction,!is!eliminating!by!considering!∆HTR!(or!∆HPull),!
as!described!before.!The!effect!of!the!Oersted!field!is!eliminated!by!comparing!the!∆HTR!
of!TT!and!HH!DWs:!the!Oersted!field!effect!reverses!for!opposite!DW!polarity!while!the!
spin>transfer! is! the!same.!As!such,!calculating! the!average!of! the!∆HTR! for!TT!and!HH!
DWs! the! effect!of! the!Oersted! field! is! eliminated,! leaving!only! the! spin>transfer! effect!
contribution:!∆HST,!TR!=!½p(∆HTR,TT!+!∆HTR,HH).!Though!this!definition!may!seem!obscure,!
this!variable!quantifies!the!difference!in!depinning!field!with!currents!of!opposite!signs!
caused! by! the! spin>transfer! effect;! if! there! were! no! change! in! temperature! nor! an!
Oersted!field,!this!parameter!would!be!the!same!as!HTR !!!!!" −HTR !!!!!".!
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Configuration 
∆HST, TR  
½·(∆HTR,TT + ∆HTR,HH)  (Oe) 
∆HST, Pull  
½·(∆HPull,TT + ∆HPull,HH)  (Oe) 
 
P-wide +3.6 ± 0.5 -3.8 ± 0.7 
P-wide † — -0.4 ± 1.1 
 
AP-narrow † — -0.8 ± 1.3 
 
AP-wide +2.7 ± 0.5 -2 ± 1 
FIG. 5-13 Contribution of the spin-transfer effect on the depinning field. The spin-
transfer contribution to the depinning field (∆HST) was calculated at IDC = 1 mA, using 
the fit data shown in FIG. 5-2 through FIG. 5-5. Each line is a different structure, except 
lines marked †, which correspond to the same structure. 
The!calculated!spin!transfer!contribution!is!shown!in!FIG.!!>!".!Overall,!the!values!are!
close!to!the!error!level!of!our!observations.!Still,! it!can!be!seen!that!∆HST,!TR! is!positive!
and! ∆HST,! Pull! is! negative.! This! is! consistent! with! the! spin>transfer! effect:! a! positive!
current,! with! its! left>travelling! electrons,! pushes! the! DW! leftwards,! increasing! the!
forward! depinning! field! (HTR)! and! decreasing! the! backwards! depinning! field! (HPull).!
Also,! for! the! structures! where! HTR! and! HPull! were! both! measured,! the! spin>transfer!
contributions! for! the! two! depinning! fields! are! close! in! absolute! value,! which! is! the!
expected!behaviour.!
Though!the!error!band!associated!to!these!results!is!high,!it!is!still!possible!to!take!some!
information!from!the!magnitude!of!the!effect.!The!observed!magnitude!ranged!0.4–3.8!
Oe!at!IDC!=!1!mA,!with!an!estimated!current!density!in!the!free!layer!of!2.8×1011!Apm>2.!
This!magnitude!is!consistent!with!the!reported!values!in!experiments!with!monolayer!
tracks!(~0.2!Oe!per!1011!Apm>2),!and!with!the!studies!that!observed!a!low!efficiency!spin>
transfer!effect!in!SV!tracks![Jiang'et'al.',-..;'Mihai'et'al.',-..].!The!much!enhanced!spin>transfer!
effect!reported!in!other!SV!studies![Grollier(et(al.(,--.;(Ravelosona(et(al.(,--4;(Pizzini(et(al.(,--7]!was!not!
observed.!
The!origin!of!the!enhanced!effect,!as!well!as!the!cause!for!the!different!results!observed!
in!different!studies,!is!still!to!be!determined.!Pizzini!and!colleagues!(referenced!above)!
have! suggested! that! the! enhanced! effect! is! caused! by! the! spin>torque! effect! of!
perpendicular>to>plane!spin!currents!near!the!DW.!Such!effect!would!depend!strongly!
on! the! stack!composition.!We!suggest! that!perhaps! the!different!observed! results!are!
caused! by! the! different! stack! compositions! used! in! the! referenced! studies,! specially!
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since!the!copper!separation!layer!is!of!a!very!different!thickness!in!the!structures!with!
the!enhanced!effect!(10!nm![Grollier(et(al.(,--.]!and!8!nm![Pizzini&et&al."#$$%]!versus!2.4!nm![Jiang'et'
al.$%&'']!and!2!nm!in!this!thesis!8).!
5-1.3. Summary 
The!influence!of!a!DC!current!on!the!depinning!fields!in!several!pinning!configurations!
was!measured! and! analysed.! The! roles! of! the! Joule! heating,!Oersted! field,! and! spin>
transfer! were! quantified.! The! Joule& heating! was! responsible! for! a! lowering! of!
depinning! field! in! all! pinning! configurations! in! the! range! of! >5! to! >16!Oe! at! 1!mA!
(temperature!increase!≈!25°C).!
We!attributed!to!the!effect!of!the!Oersted&field!a!large!observed!difference!in!pinning!
strength! between! TT! and!HH! DWs,! dependent! on! pinning! configuration! and! current!
direction.!This!difference! ranged! from!<6! to! 29!Oe! at! currents! of! 1!mA! (HOe!≈! 31!Oe).!
The! variation! of! pinning! fields! with! an! external! field! of! the! same! direction! and!
magnitude!as!the!expected!Oersted!field!was!consistent!with!the!observed!results.!
The!influence!of! the!spin?transfer&torque!was!determined!to!be! in!the!range!of!a!few!
Oe! (0.4–4!Oe,! with! error! bars! ranging! ±! 0.5–1.3)! at! 1!mA! (jPy! ≈! 2.8×1011!Apm>2).! The!
magnitude! of! the! observed! effect! is! consistent! with! reported! experiments! on!
monolayer!tracks!of!similar!dimensions!with!similar!strength!pinning!sites,!as!well!as!
with! some! of! reported! studies! in! SV! tracks.! It! is,! however,! in! disagreement! with!
reported! experiments! on! SV! tracks! that! have! found! a! much! increased! spin>transfer!
efficiency.!!
It! might! be! necessary! in! some! future! experiment! to! tailor! these! effects,! namely! to!
suppress! the! Oersted! field,! so! that! the! spin>transfer! effect! might! be! observed! with!
increased! precision.! This! could! be! achieved! by! balancing! the! current! profile! at! the!
expense!of!the!MR!signal:!adding!shunting!layers!to!the!SV!stack!so!that!the!0>crossing!
of!the!field!profile!are!centred!with!the!Py!layer.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!Not!included!in!this!comparison!are!the!two!other!cited!studies,!which!analyse!perpendicular>
to>plane!magnetised!films.!In!these,!Ravelosona!et!al.!observed!the!enhanced!effect!in!a!SV!with!
a! separator! layer!of! 6!nm!of!Cu,!while!Mihai! et! al.! observed! the!effect!of! similar! efficiency! to!
monolayer!tracks,!in!a!SV!with!a!separator!layer!of!2.4!nm!of!Pt.!
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5-2. Current induced ferromagnetic resonance 
The!effects!of!the!current!that!have!been!characterised!before!can!be!used!to!influence!
the!magnetisation!of!the!track!beyond!the!change!of!static!depinning!characteristics.!In!
this! section,! we! study! how! high>frequency! (~GHz)! currents! can! induce! the!
ferromagnetic!resonance!(FMR)!of!the!free!layer.!We!also!show!how!SV!structures!can!be!
used! to! simultaneous! excite! and! measure! FMR! excitations,! and! in! this! way! use! the!
study!of!FMR!to!characterise!single,!nano>scaled!structures.!
These!resonant!excitations!are!also!interesting!for!their!effects!on!pinned!DW!resonance!
[Bedau'et'al.'+,,-],!DW!pinning!(particularly!in!depinning!assisted!by!DW!resonance)![Thomas(
et#al.#'(();#Parkin#et#al.#'((0;#Metaxas#et#al.#'(4(],!and!inter>DW!resonance![O#Brien)*+,+].!
5-2.1. Experiment 
The!experiment!consisted!in!measuring!the!spectrum!of!the!FMR!response!to!an!injected!
RF>modulated!current,!of!a!track!with!a!T>trap.!
 
FIG. 5-14 Setup for high frequency measurements (schematic), showing the sample 
wire-bonded to a closed metal box, the bias tee, the RF power source, the nano-
voltmeter and the lock-in amplifier. The lines represent coaxial cables. The controller 
computer is not shown for clarity. 
The! measurement! setup,! described! in! Chapter! 2,! is! schematised! in! FIG.! !>!".! The!
sample!was!put! inside!a!metallic!box,!and! the!contact!pads!were!wire>bonded! to! the!
box!(ground!pad)!and!to!a!through>connector!(structure!pad).!The!connector!was!then!
connected!to!an!RF!power!source!via!a!bias!tee,!so!an!RF!current!could!be!injected!in!the!
structure.!To!the!DC!arm!of!the!bias!tee,!a!nano!voltmeter!and!a!lock>in!amplifier!(along!
with!an!AC!source)!were!connected.!The!nano!voltmeter!was!used!to!measure!the!self>
homodyne!effect! (explained!below),!while! the! lock>in!amplifier!was!used! to!measure!
bias teesample box
nano voltmeter
3VJRPUHTWSPÄLY
input
VAC
100 k
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samplewire 
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the! track! resistance! (similarly! to! the! previous! setup).! Static! fields! were! applied! to!
initialise!the!structures!with!an!external!electromagnet.!
These!experiments!were!performed!on!three!C>shaped!tracks!with!a!T>trap,!identical!to!
those! studied! in! the! previous! section! (FIG.!!>!)!9.! Using! the! external! field! sequences!
described! before! (in! the! previous! section! as!well! as! in!Chapter! 4),! the! structure!was!
initialised!in!a!mono>domain!state,!or!in!a!bi>domain!state!with!a!DW!pinned!at!the!T>
trap!(in!either!a!P!wide,+AP!narrow,+or!AP!wide+configuration).!During!the!measurement,!
an!RF!current!with!a!ramping!frequency!was!injected,!while!static!fields!were!applied!
and!the!dc!voltage!recorded!(as!will!be!further!explained!below).!Two!structure!widths!
were!tested,!110!and!200!nm.!
There!was!an! impedance!mismatch!between!the!measurement!setup!(which!works!at!
50!Ω)!and!the!structures!(900!–!2000!Ω).!Due!to!this!mismatch,!most!of!the!applied!RF!
power!was!reflected!and!not!injected!in!the!structures,!and!less!so!at!higher!frequencies.!
This! impedes! the!precise!determination!of! the! injected!power!and!current.!We!could!
however! estimate! the! injected! power! by! comparing! the! heat>induced! resistance!
increase! of! a! 0!dBm! (at! 50!Ω)! RF! signal! with! the! same! effect! by! a! DC! current.!
Measurements! on! one! structure! (R!=! 2!kΩ)! showed! that! an! applied! power! of! 0!dBm!
produced!about!0.3!mA!(>11!dBm)!at!0.5!GHz,!and!0.2!mA!(≈!>13!dBm)!at!8!GHz.!!
!
Self-homodyne measurement of a resonance peak 
The!resonance!effects!were!measured!with!a!self>homodyne!scheme.!This!consisted!in!
injecting!the!RF>current,!IRF,!and!measuring!the!generated!DC!voltage,!VDC.!This!voltage!
arises! as! both! the! current! and! the! resistance! (via! the! GMR! effect)! vary! at! the! same!
frequency:!
IRF = I0 sin(ωt)!,! R = R0 + R0!MR!AMR sin(ωt + φMR)! (eq.+5!1)!
V = R!IRF = ½!I0R0 MR!AMR cos(φf) + 2 sin(ωt) − MR!AMR cos(2ωt + φMR) !
V = VDC + Vω(t) + V2ω(t)!,!
!VDC = I0R02 MR!AMR cos(φMR)! (eq.+5!2)!
Where! AMR! and! φMR! are! the! (frequency! dependent)! amplitude! and! phase! lag! of! the!
mean!variation!of!the!horizontal!component!of!the!free!layer!magnetisation!(mX),!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!For!fabrication!and!sample!details!see!Annex!A,!sample!reference!HM!".!
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MR! is! the! magneto>resistive! ratio.! As! the! frequency! is! swept! through! a! resonant!
frequency!ωFMR,!the!amplitude!of!the!mX!variation!peaks!and!the!phase!increases!by!π.!
VDC! is! proportional! not! to! AMR! but! to! !AMR cos(φMR) ,! and! therefore! no! directly!
comparison! is! possible! between! VDC! and! AMR.! This! transforms! the! peak! shape,! as!
shown! in! FIG.! !>!"A.! Depending! on! the! oscillation! modes! present! in! the! magnetic!
system,!there!might!be!a!static!phase!delay:!instead!of!φMR!changing!from!0!to!π!(as!in!
FIG.!!>!"A),! it!may!change!from!some!initial!value!α!to!α!+!π,!producing!the!different!
peak!shapes!shown!in!FIG.!!>!"B.!
A. B. 
   
FIG. 5-15 Shape of a harmonic resonance peak in a homodyne measurement. 
A. Homodyne shape of the resonant response of a harmonic oscillator (ζ = 0.05, ω0 = 1) 
vs. frequency. The bottom plot is the amplitude A, the middle plot the phase φ, and the 
top plot is the homodyne peak shape, A cos(φ). B. Homodyne peak shape for varied 
fixed added phase, A cos(φ+α) . In both plots the vertical lines mark ω0 (natural 
frequency) and the FWHM band. 
Comparison&to&other&methods&
The!method!described!here!uses!current!to!excite!the!FMR,!and!uses!the!GMR!effect! to!
measure! the! resonance! amplitude.!An! analogous!method!was! reported! before! in! the!
study! of! DW! resonance! in! monolayer! structures! [Bedau' et' al.' +,,-;' +,,/],! using! the! spin>
transfer! torque! on! the!DW! to! drive! the! excitation,! and! the!AMR! effect! to!measure! it.!
Comparatively,!the!presented!method!has!some!advantages:!1!the!GMR!greater!signal,!2!
the! possibility! of! measuring! thinner! active! layers!10!,! and! 3! the! ability! to! drive! the!
resonance!with! an!Oersted! field.! This! allows!more!precise!measurements,! of! smaller!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!As!free!layer!thicknesses!as!low!as!2!nm!can!be!used!in!SVs!with!large!GMR!signal![Dieny'())*].!
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structures,! and! of! magnetic! configurations! that! are! not! subject! to! significant! spin>
transfer!torques.!!
Other!methods!used!to!measure!FMR!in!nanoscaled!magnets!involve!the!use!of!one!or!
more!external!current!lines!to!drive!the!excitation!and!measure!the!change!in!magnetic!
flux! caused!by! the! resonance!phenomenon.! In!order! to!obtain!a!detectable! change! in!
magnetic!flux,!these!techniques!are!usually!applied!to!a!larger!magnetic!volume.!This!
typically!requires!the!use!of!several!adjacent!copies!of!the!tested!structure,!or!the!study!
of!larger!(or!thicker)!structures!than!the!ones!tested!here!(see!e.g.![Silva'et'al.'+,,,;'Buchanan'et'
al.$%&&';$Giesen$et$al.$%&&';$Costache$et$al.$%&&3]).!
Another! important! method! to! measure! FMR! in! nanoscaled! magnets! is! the! use! of!
magnetic! tunnel! junctions! excited!by! spin>transfer! torque.! Such! structures!have!been!
widely! researched,!motivated! by! its! application! to!microwave! oscillator! devices! (see!
e.g.![Russek'et'al.',-.-]!for!a!review).!The!very!large!MR!ratio!of!such!devices,!as!well!as!their!
more! efficient! spin>transfer! torque! effect,! enable! the! study! of! FMR! with! greater!
precision! in! smaller!magnets.! Still,! the!method! shown!here! is! advantageous! in! some!
situations,!as!magnetic!tunnel!junctions!have!a!more!complex!fabrication!process,!and!
are!typically!limited!in!area!(due!the!degradation!of!MR!ratio!with!increasing!area).!
Uniform mode resonance 
In! the! so>called! uniform! mode! of! FMR,! the! magnetisation! oscillates! with! the! same!
amplitude!and!angle!in!the!whole!magnetic!volume.!In!the!equations!above,!AMR!and!
φMR!are!the!amplitude!and!phase!of!the!MR!variation,!and!not!the!amplitude!and!phase!
of! the! magnetisation! angle.! AMR! and! φMR! can! be! related! to! the! magnetisation! angle!
variation!amplitude!and!phase!(Aθ!and!φθ)!by!the!following!equations:!
! ! (eq.+5!3)+
!,!! ! !
!
Expanding!about!Aθ=0, 
!
!.!
R á R0 + R0 MRmX HtL
mX á cosHqL
m¶ á sin HqL qá q0 + A q sin Iw t + fqM
fimX á cosIq0 M cosIAq sinIw t + fqMM- sinIq0 M sinIAq sinIw t + fqMM
mX á cosIq0 M - A q sin Iq0 M sin Iw t + fqM - 12 A q2 cosIq0 M sin 2 Iw t + fqM + OJA q3 N
mX ª cosIq0 M - A q sin Iq0 M sin Iw t + fqM - 14 A q2 cosIq0 M I1 - cosI2w t + 2 fqMM
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Ignoring!the!constant!terms!and!terms!that!vary!with!2ω!(as!they!do!not!contribute!to!
VDC):!
!!.!
Remembering!eqs.!5>1!and!5>3,!we!reach!finally:!
! ,! !φMR = φ!!
Note!that!this!predicts!the!oscillation!around!the!horizontal!direction!(θ0!=!0)!produces!
no! GMR! signal!11.! As! such,! a! track! in! a! single! domain! state,! under! moderate! fields,!
should!produce!no!signal!12.!However,!as!was!seen!in!the!previous!chapters,!there!are!
always!small!deviations!of!the!reference!layer!direction,!which!generate!a!finite!signal.!
Also,! Costache! et! al.! in! a! study! of! FMR! resonance! of! Permalloy! tracks! subject! to! a!
similar!symmetry!signal!constraints![Costache*et*al.*-../],!were!able!to!detect!a!signal,!which!
they!attributed!to!small!deviations!of!the!resonant!mode!from!perfect!symmetry.!
Other&resonant&modes&
Finally,! it! is! important! to! realise! that! there! can! be! resonant! modes! that! are! not!
described!by!a!single!magnetisation!vector!oscillating!in!angle.!In!a!multi>domain!state,!
when!a!DW!is!present,!the!(total)!magnetisation!magnitude!can!also!oscillate.!Also,!the!
different!regions!—!domains!and!DWs!—!can!have!different!orientations!and!different!
demagnetisation!fields!and,!as!such,!different!resonant!frequencies!and!modes.!!
Sources of resistance variation 
The!model! described! above! considers! only! the!GMR! contribution! to! the! variation! of!
resistance.! Other! contributions,! such! as! AMR,! might! also! be! significant.! The!
determination! of! the! actual! weight! of! each! contribution! would! require! the! precise!
measurement! of! the! resistance! amplitude! of! the! observed! resonant! peaks,! and! the!
knowledge!of!the!injected!current!magnitude!and!distribution!—!quantities!that!are!not!
known! with! sufficient! precision.! However,! whether! the! resistance! variation! is!
produced!by!GMR!or!AMR!(or!a!combination!of!the!two),!still!the!same!above>described!
principles!apply.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11!Intuitively,!this!can!be!understood!as!the!magnetisation!vector!describing!a!cone!around!the!
horizontal!axis,!causing!its!horizontal!projection!to!be!constant.!
12!This!is!true!also!for!the!AMR!contribution!as,!at!θ0!=!0,!∂RAMR!/!∂θ!=!0.!
DmX á -A q sin Iq0 M sin Iw t + fqM
AMR á -A q sin Iq0 M
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Fit model 
The!voltage!peaks!will!be!fitted!to!an!adapted!damped!harmonic!oscillator!model:!
!,! !(eq.+5!4)!
where! AV!= I0R0
2
MR!AMR!(cf.! eq.! 5>2)! is! the! oscillation! amplitude,! φ! is! the! harmonic!
phase! lag,! α! is! the! residual! phase,! and! s1! ω! +! s0! is! a! residual! fitting! function!13.! The!
amplitude!and!phase!are!given!by:!
!
(eq.+5!5)
!
where!ζ!is!the!harmonic!damping!ratio,!and!D!is!proportional!to!the!driving!force!(and!
absorbs! the! !I0R0
2
MR!factor),!and!tan>1! is! the!arctangent! to! the! interval! (0,π).!The!fitting!
parameters!are!then!14:!ω0,!ζ,!α,!D,!s1,!and!s0.!
5-2.2. Single domain FMR response 
The!measurement!of! a! 110!nm!wide! track,!with!a!T! trap!on! the!bottom,! in! the! single!
domain!state!is!shown!in!FIG.!!>!".!The!homodyne!voltage!(VDC)!is!plotted!as!a!function!
of! the! injected! RF! signal! frequency! (applied! RF! power! was! >2dBm),! for! two!
magnetisation! orientations! (±x).! The!model! fitted!well! to! the!data,!with! a! large!peak!
observed!at!7.5!GHz!for!both!domain!orientations.!The!peak!width!was!also!similar!for!
both!configurations!(the!FWHM!15!was!0.45!GHz!for!the!leftward!domain,!and!0.48!GHz!
for! the! rightwards).! A! smaller! peak! at! 3.7!GHz! was! also! observed! in! the! leftward!
domain!spectrum,!to!which!we!will!return!further!below.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!This!function!serves!to!eliminate!other!broad!features!in!the!spectrum!(such!as!a!second!FMR!
peak).!
14!ω0!and!s1!will!be!presented!in!frequency!units!and!not!in!angular!frequency!units!(2π!f0!=!ω0).!!
15!FWHM!=!2!ζ!f0!!.!
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fit parameter leftwards rightwards 
f0 (GHz) 7.511±0.005 7.488±0.005 
ζ (10-3) 29.8 ±0.6 32.3 ±0.6 
α (rad) -0.38 ±0.02 -0.54 ±0.02 
FIG. 5-16 Single domain FMR. Structure with a T trap on the bottom. Top. VDC vs. 
frequency (black lines) and fitted peak function (thick coloured lines) for both domain 
orientations. Bottom. Fitting parameters. The track was 110 nm wide, applied RF power 
was -2dBm, R0 = 1876 Ω, no applied field. 
Resonance&frequency&versus&applied&field&
The!same!experiment!was!repeated!under!a!horizontal!externally!applied!(DC)!field!HX,!
in!a!single!domain!state! for!both!domain!orientations,!FIG.!!>!".!The!frequency!of! the!
main!peak!shifts!linearly!with!the!applied!field,!towards!higher!frequencies!when!the!
field!and!the!magnetisation!are!parallel!and!towards!lower!frequencies!when!they!are!
anti>parallel.!The!smaller!peak!also!shifts!with!external!field,!and!with!negative!fields!it!
is!no!longer!observable.!
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A. (-x domain) 
  !  
C. (-x domain) 
   !  
FIG. 5-17 Single domain FMR vs. HX. Structure with a T trap on the bottom magnetised 
in –x (A–D) or +x (E). A. VDC vs. frequency (black lines) and fitted peak function 
(coloured thick lines) for different external static fields. B. Main fitting parameters of the 
large peak. C. Replot showing the low-frequency peak, which was also fitted (coloured 
lines in C, and main parameters in D). E. The fitting parameters of the main peak with 
the magnetisation rightwards (+x). The track was 110 nm wide, applied RF power 
was -2dBm, R0 = 1876 Ω. 
Two!other!structures!were!also!measured,!of!larger!width!(200!nm),!one!with!the!T!trap!
on! the! bottom! and! the! other! on! the! top.! In! these! other! structures,! a! large! peak!was!
equally!observed,!and!the!fitted!f0!versus!applied!DC!external!field!is!shown!in!FIG.!!>!".!
No!secondary!peaks!were!observed.!
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FIG. 5-18 FMR vs applied field in 200 nm wide structures. The fitted frequency of the 
resonance peak of two 200 nm structures magnetised in the –x direction. Structure A 
had a T trap on the top, and B on the bottom. 
Analysis: Kittel law 
The!linear!shift!of!the!large!resonant!peak!suggests!it!corresponds!to!the!uniform!FMR!
mode.!To!verify!if!this!hypothesis!is!correct,!we!will!analyse!our!experimental!results!
using!Kittel’s! FMR! theory! and,! later,!we!will! compare! our! findings! to!micromagnetic!
simulations.!
The!uniform!mode!is!a!precessing!mode!where!the!magnetisation!is!spatially!uniform!
(in!contrast!with!other!magnetic!excitations,!such!as!spin>waves,!or!DW!resonance).!The!
Kittel!law![Ki$el'()*+]!predicts!that,!in!a!strip,!the!FMR!frequency!of!the!uniform!mode!is!
given!by:!
!! (eq.+5!6)!
where!H0!is!the!applied!DC!field,!NY!is!the!demagnetisation!factor!along!Y!(NX!=!0,!and!
NZ!=!1–NY),!!γ!=!g!hB!/!ℏ!is!the!gyromagnetic!ratio,!and!g!is!the!spectroscopic!splitting!
factor!(≈!2.15!for!Py)![Ki$el'()*+;'-../].!
The! dependence! of! frequency! shift! with! the! external! field! is! approximately! linear,!
which! is!consistent!with! the!observed!results.!Using!MS!=!800!kA/m!(typical!value! for!
bulk!Py! [Miyajima(&(Sato(-./0])! and! the!demagnetisation! factor! of! an! infinite! track! [Aharoni)
!""#],!the!predicted!resonant!frequency!at!H0!=!0!is!8.9!GHz!(for!the!110!nm!wide!track)!
and!7.2!GHz!(200!nm!wide),!which!are!greater!than!the!observed!values,!shown!in!FIG.!
!>!".! This!may! be! due! to! a! lower! effective! saturation!magnetisation,! as! eq.! 5>6! does!
predict!ω0!!MS.!
Another!way! to! analyse! these! results! is! to! extract! the! effective!MS! and!NY! and! then!
compare! the! obtained! values! among!different! structures! and! to! the! expected! values.!
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The!product!of!the!slope!and!intersect!of!the!frequency!vs.!field!line!yields!the!value!of!
the!effective!saturation!magnetisation:!
!
and!the!inverse!of!the!slope!yields!the!effective!demagnetisation!factor:!
!
These!values! thus!obtained!are!only!dependent!on!well>known!constants! (γ! and!h0),!
the!DC!external!field!calibration!(correct!within!5–10%),!and,!for!the!effective!MS,!on!the!
field! zero! calibration!16.! The! obtained! values! can! be! seen! in! FIG.! !>!".! The! obtained!
effective!MS!ranged!604–692!kA/m,!a!value!lower!than!expected!for!Py!(~800!kA/m;!e.g.!
[Miyajima$&$Sato$)*+,]).!A!lower!effective!MS!indicates!either!an!actual!lower!material!MS,!or!
that! not! all! the! spins! are! precessing! but! that! a! portion! is! being! pinned! at! the! track!
border!(caused!by!a!non>uniform!demagnetisation!field).!
The! obtained! demagnetisation! factors! agree! well! with! the! expected! value! for! long!
tracks![Aharoni)*++,],!with!an!average!difference!of!12%.!This!difference!is!well!within!the!
expected! error!of! the! calculated!NY.!This! factor!was! calculated! from! the! track!width,!
measured! using! SEM! (typical! error! ±10!nm! in! 110! or! 200!nm),! and! the! free! layer!
thickness,!measured!indirectly!from!the!deposition!time!(typical!error!less!than!±.5!nm,!
in!8!nm).!
Structure Width 
(nm) 
Domain f0 @H=0 
(GHz) 
∂f0/∂HX 
(MHz/Oe) 
Eff. MS 
(kA/m) 
Eff. NY 
FIG. 5-17 110 
-x 7.47 -4.67 613 0.118 
+x 7.48 5.26 692 0.090 
FIG. 5-18A 200 -x 5.70 -6.62 664 0.055 
FIG. 5-18B 200 -x 5.67 -6.05 604 0.066 
FIG. 5-19 Frequency vs. applied field: fit and Kittel law. A linear fit was applied to the 
f0 vs H0 curves shown before. The effective MS and demagnetisation factor were 
calculated with the Kittel law for stripes (see text). The theoretical NY are 0.095 (for 
110 nm wide) and 0.060 (for 200 nm). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!The!field!zero!calibration!may!be!off!by!~10!Oe!due!to!inter>layer!magnetostatic!interactions.!
This!has!only!a!small!effect!on!the!obtained!effective!MS!of!~1%.!
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In! summary,! our! observations! of! a! large! resonant! peak! are! in! excellent! quantitative!
agreement!with!Kittel!law!for!the!uniform!resonant!mode.!The!demagnetisation!factor!
extracted!from!the!measurements!is!very!close!to!the!theoretical!value!calculated!from!
the! geometrical! dimensions! of! two! different! track! sizes.! The! MS! value,! though,! is!
significantly!smaller!than!the!expected!value.!To!understand!if!this!difference!is!caused!
by!an!actual!difference!in!the!material!parameter,!or!instead!by!pinned!magnetisation!
at!the!border!of!the!resonating!volume,!we!will!perform!micromagnetic!simulations.!
Micromagnetic simulation 
The! response!of!a! straight! track,!without!a!T>trap,! to!an!oscillating!Oersted! field!was!
simulated!using!the!OOMMF!code![Donahue)&)Porter).///].!The!Oersted!field!was!scaled!so!its!
maximum!amplitude!was!1!Oe!at!the!Py!layer.!The!track!dimensions!were!smaller!than!
the! experiment! (8×50×300!nm3)! due! to! computation! time! limitations.! The! simulation!
was!repeated!with!a!static!applied!field!in!the!x!direction,!and!the!effective!MS!and!NY!
were!calculated!as!described!before.!
FIG.!!>!"!shows!the!obtained!results.!FIG.!!>!"A!shows!the!amplitude!of!the!change!in!
normalised! horizontal! magnetisation! (mX)! versus! the! frequency! of! the! applied! RF!
Oersted! field,! at! HDC! =! 0,! revealing! a! clear! resonant! peak! at! 10.34!GHz.! The! same!
simulation!was! repeated! for! two! other! values! of!HDC! (±100!Oe),! and! the! peaks!were!
fitted! to! a! Lorentz! function! (fitted! f0! and! ζ! are! shown! in! FIG.!!>!"B).! The! calculated!
effective!MS!and!NY!are!shown!in!FIG.!!>!"D.!
The!resonance!frequency!of!the!simulated!track!is!higher!than!experiment!(10.34!GHz!
vs.! 7.5! or! 5.7!GHz),! which! can! be! attributed! to! the! difference! in! track! width.! The!
calculated!effective!MS!is!lower!than!the!material!MS!(690.1!vs.!800!kA/m),!which!is!in!
excellent! agreement! with! the! experimentally! obtained! value.! A! snapshot! of! the!
oscillation!speed!(∂m/∂t)!at!resonance,!FIG.!!>!"C,!also!showed!that! the!spins!near! the!
borders!did!not!oscillate!as!much!as!those!in!the!middle!of!the!volume.!The!effective!NY!
is!higher!than!the!theoretical!value!for!an!infinite!track!(0.195!vs.!0.170),!possibly!due!to!
the!finite!length!of!the!simulated!track.!
This! result! supports! the! hypothesis! that! the! reduced& effective& MS& is& due& to& the&
pinning&effect&of&the&track&borders!and!not!to!an!actually!reduced!material!MS.!
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C.  
D. 
Width 
(nm) 
Domain f0 @H=0 
(GHz) 
∂f0/∂HX 
(MHz/Oe) 
Eff. MS 
(kA/m) 
Eff. NY 
50 +x 10.34 3.799 690.1 0.195 
FIG. 5-20 Track FMR (micromagnetic simulation). A. Amplitude of oscillation of the 
normalised mX vs. applied Oersted field frequency (black line) and a fit to a harmonic 
resonance peak (red). B. Variation of f0 and ζ with static applied field HX. C. Snapshot of 
∂m/∂t at 10 GHz in the simulation volume, white corresponding to 109 rad/s, black to 0. 
D. Calculated effective MS and NY. The theoretical NY for a track of infinite length is 
0.170. Simulated volume = 8×50×300 nm3, cell size = 5×5×8 nm3, MS = 800 kA/m, α = 
0.01. Simulated using the OOMMF code [Donahue & Porter 1999].  
Simulation&of&a&T&trap&
The!same!simulation!was!performed!on!a! track!with!a!T>trap,!magnetised! in!a! single!
domain! state.! The!mX! change! amplitude! response! is! shown! as! a! function! of!Oersted!
field!frequency,!for!two!values!of!HDC,!in!FIG.!!>!".!Comparing!the!spectrum!obtained!
with! the! previous! straight! track,! several! new! peaks! are! visible.! This! is! due! to! the!
existence!of!regions!with!different!demagnetisation!factors,!which!resonate!at!different!
frequencies,! especially! the! region! of! the! junction! with! the! T>trap.! This! could! be! the!
source!of!the!smaller!peak!observed!in!some!of!the!previous!measurements.!Not!all!this!
peaks!may!be!visible!in!an!actual!experiment.!Different!peaks!correspond!to!different!
regions! of! the! structure,! which! have! different! resting! angles! and! different! current!
densities,!and!so!can!produce!very!different!homodyne!voltage!peaks.!
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FIG. 5-21 Track with T-trap FMR (micromagnetic simulation). The plots represent the 
mX oscillation amplitude vs. Oersted field frequency, at two different values of applied 
field. Same simulation parameters as FIG. 5-20. The track was 300 nm long with a 
150 nm long stub at the midpoint. 
5-2.3. Tracks with two domains 
The! same! track! as! in! FIG.!!>!"A! was! magnetised! in! a! two! domain! state,! with! a!DW!
pinned!at!the!T>trap!in!the!P!wide!configuration.!The!resonance!spectrum!was!obtained!
as! before! and! fitted! to! a! double! peak! function! (i.e.! the! sum! of! two! peak! functions!
defined!in!eqs.!5–4!and!5–5),!results!shown!in!FIG.!!>!!.!From!this!peak,!it!is!seen!that!
the! signal! is! composed!of! the!uniform!mode! response!of! the! two!domains.!As! in! the!
single!domain!mode,!the!frequency!shifts!linearly!with!applied!static!field.!As!there!are!
two! domains,! one! right! and! the! other! leftwards,! the! two! peaks! shift! in! opposite!
directions.! The! linear! fit! slopes! are! similar! to! those! found! before! (here:! >6.13! and!
+6.51!MHz/Oe,! versus! >6.6!MHz/Oe! in! the! single! domain! state).! The! 0>intersect!
frequencies! of! the! two! peaks! are! approximately! equal! (5.71! and! 5.72!GHz).! The!
amplitudes!are!very!different,!with!the!fitted!amplitude!factor!(D! in!eq.!5–5)!differing!
by! a! factor! of! 5! times.! These! results! are! in! close! agreement! with! the! single! domain!
observations.!We! can! then! conclude! that! we! observe! here! the! uniform!mode! of! the!
track!in!the!two!domains,!before!and!after!the!T>trap.!
It!would!be!expectable!that!the!amplitudes!of!the!two!peaks!to!be!proportional!to!the!
lengths!of! the!respective! track!segments,! i.e.! the!same!oscillation! in!a! longer!segment!
should!produce!a! larger! change! in! resistance.!However,! the! signal! amplitudes!of! the!
two!peaks!differ!by!far!more!than!the!relative!resistances!of!the!two!segments.!
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FIG. 5-22 Double domain FMR vs. HX. Structure with a T trap on the bottom, 200 nm 
wide, magnetised in the P-wide configuration. Left. VDC vs. frequency (black lines) and 
fitted double peak function (coloured thick lines) for different external static fields. 
Right. f0 parameters of the fitted function vs. applied static field (black circles) and 
linear fit (coloured lines). 
As!explained!before,!in!an!ideal!track,!these!resonant!modes!should!produce!no!signal.!
We! proposed! before! that! they! indeed! do! as! a! consequence! of! a! deviation! from! the!
symmetry!of!the!ideal!case,!probably!due!to!a!small!error!in!the!angle!of!the!reference!
layer.!The!observed!variation!between!peak!amplitudes!of!different!segments!suggests!
that!this!deviation!from!perfect!symmetry!may!not!be!uniform!in!the!whole!structure.!
5-2.4. Summary 
We! have! shown! the! self?excited,& self?homodyne&measurement& of& FMR& of& SV& tracks!
under!moderate!currents.!The!observed!mode!was!in!excellent!agreement!with!Kittel’s!
theory!for!uniform!mode!resonance.!Using!a!simple!model!for!the!self>homodyne!peak,!
basic! parameters!were! extracted! from! the!measurements,! allowing! the! calculation! of!
the! effective! MS! and! demagnetisation! factor.! We! observed! a! reduced! effective! MS,!
which! we! attributed! to! the! pinning! effect! of! the! demagnetisation! field! at! the! track!
borders.! We! then! performed! micromagnetic! simulations! of! FMR! excitation! by! the!
induced!Oersted! field,!which!were! in!excellent!agreement!with! the!measured!spectra!
and!values,!indicating!that!the!Oersted!field!is!the!main!excitation!driver.!
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5-3. Conclusion 
We! studied! the! effects& of& DC& currents& on& the& DW& depinning& from& a& T& trap.! By!
measuring! different! DW! polarities,! different! pinning! configurations,! and! different!
depinning! directions,! we! were! able! to! quantify! the! effects! on! depinning! of! three!
phenomena:!Joule!heating,!Oersted!field,!and!spin>transfer!torque.!
The!influence!of! the!spin?transfer&torque!was!determined!to!be! in!the!range!of!a!few!
Oe! (0.4–4!Oe)! at! a! current! density! in! the! Permalloy! layer! of! ≈2.8×1011!Apm>2.! The!
strength!of!this!effect!is!similar!to!what!was!reported!in!monolayer!tracks.!We!have!not!
observed!an!enhanced!effect!in!SV!tracks,!as!was!observed!in!some,!but!not!all,!reported!
studies.!
Though! the! origin! of! the! enhanced! spin>transfer! effect! torque! in! SV! tracks! is! still!
unknown,! some! authors! (referenced! before)! have! suggested! that! it! is! caused! by!
perpendicular>to>plane! spin! currents,! which! may! be! further! investigated! by! testing!
different! SV! compositions.! Reducing! the! Oersted! field!may! also! be! advantageous! to!
making! the! effect! of! spin>transfer! torque! clearer.! This! could! be! achieved! by! adding!
current! shunting! layers! to! the! SV! stack,! so! that! the! current! density! profile! is! centred!
with!the!Py!layer,!with!a!tolerable!reduction!in!MR!signal.!
The! present! study! shows! that! the! T! trap! structure! presents! a! good!model! system! to!
investigate! current! induced! DW! depinning! and! propagation! effects,! due! to! its! well>
characterised! pinning! mechanisms,! known! DW! structure,! the! ability! to! separate!
different!current!effects!with!different!pinning!configurations,!and!the!ability!to!create!
very!weakly!pinned!DWs!(HPULL!in!the!AP!wide!case).!!
We! then! studied! the! effect& of& RF& currents,! and! demonstrated! the! self?excited,& self?
homodyne& measurement& of& the! FMR& of& a& single& nanoscaled& track.! The! observed!
resonance! peaks! were! in! excellent! agreement! with! the! uniform! mode! predicted! by!
Kittel’s!theory,!and!with!micromagnetic!simulations.!
The!method!shown!here!could!be!adapted!in!the!future!to!study!other!FMR!effects,!such!
as! resonance! of! pinned! DWs! or! of! multiple! coupled! DWs! [Bedau' et' al.' +,,-;' O0Brien' +,4,].!
Different!modes! couple! differently!with! the! excitation!Oersted! field! and,! in! order! to!
excite!these!different!modes,!the!direction!and!amplitude!of!the!Oersted!field!could!be!
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tailored! by! changing! the! position! and! number! of! the! electrical! contacts.! The! overall!
magnitude!of!the!Oersted!field!can!also!be!adjusted!by!changing!the!SV!composition.!
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[6] Conclusion  
We! have! studied! the! propagation! and! pinning! of! DWs! in! SV! nanotracks,! in! straight!
tracks! and! in! track! circuits! with! artificial! traps,! using! electrical! measurements! to!
determine!the!DW!position.!!
We!started!by!investigating!how!to!obtain!a!SV!nanotrack!that!behaved!as!a!good!DW!
conduit:! a! track!wherein!DWs! propagated!with!minimal! pinning,! driven! by! external!
fields!much! smaller! than! the! nucleation! field.!We! found! that! the! composition! of! the!
reference!layer!was!a!crucial!parameter,!as!well!as!the!patterning!technique.!By!using!a!
SAF! reference! layer,! patterned! by! an! ion! milling! etch! process,! we! were! able! to!
demonstrate!the!conduit!behaviour!on!tracks!down!to!33!nm!width,!the!narrowest!DW!
conduits! ever! measured! to! this! date.! The! propagation! field,! a! measure! of! the!
significance!of!natural!pinning!defects,!was! lower! than!what!has!been!reported! in!SV!
tracks!(e.g.![Grollier(et(al.(,--.;(Himeno(et(al.(,--.;(Lacour(et(al.(,--6;(Uhlir(et(al.(,-9-]),!though!higher!than!
what! has! been! achieved! in! monolayer! Py! tracks.! By! using! LDshaped! tracks,! we!
controlled! the! internal! structure! of! the! injected! DW,! as! subsequently! confirmed! by!
studies! on! T! gates.! This! control! greatly! simplifies! the! analysis! of!DW! pinning,! but! is!
often!unaddressed!in!studies!of!SV!tracks!(e.g.![Briones)et)al.).//0]).!Moreover,!the!MR!signal!
we!measured!enabled!the!determination!of!the!DW!position!with!great!resolution!(tens!
of! nm)! even! in! the! narrowest! tracks.! To! the! best! of! our! knowledge,! these! are! the!
narrowest!DW! conduits,! either! in! SV! or! Py,! ever!measured! to!date,! and! the! SV! tracks!
with!best!DW!conduit!properties.!
Using!these!SV!DW!conduits,!we!could!then!demonstrate!and!study!four!families!of!DW!
digital!devices:!the!spiral!track,!the!T!gate,!the!NOT!gate!(including!two!designs!for!high!
density! gates),! and! the!DW! interaction! parallel! tracks.!We! compared! their! behaviour!
with!earlier!studies!on!Py!structures,!and!found!that!they!worked!analogously!to!their!
Py!counterparts,! though!often!with!a! smaller!operating!margin! (the! range!of!applied!
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fields! producing! the! desired! behaviour),!which!we! attributed! to! a! higher! density! of!
natural! pinning! defects.! Using! these! structures,! we! demonstrated! several! digital!
functions!on!SV!tracks:!digital!counting!of!field!rotations,!a!controllable!DW!valve!with!
a!T!gate,!the!NOT!gate,!a!7Dgate!shift!register,!and!DW!depinning!induced!by!another!DW.!
All! but! the! first! [Ma$heis) et) al.) -../]! had! only! been! demonstrated! in!monolayer! systems!
[Allwood'et'al.',--.;'Petit'et'al.',--2],!and!the!last!had!never!been!observed.!
The! singleDshot! resistance! measurements! also! enabled! us! to! characterise! these! logic!
structures,! measuring! some! phenomena! which! are! either! new! or! only! predicted! in!
simulation!to!date.!These!included,!among!others,!the!magnetostatic!interaction!of!the!
DW!with!the!T!gate,!the!generation,!pinning,!and!separation!of!360°!DWs!in!a!T!gate,!the!
multiplicity!of!effects!induced!by!the!interaction!of!two!DWs!in!adjacent!tracks,!and!the!
progress!of!a!DW!inside!a!NOT!gate.!These!systems!have!clearly!showed!the!usefulness!
of! studying!DW! logic! devices! in! SV! nanotracks,! as!well! as! having! demonstrated! that!
complex! DW! logic! circuits! can! be! implemented! and! electrically! measured! in! SV!
nanotracks,! an! important! step! towards! the! electronic! integration! of! future! DW! logic!
devices.!
Finally,!we!studied!the!effect!of!injected!electrical!currents!on!the!track!magnetisation!
and! on! DW! depinning.! Using! the! symmetry! of! DW! depinning! from! a! T! gate,! we!
determined!the!magnitude!of!different!interaction!mechanisms!of!a!DC!current!on!DW!
depinning! (Joule!heating,!Oersted! field,! and!spinDtransfer! torque).!Of! these,! the! spinD
transfer!torque!incites!a!special!technological!interest,!as!it!can!be!applied!to!electrically!
propagate!DWs.!We!found!that!the!influence!of!the!spinDtransfer!torque!was!equivalent!
to!a! few!Oe! (0.4–4!Oe)!at!a! current!density!of!≈3×1011!AUmD2,! similar! to!what!has!been!
reported!in!studies!of!monolayer!Py!tracks!(e.g.![Vernier'et'al.',--.])!and!in!some!studies!of!
SV! track! [Jiang' et' al.' ,-..;'Mihai' et' al.' ,-..].!We! have! not! observed! an! enhanced! effect! in! SV!
tracks!observed!in!some!other!SV!studies! [Grollier(et(al.(,--.;(Ravelosona(et(al.(,--4;(Pizzini(et(al.(,--7].!
This! discrepancy,! of! great! technological! importance,! remains! to! be! determined.! We!
suggest! that! the! T! gate! used! here,! by! virtue! of! its! multiple! and! well! characterised!
pinning! configurations! and! its! ability! to! create! very!weakly! pinned!DWs,! is! a! useful!
model!system!to!study!current!induced!depinning.!
We! also! studied! the! effect! of! RF! currents,! and! demonstrated! the! selfDexcited,! selfD
homodyne! onDchip! measurement! of! the! FMR! of! a! single! nanoscaled! track.! Our!
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measurements!were!in!excellent!agreement!to!Kittel’s!theory,!and!with!micromagnetic!
simulations.!
We!believe! that! the!SV! nanotracks!will! be!of!great!use! in! future! experiments.!On! the!
particular! subjects! of! this! thesis,! we! think! that! it! would! be! useful! to! demonstrate!
electronic!data!input,!storage,!and!output!in!a!shift!register,!by!joining!the!shift!register!
demonstrated!here!with!the!injection!of!DWs!with!current!lines!demonstrated!in![Himeno(
et#al.#'(()].!It!would!also!be!interesting!to!study!the!effect!of!the!pinning!potential!to!the!
‘driveDby’! depinning! mechanism! (§4D4.2),! and! in! particular! to! demonstrate! the!
depinning!of!a!series!of!DWs!by!‘driveDby’!depinning!(also!proposed!in!§4D4.2).!The!FMR!
measurement!of!current!induced!DW!resonance!(demonstrated!in![Bedau'et'al.'+,,-])!would!
also!be!of!use!in!the!study!of!the!pinning!potentials!brought!about!by!the!artificial!traps!
magnetostatic! interactions!studied! in! this! thesis.! In!addition,! it!would!also!enable! the!
observation!of! the!oscillation!mechanisms!of!multiple!coupled!DWs! in!adjacent! tracks!
[O#Brien)*+,+],!with!potential!technological!applications!to!RF!oscillators.!On!the!subject!of!
current!induced!DW!depinning!and!propagation,!as!stated!before,!we!believe!that!more!
experimental! observations! on! SV! tracks! of! different! compositions! will! be! useful! to!
understand!the!origin!of!the!enhanced!STT!effect!in!SVs!reported!in!literature.!
Overall,! our! results! have! shown! that! DW! logic! structures,! as! well! as! fundamental!
studies! of! DW! propagation! and! pinning,! can! be! successfully! implemented! with! SV!
tracks,!with!great!advantages!for!their!measurement!and!characterisation.!The!singleD
shot! measurements! possible! in! SV! tracks! are! of! great! use! when! studying! stochastic!
phenomena,!as! is! the!case!of!DW!depinning!and!even!of!DW!propagation!at!a!smaller!
scale.!The!precise!determination!of!DW!position! is!a!precious! tool! in! the!study!of!DW!
interactions!with!artificial!structures!or!other!DWs,!as!done!in!this! thesis,!and!also!for!
the!study!of!DW!dynamics!(e.g.![Glathe(et(al.(*++,]).!It!also!provides!a!way!of!integrating!DW!
logic!devices!with!electronics,!of!great!technological!interest.!
We!would!like!to!point!out!that!many!of!these!results,!regarding!the!implementation!of!
DW! conduits! and! logic! circuits! in! SV! tracks,! are! of! interest! also! in! the!wider! class! of!
magnetic! multilayer! tracks.! Indeed,! many! of! the! problems! addressed! here,! such! as!
magnetostatic! interDlayer! interactions,! are! common! to! all! multiDlayer! systems.! These!
include! proposed! stacked! multiDconduit! devices! [Cowburn) et) al.) /010],! and! DW! conduits!
implemented!in!magnetic!tunnel!junctions.!This!latter!class!has!the!advantage!over!the!
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SV!track!of!higher!signal,!and!thus!finer!measurements!and!easier!electronic!integration,!
and!of! high! efficiency! spinDtransfer! torque!DW! propagation,!which!has! been! recently!
demonstrated![Chanthbouala+et+al.+./00].!
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[A] Sample details  
We   list   here   the   fabrication   details   of   the   samples   mentioned   in   this   thesis.   For   all  
presented  SV  stacks,  thickness  in  nms,  Py  =  Ni19Fe81,  CoFe  =  Co80Fe20,  MnIr=Mn76Ir24.  
A-1. Sample HM01 
SV Stack 
Ion  beam  assisted  sputtering  (at  INESC-­‐‑MN,  Lisbon).  
(Si/SiO2)//  Ta  2/Py  8/Cu  2/CoFe  2.2/Ru  0.8/CoFe  2.2/MnIr  6/Ta  5  
Patterning of SV layer 
1. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   30”.     ØPMMA  950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  1.3  kRPM  for  2’  (~300  nm).      ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  120  °C  for  
2’.  
2. EBL:    Ø20  kV,  20  µμm  aperture,  I  =  97pA.    ØTracks  composed  by  2,  6,  or  10  parallel  
lines  with  dose  700  pC/cm.  ØDeveloped  in  MIBK:IPA  1’,  washed  in  IPA.    ØPost-­‐‑ash  
(O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  2’.  
3. Hard  mask  deposition:    ØThermal  evaporation  of  Ti  11.7  nm.    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  
(1  hr)  +  washing.  
4. Ion  beam  milling:    Øbeam  parameters  600  V  /  28  A.  For  4’  (in  30”  steps  with  30”  
pauses).    ØUsed  calibration  samples  of  SV  on  glass  and  Ti  on  glass.  
Patterning of contact layer 
5. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  1.5  kRPM  for  2’  (~280  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  110  °C  for  
1’.  
6. EBL:      Ø20  kV,   60  µμm.   I  =   930  pA.      ØArea   dose   200  µμC/cm2.      ØDeveloped   in  
MIBK:IPA  4’  (in  two  steps),  washed  in  IPA.    ØPost-­‐‑ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
[A] Sample details  
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7. Contact  deposition:    ØPre-­‐‑etch:  ion  beam  milling  (600  V  /  28  mA)  for  29”  (~  3  nm).    
ØIn-­‐‑chamber  magnetron   sputtering   of   Ta   3  nm/Cu   80  nm/Ta   5  nm.     ØLift-­‐‑off   in  
acetone  +  washing.  
A-2. Sample HM03 
SV Stack 
Ion  beam  assisted  sputtering  (at  INESC-­‐‑MN,  Lisbon).  
(Si/SiO2)//  Ta  2/Py  8/Cu  2/CoFe  2.2/MnIr  6/Ta  5  
Patterning of SV layer 
1. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  1.5  kRPM  for  2’00”  (~300  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  120  °C  
for  1’.  
2. EBL:    Ø20  kV,  20  µμm  aperture,  I  =  91  pA    ØTracks  composed  by  2,  6,  or  10  parallel  
lines  with  dose  800  pC/cm    ØDeveloped  in  MIBK:IPA  1’30”,  washed  in  IPA.    ØPost-­‐‑
ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
3. Hard  mask  deposition:    ØEvaporation  of  Ti  22.0  nm.    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  (1  hr)  +  
washing.  
4. Ion  beam  milling:     Øbeam  parameters  600  V  /  28  A,  for  8’  (in  30”  steps  with  30”  
pauses).    ØUsed  calibration  samples  of  SV  on  glass  and  Ti  on  glass.  
Patterning of contact layer 
5. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  2  kRPM  for  2’  (~280  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  140  °C  for  1’.  
6. EBL:      Ø20  kV,   60  µμm,   I  =   927  pA.         ØArea   dose   210  µμC/cm2.      ØDeveloped   in  
MIBK:IPA  1’30”,  washed  in  IPA.    ØPost-­‐‑ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
7. Contact  deposition:    ØPre-­‐‑etch:  ion  beam  milling  (600  V  /  28  mA)  for  20”  (~  2  nm).    
ØIn-­‐‑chamber  magnetron   sputtering   of   Ta   3  nm/Cu   80  nm/Ta   6  nm.     ØLift-­‐‑off   in  
acetone  (1  hr)  +  washing.  
[A] Sample details  
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A-3. Sample HM14 
SV Stack 
Ion  beam  assisted  sputtering  (at  INESC-­‐‑MN,  Lisbon).  
(Si/SiO2)//  Ta  3.5/  Py  8/  CoFe  2/  Cu  2.4/  CoFe  2/  Ru  0.8/  CoFe  2/  MnIr  7/  Ta  2       
   MR  =  5.3%   HF  =  10.0  Oe   HC  =  1.0  Oe  
Patterning of SV layer 
1. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  3.3  kRPM  for  1’30”  (~270  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  145  °C  
for  1’.  
2. EBL:      Ø20  kV,   20  µμm   aperture,   I  =   145  pA      ØTracks   composed   by   3,   6,   or   12  
parallel   lines  with  dose  1000  pC/cm.     ØDeveloped   in  MIBK:IPA   1’,  washed   in   IPA.    
ØPost-­‐‑ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
3. Hard  mask  deposition:     ØThermal  evaporation  of  Ti  18  nm.    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  
(1  hr)  +  washing.  
4. Ion  beam  milling:     Øbeam  parameters  600  V  /  28  A.  For  4’  (in  30”  steps  with  30”  
pauses).    ØUsed  calibration  sample  of  SV  on  glass.  
Patterning of contact layer 
5. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  3  kRPM  for  2’  (~280  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  130  °C  for  1’.  
6. EBL:     Ø20  kV,   60  µμm,   I  =   1350  pA        ØArea   dose   280  µμC/cm2.     ØDeveloped   in  
MIBK:IPA  1’,  washed  in  IPA.    ØPost-­‐‑ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
7. Pre-­‐‑milling:     ØIon  beam  milling  (600  V  /  28  mA)  for  10”  (~  1  nm).     ØIn-­‐‑chamber  
magnetron  sputtering  of  Ta  15  nm.  
8. Contact   deposition:      ØThermal   evaporation   of   Ti   5  nm/Au   200  nm   (imprecise  
calibration).    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  (1  hr)  +  washing.  
A-4. Sample HM18 
SV Stack 
Ion  beam  assisted  sputtering  (at  INESC-­‐‑MN,  Lisbon).  
[A] Sample details  
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(Si/SiO2)//  Ta  3.5/  Py  8/  CoFe  2/  Cu  2.4/  CoFe  2/  Ru  0.8/  CoFe  2/  MnIr  7/  Ta  2    
   MR  =  5.3%   HF  =  10.0  Oe   HC  =  1.0  Oe  
Patterning of SV layer 
1. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  5  kRPM  for  1’30”  (~250  nm).     ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  130  °C  
for  1’.  
2. EBL:     Ø20  kV,   30  µμm   aperture,   I  =   345  pA.     ØTracks   composed   by   3,   6,   or   12  
parallel  lines  with  dose  800  pC/cm.    ØDeveloped  in  MIBK:IPA  1’15”,  washed  in  IPA.    
ØPost-­‐‑ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
3. Hard  mask  deposition:     ØThermal  evaporation  of  Ti  18  nm.    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  
(1  hr)  +  washing.  
4. Ion  beam  milling:     Øbeam  parameters  600  V  /  28  A.  For  4’  (in  30”  steps  with  30”  
pauses).    ØUsed  calibration  sample  of  SV  on  glass.  
Patterning of contact layer 
5. PMMA   coating:     ØPre-­‐‑ash   (O2   plasma   etch)   10  W   for   1’.     ØPMMA   950k   4%   in  
anisole,  spin-­‐‑coated  at  3  kRPM  for  2’  (~280  nm).    ØBake  in  hot  plate  at  130  °C  for  1’.  
6. EBL:    Ø20  kV,  Multiple  apertures  (30  and  120  µμm),  I  =  350  pA  (for  30  µμm  aperture).    
ØArea  dose  280  µμC/cm2.     ØDeveloped   in  MIBK:IPA   1’30”,  washed   in   IPA.     ØPost-­‐‑
ash  (O2  plasma  etch)  10  W  for  1’.  
7. Pre-­‐‑milling:     ØIon  beam  milling  (600  V  /  28  mA)  for  20”  (~  2  nm).     ØIn-­‐‑chamber  
magnetron  sputtering  of  Ta  30  nm.  
8. Contact   deposition:      ØThermal   evaporation   of   Ti   5  nm/Au   200  nm   (imprecise  
calibration).    ØLift-­‐‑off  in  acetone  (1  hr)  +  washing.  
[B] Additional data (Chapter 5) 
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FIG. B-1 Variation with current of HTR and HPull (AP-narrow case). The top plots 
show HTR (A, B) or HPull I vs. current amplitude for negative and positive currents (red 
and blue points) and for TT and HH DWs. The bottom plots show ∆HTR or ∆HPull (black 
points). The top axis is the estimated current density in the Py layer. The solid orange 
lines and the table (D.) are a linear fit with model ∆H__ = m· I  .  
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D. 
transition configuration 
m  
(kOe·A-1) 
adjusted 
R2 
HTR 
AP-narrow TT — — 
AP-narrow HH -29 ±2 0.98 
HPull 
AP-narrow TT — — 
AP-narrow HH -4 ±1 0.80 
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  A.  B. 
  
C. D. 
  
 E. 
transition configuration m (kOe·A-1) adjusted R2 
HTR 
AP-wide TT -13.3 ±0.6 0.98 
AP-wide HH 18.6 ±0.4 1.00 
HPull 
AP-wide TT 0 ±2 0 
AP-wide HH -4.5 ±0.6 0.94 
FIG. B-2 Variation with current of HTR and HPull (AP-wide case). The top plots show 
HTR (A, B.) or HPull (C, D.) vs. current amplitude for negative and positive currents (red 
and blue points) and for tt and hh DWs. The bottom plots show ∆HTR or ∆HPull (black 
points). The top axis is the estimated current density in the Py layer. The solid orange 
lines and the table (E.) are a linear fit with model ∆H__ = m· I  .  
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